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Mobile fog computing (MFC) is an emerging paradigm that
extends cloud computing (CC) by adding a new layer between
the cloud and its end users. With the cloud-aware MFC, the
cloud can pre-push certain important resources to the fog to
reduce the networking latency and release the traﬃc burden
over the links. The end user then is able to perform oﬄine
computing on the fog layer so that only the important results
need to be delivered to and stored in the cloud. Moreover,
the dense geographical deployment of fog servers enables the
system to be aware of the end user’s location. Therefore, some
location-sensitive applications could be well supported by the
fog-aided cloud systems. Note that the cloud-aware MFC is
diﬀerent from the mobile edge computing (MEC), another
promising technology for overcoming the shortcomings of
CC, since MFC is able to jointly work with the cloud, but
MEC is usually deﬁned by the exclusion of CC. Speciﬁcally, in
MEC, computing applications, data, and services are pushed
away from the centralized nodes to the network edge, which
enables network edge to run in an isolated environment from
the rest of the network and provides access to local resources
and data. In contrast, MFC provides not only a systemlevel horizontal architecture but also a new way to distribute,
orchestrate, and manage secure resources across the network
rather than just performing computing at the network edge.
How to design eﬃcient system architectures, transmission strategies, and protocols for MFC and how to eﬃciently
analyze and evaluate the system performance are very important and essential. These topics have carved out a new area
rich in research and innovation potential. This special issue
aims to address all these topics and invite contributions from
worldwide leading researchers.

This special issue received submissions covering a wide
range of topics in MFC. The following is a short summary of
the ﬁndings of each of these papers.
Y. Zhou et al. took the rural vitalization as an objective
and proposed a smart collaborative policy for MFC scenarios;
the challenges and drawbacks of extending cloud to fog are
reviewed at the beginning. Then, the analysis of policy design
is presented from the perspectives of feature comparisons,
urgent requirements, and possible solutions.
X. Di et al. designed a resource allocation (RA) algorithm
to solve the mobile fog computing-assisted RA problem
and demonstrated that the achievable rate is signiﬁcantly
increased by using the proposed RA algorithm.
H. Chen et al. proposed a non-task-speciﬁc method for
Chinese sentiment classiﬁcation, which used a new structure
convolutional layer to enhance the ability of automatic feature
extraction and applied global average pooling layer to prevent
overﬁtting. Through experiments and analysis, they proved
the method do achieve competitive accuracy.
X. Tan et al. proposed an Extraction-Inference (E-I)
algorithm and built a QoS and user Interest based Engagement (QI-E) regression model. Through experiments on
the datasets, they demonstrated that the model reaches
an improvement in accuracy by 9.99% over the baseline
model. The proposed model has potential for designing QoEoriented scheduling strategies in various network scenarios,
especially in the fog computing context.
W. Chen et al. proposed a novel public auditing protocol
based on the adjacency-hash table and demonstrated that
dynamic auditing and data updating are more eﬃcient than
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those of the state of the arts. Computation and communication costs can be reduced eﬀectively by using the authentication structure.
W. Hui-Juan and J. Yong studied the 2-adic complexity
attack ability of the periodic balance sequence in the fog
computing environment. They proved that the 2-adic complexity of the periodic balanced sequence is not an attacking
threat when used in fog computing by using the exponential
function as a new approach.
Y. Wang et al. proposed a method that takes advantage of
the immune mechanism to schedule tasks in a decentralized
way for fog computing. Distributed schedulers are used
to generate the optimal scheduler strategies to deal with
overloaded computing nodes and achieve the optimal task
ﬁnishing time.
H. Zheng et al. proposed a fog-assisted real-time
QoE prediction scheme, which can predict the QoE of
DASH-supported video streaming using fog nodes. Neither
client/server participations nor deep packet parsing at network equipment is needed, which makes this scheme easy to
deploy.
H. Zhao et al. took advantage of fog computing and
studied transcoding based video caching in cellular networks
where cache servers are deployed at the edge of cellular
network for providing improved quality of online VoD
services to mobile users.
L. Liu et al. proposed a novel classiﬁcation mining
algorithm I-Apriori which is based on the Apriori algorithm
to increase productivity and allocate resources appropriately
to the tasks. They proposed a novel task scheduling model
and a TSFC (Task Scheduling in Fog Computing) algorithm
based on the I-Apriori algorithm. Association rules generated
by the I-Apriori algorithm are combined with the minimum
completion time of every task in the task set.
L. Lu et al. proposed a suboptimal approach for resource
allocation of massive MIMO-OFDMA systems for highspeed train (HST) applications. Fast convergence can be
achieved for the proposed approach within only several
iterations. They showed that the algorithm is superior to
existing techniques in terms of system energy eﬃciency
and throughput in diﬀerent system conﬁgurations of HST
applications.
Y. Huo et al. proposed a real-time stream data aggregation framework with adaptive-event diﬀerential privacy
(Re-ADP). In the framework, fog servers will only send
aggregated secure data to cloud servers, which can relieve the
computing overhead of cloud servers, improve communication eﬃciency, and protect data privacy.
T. Jing et al. designed an integrated system to prevent
illegal privacy leak. They deﬁned a trust degree mechanism
to evaluate trustworthiness of a communicator dynamically
and set up a new message publishing system to determine
who can obtain the message of the publisher. They veriﬁed
the eﬀectiveness of the proposed message publishing system
through analysis of conﬁdentiality performance.
L. Wang and L. Li proposed the fog computing-based
diﬀerential positioning (FCDP) method which introduces fog
computing technology to BeiDou satellite navigation system.
Compared with the original data center-based diﬀerential
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positioning method, they demonstrated that the FCDP
method decreases the latency of positioning, while ensuring
the positioning accuracy.
Y. Fu et al. proposed a novel neighbor-based QoS prediction method for service recommendation and further
designed a Nearest Graph algorithm to recognize stable or
unstable candidate along with their popularity by a nearest
neighbor graph structure which can help make missing
QoS values prediction in a certain order to improve ﬁnal
prediction accuracy. Experimental results conﬁrm that the
proposed method is eﬀective in predicting unknown QoS
values in terms of service recommendation accuracy and
eﬃciency.
S. Li et al. investigated the reliability of concurrent multipath communications in mobile cloud computing (MCC)
architectures and proposed two reliability models when
paths are in failure. They mainly analyzed that in MCC
architectures multipath communications can be achieved
with multihomed mobile devices, so as to utilize multiple
paths for data transmissions in parallel.
J. Zhang et al. provided a comprehensive overview of
key fault tolerance strategies. They mainly summarized three
aspects from static fault tolerance strategies, dynamic fault
tolerance strategies, and main challenges confronted by fault
tolerance for composite service.
Z. Chen et al. proposed a new security scheme based on
implicit certiﬁcate (IC), which solves the security problem
among the access points (APs) in a dynamic APs group
(APG) and between the AP and user equipment (UE). They
extensively analyzed a lightweight security communication
model in terms of security and performance and proved the
eﬃciency of the solution.
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Based on the measurement error of pseudorange in BeiDou satellite navigation system, this paper analyzes the measurement
principle of the system. Aiming at the difficulties in the system measurement error index system, an overall construction method of
measurement error system based on empirical estimation method and error distribution model is proposed. Based on the Analytic
Hierarchy Process, the correlation analysis model of the measurement error index is constructed, the relationship between the
indicators is analyzed, and the system measurement error index hierarchy is constructed. Based on the empirical estimation method
and the error distribution model, the index values are decomposed and assigned based on the final service performance of the
system, and a clear representation of the complex relationship of index matching is achieved. Finally, by analyzing the principle
of the positioning function in the ground transportation control mode, taking the satellite clock error as an example, the model is
decomposed layer by layer and the relevant indicator items are established. The relationship between index terms was studied, and
the value of the indicators was quantified. Compared with the actual operating conditions of the current system, the correctness of
the method was verified, which provided a basis for the demonstration of the index values of satellite navigation systems. Based on
the empirical estimation method and error distribution model as a new type of calculation method, the index system established
under a certain set of conditions is reasonable, and it can be applied to the error control adjustment in satellite navigation system
engineering construction.

1. Introduction
The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is satellitebased radio navigation and positioning system. It can provide precise three-dimensional position, three-dimensional
speed, navigation data, accurate satellite time reference, and
other information for all types of users. It shows more and
more important uses in military and civilian applications
and its application prospects far beyond people’s imagination
[1]. Based on the empirical estimation method and error
distribution model as a new type of calculation method, the
index system established under a certain set of conditions is
reasonable, and it can be applied to the error control adjustment in satellite navigation system engineering construction
[2–8].
The construction of the BeiDou satellite navigation system is a complex and huge system project. When the BeiDou

satellite navigation system is using for position or navigation,
there are various errors in the observation and measurement,
such as the BeiDou system’s own error of the signal which
includes satellite ephemeris error and satellite clock error;
the propagation error of the BeiDou signal from the satellite
to the user receiving antenna includes ionospheric delay
correction error and tropospheric delay correction error, etc.;
BeiDou user receiver generated signal measurement error,
including observation noise error and antenna phase center
error. This paper defines the measurement error system of the
BeiDou satellite navigation system as an organic combination
of error index elements in the measurement process of the
BeiDou satellite navigation system [9–15]. It is the correlation
and constraint relationship between the performance of a
single measurement error indicator and multiple measurement error indicators, and an intrinsic part of the satellite
navigation system as well as a crucial foundation for ensuring
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Figure 1: Measurement principle of BeiDou satellite navigation system code pseudorange.

the stable operation of satellite navigation systems. It determines and restricts the functions and performance of satellite
navigation systems.
The various measurement errors existing in the BeiDou
system will have a certain influence on the measurement
accuracy of the system, and the error is unavoidable. However, some techniques can be used to reduce the influence of
the error on the measurement accuracy. In order to ensure
that the system’s final service accuracy meets the design
requirements, in the system’s demonstration design, various
errors need to be repeatedly adjusted and simulated to calculate the system positioning accuracy according to the system’s
service accuracy requirements and finally be given under the
condition of meeting the accuracy index in accordance with
the current technical development level of the indicators of
the distribution of errors, and the error control of each link
in the process of engineering development is guided.
How to start from the system service performance,
establish the index system, and clearly describe the complex
relationship existing in the index system has become a
hot topic in BeiDou satellite navigation system research.
Based on the research of BeiDou satellite navigation system
measurement error index, this thesis builds a hierarchy of
system measurement error indicators guided by Analytic
Hierarchy Process, and proposes an overall measurement
error system based on empirical prediction method and
error distribution model methods to study the relationship
between the indicators of the index system and quantify the
relevant index values.

2. BeiDou Satellite Navigation System
Positioning Principle and Error Analysis
2.1. System Positioning Principle. The principle of the positioning of the BeiDou satellite navigation system is mainly
based on the relevant principles of spatial geometry and
physical knowledge, using satellites in the spatial distribution

and the distance between the satellite and the surface of the
earth to calculate the specific location of the ground point.
Unlike the ground-based optoelectronic distance measurement method, BeiDou satellite navigation system implements
pseudorange measurement [16–19]. In principle, it needs two
clocks, one is called a satellite clock and the other is called
a user receiver clock (local clock). Because there is a clock
error between the satellite clock and the user receiver clock,
the distance measurement is called a pseudorange. In order
to facilitate the analysis of the influence of various errors on
the measurement accuracy, errors are usually attributed to
the pseudorange parameter measurement of the satellite and
can be regarded as the equivalent error of the pseudorange
value. This paper reanalyzed the physical definition of the
code pseudorange and the various error source parameters
combed out [20–23]. Assume that the time is called the
transmission time when the satellite transmits the signal, and
the time is called the reception time when the user receives
the signal. Figure 1 shows BeiDou satellite navigation system
signal code pseudorange measuring principle.
Usually, the user clock is not synchronized with the
BeiDou satellite clock. The BeiDou navigation system time
(BDT) is actually equal to t. Then the user receiver time at t
is 𝑡𝑢 (𝑡), and the difference between the user receiver time and
the BeiDou navigation system time is recorded 𝛿𝑡𝑢 (𝑡); that is,
𝑡𝑢 (𝑡) = 𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡𝑢 (𝑡)

(1)

𝑡(𝑠) (𝑡) = 𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡(𝑠) (𝑡)

(2)

Similarly,

Pseudorange is defined as the distance between signal reception time and transmission time:
𝜌 (𝑡) = 𝑐 (𝑡𝑢 (𝑡) − 𝑡(𝑠) (𝑡 − 𝜏))

(3)

where 𝜏 represents the actual propagation time of the signal
from the satellite to the receiver.
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Substitute (1) into the above equation; that is,
𝜌 (𝑡) = 𝑐𝜏 + 𝑐 (𝛿𝑡𝑢 (𝑡) − 𝛿𝑡(𝑠) (𝑡 − 𝜏))

Measurement error

(4)

The actual propagation time of the BeiDou satellite
navigation signal consists of two parts: one is the time when
the signal travels a geometric distance, and the other is the
propagation delay caused by the atmosphere; that is,
𝜏=

𝑟 (𝑡 − 𝜏, 𝑡)
+ 𝐼 (𝑡) + 𝑇 (𝑡)
𝑐

(5)

The atmospheric propagation delay can be decomposed
into two parts: the ionosphere delay 𝐼(𝑡) and the troposphere
delay 𝑇(𝑡). Substituting (5) into (4),
𝜌 (𝑡) = 𝑟 (𝑡 − 𝜏, 𝑡) + 𝑐 (𝛿𝑡𝑢 (𝑡) − 𝛿𝑡(𝑠) (𝑡 − 𝜏)) + 𝑐𝐼 (𝑡)
+ 𝑐𝑇 (𝑡) + 𝜀𝜌 (𝑡)

(6)

In the formula, 𝜌(𝑡) represents the pseudorange observation; 𝑟(𝑡 − 𝜏, 𝑡) is the real distance from the satellite to the
receiver; 𝜀𝜌 (𝑡) represents the noise error. Equation (6) is often
referred to as the pseudorange observation equation, which is
the basic equation for the user receiver to use a pseudorange
to achieve a single point absolute positioning.
BeiDou satellite navigation system error positioning
accuracy is
𝑀𝑝 = 𝑃𝐷𝑂𝑃 × 𝑈𝑝

(7)

In the formula, PDOP is the spatial position geometric
precision factor; 𝑈𝑝 is the measuring error factor.
2.2. Measurement Error Analysis. There are many errors in
the accuracy of the positioning accuracy produced by the
BeiDou satellite navigation system, for example, the orbit
of the satellites, the atmospheric refraction, and the BeiDou
positioning receivers themselves. These errors have a great
influence on the positioning accuracy of the BeiDou satellite
navigation system. In the navigation and positioning system,
the distance error caused by the measurement error can all be
equivalent to the error due to the pseudorange measurement.
These errors are collectively referred to as the user equivalent
distance error (𝑈𝐸𝑅𝐸).
In order to analyze the effects of various errors on the
accuracy, it is assumed that the error sources affecting the
positioning accuracy are all independent, and the satellite
approximately is represented as a zero-mean Gaussian random variable whose variance is determined by the sum of the
variance of each component. The measurement error factor
is satellites 𝑈𝐸𝑅𝐸.
𝑈𝐸𝑅𝐸 = √ 𝜎12 + 𝜎22 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜎𝑛2

(8)

According to formula (6), BeiDou satellite navigation system positioning accuracy is closely related to measurement
error. Measurement error is affected by many factors, such
as satellite orbit error, satellite clock error, ionosphere error,
tropospheric error, multipath, and thermal noise. According

system error

Random error

Abnormal error

Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of measurement error statistics.

to the different statistical characteristics of measurement
error, these errors can be divided into accidental error,
systematic error, and abnormal errors, as shown in Figure 2.
Systematic error refers to the error of a certain law, such
as constant system error, periodic system error, etc., caused
by the systematic influence of certain factors. The effects
of systematic errors are cumulative. For example, dynamic
model errors, satellite orbit errors, coordinate system errors,
ionosphere delay errors, and tropospheric delay errors are
system errors. Random error refers to errors caused by
various random factors. Individuals of this type of error are
random and irregular, but statistically obey specific statistical
rules, such as normal distribution or heavy tail distribution
(Huber distribution), for example, satellite ranging error,
spatial signal jitter error, etc. Abnormal error refers to the
error caused by equipment abnormalities and abnormal
changes in observation conditions and is generally expressed
in the form of abnormal values. Satellite ranging errors or
carrier measurement errors caused by satellite orbit maneuvers, satellite equipment failures, receiver failures, and other
extreme errors are abnormal errors.

3. Measurement Error Index Construction
Model Based on Analytic Hierarchy Process
3.1. Systematical Measurement Error Level Decomposition
Method. The principle of the AHP is to decompose the
decision-making first, draw a number of important influencing factors, and classify it to construct a multilevel structural
model. After starting from the lower level, analyze the
relative importance of the underlying factors to the upper
factors and rank according to the degree of importance. The
characteristics of AHP are quantification and hierarchization.
It decomposes complex problem into a number of relatively
simple and small problems, then calculates, and analyzes in
turn.
The specific application steps of the AHP are as follows:
Determine the specific issues that need to be decided, and
decompose the problem into target layer, criterion layer, and
indicator layer. The decision-making problem is the target
level, the final solution is the indicator level, and the criteria
level includes the key criteria that need to be considered when
making decisions, as shown in Figure 3.
According to the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), the
measurement error elements of the BeiDou satellite navigation system are decomposed into system objectives, criteria,
and indicators. Based on this, qualitative and quantitative
analysis is performed. The complex system measurement
error problem is represented as an ordered hierarchical
structure. The hierarchical analysis structure is shown in
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Figure 3: Hierarchical decomposition.
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Figure 4: AHP determines the measurement error indicator.

Figure 5. The energy efficiency status of navigation satellites, signal propagation environments, and ground-based
receiving equipment directly reflect the source of the measurement error and the level of energy efficiency of the
entire system. Well, therefore, navigation satellites, signal
propagation environments, ground-based receiving equipment (including BeiDou user receiver and ground transport
accused of BeiDou receiver), and the above three (navigation
satellite, signal propagation environments, and ground-based
receiving equipment) of different period of coupling are
difficult to define clearly the error as the criterion layer 2
indicators.
At the same time, satellite delay error, satellite error, its
ionosphere, troposphere, and BeiDou user’s receiver noise
error, multipath error, and many other factors have great
impact on measurement error energy efficiency, subdividing
them into the 3rd factor indicator level according to the rule,
as shown in Figure 4.
3.2. System Measurement Error Indicator Correlation Analysis
Model. There is a quantitative relationship between the BeiDou satellite navigation system measurement indicators in
the physical sense, but the changes in the visual relationship
between any two measurement and the linkage relationship
between the measurement error indicator data and through
one or a few indicators if it is possible to distinguish the
other indicators of changes in laws or is a measure of whether

changes depend on one or several indexes such as relationship
remain to be further analyzed.
The quantitative relationship of the measurement error
indicators of the BeiDou satellite navigation system can be
divided into two types: one is a deterministic relationship,
which is called a functional relationship; the other is an
uncertainty relationship, called the correlation relationship.
The functional relationship between the system measurement
error indicators is determined by the physical characteristics
of the BeiDou satellite navigation system operation and the
definition of measurement error characteristic indicators.
The correlation relationship reflects the relevant forms and
correlation degree of the studied variables or reflects the
regular when the variable changes, the other variable will
follow the law of the corresponding change, and the value
of this change is uncertain. Therefore, the initial search
for such uncertainties in the BeiDou satellite navigation
system measurement error index can be determined by doing
correlation analysis for the measurement error characteristic
indices and finding the correlation coefficient between the
error characteristic index data.
The correlation analysis of measurement error index data
is hoped to mine the inherent law hidden in statistical index
data through data mining technology. In most cases, the
correlation analysis we perform is performed between the
two indicators. This requires the use of a binary variable
correlation analysis. Different types of variable data should
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Figure 5: Flow chart of measurement error indicator construction model.

use different correlation analysis methods. When the statistical indicators of measurement error are used for correlation
analysis, the error indicators are generally numerical variables. Therefore, the Pearson correlation coefficient analysis
method is used to determine the correlation coefficient
between the load characteristics law.
Let two random variables be X and y, then the correlation
coefficient of the two variables is
𝜌=

cov (𝑋, 𝑌)
√var (𝑋)√var (𝑌)

(9)

where cov(𝑋, 𝑌) is the covariance of two variables;
var(𝑋) var(𝑌) are the variance of X and Y; the overall correlation coefficient is a measure of the correlation coefficient
between the two variables.
However, in fact, the overall correlation coefficient is
generally unknown and needs to be estimated using the
sample correlation coefficient. For measurement error characteristics, let 𝑋 = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑥𝑛 ), 𝑌 = (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑦𝑛 )
be the two time series from measurement error characteristic
index X and index Y, respectively, then the correlation
coefficient between indexes is 𝑟:
𝑟=

∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥) (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦)
√∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)2 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦)2

(10)

𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑛, 𝑥 and 𝑦 represent the mean values of X and
Y sequences, and the measurement error characteristic index
data sample correlation coefficient 𝜌 is a uniform estimator of
the overall correlation coefficient of index.
3.3. System Measurement Error Distribution Model. The
establishment of the measurement error indicator of the
BeiDou satellite navigation system is actually the process of
error allocation based on the system service design requirements. The allocation of errors should take into account the
distribution of all error components. For the BeiDou satellite
navigation system measurement error, according to the “BeiDou II” satellite navigation system engineering construction
experience, and for a given system error, the impact can be
removed first from the total error, and then the remaining
random error and the undetermined systematic error distribution problems are analyzed. If the error allowable range
of each index item is determined, other errors are assigned
according to the determined error. If the error allowable
range of the index item cannot be determined, it is distributed
according to the equal action principle.
The principle of equal action is to first consider that the
error of each part of the BeiDou satellite navigation system
has equal influence on the overall error. That is to say, when
allocating errors, the error factors are all random errors and
are not related to each other, then the error transfer formula of
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Table 1: Correlation analysis of factor level indicators.

r11
r 21
r31
r41
r51
r61
r71
r81

r11
1.00
0.15
0.08
0.72
0.57
0.59
0.41
0.83

r12
0.15
1.00
-0.04
0.09
0.11
0.06
0.03
0.19

r13
0.08
0.04
1.00
-0.05
0.12
0.07
-0.01
0.10

r14
0.72
0.09
0.05
1.00
0.52
0.49
0.32
0.65

the arbitrary function 𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑥𝑚 ) of the unrelated
variable is
𝑚

𝜎𝑦 = √ ∑ (
𝑖=1

𝑚
𝜕𝑓 2 2
2
) 𝜎𝑖 = √ ∑ (𝐷𝑖 )
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝑖=1

(11)

In the formula 𝐷𝑖 = |𝜕𝑓/𝜕𝑥𝑖 |𝜎𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 is the fractional error of the
direct measurement. According to the requirement of error
distribution, when given 𝜎𝑦 , determine the value of 𝐷𝑖 or 𝜎𝑖 ,
that needs to meet the formula √𝐷21 + 𝐷22 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝐷2𝑚 ≤ 𝜎𝑦 ,
according to the principle of distribution, that requires
𝐷1 = 𝐷2 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = 𝐷𝑚 = √

 𝜕𝑓 


= 
𝜎
𝑚  𝜕𝑥𝑖  𝑖

𝜎𝑦2

(12)

The distribution of errors by the principle of equal action
may appear unreasonable, because the calculated local errors
are all equal. This point is easy to achieve for some measurement values to ensure that its measurement error is not
beyond the allowable range, and some of these measurement
values are difficult to meet the requirements; to meet its
measurement accuracy, it is bound to use expensive highprecision instruments or to pay a larger labor. From (9), we
can see that when the error of each direct quantity is fixed, the
corresponding measurement error is inversely proportional
to the error transfer coefficient. Therefore, each measurement
error is not equal, and sometimes the phase difference may
be large when the local errors are equal. Because of the above
two kinds of situations, the errors allocated to the principle
of equal action must be adjusted according to the specific
circumstances. For error terms that are difficult to guarantee
during measurement, the allowable error values should be
appropriately expanded. For errors that are easy to guarantee
in measurement, the allowable error values should be reduced
as much as possible. After the error is adjusted, the total error
should also be calculated according to the error distribution
formula to see if it exceeds the allowable value of the given
function error.
3.4. Measurement Error Index Construction Model. Selecting
the appropriate process for accuracy analysis and error index
allocation is the key to the design process. The process flow
shown in Figure 5 has been used in the analysis of the actual
model and achieved the effect of the engineering application.

r15
0..57
-0.11
0.12
0.52
1.00
-0.02
0.07
-0.81

r16
0.59
0.06
0.07
0.49
0.02
1.00
-0.08
0.85

r17
0.41
03
0.01
0.32
0.07
0.08
1.00
-0.87

r18
-0.83
0.19
-0.10
0.65
0.81
0.85
0.87
1.00

4. Results and Discussion Analysis on
Measurement Errors of BeiDou Satellite
Navigation System
4.1. Relevance Decomposition of Systematic Measurement
Error Factor Layer Indicators. In order to analyze the correlation between measurement indicators of the BeiDou satellite
navigation system error indicators and determine whether
it meets the principle established by the index system, we
can use a method of calculating correlations to assess the
correlation between index items.
Take BeiDou satellite navigation system data released as
an example. The data used includes A satellite clock error
(I1), B satellite delay error (I2), C relativistic effect error (I3),
D satellite ephemeris error (I4), E ionospheric refractive
error (I5), F tropospheric refractive error (I6), G multipath
or occlusion error (I7), and H BeiDou satellite navigation
receiver measurement error (I8); in the ground control state,
ground control section errors are contained within ephemeris
errors and satellite clock errors. The correlation calculation
results are shown in Table 1.
Calculate the correlation value 𝑟 according to formula
(10). The value of 𝑟 is between -1 and 1 and describes the
degree and direction of the linear correlation between the
two measurement error characteristic indices: 𝑟 > 0, there
is a positive correlation between the two measurement error
characteristic indicators; 𝑟 < 0, there is a negative correlation
between the two measurement error characteristic indices;
𝑟 = ±1, there is a complete correlation between the two load
characteristic indexes; 𝑟 = 0, there is no linear correlation
between the two measurement error characteristic indexes.
According to experience, the degree of correlation is divided
into the following situations: when |𝑟| > 0.8, it can be
regarded as a high degree of correlation between the load
characteristics; when 0.5 ≤ |𝑟| ≤ 0.8, it can be regarded as
a measurement error with a moderate degree of correlation;
when 0.3 ≤ |𝑟| ≤ 0.5, it is considered that the measurement
error characteristic index is low-degree related; when |𝑟| <
0.3, the measurement error characteristic index correlation is
extremely weak; it may be regarded as irrelevant. The degree
of correlation between the measurement error characteristic
indicators is determined according to the size of the correlation coefficient, and sorting is performed to remove irrelevant
indexes.
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Figure 6: Satellite clock error decomposition indicators.

Table 1 has certain significance, but it does not fully
represent the correlation of measurement error indicators.
Here, only typical examples are provided for the construction
of model methods. According to Table 1, there is a strong
correlation between the satellite clock error and other error
indicators. That is, the satellite clock error is used as an
example for further decomposition until the disaggregated
indicator items are independent of each other. The error
sources related to satellite clock error errors mainly include
the performance of the satellite clock, the accuracy of
satellite-to-earth time comparison, and the update rate of
the star clock parameters. The satellite clock errors are
related to the decomposition index items, as shown in
Figure 6.
4.2. Index Item Allocation Based on Empirical
Estimation Method
4.2.1. Estimated Distribution of Experience for Each Indicator
Item. The availability of the BeiDou satellite navigation
system is related to the cut-off angle used by the receiver.

Decreasing the cut-off angle can lead to better usability.
However, lowering the cut-off angle to observe more satellites
will introduce larger atmospheric errors, so a reasonable
selection of cut-off angles should be made on the basis of
reaching the availability index. According to statistics of
system availability at different cut-off angles, it can be seen
that when the cut-off angle is 5∘ , the availability is greater
than 98%, which can meet the general demand for availability.
Therefore, to ensure generality, when the PDOP value is
calculated from the measurement error index value of this
paper, the cut-off angle is 5∘ . At this time, when the PDOP
is less than or equal to 2.5, the system is available and
the system availability is good. The availability in China is
100%. The system has been able to better meet the positioning and navigation needs in China and its neighboring
regions.
The error positioning accuracy of the BeiDou satellite
navigation system is related to the geometric accuracy factor
of the spatial position and the error factor for the measurement of 𝑈𝑝 . In the ground operation control mode, the
positioning accuracy of the system is better than 10m, and
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Table 2: Relativity correction error caused by inaccurate.

𝑡 − 𝑡𝑘
4 hours
1 day

𝜎𝑠
1 × 10−15 /𝑠
1 × 10−15 /𝑠

𝜎𝑑
1 × 10−15 /day
1 × 10−15 /day

the position accuracy factor of the system is PDOP=2.5,
then
𝑈𝐸𝑅𝐸 = 10𝑚/2.5 = 4𝑚
2
2
2
𝜎𝑈𝐸𝑅𝐸 = √𝜎satellite
delay + 𝜎satellite clock + 𝜎The theory of

𝜎 (𝑡)
0.17ps
0.45ps

Corresponding ranging error
5.1E-5m
/

From Figures 3 and 5, the square root of the sum of the
squares of the measurement error index of the indicator layer
is 4m; that is,

(13)

relativity

2
2
2
2
2
+ 𝜎ephemeris
+ 𝜎The
ionosphere + 𝜎troposphere + 𝜎receiver + 𝜎multipath (14)

A Satellite Delay Error Indicator Allocation. Delay from the
zero point of the satellite system to the output of the signal
conversion circuit, the delay from the output of the signal
conversion circuit to the output of the wave modulator, the
delay from the output of the microwave modulator to the
output of the power amplifier, the time delay from the output
of the power amplifier to the phase center of the antenna,
and the error between the signals, the phase deviation of the
transmitting antenna phase, and the satellite-to-earth time
ratio error on-board are the navigation satellite delay errors.
At present, the impact of satellite delay error on positioning
is expected to be within 0.2ns.
B Distribution of Relativistic Effect Error Indicators. According to the principle of relativity, clock oscillators at different speeds of motion will produce frequency offsets, and
clock oscillators with different gravitational bits will generate
gravitational shifts. During BeiDou satellite navigation and
positioning surveys, due to the different statuses of the
BeiDou satellite clock and the receiver clock, their movement
speed and gravitational force are different.
The frequency stability expression of a satellite-borne
atomic clock can be approximated by 𝜎𝑦 (𝜏) = 𝜎𝑠 𝜏−1/2 + 𝜎𝑑
(where 𝜎𝑠 is the second stability, 𝜎𝑑 is the day stability, and
𝜏 is the measurement interval). The satellite clock time offset
variance 𝜎2 (𝑡) caused by it is determined by the time interval
and calibration method of satellite clock synchronization
calibration (the ground clock is generally based on the
hydrogen clock), 𝜎2 (𝑡) = 𝜎𝑠 2 ×(𝑡−𝑡𝑘)+𝜎𝑑 2 ×(𝑡−𝑡𝑘)2 (where 𝑡 is
the current time and 𝑡𝑘 is the calibration time). Table 2 shows
the relationship between 𝜎𝑠 , 𝜎𝑑 , synchronization calibration
intervals 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑘 and 𝜎(𝑡), and ranging error.
Therefore, the satellite has been revised, and the influence
of relativity on the stability of the bell is below 1E-15. This item
can be ignored.
C Allocation of Satellite Ephemeris Error Indicators. Satellite
ephemeris error is also called satellite orbit error. Estimating
and processing satellite orbital errors is more difficult because
satellites are subject to the combined effects of multiple perturbations in orbital operations, and it is difficult for ground
monitoring systems to accurately grasp the changing laws of

these forces. The BeiDou system satellites are equipped with
laser reflectors. The accuracy of the satellite laser reflectors
can reach 1 to 2cm, and the existing orbit determination
technology and the perturbation model have been improved;
therefore, the accuracy of precision orbit determination
can theoretically reach the order of decimeters and even
centimeters. However, since all three ground monitoring
stations of the BeiDou satellite navigation system are located
in China, there are few tracking arcs for the satellites, and
the distribution is extremely uneven. Therefore, using the
observation data from 3 monitoring stations to determine the
accuracy of the track is difficult to be improved. At present,
the influence of ephemeris errors on positioning is expected
to be controlled within 1 m.
D Ionospheric Refractive Error Index Allocation. Ionospheric
refractive errors are errors in observations due to ionospheric
effects. When the BeiDou satellite navigation signal passes
through the ionosphere, the path of the navigation signal
will be bent, the propagation speed will also change, the
carrier propagation speed will be accelerated, and the code
propagation speed will be reduced, so that the measured
distance will be deviated. This effect is called for ionospheric
refraction. Our country is in the midlatitudes of the northern
hemisphere, some regions in the south are located in the
anomalous areas of the equator, the difference in the elevation
angle between the antenna and the satellite oscillates the
ionospheric refraction error, and an average estimate of the
ionospheric refraction error index needs to be performed. At
this time, taking the ionospheric refraction at an angle of 30o
as the average value, the ionospheric refractive error is about
20m, and the equivalent error distance is about 6m, as shown
in Figure 7. And the division of ionospheric grids in China is
shown in Figure 8.
Using the Klobuchar model to correct ionospheric time
refraction, the average effective rate reaches over 70% in the
midlatitudes of the northern hemisphere. Combined with an
ionospheric error grid correction algorithm and using a grid
model with an interval of 5∘ ×5∘ , the vertical ionospheric delay
at the user station’s longitude and latitude at the point of
penetration was calculated. It is concluded that the residual
error of atmospheric refraction after the ionospheric model
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F Allocation of Multipath or Occlusion Error Indicators. The
error caused by the multipath effect is difficult to eliminate
completely and its influence can only be weakened as much as
possible. The common practices are to avoid strong reflection
surfaces during positioning, use a receiving antenna with
anti-multipath effects and use an extended observation time
and averaging method. In short, the multipath error can be
controlled within 2m using a suitable method.
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Figure 8: Division of ionospheric grids in China.

parameter correction is expected to be controlled within
3m.
E Tropospheric Refractive Error Index Allocation. Because
the atmospheric density is greater than the ionosphere
and the state of the atmosphere is also more complicated,
at the same time, the troposphere is in contact with the
ground and receives radiant heat energy from the ground.
Its temperature decreases as the altitude increases. Therefore,
when the BeiDou satellite navigation signal passes through
the troposphere, it will also cause the propagation path
to be bent, thus causing a deviation in the measurement
distance. This phenomenon is called tropospheric refraction.
There is no better way to correct tropospheric delay errors.
Usually, corrections are made using models such as Hopfield
and Sastomonin. The residual error after this correction is
expected to reach lm.

G BeiDou Satellite Navigation Receiver Measurement Error
Indicator Allocation. The noise of BeiDou satellite navigation
receivers has a wide range of meanings, including the receiver
clock skew, code tracking errors caused by thermal noise,
interference, etc., also known as pseudorange measurement
errors. It also includes the heat of the antenna, amplifier and
various electronic devices thermal noise, signal quantization
error, cross-correlation between satellite signals, algorithm
error in determining code phase and carrier phase, and
various calculation errors in receiver software. Based on
comprehensive statistics, the impact of the noise error of the
former BeiDou satellite navigation receivers on positioning
can be controlled within 1 ns.
H Distribution of Ground Motion Control Segment Error
Indicators. The ground segment of the satellite navigation
system is a complex, which is the control center of the entire
navigation system. It is a typical mission-critical system and
is responsible for the operation and management of the entire
navigation system. It is responsible for satellite time synchronization, precision orbit determination, and ionospheric
delay processing, system integrity monitoring and wide-area
differential processing in key service areas, uplink injection
of navigation message parameters, and management and
maintenance of satellite constellations and payloads. The
impact of systematic errors on positioning is expected to be
less than 0.3 ns, within the ground station ranging receiver
accuracy and ground transceiver channel calibration error.
4.2.2. Satellite Clock Indicator Item Allocation. According
to satellite delay error, relativity error, tropospheric error,
tropospheric error, receiver measurement error, and satellite
ephemeris error, the satellite clock error indicator is quantitatively calculated:
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𝜎Satellite clock error
2
2
2
2
= √𝜎𝑈𝐸𝑅𝐸
− (𝜎Satellite
delay + 𝜎Satellite clock + 𝜎The theory of

relativity

By substituting the above-mentioned qualitatively assigned indicators into the above equation, the equivalent
distance error of the satellite clock error can be obtained:
𝜎Satellite clock error
= √42 − (0.062 + 1 + 32 + 1 + 22 + 0.32 )

(16)

≈ 0.952𝑚
That is, in order to achieve a positioning service accuracy
of 10 meters, the satellite clock bias forecast accuracy is
better than 3.2 ns when the system is performing a satellite
clock bias forecast (between the two forecasts, the precision
error caused by the clock difference should be less than
0.952m).
4.3. Error Allocation Modeling of Satellite Clock Error Index
Value. There are frequency and phase deviation and phase
noise between the carrier, pseudocode signal, and nominal
carrier and pseudorange signal by navigation satellites. The
jitter error of the navigation signal at the receiver is mainly
reflected in the ability to capture and distinguish the signal.
The front-end of the receiver removes the interference signals
of adjacent frequency bands through signal filtering. At the
same time, in order to better capture weak signals, the
signal power should be put in about 1010-1011 times. That
is, if the carrier frequency error is less than 1E-11Hz, then
the receiver cannot discriminate the carrier frequency error
during signal acquisition and recovery and has no effect
on system service accuracy. The second-order stability of
the satellite-borne time-frequency reference 10.23M signal is
generally 0.5 to 1 order of magnitude higher. According to
the development of the satellite-borne atomic clock of the
BeiDou satellite navigation system, the second-order stability
of the satellite-borne time-frequency reference 10.23M signal
is 5E-12, and the corresponding second-order atomic clock
satellite stability is at least 5E-12.
According to Figure 7, the indicators related to satellite
clock error indicators include satellite clock performance,
satellite-to-ground bidirectional time comparison, and satellite clock parameter update rates. The update rate of the
satellite clock parameter is a constraint indicator, but it plays
a key role in the control of the satellite clock error. In general,
the higher the satellite clock parameter update rate is, the
higher the satellite clock accuracy is, and at the same time,
it can compensate for the error caused by insufficient satellite
clock performance. In this paper, the forecasting strategy of
one-hour forecasting for one hour is used to decompose the
indicator value to improve the update rate of the star clock
parameter.

2
2
2
2
2
+ 𝜎ephemeris
+ 𝜎ionosphere
+ 𝜎troposphere
+ 𝜎receiver
+ 𝜎multipath
)

(15)

4.3.1. Distribution of Satellite Clock Performance Error Indicators. According to atomic clock noise characteristics, the
satellite clock is stable at 5E-12 seconds. The frequency
stability within the range of tens of seconds is related to
the time interval 𝜏-1/2. Since the observation strategy is to
observe 1 hour forecast for 1 hour, the 1-hour stability of the
satellite atomic clock is
𝜎 (3600𝑠) = √ (

1
) × 𝜎 (1𝑠) = 8.3𝐸 − 14
3600

(17)

The calculation results based on the error estimation
formula Δ𝑡 = 𝜎(𝜏) × 𝜏 represent the ultimate accuracy of
the model prediction. The actual model prediction results will
have a certain degree of precision attenuation. In order to
ensure the validity of the actual accuracy, a margin of 30%
must be reserved, and the performance of the satellite atomic
clock can be obtained (1-hour stability) as
𝜎 (3600𝑠) = 8.3𝐸 − 14 × (1 − 30%) ≈ 5.8𝐸 − 14

(18)

Similarly, the other stability of the satellite clock can be
estimated as follows:
Second stability:
𝜎 (1𝑠) = 5𝐸 − 12

(19)

Ten seconds stability:
𝜎 (10𝑠) = (

1 1/2
) × 𝜎 (1𝑠) × (1 − 30%) ≈ 1.1𝐸 − 12 (20)
10

100 second stability:
𝜎 (100𝑠) = (

1 1/2
) × 𝜎 (1𝑠) × (1 − 30%)
100

(21)

= 3.5𝐸 − 13
Thousand seconds stability:
𝜎 (1000𝑠) = (

1 1/2
) × 𝜎 (1𝑠) × (1 − 30%)
1000

(22)

≈ 1.1𝐸 − 13
Million second’s stability:
𝜎 (10000𝑠) = (

1/2
1
) × 𝜎 (1𝑠) × (1 − 30%)
10000

= 3.5𝐸 − 14

(23)
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by the time comparison link in the clock difference data
observation process. According to the principle of error
allocation

Day stability:
𝜎 (86400𝑠) = (

1/2
1
) × 𝜎 (1𝑠) × (1 − 30%)
86400

(24)
𝜎 the precision random error of

≈ 2𝐸 − 14

the data source
of the bell difference prediction model

The effect of satellite atomic clock performance (1 hour
stability) on satellite clock error is
5.8 × 10−14 × 3.0 × 108 × 3600 = 0.06𝑚

accuracy system of data source
of bell difference prediction model

𝜎 The precision of

the two-way
time comparison

(26)

A Clock Error Forecast Model Data Source Accuracy Random
Error. According to Figure 7, the random error of the data
source of the clock error prediction model is mainly caused by
the error caused by the time comparison between the satellite
clock and the injection station and the error of the injection
station clock compared with the main clock.
𝜎 satellite clock and injection station
clock time contrast random error

= √0.9522 − 0.062 ≈ 0.95𝑚

= 𝜎 the injection station clock and the main

The precision of the two-way time comparison between
the star and the earth is divided into the accuracy of the clock
error forecast model and the source accuracy of the clock
error forecast model. Among them, the application of the
clock error prediction model is using some linear models as
commonly used models, including polynomial models, gray
models and time series models. The error introduced by the
characteristics of the clock error prediction model is 0.1ns
to 0.01ns. If it exceeds 0.1ns, the forecast model has no use
value. Taking the maximum error of 0.1ns and converting the
equivalent distance error to 0.03 m, the data source accuracy
of the clock error prediction model is
𝜎 the precision of

the data source of the
bell difference prediction model

= √ 𝜎2precision of

bell difference
prediction

− 𝜎2precision of

bell difference
prediction model

(27)

= √0.952 − 0.032 ≈ 0.94𝑚
4.3.3. Clock Error Forecast Model Data Source Precision Index
Item Quantization Decomposition. The error introduced by
the data source accuracy of the clock bias forecast model is
divided into systematic error and random error. The systematic error mainly refers to the systematic error introduced
𝜎 the time of

the star is compared
with the random error of link

(28)

1
= √ 𝜎2the precision of the data source of the ≈ 0.66𝑚
2
bell difference prediction model

(25)

4.3.2. Decomposition of the Two-Dimensional Time-to-Time
Ratio Accuracy Index. According to the principle of error
distribution, the two-way time accuracy error of satellites and
satellites is

2
2
= √𝜎Satellite
clock error − 𝜎Satellite clock performance

= 𝜎 error of

clock time contrast random error

(29)

1
= √ 𝜎2the precision of the data source of the ≈ 0.46𝑚
2
bell difference prediction model

B Comparison of the Quantification of Random Error Indicator Terms between Satellite Clocks and Monitoring Stations.
According to the correlation decomposition, the random
error between the satellite clock and the monitoring station
clock can be divided into satellite-to-ground link random
error, satellite clock time-frequency reference performance,
and injection station clock time-frequency reference performance.
Since the hypothetical observation strategy is observation
for 1 hour and forecast for 1 hour, the performance of the
satellite-borne time-frequency reference is directly related
to the 1-hour stability of the satellite clock. According to
the above chapter, the performance of the satellite clock is
decomposed, and the 1-hour stability of the satellite clock is
𝜎(3600𝑠) = 8.3𝐸 − 14 × (1 − 30%) ≈ 5.8𝐸 − 14. The equivalent
distance error is (5.8𝐸 − 14) × 3𝐸8𝑚/𝑠 × 3600𝑠 ≈ 0.06𝑚.
The performance of the injected station clock is slightly
better than that of the satellite clock, but it is reflected in the
user equivalent distance error, which is almost equal.
According to the principle of error allocation,

= √ 𝜎2injection station clock and satellite − 𝜎2satellite clock time-f requency − 𝜎2injection station
clock time contrast random error

standard

clock time base

(30)

= √0.462 − 0.062 − 0.062 ≈ 0.45𝑚
The equivalent distance error of the time-to-space error
of the star-to-ground random error is 0.45m; that is, the

time-to-station random error of the satellite-to-ground time
is 1.5ns. From the point of view of model analysis, the
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time-to-station comparisons between stations and satellites
are equivalent to random errors.
D Star-Time Comparison of Random Error Indicator Terms.
According to Figure 7, using correlation decomposition, the
link-to-link random error of satellites and satellites includes
pseudorange measurement accuracy, equipment delay error,
ionospheric delay error, and multipath error, etc., according
to the principle of error allocation:
𝜎 accuracy of pseudo distance = 𝜎 equipment delay
error

measurement

= 𝜎 ionospheric delay = 𝜎 multipath
error

error

(31)

1
= √ 𝜎2star time comparison ≈ 0.22𝑚
4
random error
According to formula (31), the user equivalent distance
error of pseudorange measurement accuracy, device delay
error, ionospheric delay error, and multipath error is 0.22m,
which is 0.7ns.
E The Main Clock Performance Index Quantitative Decomposition. Since the observation strategy is observation for 1
hour and forecast for 1 hour, it can be first concluded that
the 1-hour stability of the main bell is equal to the stability
of the satellite clock for 1 hour; that is, the second stability is
5E-12. However, in practice, when the main control station
selects the main clock, the selected main clock is at least half
a second higher than the satellite clock, so the second-degree
stability assigned to the main clock is 1E-12. According to
the foregoing chapter’s index decomposition theory of bell
performance can estimate the stability indicator of the main
bell:
Seconds stability:
𝜎 (1𝑠) ≈ 1𝐸 − 12

(32)

Ten seconds stability:
𝜎 (10𝑠) = (

1 1/2
) × 𝜎 (1𝑠) × (1 − 30%) ≈ 2.2𝐸 − 13 (33)
10

100 second stability:
1 1/2
𝜎 (100𝑠) = (
) × 𝜎 (1𝑠) × (1 − 30%) ≈ 1𝐸 − 13 (34)
100
Thousand seconds stability:
𝜎 (1000𝑠) = (

1 1/2
) × 𝜎 (1𝑠) × (1 − 30%)
1000

(35)

≈ 3𝐸 − 14
Million seconds stability:
𝜎 (10000𝑠) = (

1/2
1
) × 𝜎 (1𝑠) × (1 − 30%)
10000

≈ 1𝐸 − 14

(36)

Day stability:
𝜎 (86400𝑠) = (

1/2
1
) × 𝜎 (1𝑠) × (1 − 30%)
86400

(37)

≈ 3𝐸 − 15
There is a maximum requirement for the constant term
of the clock difference prediction model in the navigation
message broadcast by the BeiDou satellite navigation system,
and the physical deviation between the satellite clock time
and the system time should be less than 1 millisecond. If
it is higher than 1 millisecond, the atomic clock needs to
be physically adjusted, and this adjustment will affect the
stability output indicator of the on-board atomic clock. It
requires less adjustment, the general adjustment interval
should be greater than 100 days, and it can be estimated that
the frequency accuracy of the satellite clock is
1𝑚𝑠/100𝑑 = 1𝐸 − 10

(38)

In order to ensure the reliability of practical applications,
it is necessary to reserve a certain margin and take an index
value of one order of magnitude higher; that is, the frequency
accuracy of the satellite clock is about 1E-11. According to
experience, the frequency accuracy of the main clock is 2
orders of magnitude higher than that of the satellite clock.
Therefore, the frequency accuracy of the main clock can be
set to 1E-13.
The frequency drift rate of a satellite clock can be
approximated by
1𝑚𝑠/2 (100𝑑)2 = 2.7𝐸 − 17/𝑠 = 2.3𝐸 − 12/𝑑

(39)

In order to ensure the reliability of practical applications,
it is necessary to reserve a certain margin and take an
index value of one order of magnitude higher; that is, the
frequency drift rate of the satellite clock is about 2E-13. After
each comparison, the traceability of its accuracy needs to be
increased by one order of magnitude. The frequency drift
rate of the main clock is one order of magnitude higher than
the frequency drift rate of the satellite clock. Therefore, the
frequency drift rate of the main clock can be taken as 2E-14.

5. BeiDou Satellite Navigation
System Measurement Error Index
Quantitative Verification
Through the analysis of the magnitude and value relationship
of the measurement error indicators of the BeiDou satellite
navigation system, the magnitude of measurement error
indicators of the BeiDou satellite navigation system in the
ground control mode can be summed up. Comparing with
the BeiDou satellite navigation system measurement error
indicators currently completed can verify the correctness of
the method, as shown in Table 3.
The accuracy of clock bias forecasting is an important
indicator that affects the measurement accuracy of BeiDou
satellite navigation system. It uses the indicator system under
ground control mode as input, quantifies the satellite clock
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Table 3: ERE index allocation table.
Equivalent distance
error (m) quantiﬁed
according to the model

Completion of BeiDou
Satellite Navigation
System Measurement
Error Index (m)

positioning accuracy

10m

10m

System position accuracy factor PDOP

2.5

2.5

4

4

0.06

0.06 (Qualitative)

—

—

BeiDou Satellite Navigation System Measurement Error Index

UERE
Satellite delay error
Relativity effect error
Satellite ephemeris error

1

1

Ionospheric refractive error

3

3

Tropospheric refractive error

1

1

Multipath or occlusion error

2

2

0.3

0.3

BeiDou satellite navigation receiver measurement error
Satellite clock difference

Spaceborne atomic clock
performance indicators

Inject station clock
performance index

Main clock performance
index

Star time comparison

Frequency stability

0.952

0.9

Second stability 5E-12,
Ten-second stability
1.1E-12, 100-second
stability 3.5E-14,
Thousand-second
stability 1.1E-14,
Million-second stability
3.5E-14, Day stability
2E-14

Second stability 3E-12,
Ten-second stability
1E-12,100-second
stability 3E-13,
Thousand-second
stability 1E-13,
Million-second stability
3E-14, Day stability
2E-14

Frequency accuracy

1E-11

1E-11

Frequency drift rate

2E-13/d

1E-13

Frequency stability

Second stability 5E-12,
Ten-second stability
1.1E-12, 100-second
stability 3.5E-14,
Thousand-second
stability 1.1E-14,
Million-second stability
3.5E-14, Day stability
2E-14

Second stability 3E-12,
Ten-second stability
1E-12, 100-second
stability 3E-13,
Thousand-second
stability 1E-13,
Million-second stability
3E-14, Day stability
2E-14

Frequency accuracy

1E-11

1E-11

Frequency drift rate

2E-13
Second stability 1E-12,
Ten-second stability
2.2E-13,100-second
stability 1E-13,
Thousand-second
stability 3E-14,
Million-second stability
1E-14, Day stability 3E-15

1E-13

Frequency stability

Million-second stability:
1E-14, Day stability:
3E-15

Frequency accuracy

1E-13

3E-14

Frequency drift rate

2E-13/d

1E-14/d

Pseudorange
measurement accuracy

0.7ns

0.5∼1ns

Device delay error

0.7ns

0.5∼1ns

Ionospheric delay error

0.7ns

0.5∼1ns

Multipath error

0.7ns

0.3∼1ns
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error indicator, and compares with the indicators of measurement error of the Compass satellite navigation system
completed in the construction. The arguments deduced that
the main clock, the satellite clock, and the injection clock
are in the seconds, ten seconds, and the hundred-second
stability index which is within the accuracy of the system’s
true value. More than 1000 seconds is away from the accuracy
range of the system, which is consistent with the hopping
characteristics of the chime clock after thousands of seconds.
The accuracy of the ground pseudorange measurement, the
on-board pseudorange measurement accuracy, the equipment delay error, and the ionospheric delay error are 0.7ns
in accordance with the error allocation principle. Among
them, the measurement accuracy of ground pseudorange
and the precision of on-board pseudorange measurement are
related to the ranging code used by the navigation signal.
Therefore, 0.7 ns represents the orientation of the scope.
Within the scope of the real value, prove the validity of the
method. Equipment time delay error of the emitting and
receiving equipment include time delay and instability of
satellite repeater delay etc. 0.7ns is within the true value range,
the verification method is correct, and the ionospheric delay
error can be further reduced to 0.5ns by using multistation
and dual-frequency monitoring observations, indicating that
0.7ns is within the verification range and the method is
effective. The multipath error is related to the position and
environment of the receiver, and the quantified value is within
the true value of the system, which has a typical significance.

6. Conclusion
During the demonstration process of the BeiDou satellite
navigation system, it is necessary to repeatedly adjust the
errors and simulate the calculation system positioning accuracy according to the system’s service accuracy requirement;
finally, the indicator distributions that meet the current technological development level under the condition of satisfying
the accuracy index are given, and the error control of each
link in the engineering development process is guided. In
this paper, based on the pseudorange measurement error in
BeiDou satellite navigation system, an overall construction
method of measurement error system based on empirical prediction method and quantitative decomposition modeling is
proposed. A clear representation of the complex relationship
of index matching was achieved and qualitatively combined
with the numerical matching relationship and constraint
relationship between the index values of the indicators related
to system service performance and the measurement error
index system of the BeiDou satellite navigation system which
was established. From the verification results, this method
is feasible and can be used to guide the error control in the
system engineering construction.
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Mobile Fog Computing (MFC), as a crucial supplement to cloud computing, has its own special traits in many aspects. As
smart mobile devices grow and vary in shapes and formats over the years, the need for real-time interactions and an easy-touse network is imminent. In this paper, we propose a smart collaborative policy for MFC scenarios by considering the target of
rural vitalization. The challenges and drawbacks of extending cloud to fog are reviewed at the beginning. Then, the analysis of
policy design is presented from the perspectives of feature comparisons, urgent requirements, and possible solutions. The details of
policy establishment are introduced with necessary examples. Finally, performance evaluations are provided based on simulation
platforms. Validation results related to round trip time and transmission time illustrate the significant improvements of our proposal
in certain ways compared to the original candidate, which enables larger deployment in impoverished areas.

1. Introduction
Mobile Fog Computing (MFC) [1], with outstanding performance and specialties in certain aspects of network deployment [2–4], is gradually attracting attentions to solve the
problems of practical usage benefitting impoverished regions.
For countries such as China, with large gaps of development
between urban and rural areas, there is an urgent need for a
solution that could handle issues such as limited infrastructural facilities [5–7], tight distribution of current adjacent
resources [8–10], and connecting remote districts to the world
outside [11–13]. As rural vitalization process is on the way in
many places, a comprehensive architecture utilizing modern
technology could bring new development opportunities. In
this paper, we propose a smart collaborative policy involving
mobile fog computing to fully leverage local advantages and
avoid possible troubles in operation.
Rural vitalization strategy, which is believed to be one of
the Chinese government’s next major steps, is a key factor to
determine the future direction of the nation. Due to the differences between people's living standards, educational levels,

etc., efficient solutions need to be adopted to bring more
evolutional opportunities to these less developed regions,
including medical, educational, technological, and employment improvement. In China, rural areas are often associated
with poverty, distance, and insufficient infrastructural facilities, along with conservative mindset. As part of the plan, the
government hopes to adopt an approach which could create
a user friendly network that covers remote impoverished
districts and coordinates with the progress to achieve functions. Hopefully, it can enable local rural citizens to receive
online education [14] and online medical care [15], together
with creating an authoritative platform to introduce more
Internet-based enterprises to benefit people by providing employment opportunities [16] and advanced technology [17], as
well as supplying fresh and high quality products.
Motivated by the facts stated above, we aim to find a suitable solution utilizing mobile fog computing to assist the
rural vitalization process, together with implementation specifically planed for impoverished regions considering their
special needs. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
A smart collaborative policy for mobile fog computing is
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proposed and analyzed based on the rural vitalization background. A simulation is executed and the validation results
illustrate the practicability of our proposal.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents related work from four different perspectives. Both the
advantages and disadvantages are carefully demonstrated.
Section 3 introduces generic ideas during the policy design
processes. Section 4 discusses the details of policy establishments. Necessary examples and evidences are also provided.
Section 5 focuses on performance comparisons. Relevant experiments, scenarios, and cases are properly imported and
analyzed. Section 6 concludes the whole paper and points out
the future work.

2. Related Work
There are already several surveys and review works done
on Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) [18–20] and IoT [21–23]
fields. Here, we mainly focus on the latest and typical progress
in four specific areas.
For security improvement, Shirazi et al. [24] identified
the need for establishing a secure and resilient extension for
current cloud network. The authors made a comprehensive
comparison between fog and MEC network and analyzed
relevant requirements. Both the classic features and implementation methods were discussed to investigate the capacity
of the system. The deployment issues were also presented to
highlight the availability of schemes. Rathore et al. [25] focused on the contradictions between dynamical changes of
security services and efficient support of hosts’ needs. The
selection process can be modeled by multicriteria decision
making. Hesitant fuzzy soft set was utilized to ensure lower
or upper approximation operators. A practical case was introduced during the validation procedures and the results were
provided via tabular form. Bierzynski et al. [26] emphasized
the importance of combining cloud, fog, and edge computing. They proposed four different schemes to allocate the
workload to proper components. Moreover, this paper also
analyzed potential issues in the utilization process, including
transparent gateways, end-to-end encryption, and hardware
security. Dang et al. [27] advocated the merits of using cloud
and fog together and discussed the difficulty of data protection in mobile circumstances. A novel model named Region
Based Trust Aware was proposed to guarantee dependable
translations. An access control scheme was presented for
fog nodes as well. Both the applicability and efficiency were
verified based on the implemented results.
For mobility enhancement, Puliafito et al. [28] gave a brief
description of fog computing evolution and explained the
relationship between cloud and edge. Since it is hard to ensure
the original transmission connection in mobile fog scenarios, the authors introduced three representative situations:
citizen’s healthcare, drones for smart urban surveillance, and
tourists as time travelers. This paper also analyzed the relevant problems to illustrate mobility support between fog and
IoT. Allam et al. [29] focused on the combination issues of
powerful cloud and mobile terminations and insisted that
available resources should be provided to end users in a
mobile cloud computing environment. Many crucial questions, such as limited computational capacity and battery life,
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connectivity, data security and privacy, latency, and heterogeneity were presented and corresponding solutions were
provided. Tang et al. [30] worried that the existing fog computing could not handle the mobility when a large number
of users and plenty of applications were involved. Therefore,
the authors proposed an intriguing container migration algorithm to reduce the cost of computational power and communication latency. Markov Decision Process spaces were
adopted to establish a container migration model. The benefits of implementation were quantitatively demonstrated
based on a prototype system. Zhang et al. [31] extended the
mobility investigations from IoT to Internet of Vehicles and
declared the shortcomings of the current solutions. By referencing the requirements of smart city, the authors took an
initiative to alleviate data burdens of traffic and proposed
a regional cooperative fog computing architecture. Service
types, such as data obtained in multiple sources, distributed
computation, and transmission in multiple paths, are discussed in depth. Both the intra-fog and inter-fog resource
administration were analyzed.
For application supporting, Bilal et al. [32] highlighted the
significance of video services by introducing the situations of
its bandwidth utilization and routine usage. Since the latest
demands of interactive gaming are strict, this paper mainly
studied the efficient schemes for reducing transmission delay
and other resource consumption. Liu et al. [33] reviewed the
requests offloading from fog and cloud aspects. The authors
insisted that the performance could be improved if energy
harvesting and social network are taken into account. To
decrease the execution cost of social groups, game theory was
leveraged to schedule the computation tasks. Multiple queuing models were adopted to describe the latency and energy
usage. Hakiri et al. [34] not only indicated the necessity of
exploring wireless mesh networks, but also declared the
obstacles of hop-based routing protocols. The authors selected Software Defined Networking (SDN) to extend the visibility of management in wireless fog environment. The evaluations illustrated the results of load balancing, delay decreasing, and other capacities. Tinini [35] emphasized that optical
networks could jointly operate with fog computing and network function virtualization to support data exchanging from
energy perspectives. An integer linear programming model
was built to design an optimal scheme for processing. The
comparisons with other candidates showed that the power
consumption could be cut down.
For platform establishment, Alonso-Monsalve et al. [36]
made an attempt to utilize storage and computing resources
to avoid bandwidth saturation by reassigning workload. The
proposal was described in video-downloading and videofiltering scenarios with volunteers donating part of the buffer
space in their personal smart devices. Multiple experiments
were executed and simulation results displayed the performance of the new scheme, in terms of network load, servers
load, and throughput. Roca et al. [37] introduced a triplelayer architecture of fog computing and proposed a new
orchestration scheme to enhance the interoperability. Both
the nodes constellations and Fog Function Virtualization
(FFV) were implemented to establish a scalable and pervasive
platform. Specific approaches of new services deployment
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were also presented based on detailed examples. Ali et al. [38]
pointed out that, although cloud computing is a promising
paradigm, drawbacks are still obvious, such as latency in realtime video streaming, mobility support, and location identification. To minimize the delays, the authors put forward
an optimization solution by selecting joint cloudlets within
fog scenarios. The relevant limitations in workload were
properly designed and validations illustrated the feasibility of
the idea. Verma et al. [39] performed a research for patient
health remote monitoring through the smart gateway. Several
practical services, including embedded data mining and
distributed storage, were explained and supported. Totally 67
patients whose homes were equipped with IoT facilities were
carefully observed for 30 days. The response latency and accuracy of Bayesian belief network classifier-based model were
validated based on comparisons with other baseline algorithms.

3. The Analysis of Policy Design
In terms of educational needs in rural areas, lacking of good
faculty resource is a major concern. Putting together the best
possible teaching staffs by utilizing the mobile fog computing
approach would enable students to receive real-time visual
lessons. Moreover, such method could also provide them with
the opportunity to learn from default lessons online, especially for schools with minimal amount of students (due to
geographical and historical reasons). In this way, they could
exchange ideas, raise questions through a shared system, and
interact with peers without latency.
When it comes to medical conditions in certain rural
areas, well trained medical staffs are in high demand. However, due to budget concerns of local government as well as
living standards in such regions, it is difficult for medical
units to recruit enough staffs with sufficient skills. There are
still critical vacancies need to be filled. Mobile fog computing,
on the other hand, is able to integrate local medical resources
and provide patients with decent medical treatments. It is also
possible to provide online treatment through patients’ personal devices under supervision. By adopting this approach,
the gaps of medical level between various areas will not
be so obvious. At the moment, it is difficult to send welltrained medical staffs to impoverished districts to give local
medical staffs guidance and to treat local patients. However,
with the completion of a well-designed mobile fog computing
platform, it is likely that medical staffs in the entire area could
learn from more skillful ones without latency, reducing physical distances and travel obstacles.
Currently, the government is attempting to introduce
Internet related enterprises to enter the rural market, aiming
to bring about advanced technology and employment opportunities, along with a variety of goods that were previously
distant from the residents’ daily lives in impoverished regions.
Nevertheless, some of these residencies are located in rocky
mountain areas isolated from the world outside, with poor
signal coverage, extreme weather, and traffic conditions.
Considering such natural disadvantages, it is crucial that the
logistics approaches adopted in such areas can be supervised
through real-time equipment to ensure the safety of couriers
and to know precise locations during delivery procedures.

3
3.1. Feature Comparisons. Based on the structure of mobile
fog computing platform, growing combinations to bring
fundamental changes to rural vitalization are expected. When
it comes to designing a network that meets the need of local
people, comprehensive factors should be considered. Cloud
computing, already a successful and widely utilized solution,
had been existing for more than 10 years to date. It does
have its own merits, such as high coverage and large storage
space, but with the ever-growing demand to achieve specific
approaches, there are still some challenges:
(i) Setup costs: Compared to mobile fog computing, it is
expensive (including longer deployment periods and
higher prices) for the cloud computing systems to
establish available connections. These costs are significant in most cases.
(ii) Real-time response: The time it takes to upload and
download within cloud network largely depends on
the distance and intermediate facilities, as well as the
devices in use. Such a situation makes video streaming
and interactive gaming unstable.
(iii) Localized features: Normally, the current mobile fog
network is based on locations, and many of the rural
regions are isolated or even located in mountain areas.
A network with geographic traits would encourage
local people to connect with each other achieving regional collaborations.
Mobile fog computing, as an extension and successor to
the existing cloud network, makes the connection of various
portable devices, such as laptops, tablet PCs, and smart
phones a lot easier, and adding new devices into existing networks is also relatively convenient. Compared with cloud
computing, fog computing focuses on the edges of calculation
resources, which reduced severe risks that large data processing centers face such as malicious attacks and distributed
denial of services.
(i) Data transmission speed: As fog network is established within a specific area, the transferring speed
among participant devices is faster than that of cloud
network due to short communication distance.
(ii) Sharing of storage capacity: MFC allows users to
store their data on nearby devices safely, which means
the buffer capacity of each candidate can be greatly
extended if availability is well guaranteed.
(iii) Cost-effective and resource friendly: The cost to build
a fog network is considerably less compared to a cloud
network. Besides, as not all the information is being
processed through the same router nor at the same
time, bandwidth utilization will be more flexible and
can be reserved for specific needs.
These specialties determine that fog computing is a more
suitable approach for smaller scale coverage, budget concerned, and real-time stream required circumstances. In many
cases, the effective usage of fog computing would enable
rural areas to develop at a higher speed with lower cost.
Meanwhile, it can also be a protection for companies or the
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government to carry out experimental actions. For example,
if an Internet company aims to provide its services to a remote
impoverished region, considering its geographic distance and
natural environment, it is unsure whether the investment will
be effective. By adopting a cloud computing network, it will
first need to prepare for the entire connection procedure,
which takes more time and more resources. If the project
cease to continue in the future, the primary input will then
be significantly huge compared to adopting a fog computing
method which is more on the easy-to-use and easy-to-quit
side.
3.2. Urgent Requirements. Big cities have to establish highly
reliable wireless systems. From the infrastructural perspective, massive redundant base stations are built to guarantee
basic telecom signal coverage. Both sporadic and intensive
access points of WiFi are strong supplements for Internet signal coverage. Huge populations and diverse applications had
continuously added enormous burdens and challenges (such
as low spectrum utilization, regular transmission congestion)
for all kinds of access modes. Big data generated from each
end host stimulate redundant constructions of base stations
and access points. Such circulations had been witnessed for
many years. The designer, implementer, and administrators
are attempting to enhance the efficiency and reduce the cost
since the beginning. From the service perspective, encryption
is a kind of frequently used approach to achieve dependable
transmission. Many complicated algorithms had been proposed in different layers to improve security, which enable
the possible utilization in multipath scenarios. A simple understanding is that distributing the data packets on multiple
available paths would definitely increase the difficulty of
sampling. More importantly, the transmission would not be
interrupted when one path fails since data packets could be
sent on other paths and the service could be maintained. This
evidence shows that more paths may bring strong dependability.
Based on the population mobility features, information
point distribution patterns, online business content, user sensitive data, etc., it makes sense to provide full coverage, high
bandwidth, excessive links, and smart mechanisms to meet
various users’ demands in metropolises. However, for impoverished regions, the urgent requirements are quite different.
Firstly, the mobility of population is relatively low and the
distribution of impoverished people is unbalanced. Without
modern transport vehicles and convenient highways, it is
difficult for the natives to extend the range of routine activities. In such circumstances, the capacity of one base station
might be more than enough for a small village. It is inefficient
and uneconomical to establish individual coverage just for
sparsely populated places. A better way is to cover larger areas
with more base stations. However, the reasonable deployment
patterns need to be investigated carefully.
Secondly, more and more data collection points (for plant
monitoring, animal shepherding, etc.) and dissemination
points (for agricultural knowledge training, culture courses
teaching, etc.) are urgent for natives to connect to the Internet. In order to help people to shake off the burden of
poverty, bidirectional communication with high quality and

Figure 1: The demonstration for coverage mode.

high dependability is necessary. As the strong supporters,
various candidates are qualified in this direction.
Thirdly, the environment and condition of deploying
networks in impoverished regions are harsh and complicated.
Building wired connections, sometimes, is extremely hard
and may cost triple or quadruple capital expenditures comparing with establishing them in cities. Therefore, more wireless connections should be considered and adopted. Some
hybrid solutions are also preferable if the construction condition is allowable.
3.3. Possible Solutions. The reasonable responses for previous
requirements can be generated from different points of view
based on novel mechanisms, emerging technologies, and up
to date equipment.
Firstly, optimizing strategy and sufficient planning should
be made by considering overall situation comprehensively.
For instance, traditional impact factors, such as execution
difficulties, people distributions, and signal coverage, should
be used to determine the construction modes of the base
stations and the access points. Taking a large-scale case as an
example, three kinds of patterns, i.e., uniform, intensive, and
dispersive, are demonstrated in Figure 1. One satellite picture
is selected to schematically show the location of native people.
The base stations marked with red color can also be replaced
by access points in reality. Covered areas are enclosed with
multiple hexagons. These fundamental infrastructures also
provide support for the following new policy implementation.
Secondly, multiple paths created by various access modes
(2.5G, 3G, 4G, etc.) can be synergistically utilized to improve
reliability, enhance security, reduce latency, and increase
bandwidth. More specifically, as the aggregation node, it
may contain several Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cards
and one standard WiFi interface simultaneously to achieve
flexible networking. Native users could easily connect to it via
electronic devices to communicate with remote experts. The
intermediate routers are also available to provide encryption
and decryption. Such reliable transmission in a mobile
multipath environment is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The transmission example of new policy.

Thirdly, wireless LTE-enable microcell and picocell can
be implemented to cooperate with base stations. Due to the
advantages in size, weight, and cost, such equipment can be
easily adopted in complicated and severe environments. In
order to leverage the high performance of wired connections,
the combination scheme between LTE and Ethernet is also
convenient to achieve. Industrial class products (CPU, memory, hard disks, etc.) are preferred to guarantee the reliability.

4. The Details of Policy Establishment
There are plenty of reasons to adopt one way delay instead
of round trip time (RTT) in designing a smart collaborative
policy. A high priority packet arriving at the destination
with a faster speed is recommended. The selected path with
minimum forward or backward delay will be the most suitable candidate.
Due to the absence of mandatory clock synchronization
in current Internet or other computer networks, the absolute
value of one way delay is extremely hard to obtain, especially
in some large-scale scenarios. The existing random errors
in the clock calibration procedure may severely confuse the
measurement results. By witnessing these facts, we proposed
Relative Delay Estimator (RDE) in the previous work. The
idea is to calculate relative differences rather than the absolute
values. The implementation scheme simply added some new
chunks to the protocol stack. However, we argue that the
efficiency can be further enhanced via novel approach.
The basic clue is to change the format of current Stream
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) chunks (i.e., data
chunk and acknowledgment chunk) and encapsulate relevant
information used by RDE into packets. Three time variables
are applied to calculate relative delay for each path. By updating these variables continually during packet interaction
procedures, the sender will be clearly aware of the changes
in one way delay.
4.1. Timestamp Usage. If the sending (receiving) timestamp at
the sender-side is stored when the data packet (acknowledgment sent by receiver) is being sent (received), only adding
the timestamp of receiver-side into the acknowledgment is
sufficient for RDE calculation. The basic assumption is that
the receiver would respond as soon as it obtains the data

packet (i.e., there is no latency between the data packet receiving and acknowledgment sending at the receiver-side). In
order to prove the rationality and feasibility, we review the
functions of conventional timestamp in Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).
Firstly, the length of sequence number field in TCP packet
header is 32 bits, which seriously restricts the maximum value
of corresponding volume, i.e., 232 . In high bandwidth circumstances, the sequence number might wrap within a short
period if there are huge data packets need to be transferred.
That means it is possible to see two data packets with the same
sequence number in the same network. The TCP timestamp
can be used to avoid this awkward situation. As an extension
to the sequence number space, it will assist the sender and
receiver to differentiate these data packets and make the right
decision. Such scheme is called “Protection Against Wrapped
Sequence (PAWS) Numbers”.
Secondly, in some implementation processes, TCP only
measures the RTT once in each data sending window. The
retransmission timer will be set when the data packet is sent,
and the RTT would be calculated when the acknowledgment
is received by the sender. However, the value of such calculation cannot accurately reflect the variety of RTT very well.
Therefore, the timestamp can be added to each packet header
to obtain a more precise result without increasing more storage burdens at the sender-side. Whenever an acknowledgment arrives, the sender can compute directly by using sending timestamp (inside the packet header) and receiving
timestamp (recorded by the local timer). If the delay acknowledgment is enabled, the corresponding adjustments will be
needed. For example, the specific delay period could be pointed out by the receiver and piggybacked with acknowledgment. When the sender obtains such information, the value
of RTT could be easily achieved.
Based on above discussions, there are two main reasons
why TCP contains sending timestamp in the packet header.
The first one is for protecting the PAWS. The second one is to
accurately calculate RTT and reduce the burden of the sender.
However, we argue that these two reasons may not hold
true in SCTP anymore. Although there are still 32 bits in
sequence number field for both SCTP and Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT) SCTP cases, it is not easy to see the
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packet with wrapped sequence numbers even in high bandwidth networks, because each Transmission Sequence Number (TSN) is assigned to a data chunk (in TCP case, TSN is
assigned to each byte). The second reason is true only when
the resource of user’s equipment is quite limited. With the
evolution of hardware design, the performance of terminals has been greatly improved after TCP timestamp was
proposed. Since the data packets sent to network can be
uniquely identified with TSN, one can store the sending timestamp for RTT calculation at the sender-side without consuming too much storage resource. Compared with the burden introduced by recording sending timestamp, filling more
messages into each data packet may be more important in
many scenarios.
As a brief summary, for the high performance end host
which aims to implement new scheme and send more messages in each packet, it makes sense to record the sending timestamp at the sender-side. For the end host which really
cares about the storage resource, they could implement new
schemes by adding sending timestamp into packet header.
4.2. Protocol Simplification. Apart from whether it is suitable
to keep the sending timestamp at the sender-side, there are
still some difficulties during the protocol simplification.
The first one is whether to let the receiver know about
the result of RDE (i.e., the backward path with minimum
delay). If the answer is “Yes”, some changes in both the
data packet format and process procedures are needed. Since
there is no RDE state recorder inside the receiver, a possible
solution for the sender is to contain the path identifier in
retransmitted packets and guide the receiver to transmit
the Selective ACKnowledgment (SACK) via a corresponding
path. However, it may consume precious space of the data
packet header. The extra process for checking the notification
provided by the sender has to be designed at the receiver-side.
If the answer is “No”, the original data packet format could be
maintained. In most current multipath transport protocols,
the data packets sent on one path could also be acknowledged
by the SACKs sent on other paths. Such mechanism enables
the sender to update relevant calculation variables quickly.
Nevertheless, the disadvantage is that the sender may wait for
a bit longer time to realize the receiving situation of previous
retransmitted packets. Here, we choose the second scheme to
minimize modifications at both sides.
The second one is on how to find the data chunk that
triggered the SACK chunk inside the send buffer. In order
to better prepare the retransmission brought by packet loss,
all the data chunks sent on different paths will be stored
inside the send buffer. Our solution is to use a chain table to
link each data chuck and the sending timestamp. When the
sender receives a new SACK chunk, it should look up the data
chunk inside the send buffer to search for the relevant sending
timestamp. We suggest recording the sending timestamp in
the original structure of the data chunk. Due to the rules
that one SACK chunk may acknowledge more than one data
chunk, such as delay SACK or SACK missing, the sender
should treat the data chunk with largest sending timestamp
as the “trigger data chunk” and use the sending timestamp
of this data chunk to update corresponding calculation variables.
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The third one is on how to modify the format of SACK
chunk. There is no doubt that the receiver’s timestamp is
needed when the sender wants to update relevant information. According to the requirement of RDE, we add 4 bytes
receiver’s timestamp into each acknowledgment. The difference between the original and the new format of SACK chunk
is shown in Figure 3. Necessary actions on both sides will be
given in the following. Based on the Karn algorithm, the
SACK of retransmitted packets should not be used in calculating RTT. That is because both original and retransmitted packet may trigger such SACK. The situation is the
same during the RDE calculation process. For distinguishing
these SACKs from normal ones at the sender-side, the bits
inside “Chunk Flags” could be fully utilized. For instances,
something like “FLAG RTX” can be used to indicate the
SACKs which should be ignored. At the receiver-side, it is
not necessary to contain the receiver’s timestamp anymore for
these SACK chucks.
The fourth one is on how to deal with “out-of-order”
SACK chunks. In the mechanism of SCTP or CMT-SCTP,
a cumulative TSN value will be maintained at the senderside. When a new SACK chunk with a larger cumulative
TSN is received, the sender will update this value and delete
the data chunks with smaller TSNs inside the send buffer. If
the new SACK chunk has a smaller cumulative TSN, it will
be ignored. It is true that out-of-order SACK chunk should
not be processed when the sender calculates the congestion
window increase value. However, in the new scheme, such
mechanism may introduce serious problems. In a common
case, assuming “SACK chunk A” was firstly sent on path 1,
then “SACK chunk B” was launched on path 2. Their arriving
sequence to the destination might be reversed due to the
difference of transmission delay. Normally, the cumulative
TSN contained in “SACK chunk B” should be larger than that
of “SACK chunk A”. As a result, the sender will drop “SACK
chunk A” thus cannot update calculation variables of the path
which has large backward delay. Even though this “SACK
chunk A” is processed by the sender when it arrives, the
corresponding sending timestamp may not be found because
the data chunks with smaller TSNs had been deleted. If most
SACK chunks sent on path 1 are handled in the same way,
the information related to path 1 cannot be gathered to reflect
the current situation. In order to avoid it, the sender should
keep the sending timestamp of the data chunk until it is
acknowledged by the SACK chunk sent on the same path.
More importantly, each SACK chunk should be carefully
processed even if it is out-of-order.
4.3. Implementation Procedure. After four-way handshakes, a
CMT-SCTP association will be established. Then the calculation variables of RDE for each path should be set to 0 at the
sender-side. The normal data chunk (not retransmitted ones)
and normal SACK chunk (not for confirming retransmitted
ones) should be transferred as ordinary rules, i.e., on the
preassigned path based on a scheduling mechanism. RDE calculation will be operating in backstage and the result should
be prepared for further usage at any time. When packet drop
is pointed out via duplicated SACKs or timeout, the retransmitted data chunk(s) will be sent on the path with minimum
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Figure 3: The updating for the format of SACK chunk.

forward delay. Although the corresponding SACK chunk may
not be sent on the path with minimum backward delay, the
overall performance should not be seriously influenced because retransmitted data chunks could be quickly confirmed
by the SACK chunks sent on other paths.
During the discussion process, we only selected a SCTPbased transport protocol as the modified object. However,
the described method is workable as well for TCP-based protocols in multiple scenarios.

5. Simulation and Comparisons
To better evaluate the performance of our new policy, comprehensive validations are executed based on NS2 and Matlab. A generic mobile fog computing environment is implemented within a specific area with source, intermediate, and
destination nodes. Necessary modifications have been carefully accomplished in source code. The key parameters, such
as covered areas, packet volume, and transmission latency, are
adjusted according to different requirements.
Two experiments together with two scenarios are established based on moving ability and interval delay, respectively.
Case one is to illustrate that a few nodes are randomly deployed and resulted in weak connectivity. Case two is to demonstrate that more nodes are involved and abundant connections have been created.
5.1. Experiment One. The first experiment is focusing on the
static situation. During the transmission processes, the participants are able to store and forward the content without
changing locations. Two cases are implemented to display the
improvements.
More than 1 hop might be triggered from the source to
the destination when a single packet was sent. The relationships between RTT and number of hops are illustrated in
Figure 4(a). For case one (shown in blue lines), the initial
values of two policies are quite close to each other. From 2 to

10 hops, the differences can be clearly observed. The gap value
is getting larger until the number of hops reaches 6. The
reason might be that most packet sending is finished within 8
hops in such situations. When 9 or 10 hops appear, the gap
value becomes larger again. For case two (shown in green
lines), similar phenomenon can be found if more nodes join
in. Due to expanded distance, the cost of packet forwarding
is also increased compared with that of case one. However,
for both of them, the curve fluctuations of our policy are
always small since it can choose a better route among various
candidates.
The transmission time is recorded and analyzed when
multiple packets are sent, which is demonstrated in Figure 4(b). From the beginning to the end, all the packets are
generated uniformly. For case one (shown in red lines), the
gap value is quite small when 500 packets appear. Although
advantages of the policy can be easily displayed in the previous figure, it is not obvious when the unit was changed
from ms to s. With the increasing of packet number, the gap
value arises again and reaches the maximum when 2500 packets are set. For case two (shown in black lines), it is quite
interesting to discover that gap value is enlarged when X axis
is equal to 2000. Similar variation cannot be found in case
one. The reason might be that more routing options are provided when strong connectivity is established. If there is only
one path between the source and destination node, the overall
latency will be the same no matter which policy is adopted.
Such accumulation will not benefit the transmission efficiency if too many “no option” packets are forwarded within the
network. Anyhow, both cases have illustrated the superiority
of the new policy.
5.2. Experiment Two. The second experiment is focusing on
a dynamic situation, which means the involved nodes can
change their positions during data exchange. Two cases, similar to previous experiment, are launched to describe the complex processes.
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Figure 5: Dynamic nodes with different hops and packets.

In Figure 5(a), the variations of RTT are described based
on the hop number increasing. For case one, the curve of original policy (marked with circle) is getting higher with strong
fluctuations. The curve of updated policy (marked with
square) maintains its stable characteristic. At the beginning,
the improvement ratios for 1 and 2 hops are 49.1% and 49.5%.
Then, such value is reduced to 29.6% when hop number is
equal to 3. The unstable pattern of gap values can be observed
as well. The minimum and maximum enhancements are
10.8% and 34.9% when the hop number is from 4 to 10. For
case two, the locations of two curves are a bit higher than that
of case one. A noteworthy observation is that the fluctuation
of original policy is weakened. One possible reason is that

strong connectivity in dynamic situation converges the distribution of nodes. Due to position changing, transmissions
might be interrupted or stopped, which seriously affects the
curve tendency. Therefore, all the values are greater than 90
ms if 9 or 10 hops are selected.
In Figure 5(b), the growth of transmission time is presented based on different packet numbers. For case one,
curves of the original policy and updated policy are increased
proportionately. The improvement ratios are 34.4%, 23.0%,
23.8%, 22.5%, and 28.0%, respectively. Although more packets have inhibited the fluctuations of the original policy,
the final performance is still not acceptable. For case two,
such pattern is maintained and even more connections are
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involved. About 44.1% (or 22.1%) overall latency can be
reduced in the best (or worst) circumstance. When the packet
number is equal to 2500, the maximum gap value is 24.7s.
From the above results, the influences brought by node mobility are almost negligible if the new policy is employed accurately.

6. Conclusions
Mobile Fog Computing (MFC) has been recognized as a powerful tool for cloud computing extensions. In order to solve
practical difficulties during the rural vitalization process,
we proposed a smart collaborative policy based on specific
demands. Firstly, the significant preliminaries and discussions were given to deal with multiple application categories.
Secondly, the timestamp usage, protocol simplification, and
implementation procedure were respectively, presented to
establish the policy in detail. Thirdly, two experiments were
designed according to the node mobility situations. For each
of them, two scenarios and two cases were involved to
provide comprehensive validations. The advantages of our
policy, in terms of round trip time and transmission time,
were fully illustrated when different hop and packet numbers
were utilized. For instance, in the second experiment, the
improvement ratio is 29.6% when hop number is equal to 3.
For future work, the large-scale deployment will be
considered and implemented. The enhancements of the smart
collaborative policy should be achieved based on the feedback
of applications.
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The mobile fog computing-assisted resource allocation (RA) is studied for simultaneous wireless information and power transfer
(SWIPT) two-hop orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) networks, where a decode-and-forward (DF) relay first
harvests energy from signals emitted by a source and then helps the source to forward information to its destination by using the
harvested energy. Power splitting (PS) strategy is adopted at the relay and a different PS (DPS) receiver architecture is proposed,
where the PS factors of all subcarriers are different. A RA problem is formulated to maximize the system’s achievable rate by jointly
optimizing subcarrier pairing, power allocation, and PS factors. Since the RA problem is a nonconvex problem and is difficult to
solve, an efficient RA algorithm is designed. As the wireless channels are fast time-varying, the computation is performed in mobile
fog node close to end nodes, instead of remote clouds. Results demonstrate that the achievable rate is significantly increased by
using the proposed RA algorithm. It is also found that the computation complexity of RA algorithm of DPS receiver architecture is
much lower than the existing identical PS (IPS) receiver architecture, and thus the proposed DPS architecture is more suitable for
computation-constrained fog system.

1. Introduction
In the past decade, cloud computing has emerged as a new
paradigm. It enables computing, storage, and network managements to centralize in the clouds, which are referred to
as data centers, cellular core networks, and so on. With
the clouds, vast resources can be provided to resource-constrained devices to satisfy their requirements of computing
and storage. However, there is an inherent limitation for cloud
computing [1], i.e., the long propagation distance from the
end user to the remote cloud center, resulting in very long
latency.
Recently, a new trend has been happening; that is, the
computing is pushed to the network edge devices due to their
progressively enhanced computation capacity. This is called

mobile fog computing (MFC) or mobile edge computing
(MEC) [2, 3], where the network edge devices perform
computing tasks instead of remote clouds. Thanks to closer
distance to end users, the latency is less and thus realtime tasks can be achieved via MFC, which is an effective
supplement to cloud computing. MFC is applicable to delay
sensitive tasks while cloud computing to sophisticated but
delay-insensitive data processing work.
One potential application of MFC is in Internet of Things
(IoT), such as wireless sensor networks (WSN). In WSN,
sensor nodes are responsible for data gathering, and sink
nodes for collecting and preprocessing data from surrounding sensor nodes and then delivering data to the remote
clouds, which perform further complicated data processing
and information mining. For WSN, resource allocation (RA)
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is a key approach to improve system performance. It is carried
out according to different channel states and deemed to be a
real-time task, as the wireless channels are fast time-varying
channels and RA needs to be processed rapidly to adapt the
dynamic channels. So MFC is a more appropriate option than
cloud computing.
In the field of WSN, cooperative relay communication
is deemed as an important technique, as it can guarantee
that the far sensor nodes can complete communication with
each other via intermediate relaying sensor nodes [4, 5]. On
the other hand, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) is employed in wireless communication networks
[6]. The combination of relay and OFDM is able to significantly enhance the performance of the system [7, 8].
MFC-assisted cooperative relay systems [9, 10] and
OFDM systems [11, 12] have attracted much attention and
been widely investigated. In [9], a fog-enabled cooperative
communication network was considered, where multiple fog
nodes were configured to support two-hop transmissions,
and the optimal system performance was achieved by designing time reuse patterns. In [10], cooperative fog computing
for the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) was studied, where the
cooperation of fog nodes was explored to enhance the system performance. In [11], a MFC-assisted multiuser OFDM
network was considered, and the total consumed energy of
mobile users was minimized by jointly optimizing subcarrier
and CPU time allocation. In [12], the joint subcarrier and
power allocation problem in an MFC-based OFDM system
was investigated to minimize the maximal delay of all devices.
Meanwhile, WSN are usually energy-constrained networks, and connecting sensor nodes to power grid is impossible sometimes. Batteries can be deployed in sensor nodes,
but the batteries capacity is limited and may be hard to
be replaced frequently. Recently, wireless power transfer
has attracted much attention, in which energy-constrained
devices can harvest energy by using wireless signals emitted by system nodes with sufficient energy source. Noting
that wireless signal can simultaneously carry and transfer
information and energy, this is deemed as the simultaneous
wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) [13].
SWIPT has been widely investigated [14–24]. In [14], it
was assumed that information decoding (ID) and energy
harvesting (EH) are simultaneously carried out by using
the received identical signals. Nevertheless, this is deemed
not to be realized, and therefore some practical SWIPT
receivers were also presented, such as time switching (TS)
and power splitting (PS) in [13]. In TS receivers, ID and
EH are performed in two different phases, respectively. In
PS receivers, the wireless signal is split into two streams:
one stream enters into the energy receiver to harvest energy,
and the other enters into the information receiver to obtain
information. In [16], these SWIPT receiver architectures were
applied to cooperative two-hop network, and the achievable
rate performance was investigated. These architectures have
also been widely studied in OFDM systems; see, e.g., [17–
20]. But, the existing work mainly concerns point-to-point
OFDM systems. For example, in [17, 19], the performances
of throughput and weighted sum-rate were investigated for
multiuser OFDM networks. In [20], max-min fair resource
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allocation was studied for multigroup multicast OFDM
systems. In [18], a new SWIPT receiver architecture was
proposed, where one part of the subcarriers was used for ID,
and the other part was used for EH.
Recently, some work discussed the SWIPT-enabled twohop OFDM system. In [21, 22], the authors considered
amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying protocol and the achievable information rates were maximized for two-hop MIMOOFDM AF relay system. In [23, 24], the SWIPT-enabled
two-hop OFDM decode-and-forward (DF) relay system was
considered, but the subcarrier pairing over the two hops
was not involved. In [15], a PS receiver architecture was
considered and a RA algorithm was proposed to improve
the achievable rate; however, the complexity of algorithm
was so high that it was hard to be applied to computationconstrained fog system.
This paper investigates the SWIPT for a MFC-assisted
two-hop OFDM network, in which a source node transmits
information to a destination with the help of a DF relay.
The source is assumed with fixed energy source, while the
relay is an energy-constrained node and thus has to obtain
energy from wireless signal emitted by the source and further
forwards the information of source to destination.
The main contributions of this paper are given as follows.
Firstly, to achieve the simultaneous information and
energy transmission, we adopt a different PS ratio PS (DPS)
architecture, where a frequency selective power splitter splits
the signal on each subcarrier into two streams and thus all
subcarriers are of the different PS ratios, which can adaptively
change. Further, a particular energy cooperation strategy is
considered; i.e., the energy harvested on some subcarrier of
the first hop is only used to forward the information received
on the corresponding subcarrier, in order to reduce the
excessive computational complexity. Unlike the existing work
[15], it is assumed that PS receiver splits all subcarriers into
two streams with identical PS ratio, which is called identical
PS ratio PS (IPS) receiver architecture in this paper.
Secondly, in order to explore the system performance
limit of the proposed DPS architecture, a RA optimization
problem is formulated to maximize the achievable rate of the
system by jointly optimizing the subcarrier pairing (SP), the
PS ratios, and the PA at both source and the relay. As the
problem is nonconvex and hard to solve, a low-complexity
efficient RA algorithm is designed by decomposing it into
three separate subproblems. The related computation is
operated at the source node, which is generally a sink node
of higher computation capacity in WSN.
Thirdly, extensive simulation experiments are performed
to discuss the system performance. The results demonstrate
that although there are some performance loss of achievable
rate of the proposed DPS architecture compared with the
existing IPS architecture, the computation complexity of
DPS architecture is much lower than IPS architecture. So
DPS architecture may be a better option for computationconstrained fog system.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
network architecture and system model are presented, and
then RA optimization problem is formulated. In Section 3,
an efficient RA algorithm is designed. Simulation results are
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Figure 1: Network architecture of MFC-assisted two-hop OFDM system.

shown in Section 4 to discuss the performance of the DPS
receiver architecture and RA algorithm. In Section 5, this
paper is summarized.

2. Network Architecture and System Model
The considered network architecture is shown as in Figure 1,
which is divided into three layers, i.e., data layer, fog layer,
and cloud layer. Data layer comprises data nodes, which
are responsible for gathering data from surrounding environment. Cloud layer contains vast resources to store and
process the amount of data from data layer; meanwhile, it
also sends control information to data nodes to instruct their
operations. Fog layer is a bridge between data layer and cloud
layer, which means that on one hand, it is responsible for
collecting and preprocessing data from data layer and delivering data to cloud layer to further process it; on the other
hand, it is responsible for forwarding control information
from cloud layer to data layer. The information between cloud
layer and fog layer is transmitted on wired channels while the
information between fog layer and data layer is transmitted
on wireless channels.
In this paper, we consider the transmission of control
information from cloud layer to data layer. The cloud layer
first sends control information to fog layer; fog layer stores
the information and then forwards it to data layer. The reason
of introducing the fog layer instead of directly using cloud
computing is that the wireless channels are deemed to be
fast time-varying channels and thus information transmission and RA task have to be performed rapidly to adapt
the dynamic channels. It is worth noting that due to the
enhanced computing capacity, the fog layer has the capability

of performing RA algorithm according to the channel state
information (CSI).
To study the information transmission from fog layer
to data layer, a MFC-assisted two-hop OFDM network is
considered, which consists of one source (S) in fog layer, and
one destination (D) and one relay (R) in data layer, as shown
in Figure 1. S desires to send information to D with the help
of R. No direct link exists between S and D. S is of steady
energy supply by connecting to power grid in fog layer and 𝑃𝑆
denotes its power. R is an energy-constrained node operating
in half-duplex mode and deploying DF relaying protocol, so
it has to obtain energy from the signals of S and then uses
the harvested energy to help S to forward information to D.
The PS receiver architecture is adopted at R so that it can split
the received RF signals into two streams to perform EH and
ID, respectively. For such a SWIPT-enabled communication
network, each transmission is based on frame of length T,
which is divided into two subphases of equal length.
In the first subphase, S sends OFDM symbols to R. The
received signal at R on subcarrier 𝑖 can be expressed as
𝑦𝑟,𝑖 = √𝑃𝑠,𝑖 ℎ𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑧𝑟,𝑖 ,

∀𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁} ,

(1)

where 𝑥𝑖 and ℎ𝑖 , respectively, represent transmitted symbol
and channel coefficient on subcarrier i and N is the number of
subcarriers. 𝑧𝑟,𝑖 represents the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) from the antenna on subcarrier 𝑖 at R, which is of
2
zero mean and variance 𝜎𝑟,att
. 𝑃𝑠,𝑖 represents the transmission
power at S on subcarrier 𝑖 and satisfies
𝑁

∑ 𝑃𝑠,𝑖 ≤ 𝑃𝑆 ,
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑠,𝑖 ≥ 0, ∀𝑖.

(2)
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In the second subphase, using the stream for ID and EH,
R, respectively, decodes the received information and harvests the energy and then reencodes the received information
and forwards the reencoded information to D. Subcarrier
pairing is adopted, so the information of the first hop received
on subcarrier 𝑖 can be transmitted on the subcarrier 𝑗 in the
second hop. The signal on subcarrier 𝑗 received at D can be
expressed as
𝑦𝑑,𝑗 = √𝑃𝑟,𝑗 𝑔𝑗 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑧𝑑,𝑗 ,

∀𝑗 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁} ,

𝜃𝑖𝐼 ≥ 0, 𝜃𝑖𝐸 ≥ 0, ∀𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁}

(4)

Thus, the harvested energy on subcarrier 𝑖 at R is given by
𝐸𝑖 =

𝑇 𝐸  2
𝜂𝜃 ℎ  𝑃 ,
2 𝑖  𝑖  𝑠,𝑖

(5)

where 𝜂 denotes the EH efficiency.
We consider such an energy cooperation strategy adopted
in [21, 24], in which the energy harvested on subcarrier 𝑖 of
the first hop is only used to forward the information received
on subcarrier 𝑖 and thus the available power 𝑃𝑟,𝑗 on subcarrier
𝑗 at R can be inferred as
𝐸
 2
𝑃𝑟,𝑗 = 𝑖 = 𝜂𝜃𝑖𝐸 ℎ𝑖  𝑃𝑠,𝑖 .
𝑇/2

𝑅𝐷𝑃𝑆
𝑖,𝑗 =

(6)

(8)

Thus, the achievable rate of the system can be expressed
as
𝑁 𝑁

𝑅𝐷𝑃𝑆 (P, S, 𝜃) = ∑ ∑ 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 𝑅𝐷𝑃𝑆
𝑖,𝑗 ,

(9)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

where 𝜃 = {𝜃𝑖𝐼 , 𝜃𝑖𝐸 , ∀𝑖} is PS policy and satisfies the constraint
(4). P = {𝑃𝑠,𝑖 ≥ 0, | ∀𝑖, 𝑗} is power allocation (PA) policy
and satisfies (2). S = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ {0, 1} | ∀𝑖, 𝑗} is SP policy, which
represents that if the first hop subcarrier 𝑖 is matched with the
second hop subcarrier j, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 =1; else 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 = 0. Further, one first
hop (second hop) subcarrier can only match with one second
hop (first hop) subcarrier. That is,
𝑁

∑ 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ≤ 1,

∀𝑖,

𝑗=1
𝑁

(10)

∑ 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ≤ 1,

∀𝑗.

𝑖=1

With the objective of maximizing the achievable information rate of the system, by jointly optimizing the SP, the PA,
and the PS ratio, the optimization problem is formulated as
(P1):
max

P,S,𝜃

s.t.

The achievable information rate between S and D for DF
relay system on a subcarrier pair (𝑖, 𝑗) can be expressed as [4]
 2
{
𝜃𝑖𝐼 ℎ𝑖  𝑃𝑠,𝑖
1
= min {log2 (1 + 𝐼 2
),
2
2
𝜃𝑖 𝜎𝑟,att + 𝜎𝑟,proc
{
𝑔 2 𝑃
 𝑗  𝑟,𝑗 }
log2 (1 +   2 )} ,
𝜎𝑑
}

 2
{
𝜃𝐼 ℎ𝑖  𝑃𝑠,𝑖
1
min {log2 (1 + 𝐼 2𝑖   2
),
2
𝜃𝑖 𝜎𝑟,att + 𝜎𝑟,proc
{
 2  2
𝜂𝜃𝑖𝐸 ℎ𝑖  𝑔𝑗  𝑃𝑠,𝑖 }
log2 (1 +
)} .
𝜎𝑑2
}

(3)

where 𝑔𝑗 is channel coefficient on subcarrier 𝑗 at D, and 𝑃𝑟,𝑗
is the power on subcarrier 𝑗 at R. 𝑧𝑑,𝑗 is AWGN from the
antenna on subcarrier 𝑗 at D, which is of zero mean and
2
.
variance 𝜎𝑑,att
To realize SWIPT, a PS receiver architecture is proposed,
where all subcarriers are of different PS (DPS) ratios and
can adaptively adjust, which is called DPS architecture. To
implement DPS architecture, an analog adaptive passive
frequency selective power splitter is required [21, 24]. In
this paper, we consider a particular energy cooperation
strategy which makes the computational complexity of the
RA algorithm of the DPS architecture significantly decrease
and is very meaningful for some communication scenarios
where the processing capacity of communication nodes is
limited, such as MFC-based WSN.
Let the PS ratios 𝜃𝑖𝐼 and 𝜃𝑖𝐸 represent the fraction of the
signal power used for ID and EH received on subcarrier i,
respectively, which satisfy the constraints of
𝜃𝑖𝐼 + 𝜃𝑖𝐸 = 1,

the power of signal processing noise on any subcarrier of
2
+
R and D. In (7), the first part log2 (1 + 𝜃𝑖𝐼 |ℎ𝑖 |2 𝑃𝑠,𝑖 /(𝜃𝑖𝐼 𝜎𝑟,att
2
𝜎𝑟,proc )) represents the mutual information from S to R
on subcarrier i, and the second part log2 (1 + |𝑔𝑗 |2 𝑃𝑟,𝑗 /𝜎𝑑2 )
represents the mutual information from R to D on subcarrier
𝑗. The coefficient 1/2 in (7) is because each frame is composed
of two subphases of equal length.
Substituting (6) into (7), then we can write (7) as

𝑅𝐷𝑃𝑆 (P, S, 𝜃)
(11)
(2) , (4) , (10) .

3. Resource Allocation Design

(7)

In this section, we first describe our proposed resource
allocation (RA) algorithm for problem P1 and then we shall
prove that it is able to achieve the global optimal solution of
problem P1.

2
2
+𝜎𝑑,proc
represents the total noise power of D
where 𝜎𝑑2 = 𝜎𝑑,att
2
2
on each subcarrier, 𝜎𝑟,proc
and 𝜎𝑑,proc
, respectively, represent

3.1. The Proposed Resource Allocation. Our proposed RA is
described as Algorithm 1, which is divided into three separate
subproblems. In what follows of this subsection (Section 3.1),
the detailed process of each step in Algorithm 1 is described,
and its global optimality is proven in Section 3.2.

𝑅𝐷𝑃𝑆
𝑖,𝑗
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(1) The Optimal SP S∗ . The proposed SP scheme is only
based on the channel power gains. Firstly, according to the
channel power gains of the two hops |ℎ𝑖 |2 and |𝑔𝑗 |2 , the
first hop subcarriers and the second hop subcarriers are,
respectively, sorted from highest to lowest. Next, the kth first
hop subcarrier is matched with the kth second hop subcarrier,
which is equivalent to the optimal S∗ satisfying that
 2
 2
{1, if Number (ℎ𝑖  ) = Number (𝑔𝑗  ) ,
𝑠𝑖,𝑗 = {
{0, otherwise,
2

To simplify the expressions, let 𝐴 = |ℎ𝑖 |2 , 𝐵 = 𝜂|𝑔𝑗 |2 /𝜎𝑑2
and denote 𝑃𝑠,𝑖 as 𝑃𝑖 . Since the subcarrier pair is fixed, we
further drop the indexes i,j in this subsection. Thus the
achievable information rate in (8) on a fixed subcarrier pair
can be expressed as

(12)
𝑅=

2

Lemma 1. The optimal SP scheme of problem P1 is the CGsorted SP scheme.
Proof. To prove this lemma, two-subcarrier case is first
considered and proved. Then it is further extended to general
multisubcarrier case. See the Appendix for details.
(2) The Optimal PS 𝜃∗ with the Obtained S∗ . First, it is
easily found that the problem can be decomposed into 𝑁
subproblems due to the independence of each subcarrier pair.
For any given subcarrier pair (𝑖, 𝑗), the subproblem can be
expressed as (P2):
𝜃𝑖𝐼 ,𝜃𝑖𝐸

𝜃𝑖𝐼 ≥ 0, 𝜃𝑖𝐸 ≥ 0.
(13)

where Number(|𝑢𝑖 | ) represents the serial number of |𝑢𝑖 |
inside all |𝑢𝑘 |2 for 𝑘 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑁} with an degressive sorting
sequence for 𝑢 ∈ {ℎ, 𝑔}, respectively. This scheme is called the
channel gain- (CG-) sorted SP scheme. The optimality of this
scheme is given as follows.

max

𝜃𝑖𝐼 + 𝜃𝑖𝐸 = 1,

s.t.

1
𝐴𝜃𝐼 𝑃
min {log2 (1 + 𝐼 2
),
2
2
𝜃 𝜎𝑟,att + 𝜎𝑟,proc
(14)

log2 (1 + 𝐴𝐵𝜃𝐸 𝑃)} .
It is easy to find that in (14) the first term, i.e., log2 (1 +
2
2
+ 𝜎𝑟,proc
)), is a monotonically increasing func𝐴𝜃 𝑃/(𝜃𝐼 𝜎𝑟,att
𝐼
tion of 𝜃 , and the second term, i.e., log2 (1 + 𝐴𝐵𝜃𝐸 𝑃), is a
monotonically decreasing function of 𝜃𝐼 , so, to obtain the
optimal solution, the two terms should be equal. Meanwhile,
using 𝜃𝐼 + 𝜃𝐸 = 1, the optimal PS factor 𝜃𝐼 can be calculated,
according to
𝐼

2

2
2
2
2
𝐵𝜎𝑟,att
(𝜃𝐼 ) + (1 − 𝐵𝜎𝑟,att
+ 𝐵𝜎𝑟,proc
) 𝜃𝐼 − 𝐵𝜎𝑟,proc

= 0.

𝑅𝑖,𝑗

(15)

This is a quadratic equation and its two roots are given as

2

𝜃𝐼 =

2
2
2
2 𝜎2
2
+ 𝐵𝜎𝑟,proc
) ± √ (1 − 𝐵𝜎𝑟,att
+ 𝐵𝜎𝑟,proc
) + 4𝐵2 𝜎𝑟,att
− (1 − 𝐵𝜎𝑟,att
𝑟,proc
2
2𝐵𝜎𝑟,att

where only the one satisfying the constraints in problem
P2 can be considered as the optimal solution. Since
𝜃𝐼 + 𝜃𝐸 = 1, 𝜃𝐼 , 𝜃𝐸 ≥ 0, we have that 0 ≤ 𝜃𝐼 , 𝜃𝐸 ≤ 1.

,

(16)

It is easy to observe that the one of the two roots

2

𝐼

𝜃 =

2
2
2
2 𝜎2
2
1𝐵𝜎𝑟,proc
− √ (1 − 𝐵𝜎𝑟,att
+ 𝐵𝜎𝑟,proc
) + 4𝐵2 𝜎𝑟,att
−1 + 𝐵𝜎𝑟,att
𝑟,proc

(17)

2
2𝐵𝜎𝑟,att

is always less than 0, so it is discarded. For the other one, we
can prove that it satisfies the above constraint.

Thus, the optimal PS factors can be given by

2

𝜃𝐼∗ =

2
2
2
2 𝜎2
2
− 𝐵𝜎𝑟,proc
+ √ (1 − 𝐵𝜎𝑟,att
+ 𝐵𝜎𝑟,proc
) + 4𝐵2 𝜎𝑟,att
−1 + 𝐵𝜎𝑟,att
𝑟,proc
2
2𝐵𝜎𝑟,att

.

(18)
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(1) Find the optimal S∗ from (12).
(2) Calculate the optimal 𝜃∗ with the obtained S∗ from (18).
(3) Calculate the optimal P∗ with the obtained S∗ and 𝜃∗ from (22).
Algorithm 1: Resource allocation algorithm.

(3) The Optimal PA P∗ with the Obtained S∗ and 𝜃∗ . We have
obtained the optimal PS factors 𝜃𝐼∗ and 𝜃𝐸∗ . As the optimal
PS factors are related to the channel gain of the second hop
𝐼∗ 𝐸∗
from (18), 𝜃𝑖 𝐼∗ , 𝜃𝑖 𝐸∗ are represented as 𝜃𝑖,𝑗
, 𝜃𝑖,𝑗 for given
subcarrier pair (i,j). Since the two terms are equal in (8) for
𝐼∗ 𝐸∗
, 𝜃𝑖,𝑗 , (8) can be transformed as
optimal 𝜃𝑖,𝑗
 2 𝐼∗
1
ℎ𝑖  𝜃𝑖,𝑗 𝑃𝑖
).
𝑅𝑖,𝑗 = log2 (1 + 𝐼∗ 2
2
2
𝜃𝑖,𝑗 𝜎𝑟,att + 𝜎𝑟,proc

(19)

𝐼∗
𝐼∗ 2
2
We denote |ℎ𝑖 |2 𝜃𝑖,𝑗
/(𝜃𝑖,𝑗
𝜎𝑟,att + 𝜎𝑟,proc
) as 𝛾𝑖,𝑗 , and then (19)
is transformed into

1
𝑅𝑖,𝑗 = log2 (1 + 𝛾𝑖,𝑗 𝑃𝑖 ) .
2

(20)

So for given S∗ and 𝜃∗ , the PA problem can be formulated
as (P3):
max
P

s.t.

∑ 𝑅𝑖,𝑗

(𝑖,𝑗)∈SP

(21)

(2) ,

where SP is the set of subcarrier pairs. From (18), it can be
easily found that the optimal PS factors are not related to
PA and thus 𝛾𝑖,𝑗 is also not related to PA. So this problem
is a classical water-filling PA problem, and we can obtain its
optimal solution as
𝑃𝑖∗ = [

+

1
1
−
] ,
] ln 2 𝛾𝑖,𝑗

∀𝑖,

SP policy. The scheme is only related to channel gains, which
does not require the knowledge of the optimal PS and PA.
According to the derivation process in step 2 of Algorithm 1,
the obtained PS is optimal under the given optimal SP, and
it does not require the knowledge of optimal PA. Then in
step 3 of Algorithm 1, the obtained PA is optimal under the
given optimal SP and optimal PS. Since each step maintains
the global optimum, Theorem 2 is proved.

(22)

where [𝑥]+ = max{0, 𝑥}, and ] is Lagrangian multiplier and
+
can be solved using ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 [1/(] ln 2) − 1/𝛾𝑖,𝑗 ] = 𝑃𝑆 .
3.2. Global Optimum of Our Proposed RA. In this subsection,
we shall prove that although Algorithm 1 is divided into three
separate subproblems, it can still achieve the global optimal
solution of problem P1, and the result is given by the following
theorem.
Theorem 2. The RA in Algorithm 1 achieves the global optimum of problem P1.
Proof. To prove that the RA policy in Algorithm 1 can achieve
the global optimal solution of problem P1, we only need
to prove that each step of Algorithm 1 maintains the global
optimum. From Lemma 1, we have known that the CG-sorted
SP scheme in step 1 of Algorithm 1 gives the globally optimal

3.3. Complexity Analysis. The complexity of step 1 of
Algorithm 1 depends on the adopted sorting method, which
is 𝑂(𝑁 log 𝑁) if the quick-sort method is applied. Moreover,
the complexity of step 2 of Algorithm 1 is 𝑂(𝑁), and the
complexity of step 3 of Algorithm 1 is also 𝑂(𝑁) (the waterfilling over the sorted 𝛾𝑖,𝑗 ) [25]. Thus, the total computational
complexity can be expressed by 𝑂(𝑁 log 𝑁). For comparison,
the computational complexity of RA algorithm for IPS architecture in [15] is 𝑂(𝑁 log 𝑁 + 𝑀𝑁(𝑁 + 2)𝑞 ), where 𝑀 is the
number of loops in the algorithm [15], so it can be found that
the computational complexity of proposed DPS architecture’s
RA algorithm is on the order of 𝑀(𝑁+2)𝑞 / log 𝑁 less than the
IPS architecture. So the proposed DPS architecture may be
more proper for MFC-assisted networks, where the devices
are of lower computation capacity.

4. Simulation Results
In this section, some simulation results are given to illustrate
the performance of the presented DPS receiver architecture
and RA algorithm. The noise powers are assumed follows:
𝜎𝑟 2 att = 𝜎𝑟 2 proc = −33 dBm and 𝜎𝑑 2 = −30 dBm. The three
network nodes (S, R, and D) are assumed to be placed on a
straight line. The distance from S to D is reference distance
and represented by 𝑑0 , where 𝑑0 = 10 m. The location of R is
expressed as 𝑑𝑟 /𝑑0 , where 𝑑𝑟 denotes the distance from S to
R. ℎ𝑖 and 𝑔𝑗 are, respectively, obtained from the distribution
as
ℎ𝑖 ∼ 𝐶𝑁 (0,

1
𝛼),
𝐿 (1 + 𝑑𝑟 )

1
𝑔𝑗 ∼ 𝐶𝑁 (0,
𝛼),
𝐿 (1 + (𝑑0 − 𝑑𝑟 ))

(23)

where 𝛼 is the path loss factor and set to be 3 and 𝐿 is the
number of taps and set to be 4.
Firstly, we discuss the performance of our proposed
Algorithm 1. For comparisons, the three other methods are
also simulated, i.e., (1) OPAwoSP method: Optimal PA without SP; (2) EPAwSP method: Equal PA with SP; (3) EPAwoSP
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1.6

in [15]. For IPS architecture, let 𝜌 be the PS ratio used for ID,
and the rest 1 − 𝜌 part is used for EH; 𝜌 should satisfy

1.4

0 ≤ 𝜌 ≤ 1.

1.2

2
The energy obtained by R is 𝐸𝑅 = (𝑇/2)𝜂(1 − 𝜌) ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 |ℎ𝑖 | 𝑃𝑠,𝑖
and the available power of R is 𝑃𝑅 = 𝐸𝑅/(𝑇/2) = 𝜂(1 −
2
𝜌) ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 |ℎ𝑖 | 𝑃𝑠,𝑖 . So the available power𝑃𝑟,𝑗 on subcarrier 𝑗 at
R satisfies

Achievable Rate (bits/s/Hz)

1.8

1
0.8
0.6
0.4

𝑁

𝑁

𝑗=1

𝑖=1

 2
∑ 𝑃𝑟,𝑗 ≤ 𝜂 (1 − 𝜌) ∑ ℎ𝑖  𝑃𝑠,𝑖 .

0.2
0
10

15

20

25
０３ (dBm)

30

35

40

Our proposed Algorithm 1
OPAw/oSP Method
EPAwSP Method
EqualPAwoSP Method

(25)

The achievable rate from S to D on each subcarrier pair
(𝑖, 𝑗) can be expressed as
 2
{
𝜌 ℎ𝑖  𝑃𝑠,𝑖
1
min {log2 (1 + 2   2
),
2
𝜌𝜎𝑟,att + 𝜎𝑟,proc
{
 2
𝑔𝑗  𝑃𝑟,𝑗 }
log2 (1 +   2 )} ,
𝜎𝑑
}

𝑅𝐼𝑃𝑆
𝑖,𝑗 =

Figure 2: Achievable information rate versus 𝑃𝑆 with 𝑁 = 64 and R
located at the midpoint between S and D for DPS architecture.

1.8

(26)

and thus the achievable rate of the system is given by

1.6
Achievable Rate (bits/s/Hz)

(24)

𝑁 𝑁

𝑅𝐼𝑃𝑆 (P, S, 𝜌) = ∑ ∑ 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 𝑅𝐼𝑃𝑆
𝑖,𝑗 .

1.4

(27)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

1.2

To maximize the achievable rate of the system, an optimization problem is formulated as

1
0.8

𝑁 𝑁

max

0.6

P,S,𝜌

0.4
0.2
0.1

s.t.
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5



0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

０３ =40dBm
０３ =30dBm

Figure 3: Achievable information rate versus EH efficiency 𝜂 with
𝑁 = 64 and R located at the midpoint between S and D for DPS
architecture.

method: Equal PA without SP. EH efficiency 𝜂 = 1. In Figure 2,
we plot the achievable rates versus the total power 𝑃𝑆 . It is
easily seen that our proposed Algorithm 1 is superior to the
three other methods.
We also show the effect of EH efficiency 𝜂 on the
achievable rate in Figure 3 and it can be found that when 𝜂 = 1,
the achievable rate is maximum. In the following simulations,
to discuss the SWIPT-enabled system’s performance limit,
EH efficiency is always set to be 𝜂 = 1.
Secondly, to figure out the system performance of the DPS
receiver architecture, we compare the achievable information
rates of the proposed DPS architectures and IPS architecture

𝑅𝐼𝑃𝑆 (P, S, 𝜌) = ∑ ∑𝑠𝑖,𝑗 𝑅𝑖,𝑗
𝑖=1𝑗=1

(28)

(2) , (8) , (24) , (25) .

The solution of the problem is given in [15]. In addition,
conventional non-SWIPT two-hop OFDM system is also
compared in order to show the difference between SWIPTenabled and non-SWIPT systems. For the non-SWIPT system, we use the optimal RA algorithm proposed in [8].
In Figures 4 and 5, the achievable rates of the DPS/IPS
architectures and non-SWIPT system with respect to 𝑃𝑆 and
𝑑𝑟 /𝑑0 are given, respectively. In these two figures, it can be
found that the achievable rate of the non-SWIPT system is
higher than SWIPT-enabled IPS/DPS architectures, and DPS
architecture is worse than IPS architecture.
Moreover, from Figure 5, one can find that, for the
SWIPT-enabled system, when R is placed close to S or D, the
system can obtain the better performance, and the proposed
DPS architecture agrees with the existing IPS architecture.
One can also find that, for conventional non-SWIPT system,
the achievable information rate achieves maximum when R
is placed at the midpoint on the line from S to D.
Finally, we also compare the average running time of
IPS and DPS architectures in Figure 6. It shows that the
running efficiency of the DPS architecture is far superior
to the IPS architecture, which agrees with the analysis
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1.6

6

Average running time (s)

Achievable Rate (bits/s/Hz)

1.4
5
4
3
2
1
0
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1
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0.4
0.2
0
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０３ (dBm)

30

35

40

−0.2

2

3
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6
N

7
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10

IPS architecture
DPS architecture

Non-SWIPT system
IPS architecture
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Figure 4: Comparison of achievable information rates of DPS
architecture, IPS architecture, and non-SWIPT system versus 𝑃𝑆
with 𝑁 = 4 and R located at the midpoint between S and D.

Figure 6: Comparison of running time of IPS and DPS architectures
versus the number of subcarriers 𝑁 with R located at the midpoint
from S to D and 𝑃𝑆 =10dBm.

of DPS architecture is much lower than IPS architecture. So
DPS architecture may be a better option for computationconstrained MFC system.

4.5
4
Achievable Rate (bits/s/Hz)

1.2

3.5

Appendix

3

Proof of Lemma 1

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4
0.5
0.6
Normalized Distance
Non-SWIPT system
IPS architecture
DPS architecture

0.7

0.8

0.9

Figure 5: Comparison of achievable information rates of DPS
architecture, IPS architecture, and non-SWIPT system versus relay
location with 𝑃𝑆 =30dBm and 𝑁 = 4.

of computational complexity in Section 3.3, and thus, for
computation-constrained MFC system, DPS architecture is a
better option although there are some loss of the achievable
rate compared with IPS architecture.

5. Conclusion
This paper investigated SWIPT for MFC-assisted two-hop
OFDM network and proposed DPS receiver architectures.
To study the system achievable rate limit, an efficient RA
algorithm was given. In simulations, it was found that the
achievable rate of the DPS architecture is worse than the existing IPS architecture; however, the computation complexity

(a) Two-Subcarrier Case (N=2). Firstly, it is assumed that
two hops’ channel gains satisfy |ℎ1 |2 > |ℎ2 |2 , |𝑔1 |2 > |𝑔2 |2 .
Observing Algorithm 1, we know the second step and the
third step can be applied to any given subcarrier pairing
policy in fact, although they are derived from the optimal
subcarrier pairing policy. So the achievable information rate
of the system using sorted subcarrier pairs (1,1) and (2,2) can
be expressed as
𝑅sort =

1
1
log2 (1 + 𝛾1,1 𝑃1∗ ) + log2 (1 + 𝛾2,2 𝑃2∗ ) ,
2
2

(A.1)

and the achievable rate using nonsorted subcarrier pairs (1,2)
and (2,1) can be expressed as
1
𝑅nonsort = log2 (1 + 𝛾1,2 𝑃1 ∗ )
2
1
+ log2 (1 + 𝛾2,1 𝑃2 ∗ ) ,
2

(A.2)

where 𝑃1 ∗ , 𝑃2 ∗ are the optimal powers for nonsorted pairing
scheme.
To prove Lemma 1, we need to prove 𝑅sort > 𝑅nonsort ; i.e.,
(1 + 𝛾1,1 𝑃1∗ ) (1 + 𝛾2,2 𝑃2∗ )
> (1 + 𝛾1,2 𝑃1 ∗ ) (1 + 𝛾2,1 𝑃2 ∗ ) .

(A.3)

𝐼∗
𝐼∗
𝐼∗ 2
2
We define a new function𝑓(𝜃𝑖,𝑗
) = 𝜃𝑖,𝑗
/(𝜃𝑖,𝑗
𝜎𝑟,att + 𝜎𝑟,proc
),
2
𝐼∗
so 𝛾𝑖,𝑗 = |ℎ𝑖 | 𝑓(𝜃𝑖,𝑗 ). For further simplifying the expressions,
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𝐼∗
let 𝐻𝑖 = |ℎ𝑖 |2 and 𝐺𝑗 = 𝑓(𝜃𝑖,𝑗
). Note that, from (18), we can
𝐼∗
observe that for given noise power, the optimal PS factor 𝜃𝑖,𝑗
is
2
only related to B, that is, to the channel gain |𝑔𝑗 | of the second
hop since 𝐵 = 𝜂|𝑔𝑗 |2 /𝜎𝑑2 . Thus, for 𝐺𝑗 , we only reserve the
subscript 𝑗. One sees that 𝛾𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐻𝑖 𝐺𝑗 ; thus (A.3) is equivalent
to

(𝐻1 𝐺1 𝑃1∗ + 𝐻2 𝐺2 𝑃2∗ + 𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2 𝑃1∗ 𝑃2∗ )
− (𝐻1 𝐺2 𝑃1 ∗ + 𝐻2 𝐺1 𝑃2 ∗ + 𝐻1 𝐺2 𝐻2 𝐺1 𝑃1 ∗ 𝑃2 ∗ ) (A.4)
> 0.
Secondly, we can prove that 𝐺1 > 𝐺2 for the assumption
𝐼∗
with respect to
|𝑔1 |2 > |𝑔2 |2 . From (18), the derivative of 𝜃𝑖,𝑗
𝐵 can be computed as


𝐼∗
) =
(𝜃𝑖,𝑗

1
2 𝐵2
2𝜎𝑟,att

(1

2
2
− 𝜎𝑟,proc
)
1/𝐵 − (𝜎𝑟,att
2

).

2
2 𝜎2
2
√ (1/𝐵 − (𝜎𝑟,att
− 𝜎𝑟,proc
)) + 4𝜎𝑟,att
𝑟,proc

𝑃2∗

𝑃𝑆 𝐻1 𝐺1 − 𝐻2 𝐺2
+
,
2
2𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2

𝑃2

∗

− (𝐻1 𝐺2 𝑃1 ∗ + 𝐻2 𝐺1 𝑃2 ∗ + 𝐻1 𝐺2 𝐻2 𝐺1 𝑃1 ∗ 𝑃2 ∗ )
=

𝐻 𝐺 − 𝐻2 𝐺2
𝑃
= 𝑆− 1 1
.
2
2𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2

𝑃
𝐻 𝐺 − 𝐻2 𝐺1
= 𝑆+ 1 2
,
2
2𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2
𝑃
𝐻 𝐺 − 𝐻2 𝐺1
= 𝑆− 1 2
.
2
2𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2

(𝐻1 − 𝐻2 ) (𝐺1 − 𝐺2 )
𝑃𝑆
2
(𝐻12 − 𝐻22 ) (𝐺21 − 𝐺22 )
4𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2

(A.8)

> 0,

where inequality is obtained from our assumption 𝐻1 > 𝐻2
and the obtained result 𝐺1 > 𝐺2 .

𝐻1 𝐺1 𝑃1∗ + 𝐻2 𝐺2 𝑃2∗ + 𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2 𝑃1∗ 𝑃2∗
− (𝐻1 𝐺2 𝑃1 ∗ + 𝐻2 𝐺1 𝑃2 ∗ + 𝐻1 𝐺2 𝐻2 𝐺1 𝑃1 ∗ 𝑃2 ∗ ) (A.9)
= 𝐻1 𝑃𝑆 (𝐺1 − 𝐺2) > 0,
where inequality is obtained since𝐺1 > 𝐺2 .
Case 3. For this case, using (A.7), we can obtain
𝐻1 𝐺1 𝑃1∗ + 𝐻2 𝐺2 𝑃2∗ + 𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2 𝑃1∗ 𝑃2∗
− (𝐻1 𝐺2 𝑃1 ∗ + 𝐻2 𝐺1 𝑃2 ∗

(A.6)

Similarly, the optimal 𝑃1 ∗ , 𝑃2 ∗ for nonsorted pairing scheme
can be derived as
𝑃1 ∗

𝐻1 𝐺1 𝑃1∗ + 𝐻2 𝐺2 𝑃2∗ + 𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2 𝑃1∗ 𝑃2∗

Case 2. For this case, we can derive that

𝐼∗ 
𝐼∗
One can easily find that (𝜃𝑖,𝑗
) > 0; that is to say, 𝜃𝑖,𝑗
is a
monotonically increasing function of 𝐵. Meanwhile we know
𝐼∗
increases. The
𝐵 = 𝜂|𝑔𝑗 |2 /𝜎𝑑2 , so with the increase of |𝑔𝑗 |2 , 𝜃𝑖,𝑗
𝐼∗
𝐼∗
increment of 𝜃𝑖,𝑗 will further result in the increment of𝑓(𝜃𝑖,𝑗
).
2
2
Thus, according to the assumption |𝑔1 | > |𝑔2 | , we have
𝐼∗
𝐼∗
) > 𝑓(𝜃𝑖,2
); that is, 𝐺1 > 𝐺2 .
𝑓(𝜃𝑖,1
Thirdly, for the two-subcarrier case, the explicit solutions
of optimal PA can be obtained. When only total power
constraint in (2) is considered and inequality constraints are
ignored, the optimal 𝑃1∗ , 𝑃2∗ for sorted pairing scheme can be
derived as

𝑃1∗ =

Case 1. For this case, using (A.6) and (A.7), we can obtain

+
(A.5)

−

𝑃1 ∗ = 𝑃𝑆 , 𝑃2 ∗ = 0), and Case 3 (𝑃1∗ = 𝑃𝑆 , 𝑃2∗ = 0, 0 <
𝑃1 ∗ , 𝑃2 ∗ < 𝑃𝑆 ). For the remaining case (0 < 𝑃1∗ , 𝑃2∗ <
𝑃𝑆 , 𝑃1 ∗ = 𝑃𝑆 , 𝑃2 ∗ = 0), it is easy to find that it will not
occur, because we can derive that 𝑃1∗ is necessarily larger
than 𝑃1 ∗ according to our assumptions |ℎ1 |2 > |ℎ2 |2 and
|𝑔1 |2 > |𝑔2 |2 . Noting that here we only consider 𝑃1 ∗ > 𝑃2 ∗ ,
that is, 𝐻1 𝐺2 −𝐻2 𝐺1 > 0, the analysis for 𝑃1 ∗ ≤ 𝑃2 ∗ is similar.
Then we can derive and prove (A.4) for the three cases.

+ 𝐻1 𝐺2 𝐻2 𝐺1 𝑃1 ∗ 𝑃2 ∗ ) = 𝐻1 𝐺1 𝑃𝑆
𝐻 𝐺 + 𝐻2 𝐺1
𝐻𝐺𝐻𝐺
𝑃𝑆 + 1 2 2 1 𝑃𝑆2
−( 1 2
2
4
2

+
(A.7)

It is worth noting that, due to nonnegative power constraint in (2), (A.6) and (A.7) are valid only for 0 ≤
𝑃1∗ , 𝑃2∗ , 𝑃1 ∗ , 𝑃2 ∗ ≤ 𝑃𝑆 . If 𝑃1∗ , 𝑃2∗ , 𝑃1 ∗ , 𝑃2 ∗ do not satisfy this
condition, then 𝑃1∗ = 𝑃𝑆 , 𝑃2∗ = 0 or 𝑃1 ∗ = 𝑃𝑆 , 𝑃2 ∗ = 0.
So we consider the following three cases, namely, Case
1 (0 < 𝑃1∗ , 𝑃2∗ , 𝑃1 ∗ , 𝑃2 ∗ < 𝑃𝑆 ), Case 2 (𝑃1∗ = 𝑃𝑆 , 𝑃2∗ = 0,

(A.10)

(𝐻1 𝐺2 − 𝐻2 𝐺1 )
).
4𝐻1 𝐺2 𝐻2 𝐺1

According to 0 < 𝑃1 ∗ , 𝑃2 ∗ < 𝑃𝑆 and (A.7), one can see
that 𝑃𝑆 satisfies
𝐻1 𝐺2 − 𝐻2 𝐺1
𝐻 𝐺 − 𝐻2 𝐺2
< 𝑃𝑆 ≤ 1 1
.
𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2
𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2

(A.11)

In this interval, we can prove that (A.10) is a monotonically increasing function of 𝑃𝑆 . So we substitute the lower
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bound of the interval (𝐻1 𝐺2 − 𝐻2 𝐺1 )/𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2 into (A.10),
and then derive that
𝐻1 𝐺1 𝑃1∗ + 𝐻2 𝐺2 𝑃2∗ + 𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2 𝑃1∗ 𝑃2∗

[2]

− (𝐻1 𝐺2 𝑃1 ∗ + 𝐻2 𝐺1 𝑃2 ∗
∗

∗

+ 𝐻1 𝐺2 𝐻2 𝐺1 𝑃1 𝑃2 )
=

[3]

(A.12)

2𝐻1 (𝐻1 𝐺2 − 𝐻2 𝐺1 ) (𝐺1 − 𝐺2 )
> 0,
2𝐻1 𝐺1 𝐻2 𝐺2

where inequality is obtained from the aforementioned condition 𝐻1 𝐺2 − 𝐻2 𝐺1 > 0 and 𝐺1 > 𝐺2 .
Since (A.10) is a monotonically increasing function of 𝑃𝑆
in the whole interval, (A.10) is always more than 0.
In summary, it is proved that, for all cases, (A.4) always
holds. So, for two-subcarrier case, Lemma 1 is proved.
(b) Multisubcarrier Case (N > 2). The two-subcarrier case
can be generalized to the multisubcarrier case. A proof by
contradiction is adopted. For an 𝑁-subcarrier relay system
with 𝑁 > 2, suppose the optimal pairing does not follow the
sorted pairing rule of Lemma 1, so there are at least two pairs
of incoming and outgoing subcarriers that are mismatched
according to their channel gains. Without loss of generality,
it is assumed that there are two pairs (𝑖1 , 𝑗1 ) and (𝑖2 , 𝑗2 )
satisfying |ℎ𝑖1 |2 > |ℎ𝑖2 |2 , |𝑔𝑗1 |2 < |𝑔𝑗2 |2 . Using the result for
𝑁 = 2, it is found that pairing subcarrier 𝑖1 with subcarrier
𝑗2 and pairing subcarrier 𝑖2 with subcarrier 𝑗1 can achieve
a higher rate than the nonsorted pairings. Hence, by using
this new pairing while maintaining the other subcarrier pairs
invariant, the total achievable rate can be increased. This
contradicts our assumption on the optimality of a nonsorted
pairing scheme.
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Fog computing extends the concept of cloud computing to the edge of network to relieve performance bottleneck and minimize
data analytics latency at the central server of a cloud. It uses edge nodes directly to perform data input and data analysis. In public
opinion analysis system, edge nodes that collect opinions from users are responsible for some data filtering jobs including sentiment
analysis. Therefore, it is crucial to find suitable algorithm that is lightweight in operation and accurate in predictive performance.
In this paper, we focus on Chinese sentiment analysis job in fog computing environment and propose a non-task-specific method
called Channel Transformation Based Convolutional Neural Network (CTBCNN) for Chinese sentiment classification, which uses a
new structure called channel transformation based (CTB) convolutional layer to enhance the ability of automatic feature extraction
and applies global average pooling layer to prevent overfitting. Through experiments and analysis, we show that our method do
achieve competitive accuracy and it is convenient to apply this method to different cases in operation.

1. Introduction
The concept of fog computing [1, 2] is extended from cloud
computing which puts a substantial amount of data analysis
to edge nodes. These edge nodes are densely geographically
deployed and are close to original data input. The main
purpose of fog computing is to relieve network traffic load
and reduce data calculation latency at the cloud. With the
explosive growth of data from the Internet, fog computing
is getting more and more important in Internet of Things
(IoT) [3], Intrusion Detection, and many other fields. In
a conceptual framework of public opinion analysis system,
edge nodes are responsible for some data filtering jobs
including sentiment analysis. Therefore, operations on these
edge nodes are supposed to be lightweight and accurate in
predictive performance.
Sentiment analysis is an important task in many realworld applications and there are many researches on it.
Most researches on sentiment analysis mainly divide into
two categories: unsupervised methods based on sentimental
lexicon and supervised machine learning methods. The first
strategy identifies polarity of text using sentiment lexicons.

Reference [4] implemented sentiment value calculation and
classification of microblog texts by extensible sentiment dictionary. Reference [5] combined basic emotion value lexicon
and social evidence lexicon to improve traditional polarity
lexicon, thus achieving significant improvement in Chinese
text sentiment analysis. There are various ways to express
the same opinion in Chinese. Therefore, it is impossible for
any lexicon to cover all sentiment words or phrases. Furthermore, the same word in different field may have different
sentimental impacts, which means lexicon is usually taskspecific, while supervised machine learning methods use traditional text classification methods, such as Naive Bayes (NB)
and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Pang applied several
machine learning techniques to the sentiment classification
problem in [6], which used movie reviews as data and the
results showed that SVM outperform other methods. Feature
extraction methods based on TF-IDF, Mutual Information,
and Chi-Square [7] are commonly used for machine learning
methods. However, classification performance varies a great
deal with different feature selection methods [8]. Meanwhile,
feature engineering is also task-specific. As far as we know,
most sentiment analysis methods are implemented at cloud

2
server. It is crucial to find a suitable algorithm that works
in fog computing environment. Recently, more and more
researchers apply deep neural networks to sentiment analysis
[9–11]. And the release of TensorFlow Lite makes it possible
to run deep learning models on portable equipment.
In this work, we focus on Chinese sentiment analysis and
aim at presenting a lightweight, non-task-specific method
with high portability in fog computing environment without
manual feature engineering. We propose a method called
Channel Transformation Based Convolutional Neural Network (CTBCNN), which is an improved model of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Firstly, we input sentences
and obtain word vectors by skip-gram model [12, 13] and
keep them static. Then we utilize a new structure of called
channel transformation based (CTB) convolutional layer,
which enhances the capability of automatic feature extraction
by considering the channel information of the output of the
previous convolutional layer. Our method replaces the fully
connected layer by global average pooling layer to prevent
overfitting. Global average pooling was proved effective in
computer vision tasks by Lin Min [14]. Inspired by Lin M’s
work, we study the outputs by global average pooling layer
instead of fully connected layer.
The main contributions of this work are presented as follows. Firstly, we present an effective method that is suitable for
fog computing environment. The method can be applied to
different cases to handle different data conveniently without
much human operations. Secondly, we put forward the idea
of channel transformation for convolution layer, which is able
to cover more information and extract more representative
feature. Thirdly, our work proves the regularization effect of
global average pooling layer in nature language processing
task.
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
overall model of CTBCNN. Section 3 shows the structure of
the stacking of CTB convolutional layers. Section 4 presents
the implementation of global average pooling layer. Section 5
shows the experimental results. We conclude this work in
Section 6.

2. Channel Transformation Based
Convolutional Neural Network
We first present the overall model structure of CTBCNN
model, which is presented in Figure 1. Compared with classic CNN [15], CTBCNN has two main differences. Firstly,
CTBCNN has three CTB convolutional layers. Channel
transformation is a trick of matrix transformation that allows
us to implement convolution not only on height×width
plane but also on height×depth plane and depth×width
plane. This kind of convolution enhances capability of feature
extraction by covering more information in channel depth
dimension. The second difference is that we replace the fully
connected layer with global average pooling layer because
fully connected layer is a kind of dense connection which is
prone to overfitting.
CTBCNN takes sentence vector as input and extracts
feature maps from each input sentence by the three CTB
convolutional layers and then utilize global average pooling
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Figure 1: The overall structure of Channel Transformation Based
Convolutional Neural Network. The model basically consists of
three channel transformation based convolutional layers and a
global average pooling (GAP) layer. This paper focuses on binary
classification and the number of output categories is 2.

over these feature maps to output the sentiment classification
result.
In the following two sections, we will present the structure
of the three channel transformation based convolutional
layers and global average pooling layer in detail.

3. Channel Transformation Based
Convolutional Layer
In this section, we first give the definition of the shape of
a matrix or a vector. In the second part we introduce the
conventional convolutional layer and convolutional process.
The third part presents the CTB convolutional layer on
the basis of conventional convolutional layer. Finally we
stack CTB convolutional layers and give the three CTB
convolutional layers structure.
3.1. Definition of Shape. To make it more understandable, we
define the shape of a matrix or vector using three dimensions:
height, width, and depth. The input and output result can
be represented by their shape in an intuitive manner of the
convolutional layer and, for example, we have an image which
size is h×w and has RGB 3 channels; then the shape of the
image can be represented as (h, w, 3).
3.2. Conventional Convolutional Layer. The input is a sentence vector that can be represented as
𝑥1:𝑛 = 𝑥1 ⊕ 𝑥2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ 𝑥𝑛

(1)

where x𝑖 𝜖𝑅𝑘 is a k dimensional word vector of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ
word in sentence that consists of n words and ⊕ means
concatenation operation. Thus the input sentence vector is
similar to an “image” whose shape is (n, k, 1).
Generally in convolution process, a filter W𝜖𝑅ℎ𝑐 ×𝑘 like a
window of ℎ𝑐 words is applied to generate a new feature 𝑐𝑖 .
𝑐𝑖 = 𝑓 (𝑊 ∙ 𝑥𝑖:𝑖+ℎ𝑐 −1 + 𝑏)

(2)

where 𝑏𝜖𝑅 is a bias term and 𝑓 is an activation function.
In this work we use ReLU as the activation function. From
[16] we know that ReLU fuction has faster convergence speed
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Each size is with 𝑛1 filters and extract 𝑛1 feature maps.
For filter W1𝑖 , the shape of convolution output is (𝑛 − ℎ𝑐1𝑖 +
1, 1, 𝑛1 ). The trick of channel transformation is used to switch
width and depth dimensions such that we have the new shape
(𝑛 − ℎ𝑐1𝑖 + 1, 𝑛1 , 1) as input for the next convolution layer.
In the second convolutional layer (conv2), we use 3
different filter sizes:

feature maps

I
think

3
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good

d
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w=1

Figure 2: The convolution process with one input channel for an
example sentence. Filter W𝜖Rhc ×k extracts one feature 𝜖R(n−hc +1)×1
and with d filters we can extract d features.

of gradient descent. As a result of the convolution, a feature
map 𝑐 is generated where
𝑐 = [𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , . . . , 𝑐𝑛−ℎ𝑐 +1 ]

(3)

Figure 2 gives an example of conventional convolution.
One feature is extracted from one filter. Assume the number
of filters is d; then the shape of convolutional output is (𝑛 −
ℎ𝑐 + 1, 1, 𝑑). Intuitively, we can see that the width of output is
compressed to 1, which means information loss.
3.3. Channel Transformation Based Convolutional Layer. To
reduce information loss and take full advantage of information in depth dimension, namely, the channel information,
we propose a method called channel transformation. Channel
transformation is a reshape operation of a vector. For example, the shape of the convolution output is (𝑛 − ℎ𝑐 + 1, 1, 𝑑),
which can be transformed to (𝑛 − ℎ𝑐 + 1, 𝑑, 1) by switch width
and depth dimensions. Channel transformation provides two
benefits. One is that the output of the previous convolutional
can be remained “image” shape such that we can stack
multiple convolutional layers. The other benefit is that we
can make good use of information in depth dimension and
extract feature maps with more sentimental semantics.
3.4. The Three CTB Convolutional Layers. In CTBCNN
model, we have three CTB convolutional layers. Figure 3
shows the structure of the three channel transformation
based convolutional layers.
In the first convolutional layer (conv1), the shape of the
input vector is (𝑛, 𝑘, 1). Similar to Kim’s work, we use 3
different sizes of filters.
ℎ𝑐11 ∗𝑘

W11 𝜖𝑅

,

where ℎ𝑐11 = 3

W12 𝜖𝑅ℎ𝑐12 ∗𝑘 ,

where ℎ𝑐12 = 4

W13 𝜖𝑅ℎ𝑐13 ∗𝑘 ,

where ℎ𝑐13 = 5

W21 𝜖𝑅ℎ𝑐21 ×1 ,

where ℎ𝑐21 = 𝑛 − ℎ𝑐11 + 1

W22 𝜖𝑅ℎ𝑐22 ×1 ,

where ℎ𝑐22 = 𝑛 − ℎ𝑐12 + 1

W23 𝜖𝑅ℎ𝑐23 ×1 ,

where ℎ𝑐23 = 𝑛 − ℎ𝑐13 + 1

Each size is with 𝑛2 filters and extract 𝑛2 feature maps.
For filter W2𝑖 , the shape of convolution output is (1, 𝑛1 , 𝑛2 ).
The trick of channel transformation is used to switch height
and depth dimensions to get the new shape (𝑛2 , 𝑛1 , 1). Finally
we concatenate the output from 3 different sizes of filters on
depth dimension and the shape of output becomes (𝑛2 , 𝑛1 , 3),
which can be seen as an image of size n2 ×n1 with 3 channels.
In the third convolutional layer (conv3), we use filter
W3 𝜖𝑅ℎ𝑐3 ×ℎ𝑐3 to implement wide convolution, with 𝑛3 filters
and extract 𝑛3 feature maps. Notice that the numbers of
feature maps 𝑛3 need to be the same as the output labels
of the whole model. These feature maps contain sentimental
semantics of the input sentence, which will be sent to global
average pooling layer to capture the most important feature.

4. Global Average Pooling Layer
In classic CNN, feature maps produced by convolution layers
are usually sent to max pooling layer to downsampling and
then concatenated as a long vector, which is fully connected
to output categories. The dense connection makes it hard
to interpret how the category level information from the
objective cost layer feed back to the convolution layer. Furthermore, the fully connected layers are prone to overfitting
and heavily depend on dropout regularization.
For the reasons mentioned above, our method replaces
the fully connected layer with global average pooling layer.
Global average pooling layer enforces direct correspondences
between feature maps and categories. In this way the feature
maps can be intuitively interpreted as categories confidence
maps. Furthermore, there is no parameter to optimize in
global average pooling layer; thus overfitting is avoided.
From the comparison in Figure 4 we can see that global
average pooling layer takes the average value of each feature
map which can be regarded as confidence value for each
category, and the resulting vector is fed directly into the
Softmax function to get the probability distribution among
sentiment categories.
P (𝑦𝑗 | 𝑥, 𝜃) =

(4)

(5)

exp (𝑆𝑗 (𝑥, 𝜃))
∑1≤𝑖≤|𝑌| exp (𝑆𝑖 (𝑥, 𝜃))

1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ |𝑌|

(6)

where 𝜃 represents the model parameter set. 𝑆𝑗 (𝑥, 𝜃) is the
average pooling result of the feature map that corresponds to
category 𝑗. Y is the category space. We use stochastic gradient
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Figure 3: The structure of three channel transformation based convolutional layers. The first reshape switches the width and depth dimensions
of the convolutional output. The second reshape switches the height and depth dimensions of the convolutional output.
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concatenation
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(a) Fully connected layer
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Figure 4: The comparison between fully connected layer and global average pooling layer. Global average pooling layer feeds each feature
map to corresponding category.

descent to minimize the Negative log-likelihood function of
formula (6) and learn the parameter set.

5. Experiments
5.1. Overview. We have two parts of experiments. The first
one performed Chinese sentiment classification tasks using
CTBCNN, compared with other typical machine leaning
methods and classic textCNN [15]. The second experiment
focused on the regularization effect of global average pooling
layer of CTBCNN model. At last we analyse the portability of
our model and how it can be conveniently used in different
cases.
All experiments are evaluated on two datasets: THU
Hotel reviews (http://nlp.csai.tsinghua.edu.cn/∼lj/.) used in
[17] and ChnSentiCorp-Book (http://www.nlpir.org/?actionviewnews-itemid-77) used in [18]. Table 1 shows the details
of these two datasets after duplication removal work. Both
datasets are roughly equally split into positive and negative.
Since there is no standard set for these dataset, we performed
10-fold cross validation and used the average accuracy metric
to measure the overall performance for each method.
Initialized word vectors are 400-dimensional that
were trained on 230000 articles from Chinese Wikipedia

Table 1: Summary of two datasets.
Dataset
THU Hotel reviews
ChnSentiCorp-Book

Positive
7678
1967

Negative
7811
1967

(https://dumps.wikimedia.org/zhwiki/latest/) using the skipgram architecture. For model hyperparameters, we use 100
filters for conv1 and 100 filters for conv2. In conv3, the filter
size is 3×3 with 2 filters which is in accordance with the
number of categories.
5.2. Sentiment Classification. To evaluate the performance
of CTBCNN model, we experimented with several typical
methods. All methods are experimented on two datasets with
the same static word vectors. Results of our method against
other methods are shown in Table 2.
The first line of Table 2 gives the results of lexiconbased baseline method used in [18, 19]. Experiment results
show that most machine learning methods surpass the
baseline method on both datasets. It is worth noticing that
book reviews contain more less frequently used words and
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Table 2: the classification results on two datasets.
Methods
Baseline(Lexicon-based)
CTBCNN
TextCNN
Naı̈ve Bayes
Random Forest
SVM

Accuracy (%)
THU Hotel reviews
80.00
92.43
91.33
75.26
80.68
89.11

ChnSentiCorp-Book
71.30
92.81
90.97
83.20
84.98
86.63

Table 3: Global average pooling compared to fully connected layer.
Model
CTBCNN-FC without dropout
CTBCNN-FC with dropout
CTBCNN-GAP

Accuracy (%)
THU Hotel reviews
91.04
91.74
92.43

expressions, which results in low classification accuracy. SVM
outperformed other typical machine learning method, which
shows that SVM is capable of handling high-dimensional
features. Classic TextCNN achieves better performance than
most machine learning method because of the powerful feature extraction ability of convolution layer, while CTBCNN
surpasses all the other methods, which suggests that the CTB
convolution layer can extract more representative feature
than plain convolution layer.
5.3. The Regularization Effect of Global Average Pooling Layer.
To evaluate the regularization effect of global average pooling
layer, we set up a comparison experiment which replaces the
global average pooling (GAP) layer of CTBCNN with a fully
connected (FC) layer, while the other parts remain the same.
We evaluate this model with and without dropout before the
FC layer. All models are tested on the two datasets and the
results are shown in Table 3.
As we can see in Table 3, for both datasets, the model with
fully connected layer without dropout gives the worst performance, which is expected as the fully connected layer prone to
overfitting [20] without applying any regularizer. The second
model applies dropout before the fully connected layer and
achieves better performance than the first one, while our
model with global average pooling layer achieves the highest
classification accuracy, which proved global average pooling
is an effective way to avoid overfitting.
5.4. Portability of CTBCNN. From the above discussion we
know that CTBCNN avoid human engineering by using
CTB convolutional layer, which means CTBCNN is nonfeature-specific and non-task-specific. This is helpful when
different node handles different types of data in a distributed
computing network. Besides, CTBCNN can be applied for
multiclass classification tasks conveniently. All we need to do
is make sure the number of the output feature maps of the last
convolutional layer is equal to the number of categories.

ChnSentiCorp-Book
92.45
92.65
92.81

6. Conclusion
Fog computing uses edge nodes to carry out a substantial
amount of data analysis work. In public opinion analysis system, it is crucial to find suitable algorithm that is
lightweight in operation and accurate in prediction. This
work focuses on Chinese sentiment analysis in fog computing environment and proposes a non-task-specific method
called Channel Transformation Based Convolutional Neural
Network (CTBCNN). CTBCNN mainly consists of two
parts: the three CTB convolutional layers and the global
average pooling layer. CTB convolution layer is able to cover
more channel information and extract more representative
feature maps. And global average pooling is a regularizer to
prevent overfitting. Through experiments and analysis, we
show that our model do achieve competitive accuracy and
it is convenient to apply this method to different cases in
operation.

Data Availability
The “ChnSentiCorp-Book” data (also called “ChnSentiCorpBK-ba-4000”) used to support the findings of this study were
supplied by Tan Songbo under license and so cannot be
made freely available. Requests for access to these data should
be made to Tan Songbo, tansongbo@software.ict.ac.cn. The
“THU Hotel reviews” data used to support the findings of this
study can be accessed from http://nlp.csai.tsinghua.edu.cn/∼
lj/.
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With the surging demand on high-quality mobile video services and the unabated development of new network technology,
including fog computing, there is a need for a generalized quality of user experience (QoE) model that could provide insight for
various network optimization designs. A good QoE, especially when measured as engagement, is an important optimization goal
for investors and advertisers. Therefore, many works have focused on understanding how the factors, especially quality of service
(QoS) factors, impact user engagement. However, the divergence of user interest is usually ignored or deliberatively decoupled
from QoS and/or other objective factors. With an increasing trend towards personalization applications, it is necessary as well
as feasible to consider user interest to satisfy aesthetic and personal needs of users when optimizing user engagement. We first
propose an Extraction-Inference (E-I) algorithm to estimate the user interest from easily obtained user behaviors. Based on our
empirical analysis on a large-scale dataset, we then build a QoS and user Interest based Engagement (QI-E) regression model.
Through experiments on our dataset, we demonstrate that the proposed model reaches an improvement in accuracy by 9.99% over
the baseline model which only considers QoS factors. The proposed model has potential for designing QoE-oriented scheduling
strategies in various network scenarios, especially in the fog computing context.

1. Introduction
The past two decades have witnessed the growth and popularity of Video-on-Demand (VoD) applications on both PCs
and mobile devices, and the trend is moving from basic video
offering toward better quality of user experiences (QoE) in
both industry and academia [1]. In video streaming services,
the traditional Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is now replaced
by user engagement, which more directly impacts the return
for investment from stakeholders of a network ecosystem
[2, 3].
The requirement of a good QoE for optimizing returns
has led to a rapid development of network services and
the emergence of new technology, including fog computing
which could achieve real-time processing and feedback of
high-volume video streaming and scalability of service on
low-bandwidth output data [4].

As the first step to optimize user engagement, there is
an urgent need for a general engagement model that could
provide insight for diverse network environments, especially
for the up-to-date fog computing context. There are several
studies on understanding and modeling engagement in prior
works where the quality of service (QoS) together with
some objective context factors, such as location, device,
and temporal attributes, have always been regarded as the
fundamental factors related to engagement. The relationship
of user engagement and QoS, either at the application level
(e.g., startup delay, buffer frequency, and bitrate) or at the
network level (e.g., throughout, signal strength) has been
widely explored in related works.
However, most of the related works ignored another
important factor-subjective human factors, such as users’
personalized interest in a specific video. In fact, the new
era of customization raises the aesthetic and personal needs
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of users, especially in mobile video services where users
typically present predictable features and service demand [5].
Accordingly, user engagement, as a reflection of “the degree
of delight or annoyance of the user of an application or
service [6]”, cannot be satisfied only by high-quality delivery.
Thus, sessions with the same buffer frequency sometimes
have different user engagement due to the divergence of user
interest in the video content. However, most of the prior
works ignore or exclude the impact of the subjective factors
as it is difficult to quantify them. Some works consider video
popularity as a subjective human factor in QoE models [2,
7, 8], but video popularity could only roughly describe users’
average preferences but without any personalization. Only a
few works [9–11] at a macrolevel evaluate subjective human
factors for each viewing session from psychological and
cognitive perspectives. In these works, the subjective factors
are obtained by extensive experiments and surveys with a
very large population of subjects; however, such experiments
and survey are expensive to conduct and not suitable for
streaming applications in VoD systems.
An engagement model based on both QoS and user
interest is not only necessary for accurately understanding
and predicting user engagement, but also beneficial for
optimizing system resource allocation and for providing
better personalized services. On the one hand, finding out
how the subjective factor impacts user engagement could
help designers to deploy appropriate bandwidth resources for
optimizing user engagement. On the other hand, recommendation system (RS) could make a tradeoff decision between
the QoS factors and the human factors to recommend to users
the videos that they are interested in and also that have good
QoS and finally that they can enjoy for a longer time. Hence, it
is critical to understand the relationship between engagement
and the human factors as well as QoS in order to shed light
on how best to allocate resources and customize services.
A challenge prior to building such a model is how to
quantify the degree of a user’s interest in a video. In prior
recommender systems, user interest is measured either to be
explicit ratings by user study or roughly to be implicit ratings,
e.g., user engagement. However, the former measurement
method is accuracy but is impossible to be collected in timesensitive applications. Instead, the later one is inaccurate, as
user engagement is sometimes not the reaction to his/her
pure interest in the video but also impacted by other factors,
e.g., quality issues like startup delay.
Another challenge is how to characterize the relationships between user engagement and the two factors in a
unified model to provide insight for practical applications.
Intuitively, the two factors impact user engagement but
not independently, which is beyond the scope of a linear
regression model. For example, user interest not only impacts
user engagement itself but also impacts users’ patience with
the QoS problem. Machine learning (ML) algorithms, e.g.,
decision trees and Naive Bayes [2, 12], can characterize
such a dependent relationship but not in a concise formula
and therefore could not provide clear insight for practical
applications.
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We devote this paper to respond to these two challenges.
We propose an Extraction-Inference (E-I) algorithm to estimate the user interest from easily obtained user behaviors.
Through a measurement on a real-world VoD system, we analyze the relationship of user engagement with both QoS and
user interest. Based on our empirical analysis on a large-scale
dataset, we build aQoS and user Interest based Engagement
(QI-E) regression model. Our empirical evaluation shows that
the incorporation of human factors brings an improvement
of 9.99% in prediction accuracy over the baseline model
based on only QoS factors. Finally, we discuss the application
potential of the proposed model and the future work.

2. Related Work
2.1. MOS versus Engagement Metrics. User engagement
instead of Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is widely employed as
QoE metric in streaming applications. As a standard metric in
the ITU-T recommendations, MOS is a numeric value from 1
to 5 (i.e., poor to excellent) obtained through user studies or
surveys [13]. There are many analyses on its influential factors
in the domain of web services, E-commerce, multimedia,
and so on [7, 13, 14]. However, since conducting a survey
or user study is expensive, time- consuming, and without
repeatability, MOS cannot be directly used in video streaming
applications [13], especially in the fog computing context
where the real-time response (real-time sensing and data
processing) is required [5]. These limitations motivate the
development of objective metrics, such as user engagement
which quantifies a user’s behavior as the reaction to the level
of QoE. In video applications, user engagement is usually
measured as session length [8, 15], abandonment rate [12, 15],
number of visits [2], or skip rate [12]. These user behavior
metrics are more directly relevant to increasing opportunities
for advertising and upselling, leading to greater revenues [8].
2.2. QoS Parameters. QoS parameters are often studied as
primary factors related to QoE since they can be controlled
by the platform at least partially [9]. The specific QoS metrics
vary across different domains [7], including the metrics on
the application level, e.g., startup delay, buffer frequency,
buffer ratio, and bitrate [2, 8, 16] and also including the
metrics on the network level, e.g., flow throughput, flow
duration, handover rate, and signal strength [12, 15]. Due
to uncertainty of network conditions, QoS metrics on the
application level capture the quality perceived by the users
more closely than those on the network level.
Sometimes QoS metrics compete with or conflict each
other and require a tradeoff in system design. For example,
prior works [17, 18] point out the competing relationship
between the initial time and the buffer event. Moreover, the
tradeoff between the bitrate and the buffer event is often
studied in bitrate adaptation schemes [17].
There are also several techniques proposed to adjust QoS
parameters at the client, at the server, or in the network [19].
Those techniques include bitrate adaptation [20], prefetching
[21, 22], transport protocol selection [14], and cache deployment [23].
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Figure 1: Illustration of a typical video streaming session.

2.3. Other Influential Factors. Recently, it has been realized
that QoS factors alone cannot determine users’ satisfaction
and other potential “confounding” factors need to be explored
[7]. The considered factors can be classified into context
information such as connectivity and temporal effects [2],
content attribute such as types and popularity [2], user
attribute such as location [24], device, and gender [8].
However, user interests are often ignored. A few works
addressed human factors (similar with user interest defined
in this paper in essence) [9, 10] from psychological and
cognitive perspectives and some attempted to integrate all
kinds of factors including human ones [11, 25]. However,
conducting such works is expensive, requiring a long period
and the participation of both technicians and psychologists
[9]. Identifying human subjective factors which are suitable
for real-time streaming applications is still an open problem.
In terms of understanding the impact of human factors
(e.g., user interest) on system design, one study [26] exploits
individual interest to optimize the storage resource allocation
in CDN. However, this study does not consider quality factors
and hence it cannot help making a tradeoff decision on user
interest and QoS.
2.4. Predicting User Interest. Predicting a user’s interest in a
specific item is the target problem addressed in a personalized
recommendation system (RS), which is a hot topic in the
face of information overload over the last decade [27, 28]. As
one popular kind of recommendation algorithms, Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithms, such as K-Nearest Neighbor,
Bayesian belief nets, and Matrix Factorization, have been
widely studied [27, 29–34]. As CF algorithms do not need
data referring to item content, they are applicable to the video
systems where explicit content descriptions of items (i.e.,
videos) are difficult to be obtained.
In addition, how to obtain and quantify user interest is
also under study [35]. Most works ask users for explicit ratings
after they purchase items, watch videos, or browse website.
This method is accurate but not practical in time-sensitive
applications like online VoD systems. Instead, user behaviors,
such as the time spent on a page, scrolling and clicks on web
pages [36, 37], time spent on a video [38, 39], and purchases in
the past [40], are used as implicit ratings in some applications.

User behaviors are sometimes capable of serving as reliable
implicit ratings as proved in [41], but in VoD systems they are
still quite noisy [42]. For example, as we address in this paper,
user behavior depends on not only user interest but also the
QoS during the watching time. As far as we know, such noise
in implicit rating has not yet been considered in existing VoD
recommendation systems.

3. Problem and Definition
This section defines the scope of the problem we focus on
and then provides the definition of the metrics of the factors
considered in the target model.
3.1. Problem Statement. The main objective in this paper
is to propose a practical engagement model based on the
objective QoS factors and the subjective individual interest
factor in VoD systems. For clarity, we omit the impact of other
confounding factors, such as the type of video, device, and
temporal attributes.
Thus, the objective is to build a model expressed as
𝐸 = 𝑓 (𝑄, 𝑟)

(1)

where 𝑟, 𝐸, and 𝑄𝑘 ∈ 𝑄, respectively, denote user interest
level, user engagement, and the value of the k-th QoS metric
in a session for a user w. To make the model clear for practical
applications, the dependency function 𝑓(∙) should be in a
clear and concise form.
3.2. Metrics Definition. This section defines the metrics of
the factors in our model. To clarify the definitions, we first
introduce the terminologies of a viewing session by Figure 1.
A typical viewing session starts when a user initiates a
request and ends when he/she finishes viewing the content or
changes to another one or closes the client agent. At the very
beginning, most users may experience a period of advertisement and sometimes a startup delay. During viewing, users
may suffer from a frozen delay due to congestion or speed
limit in network. Also, users can trigger a pause or drag the
process bar to a new position. If the user drags to a new
position where the content has not been prefetched already,
he/she may experience a restartup delay.
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According to the definition of a viewing session, we now
define the metrics of three factors.

3.2.2. The Metric of QoS. In this paper, we consider the
application-level QoS metrics which capture delivery-related
effects on the client-side. Specifically, we focus on the following metrics.
Startup Delay. It is the time before a video starts playing and
immediately after the user initiates a request, exclusive of the
time taken by advertisements. It is measured in seconds.
Buffer Frequency. It is the ratio of the number of buffering
events to the total time of buffering and playing. It is
measured in the number of times per minute.
Buffering Ratio. It is the ratio of the time spent on buffering
or restartup buffering occurring in a session to the total time
of buffering and playing. It is measured in percentage.
As an extension of the study in [2], we also consider
another new quality metric, average buffer length.
Average Buffer Length. It is the average time the user has to
spend in buffering once a buffer event occurs. It is computed
as the ratio of the buffering ratio to the buffering frequency. It is
a new metric we propose to complement the buffer frequency.
We do not discriminate between buffering and restartup
buffering event and do not discuss another usually-used
quality metric, bitrate, due to data absence. But this omission
does not lessen the value of our study because the point here is
not to study the relationship between quality metrics, but to
address the competing or conflicting relationships between
quality and user interest. If necessary or once the data is
available, the model can be extended.
Compared with network-level QoS metrics, the metrics
at application level are more generally applicable in diverse
network contexts. They can manage the application-level
QoS metrics through respective technology, such as service
selection in content delivery network (CDN) [2], prepushing
scheme in P2P network [43, 44], and caching technique in fog
computing [4, 45, 46], and then optimize user engagement
based on the application-level QoS metrics involved in the
QoE model.
3.2.3. The Metric of User Interest. User interest is a user’s
subjective sense of concerning with and curiosity about the
content of a specific video. We regard user interest to be
a nondimensional parameter between 1 to 10. As discussed
earlier in this paper, it is difficult to ask users for explicit
ratings and directly using implicit ratings measured by user

0.8

0.6
CDF

3.2.1. The Metric of Engagement. We define user engagement
as the valid watching ratio in this paper, which measures how
much the video has really played. It is computed as the ratio of
the playback time to the video length. Here, the playback time
is referred to as the time of a session excluding startup delay,
restartup delay, buffering, pause, and advertisement time. In
general, the range of engagement value is restricted within 0%
to 120%.
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Figure 2: The distributions of user engagement in the buffering
sessions and that in the smooth sessions. For clarity, we do not
present the distribution of the engagement larger than 120% that are
in the tiny minority.

behaviors may lead to inaccuracies. Thus, we propose an
inference algorithm to obtain user interest, which will be
depicted in Section 4.
3.3. Dataset. To build a data-driven model, we collect a largescale dataset from the client-end of PPTV [47], a typical
commercial P2P streaming system in China. The anonymous
user logs range from 23th March to 28th March in 2011 with
75 million requests covering over 130,000 unique videos and
6 million users. The logs record viewing sessions of all the
behavior-related, quality-related information for each useritem pair.
To filter the impact of other confounding factors (e.g.,
device, temporal attribute and the type of video), we only
consider the sessions collected from client-end, during the
periods of 7 p.m. to 12 p.m. and related to the videos of
movie type in our analysis. But the method proposed here
is not limited to these contexts and can be extended to other
context, e.g., mobile device or other video types.

4. User Interest Inference
In this section, through the analysis of our dataset, we first
show that user engagement is impacted not only by user
interest but also by QoS. This means mapping the engagement
time into user interest level is inaccurate. We then develop
anExtraction-Inference (E-I) interest estimation algorithm
and evaluate it on our dataset.
4.1. Measurement and Analysis. We compare the distribution
of user engagement in the sessions with/without buffering
events or startup delay (called buffering sessions/smooth
sessions, respectively).
As the plots given in Figure 2 show, there are significant
gaps, which show that the engagement alone fails to describe a
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Step I (extraction). Extract users’ interest from their engagement records in the Smooth sessions
where users did not experience any quality problems including buffering event or start-up delay.
Step II (inference). Based on the extracted interest records in Step I, infer users’ interest in other sessions.
Algorithm 1: Extraction and Inference (E-I) interest estimation algorithm.
Table 1: Inference methods of Baseline II.
Gmean
Uavg/Iavg
UIavg
KNN

the global average of all users’ interest levels in the training sessions.
the average of the interest level of the active user/the active video.
the geometric mean of the active user’s and the active video’s average interest levels.
the average of the interest of the active user’s K nearest neighbors who have the
most similar interest in other videos with her.

user’s interest accurately, as user engagement is also impacted
by quality problems. As shown, the buffering event makes
the distribution of the engagement more even in the entire
range. Without experiencing any buffering events, most users
either finish watching the entire video (accounting for 32% of
the sessions) or abandon the session quite early before 5% of
the entire video is viewed (for 38%); on the contrary, in the
buffering sessions, these two extreme cases account for below
22% together.
The gap of the distributions in Figure 2 is attributed to
the quality problems that, on the one hand, impair users’
watching experience and reduce the probability of the long
engagement time and, on the other hand, indicate that the
users still have a certain interest in the videos rather than
abandoning the sessions at the beginning even before any
buffering events.
4.2. Extraction-Inference (E-I) Algorithm. We propose a
heuristicExtraction and Inference (E-I) interest estimation
algorithm based on the following two assumptions: (1) given
the QoS and the seeking state, a user’s engagement time
only depends on her interest level in the video and (2) a
user’s preference remains consistent during a short period, as
widely accepted in recommendation systems. We develop this
algorithm in two steps as shown in Algorithm 1.
First, in the selected sessions, QoS and the seeking state
are determined; i.e., all the values of the QoS metrics and the
seeking state are equal to zero. Accordingly, the engagement
time in these sessions is decided by users’ interest. We
uniformly map user engagement in smooth sessions into 10
bins referred to the user’s interest implicit rating (where 1
represents poor and 10 excellent).
Based on the collected users’ interest in the selected
sessions, we next use Matrix Factorization (MF) [33, 34],
a typical Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithm [35–38], to
infer their interest in other sessions. Compared with some
other typical CF algorithms, e.g., KNN algorithm [35, 36],
the MF algorithm is better at dealing with the data sparsity
[36] and, in our experiments, the data used for training is
quite sparse. The selected sessions (used for both training and
testing) only account for 23% of the sessions in our dataset.
The MF algorithm supposes that users’ interest can be
explained by characterizing both the users and the videos to a

joint latent factor space. In this space, users and videos should
be represented to be M-dimensional latent factor vectors. For
a user u, provided with her vector pu and a video v’s vector
qv , her interest in this video ̂ru,v can be predicted to be the
product of these two vectors in addition to the global average
interest 𝜇, the user’s bias bu , and the video’s bias bv . That
is, ̂ru,v = 𝜇 + bu + bv + pTu qv . In practice, the latent factor
vectors, pu and qv , and the biases, bu and bv , are learned by
the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm [14] looping
through the training dataset to minimize a utility function;
i.e., minb∗ ,q∗ p∗ ∑̃ru,v ∈̃I (̃ru,v − 𝜇 − bu − bv − pTu qv )2 + 𝜆( ‖pu ‖2 +
‖qv ‖2 + ‖bu ‖2 + ‖bv ‖2 ). Here ̃I denotes the set of the historical
interest records.
4.3. Evaluation. We exploit the data in smooth sessions for
training and evaluation. Via 10-fold cross validation, we fix
the parameters, 𝜆 and M, in the E-I algorithm to be 0.05 and
30, respectively.
For comparisons, we propose two types of baseline
methods. The first type (namely, Baseline I) modifies Step I of
the E-I algorithm. It directly maps user engagement into user
interest in all the sessions (regardless of the quality problems).
The second type (namely, Baseline II) replaces the inference
algorithm, the MF algorithm, with some statistical methods
and another CF algorithm, K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), as
defined in Table 1.
We evaluate the engagement prediction accuracy (measured by Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [39]) of the
algorithms on the “selected” sessions of the test dataset where
the engagement records do represent users’ pure interest.
According to the results listed in Table 2, E-I algorithm
improves the engagement prediction accuracy by 18% on
Baseline I, 27% on Gmean, 7.26% on Uavg, 8.9% on Iavg,
6.3% on UIavg, and 4.8% on KNN. The positive results of
our proposed E-I algorithm confirm that it is necessary to
eliminate the effect of the other relevant factors when we
extract user interest from their engagement records.

5. Engagement Predictive Model
In this section, we measure the relationships of user engagement with user interest and QoS, respectively, and then
propose the engagement predictive model.
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Table 2: Estimation accuracy of user interest inference models and the improvement achieved by E-I algorithm on the baseline methods.
The evaluation is conducted in the smooth sessions.
Methods

Baseline I
3.63
18.4

Baseline II
Iavg
3.25
8.9

Uavg
3.19
7.2

1

1

0.9

0.9
CDF

CDF

RMSE
Improvement (%)

Gmean
4.07
27.2

0.8

10−1

100
buﬀer ratio (%)

101

0.6
10−4

102

(a)

10−3

10−2
10−1
buﬀer frequency

100

(b)

1

0.8

0.9
CDF

CDF

2.96
--

0.8

1

0.6

0.8
0.7

0.4
0.2
100

KNN
3.11
4.8

0.7

0.7
0.6
10−2

E-I algorithm
UIavg
3.16
6.3

101
startup delay (second)

102

(c)

0.6
10−1

100
101
102
average buﬀer length (second)

103

(d)

Figure 3: Cumulative distribution plots for QoS metrics.

5.1. User Engagement versus QoS Metrics
5.1.1. QoS Distribution. We first look at the distributions of
the values of the various QoS metrics. As shown in Figure 3,
we find that the system has a good quality generally although
the quality problems are not trivial in some sessions. 43.5%
of the sessions in our dataset have not endured any quality
problems. Specifically, 70% of the sessions have not endured a
buffer event and 50% have not experienced startup delay. Still,
there are some sessions having endured quite poor quality
situations. For example, 5% of the sessions endure a buffering
ratio over 10%. 5% of the sessions have more than 5 buffering
events in their 100-second playing time.
The generally good quality situation restrains the usage
range of the traditional engagement models that consider
QoS only. These models could not differentiate the sessions
without quality problems, although the QoS metrics should
be taken into account as relevant factors as shown earlier.

5.1.2. Correlation Analysis. Next, we examine the expectations of user engagement conditional on various quality
metrics. Given a quality value 𝑄 = 𝑞, the conditional
expectation of user engagement is calculated to be E(𝐸 | 𝑄 =
𝑞) = ∑e∈𝐷(𝐸) 𝑒𝑃(𝐸 = e | 𝑄 = 𝑞), where 𝑃(𝐸 = e | 𝑄 = 𝑞)
is the conditional probability and 𝐷(𝐸) is the range of the
engagement value as defined in Section 3.2.
The plots of the conditional expectations are shown in
Figure 4. in the dominant range of buffer frequency ([0, 18%]
as shown in Figure 3(b)), as an example, the engagement
generally decreases log-linearly as the quality becomes poorer
as expected, as shown in Figure 4(b), which means that the
decrease rate slows down with a larger buffer frequency. This
result supports the intuition that users are less sensitive to a
worse quality situation once they have suffered a bad one. The
relationship between user engagement and the buffering ratio
shows the similar characteristics. But with a larger average
buffering length or startup delay, as shown in Figures 4(d)
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Figure 4: Expectations of user engagement against diverse QoS metrics. (a) Buffering ratio, (b) buffering frequency, (c) startup delay, and (d)
average buffer length.

Table 3: Correlation coefficients of user engagement with QoS and user interest, respectively. The values of the QoS metrics are measured in
logarithmic scale. ∗The correlation coefficient of user engagement with user interest will be introduced in Section 5.2, while those with QoS
metrics are introduced in Section 5.1.
Correlation metric
Pearson
Spearman

Buffer ratio
-0.2363
-0.2273

Buffer frequency
-0.3332
-0.3435

and 4(c), user engagement decreases not as smoothly, which
means a weaker correlation between user engagement and
these two metrics.
Furthermore, we quantify the correlation coefficients
of the logarithmical values of the QoS metrics with the
conditional expectations of engagement. To alleviate value 0
in the logarithm operators, all the QoS values are increased
by 1; i.e., 𝑄 = ln(𝑄 + 1), where 𝑄 is the original QoS value
and 𝑄 is the logarithmical one. We employ the correlation
metrics Pearson correlation coefficient t [36] and Spearman
rank coefficient [39]. The first metric could identify the linear
relationship with some Gaussian noise while the second one
emphasizes the monotonicity between variables. As shown in
Table 3, the results confirm that, among all the QoS metrics,
buffer frequency and restartup buffer ratio show the strongest
log-linear correlations with engagement, which means the

Average buffer length
-0.0985
-0.1034

Startup delay
-0.1195
-0.1447

Interest∗
0.3374
0.3595

largest weight should be assigned to these two metrics in the
engagement predictive model.
5.2. User Engagement versus User Interest. We now examine
the relationship of user engagement and user interest. As
shown in Figure 5(a), user engagement increases linearly with
an increasing interest level, except for that at the head ([1,
2]) and the tail ([9.7, 10]). Fortunately, the ranges of the head
and tail only account for 0.9% of the sessions. Thus, the linear
characteristic still dominates the relationship.
Moreover, the correlation coefficient between user
engagement and user interest is stronger than that with most
of the QoS metrics, as listed in Table 1. The results confirm
that individual interest has a roughly linear dependence on
the engagement.
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Figure 5: The expectations of user engagement conditional on (a) the user interest level and those on (b) the buffering frequency in the
sessions where users are, respectively, strongly and weakly interested in the videos.

5.3. User Engagement versus QoS versus User Interest. Intuitively, QoS metrics and user interest may not independently
impact user engagement. For example, users may have different tolerance to the quality issues when they have divergent
interest degree towards the videos.
To confirm this intuition, we compare the engagementQoS relationship under the strong-interest level and that
under the weak-interest level, respectively, as shown in
Figure 5(b). We use buffer frequency here as an example of
the QoS metrics. In statistics, we split the logarithmical value
of buffer frequency into 10 bins and denote the binned buffer
frequency with a score between 0 and 10. The interval is set to
be 1 score for statistic.
The boundary between the strong- and the weak-interest
level is set to be the median of all the users’ interest levels.
As shown, when the users are more interested in the
video, the engagement decreases more quickly against an
increasing buffer frequency. In other words, users with a
stronger interest tend to be more sensitive to the quality
problem. The significant difference between these two cases
indicates the existence of the multiplicative effect of user
interest and the QoS on user engagement.

6. Model Building and Evaluation
6.1. Engagement Model. According to the measurement
results above, we propose aQoS and user Interest based
Engagement (QI-E) regression model. In this model, for user
𝑢 with an interest rating 𝑅 with video V, we predict his/her
engagement 𝐸 for this video to be
𝐸 = 𝑓 (𝑄 , 𝑅) = 𝜃𝑇𝑞 𝑄 + 𝜃𝑟 𝑅 + 𝑟𝜃𝑇𝑞𝑟 𝑄 + 𝜃0

(2)

where 𝑄 = [𝑄1 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑄𝑘 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑄𝐾 ] is a QoS vector where the
element 𝑄𝑘 is the logarithmical value of the 𝑘th QoS metric;
i.e., 𝑄𝑘 = ln(𝑄𝑘 + 1), where 𝑄𝑘 is the original QoS value.
All the QoS metrics are involved in the vector, and then

𝐾 = 4. 𝜃∗ ∈ 𝜃 are the weight parameters to be learned by
experiments.
Based on this model, the expectation of user engagement
conditional on the 𝑘th QoS metric with a logarithmical value
of 𝑄(𝑘) = 𝑞 can be derived to be
E (𝐸 | 𝑄(𝑘) = 𝑞) = (E (𝑅) + 1) 𝑞 + 𝑐E (𝑅) + 𝑐

(3)

where E(𝑅) is the expectation of user interest rating. 𝑐 =
∑𝐾
E(𝑄(𝑘) ) + 1 and 𝑄(𝑘) is the logarithmical value of
𝑘=1,=𝑘
̸

the 𝑘th QoS metric but not the 𝑘th one. Both of them are
constants. For clarity, the parameters 𝜃∗ ∈ 𝜃 are omitted in
the derivation.
From (3), we observe that the conditional expectation of
user engagement E(𝐸 | 𝑄(𝑘) = 𝑞) is linearly proportional
to the logarithmical QoS value 𝑞, which is consistent with
the measurement result in Section 5.1. Furthermore, with a
larger interest rating 𝑅, there is a larger slope, E(𝑅) + 1, in the
linear relationship, which is consistent with the measurement
result in Section 5.3. Similarly, through a deviation of user
engagement conditional on interest rating 𝑅 = 𝑟, it is easy
to show that the model is consistent with the measurement
result in Section 5.2.
6.2. Model Evaluation. We randomly select 80% of the whole
dataset for training and the rest for testing. Via 10-fold cross
validation, we fix the parameters 𝜃∗ in the QI-E model.
For comparison, we propose three groups of linear
regression models as baselines. In the first group, denoted by
BS-1, the models consider separate QoS metrics, respectively.
In the second baseline model, denoted by BS-2, we take into
account all the QoS metrics and the third one, denoted by BS3, considers user interest additionally.
In Table 4(a), we first evaluate the first group baselines
models. Among them, the model considering buffer frequency
has the smallest RMSE of 3.1553 as expected as this metric has
the largest correlation coefficient with engagement as shown
in Table 3.
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Table 4: Performance of the engagement predictive models.
(a) Models BS-1 using each single QoS metric as input feature

Input Feature
RMSE

Buffer ratio
3.1727

Average buffer length
3.1871

Buffer frequency
3.1553

(b) Models using quality factors and human factors

Model
BS-2
BS-3
QI-E

Input Feature
All the QoS metrics
QoS, interest
QoS, interest (multiplicative item)

RMSE
3.0926
2.9846
2.8588

Improvement
-3.5%
7.6%

In Table 4(b), we evaluate the proposed QI-E model
compared with the model that consider all the QoS metrics.
As the results shown, when user interest is considered, there
is an improvement of 3.5%. When the multiplicative effect of
the two kinds of factors is considered in the QI-E model, the
improvement climbs up to 7.6%.
The positive results confirm the effectiveness of our
proposed engagement predictive model and demonstrate the
necessity of understanding how the QoS factors and user
interest impact user engagement. Although the experiment
is conducted on a dataset from an application on PC-clients,
our method and results are easy to be extended to the context
of mobile clients.

recommendation system, designers can make a tradeoff
between videos that satisfy user interest and that provide a
better QoS.
In the future, we will further extend the model to
consider more factors. For example, some other kinds of user
behaviors like drag can help understand the user’s patience.
Moreover, we can design scheduling schemes specifically for
the fog computing context.

7. Summary and Discussion
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7.1. Summary. In this paper we have shown that, in order to
optimize user engagement in VoD streaming systems directly,
an effective model of engagement incorporating both user
interest and perceptual quality factors in an explicit function
is needed. To this end, we have proposed an ExtractionInference (E-I) algorithm to estimate the user interest from
easily obtained user behaviors. Furthermore, we have built a
QoS and user Interest based Engagement (QI-E) regression
model based on an experimental analysis over a large-scale
dataset. This model offers an improvement in accuracy by
9.99% over the baseline model considering only QoS factors.
The positive results demonstrate that user interest as well as
QoS plays an important role in user engagement prediction.
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7.2. Discussion for Implications. Our research on understanding and modeling user engagement can be applied to
most of the up-to-date network environments, including fog
computing. For example, it could help designers to make
tradeoffs between QoS factors under diverse user interest
through CDN selection, streaming decisions, and so on [48,
49].
Especially in the fog computing context, as provided with
fully explored localized user features and service demand,
user interest in this case is more predictable and users’
personalized requirement could be better satisfied [4, 46]. For
a goal of global optimization, based on our model, designers
could provide the users with higher interest with a priority
to the bandwidth optimization under a limited bandwidth
condition. As another example, in an engagement-oriented
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Cloud storage, one of the core services of cloud computing, provides an effective way to solve the problems of storage and
management caused by high-speed data growth. Thus, a growing number of organizations and individuals tend to store their data
in the cloud. However, due to the separation of data ownership and management, it is difficult for users to check the integrity
of data in the traditional way. Therefore, many researchers focus on developing several protocols, which can remotely check the
integrity of data in the cloud. In this paper, we propose a novel public auditing protocol based on the adjacency-hash table, where
dynamic auditing and data updating are more efficient than those of the state of the arts. Moreover, with such an authentication
structure, computation and communication costs can be reduced effectively. The security analysis and performance evaluation
based on comprehensive experiments demonstrate that our protocol can achieve all the desired properties and outperform the
state-of-the-art ones in computing overheads for updating and verification.

1. Introduction
Cloud storage is one of cloud computing services and provides a way to effectively store and manage big data [1]. In
recent years, more and more individuals and businesses tend
to outsource their data to the cloud, since outsourcing data
can render the advantages of location independent resource
pooling, flexible resources, universal network access, and
usage-based pricing [2–6]. Although the benefits of cloud
storage services are many and huge, it also faces a lot of
challenges [2, 4]. For example, the security of data sharing
and storage in the same group is an urgent issue to be solved
in the cloud environment [7]. In addition, data deduplication
in cloud storage is also one of the vital techniques to reduce
the amount of storage space and save bandwidth [8, 9].
Particularly, due to the separation of data ownership and
management, cloud users (data owners) cannot verify the
integrity of their data in the traditional techniques, which
leads to a trust gap between cloud users and the Cloud
Service Provider (CSP). In addition, Cloud storage is also
faced with many internal and external security threats [10–15]

(e.g., byzantine failures, hacker attacks, etc.), which may lead
to cloud data corruption or loss. To solve these concerns, the
cloud data auditing whose purposes are to enhance the data
security of cloud storage platforms and to improve mutual
trust between users and the CSP is proposed.
The most core challenge of cloud data auditing is how
to efficiently check the cloud data integrity. To address this
problem, a provable data possession (PDP) protocol and a
proof of retrievability (PoR) protocol have been provided,
respectively, by work [16] and work [17]. In typical PDP
protocols, the user first generates some metadata (such as
block tags) for a data file to verify integrity of the data on
cloud servers. Later, the user sends the file and metadata to
the cloud servers and removes them from its local storage.
PDP employs a challenge-response mode for the remote
verification; i.e., the CSP can generate a proof for the verifier’s
challenge. Compared with the former, the latter (PoR) is a
complementary protocol to PDP. In initial PoR protocols,
the user first encodes the data file with error-correcting code
before outsourcing data to the CSP. Therefore, the user can
reconstruct the entire file from the CSP’s partial response. The
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PoR model focuses on static data. Compared with PoR, PDP
is more suitable for dynamic data auditing; see [18–28].
The existing PDP protocols can be generally divided into
two categories: private auditing and public auditing. In private auditing, the user is as an only verifier to remotely verify
the data integrity with low overhead. Due to no trust between
the user and the CSP, the user cannot provide convincing
results for verification. What is more, it is not advisable for
the user to conduct the audits for their data frequently, since
one of the important motivations of outsourcing data is to
reduce the user’s burden of storage management. To address
this problem, a public auditing protocol was first provided
by Ateniese et al. [16], in which an independent authorized
auditor (Third Party Auditor, TPA), not only the user, can
remotely verify the data integrity. Therefore, the TPA can
not only provide independent audit results, but also bear
the communication overhead and computation costs in the
entire verification phase. The public audit for cloud storage
should also achieve some security and function requirements
as follows:
(i) Privacy preserving: in public auditing, the TPA on
behalf of the user periodically verifies the integrity
of data on the cloud servers. Thus, auditing protocols
should design a mechanism to ensure that the TPA
cannot derive user’s data contents from the collected
information during the verification phase.
(ii) Batch auditing: batch auditing is defined as the TPA
can deal with auditing tasks from multiple various
users simultaneously, which not only reduces the
numbers of communications between the TPA and
the CSP during the auditing phase, but also enhances
the verification efficiency.
(iii) Dynamic auditing: in the cloud storage environments,
there are a lot of various application data (financial
trade, social media, etc.), which need to be updated
frequently. Therefore, dynamic data auditing is a
significant function for cloud storage auditing.
For the dynamic data audit, Erway el at. [19] first provided
an extended PDP protocol, named as dynamic provable data
possession (DPDP), which introduced a dynamic authenticated data structure, rank-based authenticated skip list, to
support data updating. Later, Wang el at. [20] proposed a
protocol based on the BLS signature, which utilized Merkle
Hash Tree (MHT) to achieve data updating. However, the
above two protocols would cause heavy computational overhead of the TPA and large communication costs during the
verification phase and the updating phase. Further, [23], [26],
and [27], respectively, design the dynamic authenticated data
structures, Index Hash Table (IHT), Dynamic Hash Table
(DHT), and Doubly Linked Info Table (DLIT) to improve
audit efficiency and the structures are stored in the TPA rather
than the CSP, to reduce communication costs. Though the
above protocols achieve auditing effectively, the methods still
have some drawbacks. In [23], updating operations incur
large computational overhead, especially insertion and delete
operations. Thus, [26] and [27], respectively, design the structures to overcome the above drawbacks in [23]. However,

search operations in [26, 27] are relatively inefficient in the
verification phase and the updating phase.
In view of above problems, this paper introduces a novel
dynamic data authenticated structure adjacency-hash table
(AHT) in our public auditing protocol (AHT-PA). We employ
the AHT to achieve dynamic auditing. Moreover, due to AHT
stored in the TPA instead of CSP, its computational overhead
and communication costs are significantly less than both
the protocol based on the skip list [19] and the one using
MHT [20]. In the verification phase and the updating phase,
AHT-PA also outperforms the protocols [23, 26, 27]. We
exploit the bilinear maps and Boneh-Lynn-Shacham (BLS)
signatures to support batch auditing and employ random
masking to achieve privacy preserving. Our contributions
can be summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a novel public auditing protocol, which
can simultaneously support the essential functions:
privacy preserving, batch auditing, and dynamic data
auditing.
(2) We introduce a novel dynamic structure, AHT, to
save data properties for dynamic data auditing. With
such structure, our protocol can effectively achieve
the dynamic data auditing and the data updating.
(3) We prove the security of the presented protocol and
justify the auditing performance by concrete experimental comparisons with the state of the arts. The
results demonstrate that our protocol can efficiently
achieve secure auditing and outperform the previous
ones in computational overhead and communication
costs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
we review the related work concerning cloud storage auditing, particularly, regarding the dynamic data auditing. Then,
we introduce the background and the necessary preliminaries
for our work in Section 3. Section 4 gives the detailed
description of our protocol. Section 5 presents the security
proofs of our protocol, and Section 6 gives the comprehensive
performance evaluations through experimental comparisons
with some existing protocols. Finally, Section 7 gives the
concluding remark of this paper.

2. Related Work
In recent years, many researchers have focused on cloud
storage auditing. In 2007, Atenises et al. [16] proposed one of
the earliest related works, “provable data possession (PDP)”,
which employs the based-RSA homomorphic authenticator
to check the data integrity. At the same year, Juels el at. [17]
presented a complementary protocol, “Proof of Retrievability
(PoR)”, which can not only check the correctness of data
on cloud, but also ensure the retrievability of cloud data
with an encoding method (error-correcting code). However,
due to encoding the file before outsourcing to the CSP, the
PoR model focuses on static data, such as archive data.
Compared with PoR, PDP is more suitable for dynamic data
auditing. As mentioned earlier, the public auditing has some
advantages over private auditing. In public auditing, TPA
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Table 1: Function comparison of auditing protocols.
Protocols
PDP[16]
PoR[17]
IHT-PA[23]
DAP[22]
DPDP(skip list)[19]
DPDP(MHT)[20]
DHT-PA[26]
DLIT-PA[27]
AHT-PA

Public auditing
✓
×
✓
✓
×
✓
✓
✓
✓

Privacy protection
×
⊗
✓
✓
⊗
✓
✓
×
✓

Dynamic auditing
×
×
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Batch auditing
×
×
⊙
✓
×
✓
✓
✓
✓

Note: “✓” means “support”; “×” means “not support”; “⊗” means “no demand”; and “⊙” means “not mentioned”.

can not only provide independent audit results, but also
bear the communication overhead and computation costs
for the entire verification phase. Therefore, it is considered a
more practical model [15, 26]. Besides, public auditing should
also achieve some security and function requirements, for
example, privacy preserving, batch auditing, and dynamic
auditing.
To overcome the data leakage to the TPA, Wang et al.
[28] first provided a public auditing protocol for privacy preserving, where the CSP integrates the aggregate value of the
data blocks with random masking. Therefore, this protocol
can guarantee that the TPA cannot learn any knowledge of
the user data during the verification phase. Later, [22, 23,
26] show that privacy preserving is indispensable in public
auditing. Moreover, [15] and [28] are extended to preform
audit tasks from multiple users simultaneously for better
performance. In work [15] and work [28], the approach for
batch auditing is that the CSP aggregates the data block tags
generated by various users and then the TPA uses them and
related block information responded from the CSP to verify
the integrity of the cloud data.
For the auditing dynamic data, Erway el at. [19] provided an extended PDP protocol, named dynamic provable
data possession (DPDP), which first introduced a dynamic
authenticated data structure, rank-based authenticated skip
list, to support data updating. Later, Wang el at. [20] proposed
a protocol based on the BLS signature, which utilized Merkle
Hash Tree to achieve data updating. However, the above
two protocols would cause heavy computational overhead
of the TPA and large communication costs during the
verification phase and the updating phase. Further, [23], [26],
and [27], respectively, designed the dynamic authenticated
data structures, Index Hash Table (IHT), Dynamic Hash
Table (DHT), and Doubly Linked Info Table (DLIT) to
improve audit efficiency and to reduce communication costs
by storing the structures in the TPA instead of the CSP.
Though the above protocols can effectively achieve public
auditing, the methods still have some drawbacks. In [23],
updating operations incur large computational overhead,
especially insertion and delete operations. Thus, [26] and
[27], respectively, design the structure to overcome the above
drawbacks in [23]. However, search operation in [26, 27] is
relatively inefficient in the verification phase and the updating

phase. Therefore, this paper introduces a novel dynamic
data authenticated structure, adjacency-hash table (AHT), to
achieve better auditing and updating efficiency.
To highlight the difference between our protocol and the
existing ones, Table 1 shows comparison results of functions
among them. It is clear that the presented protocol (AHT-PA)
supports all the mentioned audit functions.

3. Background and Preliminaries
3.1. Problem Statement. As illustrated in Figure 1, we concentrate on designing an AHT-based public audit protocol
which includes the following three entities: Users have large
amounts of data and outsource their data to the cloud. Cloud
Service Provider (CSP) has large-scale computing and storage
devices and provides users with cloud storage services. Third
Party Auditor (TPA) undertakes audit tasks for users and
provides fair and objective audit results. Users outsource their
data to the cloud to enjoy the reliability of data storage and
high-performance services and to reduce its maintenance
overhead. However, since the CSP manages their data on the
cloud rather than users, users strongly desire to periodically
check the integrity and correctness of their data.
As mentioned in the existing protocols [18, 19, 23, 26],
the TPA is pointed out to be credible but curious. In other
words, although the TPA can credibly perform the audit in
the verification phase, it may be curious about the privacy
information of users’ data and even may try to derive the
users’ data contents. In addition, the CSP is considered as
an untrustworthy party. For gaining benefits or maintaining
their reputations, the CSP may hide the fact of data loss
and even delete some data that users rarely access. In
particular, the CSP may further launch three attacks to the
TPA:
(i) Forge attack: the CSP may attempt to forge the data
blocks and their corresponding tags to pass the audit.
(ii) Replacing attack: the CSP may attempt to pass the
audit by replacing a corrupted block and its tag with
another block and its corresponding tag.
(iii) Reply attack: the CSP may attempt to pass the audit
using the proof messages generated previously.
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Figure 1: System architecture for public auditing.

To achieve the secure and efficient public auditing, our
protocol aims to meet the following desired properties:
(1) Public auditing: it allows any authorized TPA to verify
the correctness and integrity of user’s data on the
cloud servers.
(2) Blockless verification: it allows TPA to audit cloud
data without retrieving the data blocks.
(3) Storage correctness: the CSP, who does not store the
intact data as required, cannot pass the audit.
(4) Dynamic data audit: it allows the users to perform
dynamic data operations (insertion, modification,
and deletion) and achieves the efficient public auditing.
(5) Privacy preserving: it ensures that TPA cannot learn
knowledge of users’ data from the information collected during verification phase.
(6) Batch auditing: the TPA has the capability to deal with
multiple auditing tasks from various users in a costeffective way.
(7) Lightweight: it allows the TPA to perform public
verification with minimum communication and computation costs.
3.2. Adjacency-Hash Table. As mentioned earlier, [19] and
[20], respectively, introduced the authenticated skip list and
the MHT to support public dynamic auditing. However,
the above two protocols would cause heavy computational
overhead of the TPA and large communication costs during
the verification phase and the updating phase. Further, [26]
and [27], respectively, designed Dynamic Hash Table (DHT)
and Doubly Linked Info Table (DLIT) to improve audit
efficiency and to reduce communication costs by storing the
structures in the TPA rather than the CSP. Note that the DHT
is a single linked table and the DLIT is a double linked table.

Though the above protocols [26, 27] can achieve efficient
auditing, the methods still have some drawbacks. Particularly,
the search operation in [26, 27] is relatively inefficient in
the verification phase and the updating phase. Therefore,
this paper introduces a novel dynamic data authenticated
structure, adjacency-hash table (AHT), to achieve better the
auditing and updating efficiency.
The AHT is utilized by the TPA to store the latest version
information (VI) of data blocks, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The AHT is divided into file elements and the corresponding
tables, called Adjacency Tables (AT). Every file element in file
arrays includes the index number (NOj ), the file identifier
(IDj ) of the given file (e.g., 𝐹𝑗 ), and a pointer indicating an
AT. Each AT consists of block elements and a counter array
whose every element contains a pointer indicating a block
element and a value (cValuei ) which records the number of
block elements after the corresponding pointer. Each file is
organized by a file element and the corresponding AT. Each
block element (e.g., the element corresponding the 𝑖-th block
of the j-th file 𝑚𝑗,𝑖 ) in the AT consists of the current version
number of the block V𝑗,𝑖 , its time stamp 𝑡𝑗,𝑖 , and a pointer to
the next node. Accordingly, the operations on the AHT are
divided into file operations and block operations. To search
the 𝑥-th (1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑛) block element, the TPA first determines
the value 𝑎 according to
𝑎

𝑎+1

𝑖=0

𝑖=0

∑ 𝑐𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑖 < 𝑥 ≤ ∑ 𝑐𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑖 ,

(1)

where 𝑖 is the index of the counter array (0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛) and the
head element whose index is 0 in the counter array is used to
indicate that cValue0 should be set to 0. Note that the head is
not drawn in Figure 2, because it is virtual. Further, the TPA
calculates the distance dis, namely,
𝑎

𝑑𝑖𝑠 = 𝑥 − ∑ 𝑐𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑖 .
𝑖=0

(2)
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Figure 2: Adjacency-hash table (AHT).

Apparently, the x-th block element is the dis-th block element
after the pointer of (a+1)-th element in the counter array.
To insert a block element after an existing block, the TPA
first tracks the given node (the given block element) and
inserts the new node after it; the deletion of the given block
element is to first track the given node and to delete it from
the current AT. Besides, when the value (cValuei ) is equal to
“0”, the corresponding element in the counter array should be
deleted. The search process of a file is to locate the file element
according to its identifier or index; the insertion of the given
file is to first insert a file element in the file array and then
to construct a AT which includes related block elements; the
deletion of the given file is to first remove the AT and to delete
its file element; the modification of the given file is to update
the file element and corresponding block elements.
3.3. Preliminaries. To facilitate understanding for readers,
this section first introduces some necessary knowledge of
cryptography for the presented protocol.
Bilinear Map. Let G, G𝑇 be multiplicative cyclic groups of
a large prime order 𝑝. A map function e: G × G → G𝑇
with the following properties: (1) Bilinear: ∀𝑢, V, ℎ ∈ G and
∀𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ Z𝑝 , 𝑒(𝑢𝑎 , 𝑢𝑏 ) = 𝑒(𝑢, V)𝑎𝑏 , and 𝑒(𝑢, V ⋅ ℎ) = 𝑒(𝑢 ⋅ ℎ, V) =
𝑒(𝑢, V) ⋅ 𝑒(𝑢, ℎ). (2) Computable: e is an efficient computable
algorithm. (3) Nondegeneracy: if 𝑔 is a generator of G, then
𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔) ≠ 1.
BLS-Based Homomorphic Verifiable Authenticator (BLSHVA). BLS-HVA is widely utilized for public auditing protocols [15, 18, 19, 22–24, 26–29], which can enable a public verifier to verify the cloud data integrity without downloading
its original data. To be specific, BLS-HVAs are generated by
BLS signatures in public auditing. Consequently, BLS-HVAs
satisfy the properties as follows:
(i) Blockless verifiability [16]: constructing the proof in
the BLS-HVA, the TPA can verify the cloud data
integrity without its actual data content.

(ii) Homomorphism [16]: let G and H be multiplicative
groups of a large prime order p, and “⊕” and “⊗” be
operations in G and H, respectively. If a map function
f : G → H satisfies homomorphism, then ∀ℎ1 , ℎ2 ∈
G, 𝑓(ℎ1 ⊕ ℎ2 ) = 𝑓(ℎ1 ) ⊗ 𝑓(ℎ2 ).
(iii) Nonmalleability [30]: let 𝜎1 and 𝜎2 denote signatures
on blocks 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 , respectively, and 𝛽1 and 𝛽2
two random numbers in Z𝑝 . For the given block,
m’ = 𝛽1 𝑚1 + 𝛽2 𝑚2 , a user, who does not know the
private key sk, cannot generate the signature 𝜎’ of m’
by combining 𝜎1 and 𝜎2 .
3.4. Secure Assumptions. The security of the present protocol
is based on the following assumptions.
Computational Diffe-Hellman (CDH) Assumption. Let G be
multiplicative cyclic groups of a large prime order 𝑝. Given
𝑔𝑎 and 𝑔𝑏 , where 𝑔 is a generator of G, and 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ Z𝑝 ,
it is computationally intractable to compute 𝑔𝑎𝑏 . For any
probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A, the probability of
solving the CDH problem is negligible, namely,
𝑃𝑟 (ACDH (𝑔, 𝑔𝑎 , 𝑔𝑏 ∈ G) → 𝑔𝑎𝑏 ∈ G : ∀𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ Z𝑝 )
𝑅

(3)

≤ 𝜀.
Discrete Logarithm (DL) Assumption. Let G be multiplicative
cyclic groups of a large prime order 𝑝. Given h (such as h = 𝑔𝑎 ,
where 𝑔 is a generator of G, and 𝑎 ∈ Z𝑝 ), it is computationally
intractable to compute 𝑎. For any probabilistic polynomialtime adversary A, the probability of solving the DL problem
is negligible, namely,
𝑃𝑟 (ADL (𝑔, ℎ ∈ G) → 𝑎 ∈ Z𝑝 , s.t. ℎ = 𝑔𝑎 ) ≤ 𝜀.

(4)

4. The Proposed Protocol Based on AHT
In this section, we will present the core of our protocol based
on AHT, which consists of the dynamic verification protocol
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Figure 4: The workflow of the verification phase.

with privacy protection described in Section 4.1, the updating
operations detailed in Section 4.2, and the batch verification
protocol in Section 4.3.

{𝑥, 𝑠𝑘}), where (𝑝𝑘, 𝑠𝑘) is a key pair for signature, V, 𝑢 ∈ G
are the random elements, 𝑥 ∈ Z𝑝 is a random number, and
𝑦 = 𝑔𝑥 .

4.1. Dynamic Verification with Privacy Preserving. Let G, G𝑇
be multiplicative cyclic groups of a large prime order p, and
𝑔 be the generator of G. A map function 𝑒 is defined as G ×
G → G𝑇 . 𝐻(⋅) : {0, 1}∗ → Z𝑝 is a secure hash function. The
file outsourced to the cloud is denoted as F, which is divided
into 𝑛 blocks, namely, 𝐹 = {𝑚1 , 𝑚2 , . . . , 𝑚𝑛 }. Our dynamic
auditing protocol involves the following algorithms: KeyGen
and TagGen in the setup phase (see Figure 3), and Challenge,
ProofGen, and Verify in the verification phase (see Figure 4).

TagGen (Tag Generation). For each block 𝑚𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛),
the user generates the signature 𝜎𝑖 :

KeyGen (Key Generation). The user performs KeyGen to
generate public and secret keys, (𝑃𝐾 = {𝑔, 𝑦, V, 𝑢, 𝑝𝑘}, SK =

𝑥

𝜎𝑖 = (𝑢𝐻(V𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑖 ) ⋅ V𝑚𝑖 ) ,

(5)

where V𝑖 is the version number of 𝑚𝑖 , and 𝑡𝑖 is its time stamp,
and ‘‖’ is the connection operation. This signature, called
block tag [16], should be uploaded to the cloud for verification
along with the corresponding block. All version information
(i.e., V𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖 ) will be sent to the TPA for storing them in the
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AHT. Moreover, the user generates a file tag 𝜗 to ensure the
integrity of the file identifier ID:
𝜗 = 𝐼𝐷 ‖ 𝑆𝐼𝐺 (𝑠𝑘, 𝐼𝐷) ,

(6)

where 𝑆𝐼𝐺(𝑠𝑘, 𝐼𝐷) is the signature on ID with sk and sends it
along with file identifier ID to the CSP.
Challenge. The TPA first retrieves the file tag 𝜗 and verifies
the signature 𝑆𝐼𝐺(𝑠𝑘, 𝐼𝐷) with the public key pk. If the
verification is failed, the TPA directly stops the verification
by emitting FALSE; otherwise, it generates the following
information: 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑙 = (𝑄 = {𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑖 | 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑐, 𝑐 ≤ 𝑛},
𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝑄}, 𝜑), where 𝑄 = {𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑖 | 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑐} is
the set of the block indexes to be verified, 𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝑄}
is the set of random numbers, and 𝑠𝑖 is randomly selected
form Z𝑝 , 𝜑 = 𝑔𝜏 , and 𝜏 ∈ Z𝑝 is the random number. In
particular, the TPA computes 𝜂 = 𝑦𝜏 for the verification.
Upon completion, the TPA sends the challenge information
chal to the CSP.
ProofGen (Proof Generation). While receiving the challenge,
the CSP would produce a response proof for the verification,
which consists of the tag proof, the block proof, and an
auxiliary auditing factor. For the challenged block, the CSP
generates the tag proof,
𝑠𝑖

𝑇 = ∏𝑒 (𝜎𝑖 , 𝜑) ,

(7)

𝑀 = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑟,

(8)

𝑖∈𝑄

and the block proof
𝑖∈𝑄

where 𝑟 ∈ Z𝑝 , called random mask, is used for protecting
the data privacy. Moreover, the CSP calculates the auxiliary
auditing factor
−𝑟

Λ = 𝑒 (V, 𝑦) .

(9)

Upon completion, the CSP sends (T, M, Λ) back to the TPA
as the response for the challenge.
Verify. To verify the response messages returned from the
CSP, the TPA can perform the following equation:
Λ𝜏 ⋅ 𝑒 (𝑢∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝐻(V𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑖 )⋅𝑠𝑖 ⋅ V𝑀 , 𝜂) = 𝑇.

(10)

If it holds, the algorithm outputs TRUE, otherwise, FALSE.
The correctness of the above verification equation can be
demonstrated as follows.
Λ𝜏 ⋅ 𝑒 (𝑢∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝐻(V𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑖 )⋅𝑠𝑖 ⋅ V𝑀, 𝜂)
= 𝑒 (V, 𝜂)

−𝑟

⋅ 𝑒 (𝑢∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝐻(V𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑖 )⋅𝑠𝑖 ⋅ V∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝑚𝑖 ⋅𝑠𝑖 +𝑟 , 𝜂)
(11)

= 𝑒 (𝑢∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝐻(V𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑖 )⋅𝑠𝑖 ⋅ V∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝑚𝑖 ⋅𝑠𝑖 +𝑟 ⋅ V−𝑟 , 𝜂)
= ∏𝑒 ((𝑢𝐻(V𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑖 ) ⋅ V𝑚𝑖 )
𝑖∈𝑄

𝑥⋅𝑠𝑖

4.2. Dynamic Updating. To support the efficient updating
operations for data blocks and files, we design the AHT in
our protocol. The specific operations of block consist of block
modification (B𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑦 ), block insertion (B𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡 ), and block
deletion (B𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 ) as follows.
Block Modification. Suppose the 𝑖-th block 𝑚𝑖 of the file
𝐹 will be modified to 𝑚 𝑖 . The user first generates the
corresponding version information (V 𝑖 , 𝑡 𝑖 ) and then sends
𝑈TPA = (𝐹, B𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑦 , 𝑖, V 𝑖 , 𝑡 𝑖 ) to the TPA. Upon receipt, the
TPA updates the AHT. Simultaneously, the user generates the
new signature 𝜎 𝑖 for 𝑚 𝑖 according to (5) and then sends
𝑈CSP = (𝐹, B𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑦 , 𝑖, 𝑚 𝑖 , 𝜎 𝑖 ) to the CSP. Upon receiving, the
CSP directly modifies 𝑚𝑖 and 𝜎𝑖 as indicated.
Block Insertion. Suppose a new block 𝑚∗ of the file 𝐹 will be
inserted after 𝑚𝑖 . The user first generates the corresponding
version information (V∗ , 𝑡∗ ) and sends an insertion request
𝑈TPA = (𝐹, B𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡 , 𝑖, V∗ , 𝑡∗ ) to the TPA. Upon receiving, the
TPA performs the insertion request as indicated in the AHT.
Meanwhile, the user generates the new signature 𝜎∗ for 𝑚∗
according to (5) and then sends 𝑈CSP = (𝐹, B𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑦 , 𝑖, 𝑚∗ , 𝜎∗ )
to the CSP. Once receiving the request, the CSP inserts the
new block 𝑚∗ after 𝑚𝑖 and the new tag 𝜎∗ behind 𝜎𝑖 .
Block Deletion. Suppose the 𝑖-th block 𝑚𝑖 of the file 𝐹
will be deleted. The user sends a deletion request 𝑈TPA =
(𝐹, B𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 , 𝑖) to the TPA. Upon receipt, the TPA executes
the deletion request to delete the corresponding version
information in the AHT. Moreover, the user sends a deletion
request 𝑈CSP = (𝐹, B𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 , 𝑖) to the CSP. Upon receiving, the
CSP directly deletes 𝑚𝑖 and 𝜎𝑖 as indicated.
The updating operations on file include the file appending
and the file deletion, which are very straightforward. We
suppose that a new file 𝐹∗ will be appended. The user needs
to execute the algorithm TagGen once again. Moreover, while
deleting a file F, the user first sends deletion instructions
to the TPA and the CSP, respectively. Once receiving the
requests, the TPA will delete the file element and its corresponding AT in the AHT, and the CSP will delete the file 𝐹
and all of its tags.
4.3. Batch Verification. In reality, the TPA may simultaneously handle multiple audit tasks from different users’
delegations. To achieve the minimum communication and
computation costs, the batch auditing is introduced to deal
with multiple auditing tasks from various users’ delegations.
Suppose that the TPA sends 𝑤 challenges for 𝑤 users’
delegations to the CSP. Once receipt, the CSP first calculates
the tag proof (Tk ), the data proof (𝑀𝑘 ), and the auxiliary
auditing factor (Λ 𝑘 ) and then computes the aggregate tag
proof 𝑇B according to the following equations.
𝑤

𝑇Β = ∏𝑇𝑘 .
𝑘=1

𝑠𝑖

, 𝜑) = ∏𝑒 (𝜎𝑖 , 𝜑) = 𝑇
𝑖∈𝑄

Finally, the CSP responds with (𝑇B , {𝑀𝑘 , Λ 𝑘 }1≤𝑘≤𝑤 ).

(12)
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Table 2: Communication costs comparison.

Protocols
DPDP(skip list)[6]
DPDP(MHT)[7]
IHT-PA[10]
DHT-PA[13]
DLIT-PA[14]
AHT-PA

Verification phase
𝑐𝑂(log 𝑛)
𝑐𝑂(log 𝑛)
O(c)
O(c)
O(c)
O(c)

To verify the response messages, the TPA checks if the
following equation holds:
𝑤

𝜏
∏ (Λ 𝑘𝑘
𝑘=1

∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝐻(V𝑘,𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑘,𝑖 )⋅𝑠𝑘,𝑖

⋅ 𝑒 (𝑢𝑘

𝑘

⋅

𝑀
V𝑘 𝑘 , 𝜂𝑘 ))

= 𝑇Β ,

(13)

where V𝑘,𝑖 and 𝑡𝑘,𝑖 are the version number of 𝑚𝑖 and its time
stamp for the k-th user, 𝑢𝑘 , and V𝑘 are the public keys of
the k-th user, and 𝜏𝑘 , 𝜂𝑘 , 𝑄𝑘 = {𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑘,𝑖 | 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑐} and
𝑆𝑘 = {𝑠𝑘,𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝑄𝑘 } belong to the challenge information for
the k-th user. If (13) holds, the integrity of all the challenged
files can be ensured. Otherwise, one or some of them are
corrupted. The correctness of the above batch verification can
be demonstrated as follows:
𝑤

𝜏

∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝐻(V𝑘,𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑘,𝑖 )⋅𝑠𝑘,𝑖

∏ (Λ 𝑘𝑘 ⋅ 𝑒 (𝑢𝑘

𝑘

𝑘=1

𝑀

𝑘=1

To prove this, we first define the following game: The TPA
sends a fake proof message 𝑃∗ = (𝑇, 𝑀∗ , Λ), where
𝑀 = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑟 ≠ 𝑀∗ = ∑ 𝑚∗𝑖 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑟.
𝑖∈𝑄

𝑖∈𝑄

(14)

= 𝑇Β

5. Security Analysis
We will evaluate the security of the presented protocol with
proofs of the following theorems.
Theorem 1 (unforgeability of BLS-HVA). In our protocol,
it is computationally infeasible for any adversary to forge a
valid BLS-HVA if the computational Diffe-Hellman (CDH)
assumption in bilinear groups holds.
Proof. As demonstrated in the security analysis of [21], the
BLS-HVA is effectively unforgeable when the CDH problem
is hard in bilinear groups [31]. Thus, the proof is omitted here.
Theorem 2 (unforgeability of proof). The presented protocol
can efficiently resist the forging attacks generated by the CSP. In
other words, it is impossible for the CSP to forge effective proofs
to pass the auditing verification.
Proof. To respond for a challenge, the CSP sends a proof
message (T, M, Λ) back to the TPA. If the auxiliary auditing
factor Λ is fake, the verification equation (10) does not hold,
even though the other proofs are valid. As demonstrated in
Theorem 1, BLS-HVAs are unforgeable. Therefore, the tag
proof 𝑇 cannot be forged. Finally, we just need to prove that
the block proof 𝑀 is unforgeable.

(15)

If the CSP can still pass the verification, then he/she wins this
game; otherwise, he/she does not. Assume that the CSP wins
this game, then
∗

Λ𝜏 ⋅ 𝑒 (𝑢∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝐻(V𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑖 )⋅𝑠𝑖 ⋅ V𝑀 , 𝜂)
∗

= Λ𝜏 ⋅ 𝑒 (𝑢∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝐻(V𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑖 )⋅𝑠𝑖 ⋅ V∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝑚𝑖 ⋅𝑠𝑖 +𝑟 , 𝜂) .

(16)

Moreover, for the valid proofs, we have
Λ𝜏 ⋅ 𝑒 (𝑢∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝐻(V𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑖 )⋅𝑠𝑖 ⋅ V𝑀, 𝜂)

𝑤

⋅ V𝑘 𝑘 , 𝜂𝑘 )) = ∏𝑇𝑘

Updating phase
𝑂(log 𝑛)
𝑂(log 𝑛)
𝑂(1)
𝑂(1)
𝑂(1)
𝑂(1)

= Λ𝜏 ⋅ 𝑒 (𝑢∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝐻(V𝑖 ‖𝑡𝑖 )⋅𝑠𝑖 ⋅ V∑𝑖∈𝑄 𝑚𝑖 ⋅𝑠𝑖 +𝑟 , 𝜂) .

(17)

According to the properties of bilinear maps, we can derive
that
∑ 𝑚𝑖 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑟 = ∑ 𝑚∗𝑖 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑟,

𝑖∈𝑄

𝑖∈𝑄

(18)

which contradicts the above assumption. That is to say, the
block proof is unforgeable. This accomplishes the proof of the
theorem.
The security of our protocol for resisting replacing and
replay attacks is similar to the work [27]. Thus, we omit the
corresponding proofs here.

6. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of our
protocol (AHT-PA) and compare it with the state of the arts.
6.1. Communication Costs. In this section, the communication costs of AHT-PA protocol are analyzed and compared
during the verification phase (i.e., challenge and response)
and updating phase. In the verification phase, the challenge
and response messages between the TPA and the CSP bring
communication overhead of 𝑂(𝑐), where 𝑐 is denoted as the
number of challenged blocks. Moreover, during the updating
phase, the user should send an updating request to the CSP
and the TPA, respectively, which costs 𝑂(1).
Table 2 presents the communication costs of some protocols during the verification phase and updating phase, where
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Computational Costs for Generating Tags. Figures 5 and 6
indicate the comparison results of the time of tag generation
for different block sizes and for different numbers of data
blocks, respectively, from which we can learn that (1) the
generation time for the user is proportional to the block size
or block number; (2) to deal with the same block size or same
block number in the above two scenarios, AHT-PA takes
less time than DHT-PA and DLIT-PA. In other words, the
computation overhead of tag generation in AHT-PA is less
than those in DHT-PA and DLIT-PA.
Computational Costs for Verification. Figure 7 indicates the
experimental results of the verification time for different
numbers of challenged blocks, from which we can learn
that the verification time increases rapidly with the number
of challenge blocks in the DHT-PA and DLIT-PA, but the
verification time of AHT-PA remains stable and is much less
than the previous two protocols.

AHT-PA

Figure 6: The time of tag generation for different numbers of blocks
(block size = 4KB).
2000
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1600
The veriﬁcation time (ms)

6.2. Computational Costs. The computational costs of AHTPA protocol are evaluated and presented in this section. Thus,
we implement all algorithms in the AHT-PA based on Pairing
Base Cryptography (PBC) Library (0.5.14). The algorithms
in experiments are evaluated on a DELL workstation with
an Intel Xeon E3-1225v5 3.30 GHz, 16 GB DDR4-2133 ECC
(2x8GB) RAM, and 2TB 7200 RPM SATA 1st HDD. We
run the programs under a Linux (ubuntu 16.04.2 LTS x64)
operating system, whose kernel version is 4.8.0 and use a
MNT d159 curve, which has a 160-bit group order. The final
results are the averages of 20 runs.

50000

DHT-PA

AHT-PA

𝑛 represents the number of data blocks in a given file and 𝑐
is the number of challenged blocks. Obviously, our protocol
only requires a small amount of communication overhead
and is substantially much efficient than the other protocols.
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Figure 5: The tag generation time for different block sizes (the
number of data blocks = 50000).
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Figure 7: The verification time for different numbers of challenged
blocks (the number of total data blocks = 50000, the block size =
4KB).

Computational Costs for Batch Auditing. In the batch auditing
scenario, we will evaluate the performance of AHT-PA and
compare it with DHT-PA and DLIT-PA. The comparison
results, as shown in Figure 8, demonstrate that (1) three
protocols can simultaneously handle various audits from
multiple users and (2) at the same number of auditing tasks,
the average audit time per task in AHT-PA is significantly
less than in DHT-PA and DLIT-PA. That is to say, the batch
auditing protocol in AHT-PA is much more efficient than
those in DHT-PA and DLIT-PA.
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Figure 8: The average audit time per task for the various numbers
of auditing tasks (the number of challenged blocks = 460, the total
number of data blocks for each file = 50000, and the block size =
4KB).

Search Efficiency. We design two experiments on a single
file to evaluate block-search efficiency of AHT-PA. The first
experiment is performed under various total numbers of
data blocks from 2 × 104 to 2 × 105 with 5000 challenged
blocks, and another is performed under various numbers
of challenged blocks with 2 × 105 data blocks. In the two
experiments, we add an extra comparison item for DLIT-PA,
named DLIT-PA (opt), whose results were obtained by first
sorting the index set of challenged blocks to get its ascending
set and then counting the corresponding frequency for
searching block elements. As is well known, to locate a block
element in the single linked list or double linked list, it is
necessary to visit the whole list from the first element in the
first search round. After that, if we previously sort the index
set of the required blocks, the searching element in the single
linked list or double linked list can start from the current
element to the next element behind the current element. In
this sense, in terms of search frequency, DLIT-PA (opt) is
more efficient than DLTI-PA and identical to DHT-PA.
The results of the experiment under 5000 challenged
blocks are shown in Figure 9, from which we can learn
that AHT-PA outperforms the other protocols. Moreover,
the larger the number of data blocks, the greater the search
frequency gap. Figure 10 gives the experimental results under
2 × 105 data blocks. Apparently, the search frequency in AHTPA slowly rises with the increasing number of challenged
blocks. However, for the same number of challenged blocks,
the search frequency in AHT-PA is much less than the ones
in other protocols.
In summary, the public auditing protocol proposed in this
paper can achieve better performance. To be specific, in the
tag generation phase and verification phase, the computation
cost is less than those of the state of the arts, while achieving
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Figure 9: The search frequency under 5000 challenged blocks.
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Figure 10: The search frequency under 2 × 105 data blocks.

better block-search efficiency in the verification phase and the
updating phase.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel auditing protocol for cloud
storage. Differing from the state of the arts, we design a new
structure, called adjacency-hash table, to support efficient
data updating as well as reduce computational costs. Moreover, to achieve privacy preserving, our protocol employs
the random masking technique to prevent the TPA from
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learning the users’ data contents in the verification phase.
Sufficient formal proofs indicate that our protocol is secure.
The theoretical analysis and the experimental results show
that our protocol is feasible and efficient and outperforms the
state of the arts in both the computation overhead and the
communication costs.
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In the fog computing environment, the periodic sequence can provide sufficient authentication code and also reduce the power
consumption in the verification. But the periodic sequence faces a known full-cycle attack threat in fog computing. This paper
studies the 2-adic complexity attack ability of the periodic balance sequence in the fog computing environment. It uses the
exponential function as a new approach to study the 2-adic properties of periodic balance sequence and presents that the 2-adic
complexity of the periodic balanced sequence is not an attacking threat when used in fog computing.

1. Introduction
Fog computing is a decentralized computing architecture
compared to cloud computing and is currently used primarily
for mobile and portable devices. Due to the current proliferation of IoT devices, the main advantage of fog computing is the ability to quickly provide scalable, decentralized
solutions. Between data sources and cloud infrastructure, fog
computing mainly processes and stores data. Fog computing
can improve computational performance by reducing the
amount of processing and storage that extra data consumes.
Fog computing has real-time responsiveness and offers a
cost-effective, flexible deployment of hardware and software
in computing system deployments. Fog platform also faces
a lot of network security issues. Such as code injection
attacks (such as SQL injection), session and cookie hijacking
(posing as legitimate users), illegal direct data access unsafe
references, malicious redirect and driver attacks, web attacks,
and other cyberattacks. Due to the relatively small computing
resources (memory, processing, and storage) of the fog
computing system, there is no security protection that can
consume a large amount of secure authentication storage as
cloud computing does. Fog computing should be defined
for a broader range of ubiquitous connected devices, which
requires the fog server to generate a large number of security

codes at one time and a relatively low computational load
during verification. For secure communications and authentication, stream ciphers are recognized as fast certification,
which require less computation and storage capacity. AESbased cipher type mentioned in [1] is an encryption algorithm
which is suitable for fog platforms. But fog calculation of
data encryption security needs to consider stream cipher
antiattack performance. In the fog computing environment
using stream ciphers, the security verification and data
transmission should be considered between the length of
the password and the verification algorithm. The safety of
some fog calculations strongly depends on the security of
the sequence itself by weakening the verification algorithm.
In this case, the fog server will distribute a large amount
of security codes, and it is easier for an attacker to collect
large numbers of plain-texts and cipher-texts so that he may
filter out full-period encrypted sequences. Currently, there
are many attacks on the known periodic sequences in which
a common one is the 2-adic complexity attack.
For cryptographic applications, a good pseudorandom
generator must be infeasible to find the corresponding initial
state. Hence many modern stream ciphers are designed by
combining the output sequences in various nonlinear ways.
Goresky and Klapper first introduced feedback with carry
shift registers (FCSRs) as shown in Figure 1 , which are a
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Figure 1: Feedback with carry shift registers.

a binary balanced periodic sequence, we give a relationship
with its 2-adic integer, the length of period, and 2-adic
complexity and show that the 2-adic complexity is bigger
than the half period of the sequence when its 2-adic number
approaches half. Moreover, it is indicated that the 2-adic
complexity of the binary balanced sequence is affected by the
register bit values of the FCSR. In the following sections we
only consider the binary strictly periodic sequences, and we
denote them as periodic sequences for simplicity.

2. Preliminary
Begin
Input 𝑎 until the first nonzero 𝑎𝑘−1 is found
𝛼 = 𝑎𝑘−1 ⋅ 2𝑘−1
𝑓 = (0, 2)
𝑔 = (2𝑘−1 , 1)
While there are more bits do
In put a new bit 𝑎𝑘
𝛼 = 𝛼 + 𝑎𝑘 ⋅ 2𝑘
If 𝛼𝑔2 − 𝑔1 ≡ 0 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 2𝑘+1 ) then
𝑓 = 2𝑓
else if Φ(𝑔) < Φ(𝑓) then
Let 𝑑 be odd and minimize Φ(𝑓 + 𝑑𝑔)
⟨𝑔, 𝑓⟩ = ⟨𝑓 + 𝑑𝑔, 2𝑔⟩
else
Let 𝑑 be odd and minimize Φ(𝑔 + 𝑑𝑓)
⟨𝑔, 𝑓⟩ = ⟨𝑔 + 𝑑𝑓, 2𝑓⟩
fi fi
𝑘=𝑘+1
odd
Return 𝑔
End
Algorithm 1: Rational approximation algorithm.

class of nonlinear sequence generators by [2], and used the
arithmetic in the 2-adic number to analyze this stream generator. For the security of the stream, rational approximation
algorithm given in [2] is an important adaptive synthesizing
algorithm against FCSRs, as shown in Algorithm 1, by which
if a key-stream can be generated by a short FCSR, then this
FCSR can be efficiently determined from a small subsequence
of the key-stream. Therefore, the rational approximation
algorithm sets up a new measure of key-stream security and is
referred to as 2-adic complexity. For the properties of FCSRs,
it is well known that any strictly periodic sequence can be
generated by an FCSR. Then any binary sequence with low
2-adic complexity is insecure for cryptographic applications.
Although some properties of 2-adic complexity had been
proven, such as the expected value and variance of 2-adic
complexities of periodic binary sequences and the 2-adic
complexity of 𝑚-sequence, the 2-adic complexity of binary
sequences has not been quite clear. This paper studies one
function of periodic balance sequence which can against the
2-adic complexity attack in the fog computing environment.
This paper involves the exponential function and the
structure principle of FCSR for the study of the 2-adic properties and 2-adic complexity of balanced binary sequences. For

In this section we briefly review some basic facts about
feedback with carry shift register (FCSR) and 2-adic number.
The FCSR is a feedback with 𝑟-stages shift register and its
auxiliary memory contained nonnegative integer. Assume an
odd integer 𝑞 has the binary representation as 𝑞 + 1 = 𝑞1 ⋅ 2 +
𝑞2 ⋅ 22 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑞𝑟 ⋅ 2𝑟 . Then the 𝑟-stages connections of FCSR are
given by the bits {𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , . . . , 𝑞𝑟 }. The FCSR with connection
integer 𝑞 is described as follows:
(1) Take an integer sum 𝜎𝑡 = ∑𝑟𝑘=1 𝑞𝑘 𝑎𝑡−𝑘 + 𝑚𝑡−1 .
(2) Shift the contents one step to the right, outputting the
right bit 𝑎𝑡−𝑟 .
(3) Place 𝑎𝑡 = (𝜎𝑡 ) mod 2 into the left most cell of the shift
register.
(4) Replace the memory integer 𝑚𝑡−1 with 𝑚𝑡 = (𝜎𝑡 −
𝑎𝑡 )/2 = ⌊𝜎𝑡 /2⌋.
The number of bits in the connection number coincides
with the size of the basic register. For strictly periodic
sequences, the extra memory is small and we can ignore it,
but the eventually periodic sequence may require the amount
of memory. In this paper, we just consider the strictly periodic
sequences, and then we denote that the 2-adic complexity
of sequences is to measure the number of bits in the basic
FCSR. In the study of the output sequence of a given FCSR,
we usually use the arithmetic in the 2-adic integer.
𝑡
A 2-adic integer is form power series 𝛼 = ∑∞
𝑡=0 𝑎𝑡 ⋅ 2 , with
𝑎𝑡 ∈ {0, 1}, and a fact is that number −1 is represented by
−1 = 1 + 2 + 22 + 23 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . Then, the negative integer –𝑞 is
associated with the product
−𝑞 = (1 + 2 + 22 + 23 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅)
⋅ (𝑞0 + 𝑞1 ⋅ 2 + 𝑞2 ⋅ 22 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑞𝑟 ⋅ 2𝑟 ) .

(1)

Moreover, the multiplication of 2-adic integer also has
unique inverse if the integer 𝑞 is an odd integer. Thus the 2adic integer contains every rational number 𝑝/𝑞, provided 𝑞
is odd.
Proposition 1 (see [2]). There is a one-to-one correspondence
between rational numbers 𝛼 = 𝑝/𝑞 (where 𝑞 is odd) and
eventually periodic binary sequences 𝑎. We define the rational
number 𝛼 as the 2-adic expansion of the binary sequences 𝑎.
The sequence 𝑎 is strictly periodic if and only if 𝛼 ≤ 0 and
|𝛼| < 1.
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If a strictly sequence 𝑎 is generated by an FCSR with
connection integer 𝑞, then the 2-adic integer 𝛼 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 ⋅ 2 +
𝑎2 ⋅ 22 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ of binary sequence 𝑎 has the following association.

even. When V𝑡 ∈ 𝑍/(𝑞) is an even integer, we assume V𝑡 = 2𝑘𝑡
over 𝑍/(𝑞), and we have
𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2

∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (

Proposition 2 (see [2]). Let a periodic sequence 𝑎 =
𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , . . . be generated by an FCSR with connection integer
𝑞 and the 2-adic representation of sequence 𝑎 is −𝑝/𝑞. Then one
has

𝑥=0

𝑏=1

𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2

= ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (
𝑏=0

𝑡
∑𝑇−1
𝑝
𝑡=0 𝑎𝑡 2
= .
𝑞
2𝑇 − 1

V𝑡
− 𝑥))
2

𝑥=0

𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2

(2)

=∑

∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑞 ⋅ (𝑘𝑡 − 𝑥)) + 𝑞 −

𝑏=1 𝑥=0,𝑥𝑡 =𝑘
̸

From the above description about 2-adic integer and FCSR,
the 2-adic complexity of periodic sequence 𝑎 can be regarded as
𝑞
𝜓(𝑎) = ⌊log2 ⌋.
The binary sequences of 2-adic complexity can be got from
rational approximation algorithm [2]. If the 2-adic complexity
of a sequence is greater than half the period, then this sequence
is resistant to 2-adic rational approximation attacks.

𝑞−1

(𝑞−1)/2

𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2

∑ ∑ (𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (
𝑥=0

𝑏=0

V𝑡
V
− 𝑥)) + 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ ( 𝑠 − 𝑥)))
2
2

𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2

Lemma 3 (see [2]). Suppose a periodic sequence 𝑎 =
𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , . . . is generated by an FCSR with connection integer
𝑞. Let 𝑟 = 2−1 ∈ 𝑍/(𝑞) be the (multiplicative) inverse of
2 in the ring 𝑍/(𝑞) of integer modulo 𝑞. Then there exists
𝐴 ∈ 𝑍/(𝑞) such that, for all 𝑡 = 0, 1, 2, . . ., one has 𝑎𝑡 =
(𝐴 ⋅ 𝑟𝑡 mod 𝑞) mod 2.
In this paper, we just consider the balanced binary strictly
periodic sequence. Then the sequence 𝑢 = {𝑢𝑡 = 𝑝 ⋅
2−𝑡 mod 𝑞}∞
𝑡=0 in a period of length 𝑇 satisfies the fact that the
number of even integers equals the number of odd integers.
We assume that another sequence V = {V𝑡 }∞
𝑡=0 over 𝑍/(𝑞) in a
period of length 𝑇 is bilateral symmetry with (𝑞 − 1)/2. In the
following analysis of this paper, we introduce the exponential
function 𝑒𝑞 (∗) = 𝑒(2𝜋𝑖⋅∗)/𝑞 as the tool to prove the main
theorems. It is easy to get 𝑒𝑞 (𝑞) = 𝑒(2𝜋𝑖⋅𝑞)/𝑞 = 1 and 𝑒𝑞 (𝑞/2) =
𝑒(𝜋𝑖⋅𝑞)/𝑞 = −1. Since 𝑢𝑡 = 𝑝 ⋅ 2−𝑡 mod 𝑞, we have
𝑒𝑞 (𝑢𝑡 ) = 𝑒(2𝜋𝑖⋅𝑢𝑡 )/𝑞 = 𝑒(2𝜋𝑖⋅𝑝⋅2

)/𝑞

= 𝑒𝑞 (𝑝 ⋅ 2−𝑡 ) .

Lemma 4. Let the sequence V over 𝑍/(𝑞) be a periodic
sequence as described above; one has known that the sequence
V in a period of length of 𝑇 satisfies the following equation:

Proof. In a period of length 𝑇of the sequence V, the number
of odd integers equals the number of even integers and 𝑇 is an

(6)

𝑞 − 1 V𝑡
− − 𝑥))) .
2
2
As the variable (𝑞 − 1)/2 − 𝑥 ∈ [0, (𝑞 − 1)/2],
𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2

∑ ∑ (𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (

𝑏=0

𝑥=0

V𝑡
V
− 𝑥)) + 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ ( 𝑠 − 𝑥)))
2
2

𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2

V𝑡
V
− 𝑥)) + 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (𝑥 − 𝑡 )))
2
2

= ∑ ∑ (𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (
𝑥=0

𝑏=0

(𝑞−1)/2

= ∑
+

(7)

𝑒𝑞 (𝑞 ⋅ (V𝑡 /2 − 𝑥)) − 1
𝑒𝑞 (V𝑡 /2 − 𝑥) − 1

𝑥=0

𝑒𝑞 (𝑞 ⋅ (𝑥 − V𝑡 /2)) − 1
𝑒𝑞 (𝑥 − V𝑡 /2) − 1

.

Since 𝑒𝑞 (𝑞 ⋅ (V𝑡 /2 − 𝑥)) − 1 = 𝑒𝑞 (𝑞 ⋅ (𝑥 − V𝑡 /2)) − 1 = −2, we
have
(𝑞−1)/2

𝑒𝑞 (𝑞 ⋅ (V𝑡 /2 − 𝑥)) − 1
𝑒𝑞 (V𝑡 /2 − 𝑥) − 1

𝑥=0

+

𝑒𝑞 (𝑞 ⋅ (𝑥 − V𝑡 /2)) − 1
𝑒𝑞 (𝑥 − V𝑡 /2) − 1

(8)

𝑞+1
= 𝑞 + 1.
2

=2⋅
Thus
𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2
𝑏=1

(4)

V𝑡
− 𝑥))
2

+ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (

∑ ∑ (𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (

𝑇−1 𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2

𝑇 (𝑞 − 1)
V
.
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ ( 𝑡 − 𝑥)) =
2
4
𝑡=0 𝑏=1 𝑥=0

𝑥=0

𝑏=0

∑
(3)

𝑞+1
.
2

∑𝑏=1 ∑𝑥=0 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 /2 − 𝑥)) = (𝑞 − 1)/2 for V𝑡 as an even
integer. When V𝑡 = 2𝑘𝑡 + 1 is an odd integer, we get another
V𝑠 with V𝑠 = 𝑞 − 1 − V𝑡 , and

= ∑ ∑ (𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (

In this section we mainly prove Theorem 7, and some lemmas
are given to support the main result proof.

(5)

Since 𝑒𝑞 (𝑞 ⋅ (𝑘𝑡 − 𝑥)) = 𝑒(𝑞⋅(𝑘𝑡 −𝑥)⋅2𝜋𝑖)/𝑞 = 1, then we have

3. Main Results

−𝑡

𝑞+1
V𝑡
− 𝑥)) −
2
2

𝑥=0

V𝑡
V
− 𝑥)) + 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ ( 𝑠 − 𝑥)))
2
2

𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2

= ∑ ∑ (𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (
𝑏=0

𝑥=0

(9)
V𝑡
V
− 𝑥)) + 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ ( 𝑠 − 𝑥)))
2
2

− 𝑞 − 1 = 𝑞 + 1 − 𝑞 − 1 = 0.
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If (𝑞 − 1)/2 ≡ (𝑇/2 + 1) mod 2, we have

Then, from the above analysis, we get
𝑇−1 𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (

𝑡=0 𝑏=1

=

𝑥=0

V𝑡
− 𝑥))
2

𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2
𝑇 (𝑞 − 1)
𝑘
𝑇
.
∑ ∑ 𝑒 (𝑏 ⋅ ( 𝑡 − 𝑥)) =
2 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑞
2
4

𝑇−1

{V𝑡 }𝑡=0 = {
(10)

𝑇−1

{V𝑡 }𝑡=0

(11)
𝑞−1 𝑇
𝑞−1 𝑇
𝑞−1 𝑇
− + 1,
− + 2, . . . ,
+ },
2
2
2
2
2
2

when (𝑞 − 1)/2 ≡ (𝑇/2) mod 2, and V𝑡 in a period of length 𝑇
satisfies
𝑇−1

{V𝑡 }𝑡=0

𝑞−1 𝑇
𝑞−1
={
− ,...,
− 1}
2
2
2
∪{

𝑞−1 𝑇
𝑞−1
+ 1, . . . ,
+ },
2
2
2

(12)

(17)

(𝑞−1)/2

(𝑞−1)/2
𝑏=1


(𝑞−1)/2

𝑞−1
𝑞
) + ) ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (−2𝑥)) .
2
2 𝑥=0



Since |𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ ((𝑞 − 1)/2 − 𝑇/2 − 1))| ≤ 1 and |𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ ((𝑞 − 1)/2) +
𝑞/2)| ≤ 1,
𝑇−1

{V𝑡 }𝑡=0 = {
(13)

1
1
< 𝑞 ( lncot(𝜋/𝑞) + ) .
𝜋
6

𝑞−1 𝑇
𝑞−1
− ,...,
− 1}
2
2
2

𝑞−1 𝑇
𝑞−1
+ 1, . . . ,
+ };
∪{
2
2
2

(18)

these are satisfying

Proof. If (𝑞 − 1)/2 ≡ (𝑇/2) mod 2, we have
𝑇−1
{V𝑡 }𝑡=0

(14)
𝑞−1 𝑇
𝑞−1 𝑇
𝑞−1 𝑇
− + 1,
− + 2, . . . ,
+ }.
2
2
2
2
2
2

That is,
(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑁−1



 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 (2𝑏 ⋅ ( V𝑡 − 𝑥))


𝑞
2
 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0




(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1


=  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥))

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0



(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2+𝑇/2


𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (𝑡 − 2𝑥))
=  ∑ ∑
∑

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=(𝑞−1)/2−𝑇/2+1


(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1



≤ ∑  ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (𝑡 − 2𝑥)) .


𝑏=1  𝑥=0 𝑡=0


(16)

𝑇+2
𝑞−1 𝑇
− − 1)) ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (𝑡 − 2𝑥))
2
2
𝑥=0 𝑡=1

+ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (

Lemma 5. For any positive integer 𝑁, one has

={

𝑞−1 𝑇
𝑞−1
+ 1, . . . ,
+ }.
2
2
2


(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1


 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 (𝑏 ⋅ (V − 2𝑥))


𝑞
𝑡

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0


(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2+𝑇/2

𝑒 (𝑏 ⋅ (𝑡 − 2𝑥))
=  ∑ ∑
∑
 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=(𝑞−1)/2−𝑇/2+1 𝑞

 (𝑞−1)/2
(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2
 
𝑞−1
− ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (
− 2𝑥)) =  ∑ 𝑒𝑞
2
  𝑏=1
𝑥=0
𝑏=1
 
⋅ (𝑏 ⋅ (

when (𝑞 − 1)/2 ≡ (𝑇/2 + 1) mod 2.


(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑁−1


 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 (2𝑏 ⋅ ( V𝑡 − 𝑥))


𝑞
2

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0



∪{
That is,

The sequences V𝑡 have a little limit in Lemma 4, and the
sequence V𝑡 in a period of length 𝑇 satisfies

={

𝑞−1 𝑇
𝑞−1
− ,...,
− 1}
2
2
2


(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1


 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 (𝑏 ⋅ (V − 2𝑥))


𝑞
𝑡

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0




(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇+2



≤ ∑  ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (𝑡 − 2𝑥)) .


𝑏=1  𝑥=0 𝑡=0


(19)

Next we consider the formula




∑  ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (𝑡 − 2𝑥)) .


𝑏=1  𝑥=0 𝑡=0


(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑁

(15)

(20)

We first have the inequality
 
(𝑞−1)/2 𝑁

 

 ∑ ∑𝑒 (𝑏 ⋅ (𝑡 − 2𝑥)) =  𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ 𝑁 + 1) − 1 
 


  𝑒𝑞 (𝑏) − 𝑒𝑞 (−𝑏) 
 𝑥=0 𝑡=0 𝑞


1
≤ 
.
sin (2𝜋𝑏/𝑞)

(21)
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Proof. Let sequence 𝑎 = 𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , . . . with the period 𝑇 and
corresponding sequence 𝑢 = {𝑢𝑡 = 𝑝 ⋅ 2−𝑡 mod 𝑞}∞
𝑡=0 as the
described sequence V; we have

It follows that

(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑁


∑  ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (𝑡 − 2𝑥))


𝑏=1  𝑥=0 𝑡=0

(𝑞−1)/2

1
1
≤ 
 + ∑ 

sin (2𝜋𝑏/𝑞)
sin (2𝜋/𝑞)
𝑏=2 
𝑑((𝑞−1)/4)𝑡

1
< 
 + 2∫
sin (2𝜋/𝑞)
2

(22)



csc (2𝜋𝑥/𝑞) 𝑑𝑥

𝑞 cot(2𝜋/𝑞)
1
< 
.
 + 𝜋 ln
sin (2𝜋/𝑞)
Then



 ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (𝑡 − 2𝑥))



 𝑥=0 𝑡=0

(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑁

∑

𝑏=1

(23)

1
1
< 𝑞 ( lncot(𝜋/𝑞) + ) .
𝜋
6
Thus we get the conclusion
(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑁−1



 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 (2𝑏 ⋅ ( V𝑡 − 𝑥))

𝑞

2

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0


(24)

(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1


 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 (2𝑏 ⋅ ( 𝑢𝑡 − 𝑥))


2

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0 𝑞



(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1

V

=  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (2𝑏 ⋅ ( 𝑡 − 𝑥)) .
2

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0


The sequences V have the following inequality:
𝑇−1 𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2



 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 (𝑏 ⋅ ( V𝑡 − 𝑥))


𝑞
2
 𝑡=0 𝑏=1 𝑥=0




(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1

V

≤  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (2𝑏 ⋅ ( 𝑡 − 𝑥))
2

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0



(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1


V
+  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 ((2𝑏 − 1) ⋅ ( 𝑡 − 𝑥)) .
2

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0



𝑒𝑞 ((2𝑏 − 1) (

V𝑡
− 𝑥)) .
2

(28)

We have

(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1


 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 ((2𝑏 − 1) ⋅ ( V𝑡 − 𝑥))


𝑞
2

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0


(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1

=  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥))
 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0



V𝑡
⋅ 𝑒𝑞 (−1 ⋅ ( − 𝑥)) .
2



Theorem 7. Let 𝑎 = 𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , . . . be a binary balanced period
sequence with period 𝑇, 𝑢 = {𝑢𝑡 = 𝑝 ⋅ 2−𝑡 mod 𝑞}∞
𝑡=0 is the
exponential of the sequence 𝑎, the elements in 𝑢 = {𝑢𝑡 =
𝑝 ⋅ 2−𝑡 mod 𝑞}∞
𝑡=0 are symmetry with (𝑞 − 1)/2, and the 2-adic
integer of sequence 𝑎 has the property
(25)

V𝑡
− 𝑥))
2

= 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥)) ⋅ 𝑒𝑞 (−1 ⋅ (

Proof. From the description about the 2-adic integer, we have
known that −1 = 1 + 2 + 22 + 23 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ and the sequence 1 =
1, 1, 1, . . . have the 2-adic representation −1. The complement
sequences 𝑎 and 𝑎 satisfy 𝛼 + 𝛼 = −1. Then, we have −𝑝/𝑞 +
𝛼 = −1; that is, 𝛼 = −(𝑞 − 𝑝)/𝑞.

𝜋
𝑞
⋅ 𝑇 < log2 .
12

(27)

Then

1
1
< 𝑞 ( lncot(𝜋/𝑞) + ) .
𝜋
6

Lemma 6. The binary strictly periodic sequence 𝑎 corresponds
to the 2-adic integer 𝛼 = −𝑝/𝑞, where the integer 𝑞 is odd and
primitive with 𝑝. The complement sequence 𝑎 of 𝑎 has the 2adic representation 𝛼 = −(𝑞 − 𝑝)/𝑞.

(26)

That is,

(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1



 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 (𝑏 ⋅ (V − 2𝑥)) 𝑒 (−1 ⋅ ( V𝑡 − 𝑥))


𝑞
𝑡
𝑞
2
 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0



(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2

V𝑒
=  ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡𝑒 − 2𝑥)) ⋅ (𝑒𝑞 (− ( 𝑡 − 𝑥)) − 1) + 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡𝑒 − 2𝑥)))
2
 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡


(29)

6
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(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2

+ ∑
𝑏=1

∑ ∑ (𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅

𝑥=0

𝑡

(V𝑡𝑜



V𝑡𝑜
𝑜
− 2𝑥)) (𝑒𝑞 (− ( − 𝑥)) + 1) − 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥)))
2



(𝑞−1)/2
(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2

𝑒𝑞 (((𝑞 + 1) /2) (V𝑡𝑒 − 2𝑥) − 𝑒𝑞 (V𝑡𝑒 − 2𝑥))
𝑒
(V
−
2𝑥)
+
1)
+
=  ∑ ∑
(𝑒
∑ ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡𝑒 − 2𝑥))
𝑞
𝑡
𝑒𝑞 (V𝑡𝑒 − 2𝑥) − 1
 𝑥=0 𝑡=0
𝑡
𝑥=0
𝑏=1

 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1
(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2
(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2
(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2
 
𝑜
− ∑ ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥)) =  ∑ ∑ (−1 + 1) + ∑ ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡𝑒 − 2𝑥)) − ∑ ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏
  𝑥=0 𝑡=0
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑥=0
𝑥=0
𝑥=0
𝑏=1
𝑏=1
𝑏=1
 
 (𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2

(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2
 

𝑜
𝑒
𝑜


⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥)) =  ∑ ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥)) − ∑ ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥)) ,
  𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡

𝑡
𝑥=0
𝑏=1
 

(30)

V𝑡𝑒 are defined as the even numbers in a period of V, V𝑡𝑜 are
defined as the odd numbers in a period of V, and then the
inequality can be expressed as

(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1

V

 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 ((2𝑏 − 1) ⋅ ( 𝑡 − 𝑥))
2
 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0



(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1

(31)
=  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥))
 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0

(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2


− 2 ∑ ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡𝑜 − 2𝑥)) .

𝑡
𝑥=0
𝑏=1

We have
𝑇−1 𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2



 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 (𝑏 ⋅ ( V𝑡 − 𝑥))
𝑞


2
 𝑡=0 𝑏=1 𝑥=0


(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1



(32)
≤ 2  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥))

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0



(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2


𝑜

+ 2  ∑ ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥)) .

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡


Since

(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2


𝑜
 ∑ ∑ ∑𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥))



 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡
(33)

(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇/4


≤  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ ((2𝑡 + 1) 2𝑥)) ,

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0


then
(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2



 ∑ ∑ ∑𝑒 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑜 − 2𝑥))


𝑞
𝑡
 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡



(34)
(𝑞−1)/2 

 sin ((𝑇) 𝑏𝜋/2𝑞) 
 ;
≤ ∑ 
 sin (2𝑏𝜋/𝑞) sin (𝑏𝜋/𝑞) 
𝑏=1 

that is,
 sin ((𝑇) 𝑏𝜋/2𝑞) 
 ≤ (cos𝑇/4 ( 𝑏𝜋 )



𝑞
 sin (2𝑏𝜋/𝑞) sin (𝑏𝜋/𝑞) 
+ cos

𝑇/4−1

𝑏𝜋
𝑏𝜋
1
( ) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + cos ( )) ⋅
.
𝑞
𝑞
sin (𝑏𝜋/𝑞)

(35)

So
(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2



 ∑ ∑ ∑𝑒 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑜 − 2𝑥))


𝑞
𝑡
 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡



(𝑞−1)/2

≤ ∑ (cos𝑇/4 (
𝑏=1

+ cos (
≤

𝑏𝜋
𝑏𝜋
) + cos𝑇/4−1 ( ) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
𝑞
𝑞

(36)

𝑇/4

𝑞
1
1
𝑏𝜋
≤ ⋅ ( ∑ ) lncot(𝜋/𝑞)
)) ⋅
𝑞
sin (𝑏𝜋/𝑞) 𝜋
𝑡=1 𝑡

𝑞
𝑞
⋅ ln𝑇/4 log2 .
𝜋
𝑞

𝑞

As Lemma 3 (𝑇/4)(𝑞 − 1) < (𝑞/𝜋) ⋅ log2 + (2𝑞/𝜋)log2 , we have
𝑞
(𝜋/12) ⋅ 𝑇 < log2 .
If the connection integer 𝑞 of balanced sequence 𝑎 is large
𝑞
enough and satisfies lncot(𝜋/𝑞) < ⌊log2 ⌋, we can have the
following corollary.
Corollary 8. Let 𝑎 = 𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , . . . be a period balanced
sequence with period 𝑇, 𝑢 = {𝑢𝑡 = 𝑝 ⋅ 2−𝑡 mod 𝑞}∞
𝑡=0 is the
exponential of the sequence 𝑎, and the elements in 𝑢 = {𝑢𝑡 =
𝑝 ⋅ 2−𝑡 mod 𝑞}∞
𝑡=0 are symmetry with (𝑞 − 1)/2, then the 2-adic
complexity of sequence 𝑎 has
𝜋
⋅ 𝑇 < 𝜓 (𝑎) .
12

(37)

The balanced binary sequence described in Theorem 7 is
resistant to 2-adic attack, but the higher sequence requirements are difficult to achieve. In general, when considering
the complexity, it cannot get its exponential representation.
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How to get a relatively broad condition to reflect the relationship between 2-adic complexity and periodicity of binary
balanced sequences is the problem we need to consider.
Lemma 9. Let 𝑎 be the balanced strictly periodic sequence of
a binary sequence and correspond to the 2-adic integer 𝑝/𝑞.
Assume that the sequence 𝑢 = {𝑢𝑡 = 𝑝 ⋅ 2−𝑡 mod 𝑞}∞
𝑡=0 with
𝑎𝑡 = 𝑢𝑡 mod 2. Then, there must exist another sequence V over
𝑍/(𝑞) satisfying

(𝑞−3)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1


 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 ((𝑏 + 1 ) ⋅ (V − 2𝑥))


𝑞
𝑡
2

 𝑏=0 𝑥=0 𝑡=0




(𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1 (𝑞−3)/2

1

< ∑ ∑  ∑ 𝑒𝑞 ((𝑏 + ) ⋅ (𝑢𝑡 − 2𝑥)) .
2

𝑥=0 𝑡=0  𝑏=0


(38)

(39)

(41)

Lemma 10. Let the binary strictly periodic sequence 𝑎 =
𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , . . . be generated by an FCSR with connection integer
𝑞 and the correspondence 2-adic integer is −𝑝/𝑞. Then, the
sequence 𝑢 = {𝑢𝑡 = 𝑝 ⋅ 2−𝑡 mod 𝑞}∞
𝑡=0 satisfies
(𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1 (𝑞−3)/2

When 𝑢𝑡 = 2𝑘𝑡 is an even integer,

(𝑞−3)/2


 ∑ 𝑒 ((𝑏 + 1 ) ⋅ (𝑢 − 2𝑥))


𝑞
𝑡
2

 𝑏=0




1


 .
= 

 2 cos (((2𝑘𝑡 − 2𝑥) /𝑞) 𝜋) 

(𝑞−3)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1



 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒 ((𝑏 + 1 ) ⋅ (V − 2𝑥))


𝑞
𝑡
2
 𝑏=0 𝑥=0 𝑡=0





(𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1 (𝑞−3)/2

1

< ∑ ∑  ∑ 𝑒𝑞 ((𝑏 + ) ⋅ (𝑢𝑡 − 2𝑥)) ,
2

𝑥=0 𝑡=0  𝑏=0


where the sequence V in a period of length of 𝑇 is also bilateral
symmetry with (𝑞 − 1)/2.

Proof. When 𝑢𝑡 = 2𝑘𝑡 + 1 is an odd integer,

(𝑞−3)/2


 ∑ 𝑒 ((𝑏 + 1 ) ⋅ (𝑢 − 2𝑥))


𝑞
𝑡
2

 𝑏=0




1


 .
= 
 2 sin (((2𝑘𝑡 + 1 − 2𝑥) /𝑞) 𝜋) 

The sequence 𝑢 in a period of length 𝑇 has the same number
of even integers and odd integers.
If |2 sin(((2𝑘𝑡 + 1 − 2𝑥)/𝑞)𝜋)| = |2 cos(((2𝑘𝑡 − 2𝑥)/𝑞)𝜋)|
and |1/2 sin(((2𝑘𝑡 + 1 − 2𝑥)/𝑞)𝜋)| + |1/2 cos(((2𝑘𝑡 − 2𝑥)/𝑞)𝜋)|
have a minimum value, then it can be arrived at the minimum
value when 𝑢𝑡 are bilateral symmetry with (𝑞 − 1)/2. So

(40)



1


∑ ∑  ∑ 𝑒𝑞 ((𝑏 + ) ⋅ (𝑢𝑡 − 2𝑥))
2

𝑥=0 𝑡=0  𝑏=0

𝑞  𝑝/(𝑞−𝑝) 
 .
< 𝑇 log2

𝜋

(42)

Proof. From the definition of 𝑒𝑞 (𝑎), we have

(𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1 (𝑞−3)/2

 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1 


 𝑒𝑞 ((𝑞 − 3) /2 + 1 + 1/2) (𝑢𝑡 − 2𝑥) − 𝑒𝑞 ((1/2) (𝑢𝑡 − 2𝑥)) 
1






∑ ∑  ∑ 𝑒𝑞 ((𝑏 + ) ⋅ (𝑢𝑡 − 2𝑥)) = ∑ ∑ 


2
𝑒
(𝑢
−
2𝑥)
−
1


𝑞
𝑡
𝑥=0 𝑡=0  𝑏=0
𝑥=0
𝑡=0



(𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1 


1
 .

= ∑ ∑ 


1
±
𝑒
(𝑢
/2
−
𝑥)

𝑞
𝑡
𝑥=0 𝑡=0 

Then, when 𝑢𝑡 is an even integer, |1 + 𝑒𝑞 (𝑢𝑡 /2 − 𝑥)| =
2| cos((𝑢𝑡 − 2𝑥)𝜋/2𝑞)|, and when 𝑢𝑡 is an odd integer, |1 −
𝑒𝑞 (𝑢𝑡 /2 − 𝑥)| = 2| sin((𝑢𝑡 − 2𝑥)𝜋/2𝑞)|.
We have known that

1



∑ 

sin
((𝑢
−
2𝑥)
𝜋/2𝑞)

𝑡

𝑥=0 
𝑞

< lntan(𝑢𝑡 −𝑞)/2𝑞 − lntan(𝑢𝑡 )/2𝑞  .
𝜋

(𝑞−1)/2 



1
𝑞−𝑢 
 𝑞  𝑢𝑡

∑ 
 < log2 − log2 𝑡  .


𝜋
𝑥=0  1 ± 𝑒𝑞 (𝑢𝑡 /2 − 𝑥) 

Then we have

 𝑞 𝑇−1  𝑢𝑡 /(𝑞−𝑢𝑡 ) 
1

 < ∑ log
 .
∑ ∑ 
 𝜋
 2


𝑡=0 𝑥=0  1 ± 𝑒𝑞 (𝑢𝑡 /2 − 𝑥) 
𝑡=0

𝑇−1 (𝑞−1)/2 

(46)

(44)

As 𝑞 is large integer, we get
(𝑞−1)/2 

(43)

(45)

From Lemma 3, 𝑎𝑡 = 𝑢𝑡 mod 2 is the complement with
the binary sequence {𝑎𝑡 = (𝑞 − 𝑢𝑡 ) mod 2}∞
𝑡=0 . Since the oneto-one correspondence between the binary sequence and 2adic integer, we have 𝑎𝑡 = (𝑝 − 𝑢𝑡 ) mod 2 = ((𝑞 − 𝑝) ⋅
2−𝑡 mod 𝑞) mod 2.
We have 𝑢𝑡 = 𝑝 ⋅ 2−𝑡 − 𝑛𝑡 𝑞, 𝑞 − 𝑢𝑡 = (𝑞 − 𝑝) ⋅ 2−𝑡 − 𝑛𝑡 𝑞, and
𝑛𝑡 ≈ ((𝑞 − 𝑝)/𝑝)𝑛𝑡 . Then
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Table 1: The security of binary sequences.

Period
Occurrence
𝐸(𝐶(𝜏))
𝑉(𝐶(𝜏))
2-adic complexity

𝐿-sequence
2𝑒−1 bit
𝐴0 = 𝐴1
0
𝑒+1
𝑂(2𝑒−1 /ln2 )
2𝑒−2 ≻ 𝜑

𝑚-sequence
2𝑒 − 1 bit
𝐴0 = 𝐴1 − 1
0
𝑒
𝑂(2𝑒 − 1/ln4(2 −1) )
𝜑 ≻ 2𝑒−1 − 1 (Test)

AES balance
𝑇
𝐴0 = 𝐴1
—
—
𝜑 ≻ 𝑇/2 − 1 (Test)

Table 2: Hardware performance comparison.

Trivium
AES
FFCSR-2
FCSR-SS

Critical path (ns)
4.623
5.232
5.452
5.950

Frequency (MHz)
216.31
199.43
183.42
168.07

Throughout (Mbps)
216.31
216.31
1467.36
1344.56

Total logic elements
650
632
622
771

𝑇−1

 𝑢 /(𝑞−𝑢𝑡 ) 

∑ log2 𝑡

(47)

 𝑝/(𝑞−𝑝) 
 .
≈ 𝑇 log2

So we have


 𝑞  𝑝/(𝑞−𝑝) 

1
 < 𝑇 log
 .
∑ ∑ 
 𝜋  2


𝑥=0 𝑡=0  1 ± 𝑒𝑞 (𝑢𝑡 /2 − 𝑥) 
Thus, we get the conclusion

(𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1 (𝑞−3)/2

1


∑ ∑  ∑ 𝑒𝑞 ((𝑏 + ) ⋅ (𝑢𝑡 − 2𝑥))
2

𝑥=0 𝑡=0  𝑏=0

𝑞  𝑝/(𝑞−𝑝) 
 .
< 𝑇 log2

𝜋
(𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1 

𝜋  𝛼/(1−𝛼) 
1
) < 𝜓 (𝑎) + .
− log

4  2
6
Proof. From Lemmas 3 and 9, we have known that



𝑇 (𝑞 − 1) 𝑇−1 𝑞−1 (𝑞−1)/2
V𝑡

=  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ ( − 𝑥))
4
2
 𝑡=0 𝑏=1 𝑥=0




(𝑞−3)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1


1


≥  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 ((𝑏 + ) ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥))
2

 𝑏=0 𝑥=0 𝑡=0



(𝑞−1)/2 (𝑞−1)/2 𝑇−1


+  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑒𝑞 (𝑏 ⋅ (V𝑡 − 2𝑥)) .

 𝑏=1 𝑥=0 𝑡=0



The 2-adic
complexity is the
half period

(48)
Period T

Figure 2: 2-adic complexity of binary sequences.

(49)

Theorem 11. Let 𝑎 = 𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , . . . be a balanced strictly
periodic sequence; if the connection integer 𝛼 satisfies 1/3 ≤
|𝛼| ≤ 3/5, then its correspondence 2-adic integer, its period 𝑇,
and the 2-adic complexity 𝜓(𝑎) satisfy
𝑇(

Connection integer Q

 ∏𝑇−1 ((𝑝(𝑞−𝑝)2−𝑡 −(𝑞−𝑝)𝑞𝑛 )/(𝑝(𝑞−𝑝)2−𝑡 −𝑝𝑞𝑛 )) 
𝑡
𝑡 

+ log2 𝑡=0



Initialization cycles
1152
1146
182
182

2-adic complexity of the
balances sequences (satisﬁes
Theorem 11)

𝑡=0

 𝑝/(𝑞−𝑝) 

= 𝑇 log2


Total registers
321
344
420
506

(50)

(51)

From Lemmas 5 and 10, we have
𝑇 (𝑞 − 1)
𝑞  𝑝/(𝑞−𝑝) 
1 𝑞 1
 .
< 𝑞 ( log2 + ) + 𝑇 log2

4
𝜋
6
𝜋
As 𝛼 = −𝑝/𝑞, then we get the conclusion

(52)

1
𝜋  𝛼/(1−𝛼) 
) < 𝜓 (𝑎) + .
(53)
− log

4  2
6
Theorem 11 needs the connection integer 𝛼 to satisfy 1/3 ≤
|𝛼| ≤ 3/5.
𝑇(

Note that the sequences of which the second half of one
period is the bitwise complement of the first half are also
the balanced sequences but their 2-adic complexities do not
correspond to this result. The 2-adic complexity of these
sequences with the analysis in this article inconformity is
due to the bit proportion and distribution in a period of
sequences, and it is well known that their 2-adic complexity is
smaller than their half period because of the bitwise complement. However, through the experiment (Figure 2), their 2adic complexity (except the long sequences) is approximated
with their half period but we have not got faithful and
accurate proving to analyze this result.
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4. Conclusion
The vigorous development of fog calculation is increasing the
security requirements on it. Stream ciphers are undoubtedly
the most suitable (see Table 1) among the nodes in the
situation of lightweight security encryption, and the security
of the stream cipher directly affects the communication
security of the fog computing nodes (see Table 2). In this correspondence, lower bounds of the 2-adic complexity of binary
periodic sequences are presented, and they are influenced
by the length of encryption sequences in fog computing.
However, the tighter lower bounds are not determined, so
better results are desirable.
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Fog computing has changed the distributed computing rapidly by including the smart devices widely distributed at the network
edges. It is able to provide less latency and is more capable of decreasing traffic jam in the network. However, it will bring more
difficulties for resource managing and task scheduling especially in a decentralized ad hoc network. In this paper, we propose a
method that takes advantages of the immune mechanism to schedule tasks in a decentralized way for fog computing. By using
forward propagation and backward propagation in the ad hoc network, the power of distributed schedulers is used to generate the
optimized scheduler strategies to deal with computing nodes overloaded and achieve the optimal task finishing time reducing. The
experiment results show that our approach can beat similar methods.

1. Introduction
With the number of smart wearable devices increasing and
in-vehicle systems continuing improving, more and more
users depend on mobile computing to deal with affairs in
everyday life. Many mobile applications rely on offloading remote resources to complete their tasks. The remote
resources mainly consist of large-scale computing clusters
within a data center. These cloud computing clusters are also
used for storing data.
User applications access the cloud center by using access
points to exchange data between the data center and the
user applications by using the core network. The computing
capability of the edge network makes the access points being
able to provide computing and storage services [1]. Edge
computing nodes communicate with cloudlets. Cloudlets can
also exchange information including control/management
data (e.g., computing nodes and applications state) with each
other to manage data and processes. Data storage and analysis
is one hop away from the place where data are produced and
consumed. This infrastructure can benefit different types of
user applications. These application types are as follows:
(i) Applications that need to be run in low latency, e.g.,
surveillance applications and tactical applications will
benefit from being only one hop away to the cloudlet.

(ii) If applications relying on the cloud to analyze large
amount of data deploy themselves in a fog and the
analyzing procedure is performed in the cloudlet one
hop away, shorter time of delay and response time can
be achieved. Less data traffic can also be achieved this
way.
(iii) Large amount of unprocessed raw data collected by
many edge devices need not to be stored in the
remote cloud for long term. Data can be filtered,
analyzed, and aggregated to generate knowledge and
less amount of data need to be stored. The knowledge
can be also used for other edge devices. The fog can
reduce the network traffic from edge to the remote
cloud in the above both cases.
Fog computing is able to provide less latency and is more
capable in decreasing traffic jam in the network. But this
will bring more difficulties for resource managing and task
scheduling. More new challenges need to be overcome.
For example, if a fog node is overloaded, on which node
and when to respond to corresponding requests processed
by the overloaded nodes should be determined. Generated
strategies must consider the mobility of data and computing
nodes [2]. This is even more difficult when the decisions
are made in a fully decentralized ad hoc network in fog
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computing [3]. However, most of the existing scheduling
methods depend on a centralized controller to perform task
scheduling which is not suitable for the ad hoc scenario [4]. In
this paper, we first introduced the immune mechanism which
has the characteristics of self-organization, cooperation, and
robustness to reschedule tasks to deal with the problem of
overload in fog computing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
work to this paper is introduced in Section 2. Proposed
approach is introduced in Section 3. Experiments and the
results are discussed in Section 4 and followed by the
conclusion in Section 5.

2. Related Work
Previous researches about scheduling in a distributed scenario can be classified into 2 classes as follows [5].
(i) Deterministic methods: these methods use some
characteristics of a problem to solve it.
(ii) Nondeterministic methods: random search methods
techniques are used.
The deterministic methods include list-scheduling algorithms and clustering algorithms [6–8]. List-scheduling algorithm first creates one priority list of tasks. Then one task
is selected from the list and assigned to one node based on
some heuristics. List-scheduling algorithms can be further
classified into dynamic and static list-scheduling according to
whether the initial priority list changes during the executing
of the algorithm. The priority list will not be changed in
the executing of static list scheduling. The drawbacks of listscheduling are that they will not achieve consistent results for
different problems. The reason is that some specific heuristics
are not persistent to problems with different properties.
The most popular list-scheduling methods include Modified
Critical Path (MCP) [8], Mapping Heuristic (MH) [9], and
Dynamic Critical Path (DCP) [10]. Clustering algorithms
group tasks with high data dependency together. The group
is called a cluster task. The group of task will be assigned to
computing nodes that are adjacent to each other. By this, the
makespan can be reduced. Clustering methods first assume
that unbounded number of computing nodes can be used
and then the number decreases to the realistic number [11].
The most popular cluster methods are Dominant Sequence
Clustering (DSC) [12].
The nondeterministic includes population-based algorithms such as PMC GA [13]. The method takes longer time
to find scheduling solutions compared with the above methods. The advantage of PMC GA is to be suitable for wider
range of problems compared with the above-mentioned
methods.

3. Proposed Approach
Our approach effectively uses the ability of geographically
distributed computing nodes to make schedule decisions.
The scheduler is distributed in each computing node. Each
scheduler will generate scheduling polices. Each scheduler

will corporate with each other to generate better scheduling
policies.
The scheduler in the computing node consists of an
immune scheduling network. The network uses immune
mechanism to balance the scalability and scheduling quality. The network is a distributed cooperative scheduling
framework, and the local scheduler in each computing
node makes scheduling decisions independently. The local
scheduler collaborates with one another and synchronizes
information. Tasks are allocated to local schedulers, and
local schedulers communicate with each other regularly,
exchanging information of each computing node’s network
and computing load. The framework avoids conflict scheduling decisions caused by fully decentralized scheduling and
avoids centralized bottleneck and single point failure of
schedulers.
First we will describe the concepts in the immune
mechanism and the immune scheduling network and then
describe the detailed procedure of our approach.
3.1. Immune Mechanism. The immune system is one of the
most important systems in our body. It is able to protect
our body from the pathogens and abnormal behaviour
of some elements within our body [4]. One of the most
important constituents of the immune system is lymphocytes.
Lymphocytes are also called white blood cells. These cells are
generated in the bone marrow.
The natural immune system protects our body from
the harmful foreign elements and abnormal behaviour of
our body. It is one of the most important organs in
our body. One of the most important constituents of
our immune system is blood cells. Blood cells are created in the bone marrow. They exist in the blood and
lymph system and perform immunological functions. The
main population of lymphocytes consists of B and T cells
[14].
B cells and T cells have receptors. Receptors of B cells
will recognize pathogens and then the B cell will clone
and differentiate itself to be proliferated. Among the cloned
cells, some are antibodies. Antibodies are responsible for
combating with antigens. Some of the cloned cells are
responsible for memorizing the type of attacks so that it will
get a faster reaction when facing the same attack for the
second time. The affinity between each antibody and each
antigen will be calculated. The affinity will be improved by
mutating antibodies. Better antibodies for combating with
specific antigens can be selected by choosing antibodies with
higher affinities. The essential parts of immune mechanism
are the cloning, mutation, and selection.
The immune network theory [15] is another important
concept. The core idea in immune network theory is that
antibodies will stimulate and recognize each other. An antibody will be stimulated and cloned when recognizing another
antibody. The recognized antibody will be suppressed. This
procedure will avoid producing inordinate antibodies and
make the whole immune system stable. The immune network,
clone, and selection lead to diversity of population and
improved searching for optimized solutions.
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Figure 1: The architecture of immune scheduling network.

3.2. Immune Scheduling Network. The immune scheduling
network as shown in Figure 1 consists of meta-schedulers and
local schedulers. The network uses the immune network to
implement the scheduling. The immune network is based on
the interaction between antibodies and the communication
between different kinds of immune cells. The immune network regulates the mutual promotion and inhibition between
the antibodies to match the antigen and the antibody.
The main function of B cells is to produce antibodies.
Immune networks rely mainly on antibodies to attack invasive antigens to protect organisms. The B cell is equivalent
to the local scheduler in the immune scheduling network.
The local scheduler exists in every computing node, which
produces the equivalent of the scheduling strategy, and the
antigen is equivalent to the problem that the scheduling
policy needs to solve such as minimizing the execution
time and minimizing the network traffic. The antibody is a
scheduling strategy relative to the problem to be solved.
Meta-scheduler collects the tasks of the surrounding
nodes to occupy the resource information (information
including CPU, memory, bandwidth, hard disk storage, etc.),
and broadcasts the information to adjacent nodes, and the
adjacent nodes learn continuously to obtain more and more
nonadjacent computing nodes.
Local scheduler learns the information of meta-scheduler
and generates antibody according to immune mechanism
(scheduling strategy), and the scheduling strategy of different
nodes will choose the best solution.
3.3. Detailed Procedure. When some computing nodes suffer
from overloading or damaging, two steps are implemented.

3.3.1. Nonspecific Immunization Stage. This stage is an emergency treatment stage. The nodes around the overloaded
nodes quickly evaluate their own resource status to determine
whether their resource can execute the tasks. If the evaluation
result is yes, the tasks will be assigned to a qualified node
randomly by the task requester fast. After this stage the nodes
around overloaded node may also suffer from overload. Then
the second procedure needs to be performed to balance the
amount of tasks of the nodes in the network.
3.3.2. The Specific Immunization Phase. The schedulers working as immune cells need to identify the characteristics
of the scheduled tasks working as antigen. The scheduler
needs to generate a targeted scheduling strategy based on
the type of task in the overloaded node. Different types of
task correspond to different optimization target functions
(the affinity function of antibodies and antigens). The target
function includes minimizing the execution time.
After determining the objective function, the information of overloaded node needs to be broadcast nodes by
nodes to inform the nodes not adjacent to the overloaded
node, as nodes can only sense the nodes around them. The
informed nodes may activate the local scheduler to generate
scheduler strategies. Schedulers need to use the immune
learning methods to generate some antibodies according to
the resources of adjacent nodes. The strategies generated by
different schedulers will be compared and the best one will
be selected as the final scheduling strategy. Immune learning
is complex if all the schedulers in the network all perform
immune learning; it will cost too much time. In our approach,
we will use path selection to select path that the overloaded
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information being broadcast so that only a subset of scheduler
needs to be activated.
This kind of distributed scheduling will cause a few
nodes to be dispatched frequently, causing overheating [16].
Immune suppression mechanism can avoid this situation.

3.4. Forward Propagation and Backward Propagation. The
propagation process is composed of forward propagation
process and back propagation process. In the forward propagation process, the activation signal is transported nodes by
nodes. If the scheduler is activated, the scheduler will use
the immune mechanism to generate antibodies. The key to
forward propagation is to find a scheduler activating path
that can generate the optimized antibodies. In the backward
propagation process, all the antibodies generated by activated
schedulers will be selected, cloned, mutated, and compared to
generate the final antibodies.
In order to find the optimized scheduler activated path,
our approach uses the objective function to evaluate the local
and surrounding resources and assign a score 𝑆1 to it. 𝑆1 will
be distributed to the surrounding nodes. The surrounding
nodes will use the same way for evaluation to get 𝑆2 . |𝑆1
- 𝑆2 | will be used as input to the local activation function.
The activation function determines whether the scheduler is
activated or not.
The aim of the activation function is to evaluate whether
the node and its surrounding nodes are eligible to be added
to a list of qualified antibodies. The idea of the activation
function is that if 𝑆1 is high, scheduler with higher scores
than 𝑆1 should be activated. In order to get more appropriate
schedulers, schedulers with approximate but less score are
still activated. If 𝑆1 is low, the situation is the opposite. In
order to deal with these two situations, the activation function
must be designed carefully.
In computational network, the activation function is the
heart of the neural network [17]. Each node in the neural
network receives the input value and passes the input value
to the next layer. The input node directly transfers the value
of the input attribute to the next layer (hidden layer or output
layer). In the neural network, there is a functional relationship
between the input and output of the hidden layer and the
output layer node, which is called the activation function.
The output of each node in the neural network is based
on the definition of the relevant activation function. The
activation function is sometimes called the processing unit
function or the compression function. It is used to input a
set of inputs on the input arc. The activation function is also
called the ignition rule, which makes it connect with the
work of the human brain. When a neuron’s input is large
enough, it will ignite, that is, to send electrical signals from
its axon (output connection). Similarly, in artificial neural
networks, the output rule is generated when the input exceeds
a certain standard, which is the idea of ignition rules. When
dealing with only two value outputs, the output is either 0 or
1 depending on whether the neuron should be ignited [18]. In
our research, the activation function will determine whether
a node will create antibodies. Bekir [19] studied different
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action activation functions and found the best function Tanh
which is used in our approach. The function is represented as
tanh (𝑥) =

𝑒𝑥 − 𝑒−𝑥
𝑒𝑥 + 𝑒−𝑥

(1)

Figure 2 shows an example of finding a scheduling activating
path in forward propagation. There are 11 computing nodes
composing an ad hoc fog network. Each box represents a
node. The green rectangle inside a box represents a task
running in the node. A blue box indicates that the computing
node is activated. Now node A is overloaded. The surrounding nodes B, C, D, and J cannot process all the tasks in A,
so the specific immunization phase has to start. D and J get
higher scores after evaluation using objective function. D and
J are activated (a). The objective function will be described in
detail in the following section. E gets higher scores than D so
E is activated (b). G and F get lower scores than E. I and K get
similar high scores than J. G and F are not activated and I and
K are activated (c). L has the same high scores as I does, so L
is activated.
In the forward propagation procedure, each activated
scheduler uses the immune mechanism described in Section 3.3 to generate the best antibodies. The generated antibodies will be transported back to the overloaded computing
node in backward propagation. During the transportation
the generated antibodies will be further compared and the
best ones remained. Figure 3 shows an example of backward
propagation. When antibodies are transformed from I to J,
the generated antibodies will be compared using the objective
function. The antibodies with the highest scores will remain.
3.5. Objective Function. Evaluating an antibody involves
evaluating the computing capability of each node, bandwidth
of communication between pairs of nodes, and other properties, e.g., communication methods of protocols between
processors. Some researches [4] considered the environment
homogenous. In the real fog environment, the nodes may
have different types of processors and communication bandwidth. In our research, heterogeneous environment, processors, and message transferring ways are assumed. We also
assumed that the nodes will suffer from failure. The notation
is described as follows. P indicates processors. 𝑝𝑖 indicates the
ith processor. 𝑃𝑐 indicates the number of processors.
The aim of scheduling tasks is to minimize the makespan.
The aim can be formulated as
𝑓 : 𝑡𝑠 → 𝑁𝑐

(2)

The function creates a map between a task and a computing
node. The notations are denoted by
𝑇𝐴 = {𝑡𝑗 ∈ 𝑇 | 𝑓 (𝑡𝑗 ) = 𝑛𝑖 }

(3)

𝑇𝐴 indicates the whole task set that has been assigned to the
computing node 𝑛𝑖 . The completion time of the whole task in
node 𝑖 is presented as
𝑐𝑖= {𝑟𝑓𝑡 (𝑡𝑗 )}

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑡𝑗 ∈ 𝑇𝐴

(4)
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Figure 2: An example of selecting path in forward propagation.

et(𝑡𝑗 , 𝑛𝑖 ) is the time of task 𝑡𝑗 executing on node i. rst is
the realistic starting time of a task. A task is ready if all its
predecessor tasks have been executed and the data the task
required have been ready. At this moment, the task started.
In this paper, the time is called the first start time (fst). fst is
formally represented as

F
G
L
E
D

𝑓𝑠𝑡 (𝑡𝑖 ) = max {𝑟𝑓𝑡 (𝑡𝑗 ) + 𝑤𝑖𝑗
H

C

∗ 𝐶 cos (𝑓 (𝑡𝑖 ) , 𝑓 (𝑡𝑗 )) | 𝑡𝑗 ∈ 𝑝𝑟𝑒 (𝑡𝑖 )}

I

(6)

In this equation, C cos is represented as
B

{0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑖 = 𝑗
𝐶 cos (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛𝑗 ) = {
𝑟 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗
{ 𝑖𝑗

K
A
J

(7)

𝑡𝑗 is the last executed task that is assigned to the computing
node i. rft(𝑡𝑗 ) is the realistic finish time of task 𝑡𝑗 .

rij is the communication cost between computing nodes i and
j. When calculating the C cos, the distance between f(ti) and
f(tj) is also considered.
rst(tj) indicates the time the task is ready to be started and
there is no other task with higher priority to be processed.
rst(tj) is represented as

𝑟𝑓𝑡 (𝑡𝑗 ) = {𝑟𝑠𝑡 (𝑡𝑗 ) + 𝑒𝑡 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓 (𝑡𝑗 ))}

𝑟𝑠𝑡 (𝑡𝑗 ) = {𝑓𝑠𝑡 (𝑡𝑗 ) + 𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 (𝑡𝑗 )}

Figure 3: An example of backward propagation.

(5)

(8)
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Initial antibody generation

Antibody ﬁtness calculation
Memory cell generation
Ending
condition
fulﬁlled

Yes

Output reuslt

No
Antibody stimulation
and suppression

Antibody generation(operators
such as mutation, cross or selection)

Figure 4: The detailed procedure.

Waittime(Tj) is the time that task Tj which is ready waits
for task with higher priority that is ready to be finished. The
makespan is represented as
𝐶 max = max (𝑐𝑖 )

𝑖 = 0, 1, . . . 𝑛𝑖

𝑐𝑚 − min (𝑐𝑚)
max (𝑐𝑚) − min (𝑐𝑚)

High
P value

(9)

The objective function of our approach is
𝑜𝑏𝑗 =

P

Low
P value

(10)

In this function, cm = C max. min (cm) and max (cm) are the
minimum and maximum value of all the solutions.
It is important to note that the time cost of each the task
running on each node and the time cost of communication
between nodes need to be tested and recorded beforehand.
The time cost will be input of our objective function.
The algorithm started with a set of population generated
at random. The population will be further improved in
several iterations. Each antibody represents a candidate for
the solutions of the scheduling. The algorithm encodes the
antibody as a string consisting of integers. The indexes of the
integers in the string indicate the index number of tasks. The
value of an integer indicates the computing node that the
corresponding task will be assigned to.
3.6. Antibody Generating. The basic idea of generating antibodies is as follows:
(1) Using the basic operation of genetic algorithm and the
way of population evolution to generate the optimal antibody
(2) Based on the mechanism of lymphocyte interaction in
the immune network to regulate antibody affinity, to suppress
similar antibodies
(3) Using immune memory to accelerate the convergence
of the algorithm

0

1

2

C

D

F

C

H

V

G

H

V

G

D

F

V

A

J

Z

I

K

Figure 5: Antibody stimulation and suppression.

The detailed procedure is shown in Figure 4.
Initial antibody generation: it generates a random population. The population of antibody determines the order of
executing the tasks. During the execution, the makespan can
be calculated. After this is the clonal selection procedure. The
clonal selection results in the search in the solution space
and gets the best solution from the whole space. The key is
the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation [4]. The
clonal selection procedure includes antibody fitness calculation, antibody stimulation and suppression, and antibody
generation.
As shown in Figure 5, an antibody is represented as an
array where the index of each element represents a task index.
The elements in the array represent the node to which the
corresponding task needs to be assigned to. In Figure 5,
numbers 0, 1, and 2 tasks are dispatched to C, D, and F nodes,
respectively.
Antibody fitness calculation: it calculates fitness of each
antibody using the objective function. The antibody with
the highest fitness is retained. After several iterations of
stimulation and inhibition, the best antibodies are retained.
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The immune-remove phase follows the clonal selection.
The elitism is provided by the immune phase. To make
the next population more diverse, the elitism and random
population insertion is performed. The algorithm will be
iterated for K times. K is set in the begging. The output of
the algorithm is the best antibody of all the populations and
the order of executing the task.
Memory cell generation: after the fitness of each antibody calculated, the maximum fitness of the total population
will be calculated. If the maximum fitness value is greater
than the maximum fitness value provided by the immune network, the corresponding individual is added to the antibody
memory table as a new good antibody. The maximum fitness
value will be also added to the antibody adaptation table;
otherwise, the immune memory process started. According
to the historical antibody table, the immune memory uses
the chaos multiplication to find the individual with highest
fitness value to work as the better immune antibody [20].
Antibody stimulation and suppression: many highly
frequent mutations will destroy the affinity between antibodies and antigens. It is necessary to selectively increase
the number of high affinity antibodies to solve this problem.
The replication operation of the next generation is carried
out according to the replication probability calculated in the
antibody production operator.
In a population, the expected reproductive probability of
each individual is determined by both the affinity between
antibody and antigen and the antibody concentration.
P=𝛼

𝐶
𝐴v
+ (1 − 𝛼) v
∑ 𝐴v
∑ 𝐶v

(11)

𝛼 is a constant. Av indicates the fitness of an individual. Cv
indicates the concentration of the individual. The higher the
Av and Cv are, the greater the expected reproductive rate
will be. A larger value of 𝛼 encourages the generation of
individuals with high fitness and suppresses the individuals
with high concentration as shown in Figure 5.
Antibody generation: different operators have different
global search capability [21]. Qiuzhen Lin [22] proposed a
new operator which gained a wider diversity by including
a suitable parent selection strategy. This operator is used to
make the scheduler strategies more diverse to make the more
optimized antibody to be generated in the earlier iterations. In
order to generate more optimized antibodies, each antibody
has to be cloned for Cc times. Cc is a positive integer value
and works as one of the inputs of our approach. Each cloned
antibody will be mutated. Random elements in the antibody
will be selected and on which the operator described above
needs to be performed. After cloning the fitness of each clone
is calculated. The clone with the highest fitness is added to the
antibody population.

4. Experiment and Result
In our experiment, proposed approach is compared with
well-known scheduling algorithms including MCP [8], DSC
[9], MD [8], DCP [10], and PMC GA. A popular parameters
setting method used in [4, 11] is used in our experiment. The
parameter setting is described in Table 1.

Table 1: Parameter setting.
Parameter
Number of antibodies
Number of clones
Selection rate

value
400
50
0.25

Table 2: Experiment results for application with 8 tasks.
Approaches
MCP DSC MD DCP PMC GA Proposed
Number of nodes
8
8
8
8
8
8
Finish time (s)
26
23 29 27
20
13
Number of iterations 52
47 54 50
39
28
Table 3: Experiment results of application with 18 tasks.
Approaches
MCP DSC MD DCP PMC GA Proposed
Number of nodes
8
8
8
8
8
8
Finish time (s)
530 460 461 443
443
320
Number of iterations 120 106 105 100
101
88
Table 4: Experiment results of application with 50 tasks.
Approaches
Number of nodes
Finish time (s)

PMC GA
8
719

Proposed
8
692

Two kinds of Gaussian Elimination application [11] are
used for scheduling, one containing 9 tasks and the other
containing 18 tasks. In order to compare proposed approach
with other approaches a simulation experiment is conducted.
In the experiments random node is selected to be made
overloaded. Then the scheduling procedure is triggered. The
finish times of all the tasks are recorded and compared. The
results for application with 8 tasks are shown in Table 2. It
is evident that our approach can achieve smaller finish time
including the time of scheduling tasks.
Table 3 shows the results of application with 18 tasks. It is
obvious that our approach can achieve lower finish time and
smaller number of iterations.
In order to evaluate the performance of our approach on
more complex application with 50 tasks, different conditions
are considered based on some popular used task graph
database [23]. The communication cost of tasks is added to
make the simulation more realistic. The best approach of
all the traditional ones is compared with our approach. The
termination condition is set according to the study of Vahid
Majid Nezhad et al. [22]. The termination condition is that
the fitness remains unchanged in 10 iterations. The results are
shown in Table 4. It is evident that our approach is still better
than PMC GA in more complex applications.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a decentralized immune scheduler network
based method is proposed to assign tasks in an ad hoc
network for fog computing. This method takes advantage of
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the immune mechanism to scheduler tasks in a decentralized
way in an ad hoc network for fog computing. In the proposed
method, by using propagation and backward propagation in
the ad hoc network, the power of distributed schedulers is
used to generate the optimized scheduler strategies to deal
with computing node overloaded and achieve the optimal
task finishing time decrease. The experiment results show that
our approach can beat similar methods.
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Video service has become a killer application for mobile terminals. For providing such services, most of the traffic is carried by the
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) technique. The key to improve video quality perceived by users, i.e., Quality of
Experience (QoE), is to effectively characterize it by using measured data. There have been many literatures that studied this issue.
Some existing solutions use probe mechanism at client/server, which, however, are not applicable to network operator. Some other
solutions, which aimed to predict QoE by deep packet parsing, cannot work properly as more and more video traffic is encrypted.
In this paper, we propose a fog-assisted real-time QoE prediction scheme, which can predict the QoE of DASH-supported video
streaming using fog nodes. Neither client/server participations nor deep packet parsing at network equipment is needed, which
makes this scheme easy to deploy. Experimental results show that this scheme can accurately detect QoE with high accuracy even
when the video traffic is encrypted.

1. Introduction
Video service has become a killer application for mobile
terminals and most of video traffic is carried by the Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) technique. Mobile
video traffic, which accounted for 60% of the total mobile
traffic in 2016, is expected to rise to 78% by 2021 [1]. This
significant growth is accompanied by the wide adoption
of DASH standards [2, 3]. DASH has distributed video
on large scale owing to the reuse of the existing HTTP
infrastructure and ability to penetration through firewall. It
offers video viewers the possibility of avoiding video playout interruptions in case of variations in terms of network
conditions and adaptive changes in video bit rate.
In order to provide better Quality of Experience (QoE)
for video users, network operators have to understand and
monitor the video quality perceived at users, which has
become a hot topic in recent years [4]. Some existing solutions
use measuring mechanisms at client/server side to probe
the QoE [5, 6]. However, these solutions are unfeasible for
network providers because they are not able to access the

measuring results at client/server side. Some other solutions
investigated how to measure the QoE inside the network.
These network-based solutions relied on deep packet inspection (DPI) or deep packet parsing (DPP) to evaluate the QoE
[7–9]. However, more and more video services are being
encrypted in order to protect user privacy [10], which means
that these solutions will not work well soon.
Mobile Fog Computing (MFC), which brings the computing capabilities close to mobile users, provides a potential
solution to probe users’ QoEs at network edge without
weakness of the above work [11]. In this paper, we propose
a Fog-assisted Real-time QoE Prediction (FRQP) approach
to enable network provider to predict users’ QoEs with
slightly increased computing power. Specifically, we deploy a
probe mechanism at fog nodes to observe bidirection video
traffic which enables us to infer users’ QoEs according to
the temporal features of the bidirection video traffic. FRQP
is based on the network-measured traffic, which means that
FRQP can work well without client/server’s participation.
FRQP also does not need deep packet parsing since it only
observes packet header information.
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Our contributions in this paper are as follows: (1) we
design an MFC-assisted architecture, which uses fog computing capability to predict QoE from two-way traffic; (2)
we for the first time divide the normal playing duration of a
video into two subphases so as to effectively predict user QoE;
(3) we creatively introduce the concept of request distance to
characterize the density of request packets so as to avoid false
detection of rebuffering events; (4) we conduct experiments
and the results validate the effectiveness of our proposed
approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the scenario under study and how DASH
works. Section 3 presents the challenge in QoE prediction.
Section 4 describes our QoE prediction method. Section 5
presents our experiments and evaluation results. Section 6
introduces related work, and conclusions and future work are
given in Section 7.

2. Application Scenario and Working
Mechanism of DASH
2.1. Application Scenario. In this paper, we propose a fogassisted real-time QoE predicting approach to enable network provider to predict users’ QoE with slightly increased
computing power. Its application scenario is shown in Figure 1. In the figure, the mobile user device hosts a DASH client
and connects to Access Node (AN), which can be a wireless
network such as Wi-Fi and LTE. The AN, as a fog node,
connects to DASH server via backhaul network, e.g., the
Internet. Both fog node and backhaul network are managed
by network operators.
We deploy a probe mechanism at fog nodes to observe the
bidirection video traffic which enables us to infer users’ QoE
according to the temporal features of the bidirection video
traffic. Specifically, it periodically collects the bidirection
video traffic and predicts users QoE from the traffic. The
details of the prediction algorithm will be described in
Section 4. The fog node can report the predicted QoE results
to cloud that can allocate network resource accordingly in
order to improve user QoE. In this paper, we do not care how
the fog node communicates with the cloud but focus on how
to predict user QoE.
The benefit of deploying probe mechanism at fog node is
as follows. The probe mechanism needs accurate observation
of temporal feature of bidirection video traffic to infer the user
QoE. The nearer the probe mechanism is located away from
client, the less chance cross traffic interferes with the video
traffic.
2.2. Working Mechanism of DASH. In order to better understand the idea behind our proposed approach, we will first
describe the working mechanism of DASH in this subsection.
Figure 2 shows an abstracted model of DASH delivery
system. The DASH server encodes the video file into multiple
versions with different qualities and slices each video file into
video chunks with the same playtime. The DASH server uses
HTTP to provide video services. When a client pushes the
start button, it sends the server a HTTP GET message for
fetching the corresponding video chunks. The fetched chunks
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will be kept in local buffer at the client. When the buffer has
received enough number of chunks, the local player will start
to play on the screen by withdrawing the chunks from the
buffer continuously.
After initialization, the video client enters steady state
with normal video playing, which is usually divided into
two states [12]: ON and OFF, as shown in the down part
of Figure 3. With the client fetching chunks from server
continuously, the number of chunks in buffer, which we
call buffer size, also increases. Once the buffer size reaches
the max threshold, the client will stop downloading and
this state of client is called OFF state. When the buffer size
drops to the min threshold because of the player’s continuous
withdrawing of chunks from the local buffer, the client
begins to send request messages to the server for starting
downloading again. The state in which the client fetches data
from server continuously is ON state. From Figure 3 it can
be seen that, corresponding to the working states, the traffic
between the client and server exhibits ON-OFF pattern and
the ON-OFF pattern is regular. Accordingly, the buffer size at
the client oscillates regularly (see the top part of Figure 3).
In a video viewing session, the video playing will be interrupted when the buffer is drained out. If this happens, the
playback will be frozen and the client will enter initialization
to locally accumulate enough video chunks again. The video
interruption is referred to as rebuffering or frozen event.
Rebuffering event is an important factor affecting end-user
perceived QoE [13, 14].

3. Design Challenge
Because of the importance of rebuffering event in video
streaming services, in this paper we use rebuffering event
as the key metric for characterizing QoE at users. This
work aims to use probe mechanism at fog node to predict
whether a rebuffering event occurs at client. According to
the above-introduced DASH working mechanism, it seems
that we can easily predict user’s QoE by monitoring the ONOFF pattern of traffic between user and DASH server. For
example, in Figure 3, it can be seen that video traffic presents
apparent ON-OFF pattern. In ON state, a client continuously
issues HTTP request messages to video server and the server
continuously sends data chunks to the client. In OFF state,
there exists no traffic between the client and server. From
these observations, we can reasonably assume that video is
played smoothly if the probe mechanism observes ON-OFF
traffic between client and server.
Unfortunately, in reality, inferring the occurrence of
rebuffering event is not easy. Next, we will set up experiments
in a lab controlled environment to show the challenge.
The experiment settings are as follows. We started a
DASH client under an interface with sufficient bandwidth
to enable a DASH client to play video smoothly; we also
limited the bandwidth of terminal interface in a certain time
period to produce rebuffering events. In the experiments,
we captured the packets transferred between the client and
DASH server and also buffer size at the client. Specifically, we
split time into fixed sampling intervals such that there is at
most one request falling into a sample interval and counted
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Figure 2: An abstracted model of DASH delivery system.
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Figure 3: Request-response and buffer size timing sequence in a
video viewing session [12].

the amount of bytes fetched from the server in each sampling
interval as the download volume.
Figure 4(a) shows the variation of bandwidth observed
at user terminal interface during the video playback. The
horizontal axis is time, and the vertical axis is the bandwidth.
We limit the bandwidth to 20 Mbps in duration 2 (i.e., from
120 to 184 seconds about). Figure 4(b) shows the buffer size
variation with time. In this figure, according to the buffer size
we divide the playback into three phases: Steady State (SS),
Closing Frozen (CF), and frozen phase. In SS phase, the buffer
size is between the min and max threshold. In CF phase, the
buffer size is smaller than the minimum threshold but larger
than zero while it is zero in frozen phase. Figure 4(c) shows
the download volume variation with time. We also used
circle points to mark those time instants at which the client
issues request packets. To ease the visualization, we move
them vertically as shown in Figure 4(d). It is worth noting
that it takes time for the client to respond to the bandwidth
variation. Hence there exists delay between the variation of
bandwidth and those of buffer size and bidirection traffic.
There is apparent ON-OFF traffic pattern during smooth
video playing. In Figure 4, it can be seen that the player
works smoothly in durations 1 and 3, since there are sufficient

bandwidths (see Figure 4(a)). Accordingly, the buffer size
oscillates regularly. Moreover, the download and request
traffic also show apparent ON-OFF pattern, as shown in
Figures 4(c) and 4(d), respectively, which is consistent with
what we discussed in Section 2.
However, there also exists apparent ON-OFF traffic pattern when rebuffering event occurs, which means that we
cannot merely use ON-OFF traffic pattern to predict occurrence of rebuffer event. In time duration 2 (see Figure 4(a)),
the client will encounter frozen events because the bandwidth
has been limited to 20 Mbps. The buffer is drained out in this
duration (see Figure 4(b)). This is why we call this duration
as frozen phase. From Figures 4(c) and 4(d), it can be seen
that the traffic in both directions in frozen phase is ON-OFF.
It means that we cannot simply use ON-OFF traffic pattern to
figure out if a rebuffer event will occur or not because there is
apparent ON-OFF traffic pattern in both SS and rebuffering
cases.
One simple way to tackle this problem is to use the request
density to infer the possible occurrence of frozen events as
described in [15]. For example, request density during frozen
phase in Figure 4(d) is denser than that in SS phase. However,
this method would cause false detection of rebuffering event
in the following situation: in the duration labelled as CF in
Figure 4(b), the video playing is smooth; however, the request
sequence is denser (see Figure 4(d)). Thus, in this case, this
method will falsely report occurrence of rebuffering event.
To address the above challenge, in this paper, we propose a
method to identify rebuffering event by using combination of
two-way traffic in an online video viewing session. The details
will be discussed in the next section.

4. Prediction Method
In this section, we first explain our definition of the client
working phase and establish the relationship between working phases at a user and traffic pattern observed. Then we
show detailed method to characterize the traffic pattern.
Finally, we show how the scheme proposed in this paper
works.
4.1. Redefinition of Client Working State. According to the
DASH working mechanism, we divide the client operation
into three phases, each of which corresponds to a different
level of buffer state. These phases and their definitions are
shown in first column of Table 1. In this table, we also give
the traffic pattern and its corresponding QoE by observing
the experiment results in Figure 4. For example, during the
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Figure 4: The playback of a video. Here, “SS” means steady state, “CF” means imminent-frozen state, and “frozen” means staying in frozen
state.
Table 1: Different working phases and their corresponding traffic characteristics.
Working phases
SS: buffer size> min threshold
CF: 0 <buffer size≤ minimum threshold
Frozen: buffer size=0

Traffic patterns
Download traffic
ON-OFF
OFF
ON-OFF

CF phase, we can see the following: first, it is seen that the
download traffic is in OFF pattern (see Figure 4(c)); second,
the client issues request densely (see Figure 4(d)); and, finally,
the video is played smoothly because buffer size is above zero
(see Figure 4(b)). Thus, the corresponding rows for the CF
phase are “OFF”, “dense”, and “no rebuffering”, respectively.
Existing work only classifies the operation of a client into
two states according to the buffer size: buffer size above zero
and equals to zero. However, to predict the occurrence of

Request density
sparse
dense
dense

QoE labels
no re-buffering
no re-buffering
re-buffering

rebuffering events, we find that it is crucial to divide the client
operation when buffer size is above zero into two substates,
i.e., SS and CF (see Table 1) because of the following reasons:
traffic pattern of CF is different from SS and frozen; CF means
imminent frozen although the client is not in frozen state yet.
The results in Table 1 motivate us to predict QoE by
observing the traffic pattern of two-way traffic between client
and video server during the playback of a video. However,
the descriptive term of traffic patterns used in Table 1 is
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Figure 5: Request interval and request distance.

still qualitative which is infeasible in actual implementation
of QoE prediction. During the playback of online videos,
what we can observe is the time sequence of two-way traffic
between client and server. Thus, we need to establish the
relationship between time sequences of two-way traffic and
corresponding traffic patterns, which will be explored by
classification of machine learning in the following.
4.2. Metrics of Traffic Pattern
4.2.1. Download Throughput. It needs to quantize the download traffic; we use “download throughput” to describe
the speed of traffic downloading. Assume an in-network
observer can count the traffic volumes in both directions
at discrete time instants. Specifically, 𝑡0 , 𝑡1 , . . . , 𝑡𝑖−1 , 𝑡𝑖 , . . . are
the sampling time instants. Denote the current time instant,
which is the time instant when we predict QoE, as 𝑡𝑐 . At time
instant 𝑡𝑖 , we define 𝑥𝑑𝑖 as the amount of bytes transferred
from the server to the client in time duration [𝑡𝑖−1 , 𝑡𝑖 ] and
define vector 𝑋𝑑𝑐 =[𝑥𝑑𝑐−𝑤 , 𝑥𝑑𝑐−𝑤+1 . . .., 𝑥𝑑𝑐 ], where 𝑤 is length of
observation time duration.
Denote the download throughput during interval [𝑡𝑖−1 , 𝑡𝑖 ]
with length Δ𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖−1 as 𝑟𝑖𝑑 , which is calculated as
𝑟𝑖𝑑 =

𝑥𝑑𝑖
Δ𝑡𝑖

(1)

where 𝑟𝑖𝑑 ≥ 0. The value of 𝑟𝑖𝑑 may be zero since it is possible
that no video content is downloaded during interval [𝑡𝑖−1 , 𝑡𝑖 ].
We use moving average to smooth the download throughput. For the download throughput 𝑟𝑖𝑑 at time 𝑡𝑖 , the corresponding moving average download throughput is calculated
as follows.
𝑟𝑖𝑑

𝑑
+ (1 − 𝛿) 𝑟𝑖𝑑
{𝛿𝑟𝑖−1
={
𝑑
{𝑟0

𝑖>0
𝑖=0

(2)

where 𝛿 is a parameter for the moving average and in this
paper is fixed to be 0.98. Thus, for time duration [𝑡𝑐−𝑤 ,
𝑑
𝑑
, 𝑟𝑐−𝑤−1
, . . . , 𝑟𝑐𝑑 ]
𝑡𝑐−𝑤−1 , . . . , 𝑡𝑐 ], we can get vectors R𝑑 = [𝑟𝑐−𝑤
and

R𝑑

=

𝑑 , 𝑟𝑑
𝑑
[𝑟𝑐−𝑤
𝑐−𝑤−1 , . . . , 𝑟𝑐 ].

4.2.2. Request Distance. A simple metric to describe the
density of request is to use request intervals. For example, in
Figure 5, assume we need to predict QoE at time instant 𝑡𝑐 ,

Description
downloaded throughput at prediction instant 𝑡𝑐
moving-average download throughput at
prediction instant 𝑡𝑐
The 𝑘𝑡ℎ request distance at prediction instant 𝑡𝑐 ,
𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑤

also known as the current time instant, and 𝑡𝑐−1 , 𝑡𝑐−2 , . . . , 𝑡𝑐−𝑘
are the time instants at which 𝑘 previous request packets are
sent, where 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑤, 𝑤 is length of observation time
duration. The request interval is the time difference between
two adjacent time instants of sending requests.
However, we find that different requests may have different contributions to predict the QoE at a specific time instant.
For example, as shown in Figure 5, given request instant
history 𝑡𝑐−𝑘 , . . . , 𝑡𝑐−2 , 𝑡𝑐−1 , we find the time interval between
request instant and current time instant contributes more to
predict QoE. We will show this by the following experiment
results.
In the absence of request interval, we introduce a new
metric, known as request distance. The concept of request
distance is also shown in Figure 5. Specifically, the 𝑘th request
distance (𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑤) refers to time difference between
𝑡𝑐 and time instant at which the previous 𝑘th request arrives,
which is calculated as
𝑑𝑘𝑐 = 𝑡𝑐−𝑘 − 𝑡𝑐 ,

𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑤

(3)

where 𝑡𝑐−𝑘 is time instant at which the 𝑘𝑡ℎ previous request
is sent. At current time instant, it is possible that no request
arrives, just like time instant 𝑡𝑐 .
Figure 6 shows the CDF curves of request distance and
request interval for SS and frozen phase. The horizontal axis
is the discrete request distance, which is defined as request
distance divided by sample interval. The vertical axis is the
CDF. The two thin lines with label “𝑘 = 1” are CDF of request
interval because when 𝑘 = 1 the request distance is just
the request interval. The two thick lines with label “𝑘 = 7”
are the CDF when we observe, for example, the 7𝑡ℎ request
distance. In Figure 6, we can see that the difference between
the curve labelled with “SS (𝑘 = 7)” and its corresponding
curve labelled with “frozen (𝑘 = 7)” is apparent, which means
that we can discern state SS and state frozen by observing the
request distance when 𝑘 = 7. By contrast, according to the
two thin lines, we cannot discern state SS and state frozen
by observing the request interval because the two curves in
this case are very close. Thus, it is more effective in figuring
out if rebuffering event occurs using the request distance than
request interval. In the next section we will further prove this
conclusion by experiments.
4.3. Features Extraction and Selection. Table 2 summarizes
the features extracted from the traffic patterns. We shall use
information gain to evaluate the importance of each feature
and select those most important features as the classifier
inputs. For this purpose, the following operations will be
taken.
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Firstly, we construct training set 𝐷 = {𝑟𝑐𝑑 , 𝑟𝑐𝑑 , 𝑑1𝑐 , 𝑑2𝑐 , . . . ,
To ease the presentation, we rename the items in 𝐷 as
𝐷 = {𝐴 1 , 𝐴 2 , . . . , 𝐴 𝑤+2 , 𝑌} in which 𝐴 𝑛 is the 𝑛𝑡ℎ feature (1 ≤
𝑛 ≤ 𝑤 + 2) and 𝑌 = {𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , . . . , 𝑦𝑤+2 } is the class label vector
for given features {𝐴 1 , 𝐴 2 , . . . , 𝐴 𝑤+2 }, where 𝑦𝑛 is the class
label of feature 𝐴 𝑛 and it is a QoE label in Table 1. In order
to get the QoE label for each feature, we select some users to
work as trainers to report their buffer size information using
probe mechanism. Then the information will be translated
into QoE labels.
Secondly, we calculate information gain to evaluate the
importance of a feature. The information gain for feature 𝑛 is
defined as
𝑑𝑤
𝑐 , 𝑌}.

𝐺 (𝐷, 𝐴 𝑛 ) = 𝐻 (𝐷) − 𝐻 (𝐷 | 𝐴 𝑛 )

(4)

where entropy is
𝐻 (𝐷) = − ∑ 𝑃 (𝑦𝑗 ) log2 𝑃 (𝑦𝑗 )
𝑦𝑗

(5)

where 𝑃(𝑦𝑗 ) denotes, in the whole training set, the probability
that the class label 𝑦𝑗 equals “1” or “0”, which represent the
video being frozen or not, respectively.
The conditional entropy is
𝐻 (𝐷 | 𝐴 𝑛 )
= − ∑ 𝑃 (𝐴 𝑛 ∈ 𝐷 | 𝐴 𝑛 = V) 𝐻 (𝐷 | 𝐴 𝑛 = V) ,

(6)

V

where V is a specific value of 𝐴 𝑛 . 𝑃(𝐴 𝑛 ∈ 𝐷 | 𝐴 𝑛 = V) denotes
the probability that 𝐴 𝑛 = V. And
𝐻 (𝐷 | 𝐴 𝑛 = V) = − ∑ 𝑃 (V, 𝑦𝑛 = 𝑙𝑖 ) log2 𝑃 (V, 𝑦𝑛 = 𝑙𝑖 ) (7)
𝑦𝑖

where 𝑃(V, 𝑦𝑛 = 𝑙𝑖 ) denotes the probability that the class label
𝑦𝑛 = 𝑙𝑖 (𝑙𝑖 = “1” or “0”) when 𝐴 𝑛 = V.
By this way, we obtain the information gain of each feature
in 𝐷.

4.4. QoE Prediction Algorithm. Based on the features extracted and selected from the bidirection traffic, we propose a Fogassisted Real-time QoE Prediction (FRQP) approach working
as probe mechanism which is implemented at fog node as
shown in Figure 1. The FRQP has two working states: training
state and predicting state.
At the training state (offline phase), some users are
selected to use special devices, each of which will periodically
report its buffer size to FRQP, then FRQP translates the report
into QoE labels. Then FRQP will train a classifier based on
the reported buffer size working as QoE labels and features
extracted from the observed bidirection video traffic.
At the predicting state (online phase), FRQP will predict
a specific user’s QoE by feeding the features extracted from
this user’s bidirection video traffic.
We will select a subset of features from 𝐷 to reduce
complexity of training state. Denote the number of features
fed into classifier as 𝑚, which is less than or equal to 𝑤+2. We
will sort the features in the decreasing order of information
gain and select top 𝑚 features as input of the classifier. The
value of 𝑚 will be tuned using experimental method.

5. Experiments and Evaluation
5.1. Experiment Setup. In order to evaluate the performance
of FRQP, we set up a testbed in a controlled lab environment.
Figure 7 shows the experiment setup. In Figure 7, an HP
server running centos Linux 7 and Apache HTPP Sever acts
as the DASH server. A mobile computer running windows
7 is used as the client. The mobile computer also acts as a
capture device, on which a capture tool is installed to monitor
traffic. FRQP, which runs as an application, is installed on
the mobile computer as well. Another PC computer is used
to install a bandwidth limitation module (BLM) to limit
the bandwidth between the video server and client. The
bandwidth limitation module is implemented with Iperf
software, which sends background traffic at rate of 80 Mbps
between the server and the client. The limited bandwidth is
in the range of 20 Mbps and 100 Mbps.
At the server side, a video clip, Big Buck Bunny, is hosted
and available for retrieval by the client. This video file, lasting
for about 10 minutes, has twenty different representations,
in which encoding bitrates range between 50 Kbps and
500 Kbps. These representations of the video are divided into
6 seconds of chunks. At the client side, a Google Chrome
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Table 3: Information gain of different features.
Features
𝑟𝑐𝑑
𝑟𝑐𝑑
𝑑7𝑐
𝑑9𝑐
𝑑8𝑐
𝑑6𝑐
𝑑5𝑐
𝑑4𝑐
𝑑3𝑐
𝑑2𝑐
𝑑1𝑐

Information gain G
0.4988
0.3338
0.2209
0.2208
0.2111
0.1600
0.1254
0.1109
0.1074
0.0972
0.0659

browser runs, which is able to record the status of the
playback, such as requested bitrate and buffer filling level.
The information of buffer size is translated to QoE labels for
training and evaluation.
5.2. Feature Evaluation. In order to select appropriate features for classification, we calculate the information gains of
all features as shown in Table 2. Table 3 lists the eleven features
with top highest information gain 𝐺. We get some insights
from the result. First, the download throughput is dominant.
Second, the 𝑘𝑡ℎ request distances are noticeable. Based on
the ranking of the features, we select those features with
top information gains for classification. Here the difficulty
in decision is how many features listed in Table 3 should
be selected for classification. We make a decision through
experiments which will be described in the next subsection.
5.3. Classification Results. We study the impact of the number
of features on the classification result. The results of decision
tree classifier are shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that both
of the precision and recall rate are high enough when the top
eight features (see Table 3) are used as input; the performance
improvement is insignificant when more features are used.
We therefore use the top eight features in the following tests.

5

6

7
8
9
10
depth of decision tree

11

Precision rate
Recall rate
F1-score rate

Figure 9: The classification results with different depths.

Using the selected features, we evaluate the performance
and accuracy of different classification algorithms based on
the machine learning tool Sklearn. Specifically, we compare
the performance of five different machine learning algorithms: binary decision trees, random forest, support vector
machine, naive Bayes, and classification based on linear
regression. The results are based on 5-fold cross validation. In
general we observe that random forest and decision trees perform better than the other three with satisfied classification
rates while having less consumption of CPU time. From the
perspectives of accuracy, simplicity, explainability, and execution speed, we finally adopt decision trees as our classifier.
We also study the impact of depth of decision tree on
the performance of the classification. The classification result
is depicted in Figure 9. The results show that depth of 11 is
enough.
The prediction result with 8 features and 11-depth is
shown in Table 4. The results show that rebuffering events
can be recognized with a precision of 98% while there are
3% rebuffering events missed and just 1% of no rebuffering
events are identified wrongly. Comparatively the results using
request interval as features are also shown in Table 4. Here
the number of request intervals is the same as that of request
distance. It can be seen that, using request interval as the
metric, there would be 21% of false detection of rebuffering
events, although the detection of those no rebuffering events
is accurate.

6. Related Work
In the literature, there have been many approaches for
estimating or measuring QoE of online video streaming
services. According to how the data collection works and
where the approaches are implemented, existing work can
be classified into the following three categories: approaches
assessing QoE at the client/server side, approaches assessing
QoE in the network, and hybrid approaches.
The first type of approaches estimates QoE based on
measurement tools that run at the client/server to collect QoE
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Table 4: Experiment results (“1”=rebuffering event, “0”=no-rebuffering event).

Request distance
Request interval

1
0
1
0

Precision rate
0.98
0.99
0.79
0.98

statistics [16]. However, the information collected by these
tools is not accessible for the network providers, which make
it difficult for them to guide network resource allocation
according to up-to-date user QoE.
The second type of approaches can be further divided
into two subcategories. The first subcategory relies on deep
packet inspection [8] or logs obtained from a network node
[15, 17, 18] to infer the QoE. In [8], the manifest files are parsed
to obtain information for traffic prediction. Reference [19]
gets the video information using packet traces. These existing
work assessed QoE based on abundant information of video
packets, e.g., complete manifest file and timestamps with
respect to requests (e.g., HTTP requests, redirected HTTP
requests, and the HTTP response) for each video chunk. The
costs are efforts made in collecting and extracting such video
information. A comprehensive overview on this topic was
presented in [4, 20]. Meanwhile, as more and more video
traffic is encrypted, it will impact the ability of operators to
assess the user’s QoE via this type of approaches. As for the
second subcategory approaches, QoE is estimated by measuring the network-related QoS parameters such as throughput,
loss rate, delay, and accordingly build model to map these
network-related QoS parameters into user QoE [21]. Most
of these works leverage machine learning (ML) technique
to estimate QoE [21–25]. The study in [26] used network
performance metrics, such as delay and packet losses, while
[24] mapped application QoS (such as video bitrate, frame
rate) to assess the QoE. The authors in [13] proposed a model
to predict user engagement in terms of viewing time and
number of visits using video application QoS as input. The
video application related QoS include average bitrate, join
time, buffering ratio, and rate of buffering, which are fed back
from the client software at video viewers. An overview of QoE
prediction based on QoS using machine learning techniques
and more in-depth discussions were presented in [27, 28].
The third category combines the measurement at both
client/server and network to estimate the QoE. The client/
server report certain video playing setting to the network
and the network accordingly infers the QoE based on such
information [7, 29]. However, this type of approaches needs
to modify video delivery protocols, which made the measurement hard to be deployed.
Unlike the above work, our method in this paper is more
simple and practicable since it can predict QoE from network
traffic even when it is encrypted. Moreover, all the above
existing approaches work offline. However, in practice, it
is desired for network providers to detect QoE in a realtime fashion and then allocate network resource to provide

Recall rate
0.97
1.00
0.90
0.96

F1-score rate
0.97
1.00
0.84
0.97

better services. Our proposed method in this paper meets this
demand.
The authors in [10] measured QoE from encrypted traffic.
The main difference between our work in this paper and that
in [10] is that we use less information, i.e., just bidirectional
traffic quantity to make traffic prediction.
Currently, some studies about integrating edge computing in multimedia applications have appeared. The work
in [30] highlights the potentials of using edge computing
in multimedia services, interactive media applications, and
video streaming. In [31], Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
server is used as a controlling component to implement
the video caching strategy and also to adjust the video
bitrates flexibly. The work in [32] designs and implements a
video streaming service exploiting MEC functionalities. The
study in [33] proposes an architecture for adaptive HTTP
video streaming tailored to an MEC environment. In the
proposed architecture, the adaptation algorithm runs as an
MEC service, with an aim to relax network congestion while
improving the quality of user experience. In [34], the authors
discussed the network service migration from the cloud to
fog nodes for video distribution with QoE support. The
aforementioned works present a generic discussion on system
architecture, cache, adaptive bitrate, and service migration
for edge technologies. However, there is no video quality
assessment.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a novel method to predict buffering events in real time at network edge, i.e., fog node. Our
solution is based on the monitoring of network traffic, which
means that it works without client and server’s participations.
In addition, our proposed solution does not need deep packet
parsing. Experimental results show that our solution can
accurately detect buffering events with about 98% accuracy.
In the future, we will explore how to extend our solution
to work in multihop network environment and further how
to accelerate the classification calculation. We will also study
the communication between the fog node and cloud.
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The explosive demand of online video watching brings huge bandwidth pressure to cellular networks. Efficient video caching is
critical for providing high-quality streaming Video-on-Demand (VoD) services to satisfy the rapid increasing demands of online
video watching from mobile users. Traditional caching algorithms typically treat individual video files separately and they tend to
keep the most popular video files in cache. However, in reality, one video typically corresponds to multiple different files (versions)
with different sizes and also different video resolutions. Thus, caching of such files for one video leads to a lot of redundancy since
one version of a video can be utilized to produce other versions of the video by using certain video coding techniques. Recently, fog
computing pushes computing power to edge of network to reduce distance between service provider and users. In this paper, we
take advantage of fog computing and deploy cache system at network edge. Specifically, we study transcoding based video caching
in cellular networks where cache servers are deployed at the edge of cellular network for providing improved quality of online VoD
services to mobile users. By using transcoding, a cached video can be used to convert to different low-quality versions of the video
as needed by different users in real time. We first formulate the transcoding based caching problem as integer linear programming
problem. Then we propose a Transcoding based Caching Algorithm (TCA), which iteratively finds the placement leading to the
maximal delay gain among all possible choices. We deduce the computational complexity of TCA. Simulation results demonstrate
that TCA significantly outperforms traditional greedy caching algorithm with a decrease of up to 40% in terms of average delivery
delay.

1. Introduction
The explosive demand of online video watching from mobile
users brings huge bandwidth pressure to cellular networks.
A common way to relieve such pressure is to deploy cache
servers close to the end users to help video diffusion [1, 2].
Caching algorithms can be categorized into two types: online
algorithms and offline algorithms, which typically operate
at small and large time scales, respectively. Typical online
algorithms include Least Recently Used (LRU) [3] and Least
Frequently Used (LFU) [4], both of which make caching
decisions based on dynamically arrived user requests. In
contrast, offline caching algorithms make caching decisions
for all videos: caching each of them or not based on their

historical data of user fetching without consideration of users’
real-time requests. In this paper, we will focus on design
of offline caching algorithm. Unless otherwise specified, the
term caching algorithm in this paper means offline caching
algorithm.
Traditional offline caching algorithms (e.g., [5, 6]) assume
that all cached video files are independent and treat them
separately. They compute each file’s popularity by counting
the time the file has been accessed in the past and cache
the most popular files. However, different users may request
different versions (also with different resolutions) of a video,
and the contents of different versions of a video are not
independent but relevant. Thus, caching of files in such cases
may contain a lot of redundancy since one version of a video
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can be utilized to produce some other versions of the video
by using certain video encoding techniques such as scalable
video coding (SVC) [7] and transcoding [8].
SVC has been used to improve caching performance
[9]. SVC encodes a video into different layers. With SVC,
one version of a video contains one or more video layers,
and different quality versions of a video share certain low
video layers. Based on this observation, the popularity can
be tuned from a per-file perspective to a per-video-layer
perspective. With such an understanding, [9] proposed a
caching algorithm for providing video services layered by
SVC so that caching decision is made on a per-layer level
instead of a per-video level. However, SVC-based caching has
the following disadvantages. First, it requires SVC-encoded
video files stored on cache servers and also SVC-decoding
capability at mobile terminals; however, due to the high
decoding complexity and excessive overhead [7], SVC is
not widely deployed in online VoD. This largely limits the
wide application of SVC-based caching algorithm in reality.
Second, the number of the quality versions supported by a
SVC-encoded video exactly equals the number of layers in the
video. This largely restricts the granularity of services that a
SVC-encoded service platform can provide to users, who may
desire various quality versions of a video.
Transcoding has also been used to improve the caching
performance of an online VoD system. Different from SVC
encoding/decoding, transcoding has been a mature technology for converting a video from high-quality to any lowqualities [8]. The conversion can be easily done at cache
servers without involvement of mobile clients. Compared
with SVC-based caching, transcoding based caching has
two advantages. First, video quality transforming can be
conducted on much finer granularity to meet diverse user
requirements. Second, transcoding is compatible with existing video formats, without need to upgrade the software
at mobile terminals (client side) and video source (source
side). In [10], Shen et al. proposed a transcoding based online
caching algorithm, with which a caching system transcodes
the cached videos according to real-time user requests and
makes cache replacement with LRU algorithm. However,
this algorithm is just a simple combination of LRU and
transcoding, which largely restricts its caching performance.
Moreover, the use of LRU in [10] cannot ensure each video
has at most one quality version in a cache server, and thus
much redundancy still remains among cached files.
Recently, fog computing pushes computing power to edge
of network to reduce distance between service provider and
users. In this paper, we take advantage of fog computing
and deploy cache at networks edge. Specifically, we focus
on studying transcoding enabled caching. The objective is to
enable cache servers to keep most valuable video versions so
as to minimize the video delivery delay for video requests
from all users subject to constraints of cache sizes and limited
bandwidth on links between different base stations (for cooperative caching). We first formulate the transcoding based
caching problem as integer linear programming problem.
Then we propose a Transcoding based Caching Algorithm
(TCA), which iteratively finds the placement leading to the
maximal delay gain for video fetching among all possible
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choices by considering request arrival rates of videos, file sizes
of different video versions, and also delivery delays between
different cache servers. To reduce content redundancy, TCA
restricts each cache server to keep at most one quality version
of a video. We deduce the computational complexity of TCA.
Simulation results demonstrate that our TCA algorithm can
significantly reduce the video transmission delay by up to
40% compared with traditional offline greedy algorithm in
[5].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives a brief review of related work. Section 3 describes the
caching system model and formulates optimal transcoding
based independent caching and cooperative caching problems, respectively. In Section 4, we propose the TCA caching
algorithm. In Section 5, we perform simulations to evaluate
the performance of TCA. We conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work
Traditional offline caching algorithms usually treat individual
video files separately and tend to keep the most popular video
files in cache [5, 6]. Reference [5] proposed a cooperative
caching algorithm for a distributed cache system. Staring
with an all-zero caching vector, this algorithm then iteratively
updates the caching vector by placing a file to a cache server
such that this placement leads to the maximum performance
improvement, which is computed based on the popularity
of each video. Reference [6] proposed a caching algorithm
which makes use of both user interests and video popularities,
in order to achieve a good balance between cache efficiency
and user preference.
However, in the traditional caching algorithms, several
files kept at a cache server may belong to the same video
but they have different qualities and thus lead to a lot of
redundancy since one version of a video can actually be used
to produce some other versions of the video by using certain
video encoding/decoding technique, such as SVC [7] and
transcoding [8].
SVC encodes a video into different layers, and different
quality versions of a video share certain low layers. Thus, for
SVC-encoded videos, the popularity calculation is changed
from a per-video perspective to a per-layer perspective. Following this direction, in [9], a SVC-based caching algorithm
was proposed to improve the caching performance. However,
due to the high decoding complexity and the additional
overhead [7, 11], SVC is not widely deployed in online VoD in
particular for resource-limited mobile terminals. Moreover,
the amount of quality versions that a SVC-based video can be
transformed is quite limited and it equals the number of its
encoded layers. This largely restricts the service granularity
that a SVC-based encoding system can provide.
Transcoding has been a mature technology, which can
convert a high-quality video to a low-quality video in real
time [12]. By applying transcoding at cache servers, video
quality transforming can be conducted on much finer granularity to meet diverse user requirements, and it is compatible
with existing video formats without need to upgrade the
software at mobile clients or video sources.
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In this aspect, [10] designed an online caching system,
which uses LRU to make cache replacement and uses
transcoding to covert cached video files. Reference [13]
designed an augmented radio access network model to
evaluate the performance of such transcoding based online
caching systems and showed that the caching performance
can be further improved. Reference [14] studied a multipleparameter optimal model subject to the cache storage and
transcoding capacity constraints and proposed a cooperative
LRU-based online video caching algorithm (online JCCP),
which uses the collaboration among the cache servers to
further improve cache performance. However, in these studies, LRU is just simply combined with transcoding, and the
caching or replacing of a file is still based on LRU itself,
which cannot ensure that each video has at most one quality
version cached in individual cache server. For example, when
a high version needs to be cached, removing the low version
of the file from the cache (if any) should be a better choice.
However, the use of LRU in [10, 13, 14] fails to incorporate
such operation. Thus, redundancy still remains in caches.
Transcoding also causes certain extra cost. Reference [15]
pointed out this problem and proposed an online partial
transcoding caching scheme used in cloud computing network with an aim to minimize the total extra cost caused by
the transcoding and storage. Reference [16] in 2018 proposed
a cloud-based architecture to allocate transcoding tasks
among virtual machines in a cache system to decrease the cost
of streaming service provider and pointed out transcoding
based video caching is worth being further studied. Moreover, due to the significant improvement of capability of
mobile edge computing [17, 18] and the appearance of new
transcoding technologies [19, 20], it is now feasible to conduct
full transcoding in caching systems at mobile edge.
In this paper, we focus on studying transcoding based
offline caching algorithm. Our algorithm in this paper differs
from the above work in the following ways. First, it restricts
one cache server to keep at most one quality version of a video
in order to remove unnecessary redundancy. Second, it made
caching decision on the quality version of a video to be cached
based on all the requests for different versions of the video.

3. System Model and Problem Formulation
In this section, we first give an overview of transcoding based
video caching system for providing streaming services at
mobile edges. Then, we illustrate the key idea for performing
transcoding based caching. Finally, we formulate the optimal
transcoding based caching problem.
3.1. System Model. We first introduce the caching system
under study. As Figure 1 shows, there are 𝑁 cache servers in
the system, which are geographically distributed at the edge
of the cellular network to provide online VoD services to
mobile users covered by the base stations. We assume each
cache server is attached to a base station via a short link
with unlimited bandwidth, and for simplicity we assign the
same sequence number to a cache server and its attached base
station. Each cache server can transcode a cached video from
a high-quality version to a low-quality version in real time.

3

Cache server
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(

Remote video
source server

1
3
C fetching (1,5)
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fetching (1,2)
2
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Figure 1: Example illustrating the application scenario with three
cellular cells. In this figure, combination of two figures, in the form
of (𝑥, 𝑦), represents video 𝑥’s 𝑦 version.

These cache servers are connected to a remote video source
server, which has all the quality versions of all the videos that
users may request, via the backhaul network. In this paper,
each user is assumed to be covered by one base station and
can fetch video data from its local cache server, the video
source server, or another local cache server (in the case of
cooperative caching).
We next introduce a typical application scenario as shown
in Figure 1 to illustrate the operation of vide fetching in such a
system. As the figure shows, a user (say 𝐴) sends a request for
a video quality version labeled by (1, 2), i.e., a quality version
2 of video 1, to its local cache server 1, which just has a video
quality version (1, 4). Therefore, cache server 1 can satisfy the
request by transcoding (1, 4) to (1, 2) since the locally cached
version is higher than the requested version. We assume the
transmission rate between a mobile user and its local base
station is high enough such that the delivery delay for fetching
a video from local cache server to its users is negligible,
and we further assume transcoding can be performed in real
time on a cache server such that we do not consider the
transcoding delay.
Furthermore, assume the 𝑁 = 3 cache servers in the
system work cooperatively. A user, say 𝐵 in Figure 1, who
requests (1, 1) but cannot get it directly from its local cache
server 2, can fetch the video also from server 1, which
transcodes (1, 4) to (1, 1) and send (1, 1) to user 𝐵 via
base station 2. Along the path from server 1 to user 𝐵, we
assume the link between base station 1 and base station 2 will
allocate a certain bandwidth for each session for such video
transmission and also cause certain delivery delay. Finally,
if the request for (1, 5) of a user 𝐶 cannot be satisfied by
any local cache servers, he/she needs to fetch it from the
remote source server. Along the path from the remote video
source server to user 𝐶, we assume the backhaul link will
allocate a certain bandwidth for each session of such video
transmission and also cause certain delivery delay.
Our objective here is to find a caching vector to place
video files on different cache servers, while minimizing
the average delivery delay of video transmissions for all
users. Such optimization has great challenges on computation
complexity. For example, considering there are five levels of
qualities with either of two given videos, assume each one of
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Table 1: Symbol definition.

Symbols
N
V
Q
𝐶𝑛
𝑆V𝑞
𝜆 𝑛V𝑞
𝑑𝑛
𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝐷𝑛
𝐷𝑛V
𝐷𝑐
𝐷𝑐V
𝑋

Definition
A set of all cache servers.
A set of all videos.
A set of all quality versions of a video.
Cache space of server 𝑛.
Size of file (V, 𝑞), i.e., quality version 𝑞 of video V.
Number of requests for file (V, 𝑞) from the users under base station 𝑛.
Unit data delivery delay from remote source server to a user under base
station 𝑛.
Unit data delivery delay from server 𝑛 to a user under base station 𝑛
Delivery delay of server 𝑛 for serving all its local requests in independent
caching.
Delivery delay of server 𝑛 for serving its local requests for all versions of
video V in independent caching.
Delivery delay for serving all requests from all users in
cooperative caching.
Delivery delay for serving the requests from all users for
all versions of video V in cooperative caching.
Caching vector, where each element 𝑥𝑛V equals the quality version of
video V to be cached at server 𝑛 while 𝑥𝑛V = 0 means no file related to
video V is cached at server 𝑛.

the three cache servers in Figure 1 has a limited space equal
to the maximum size of the video versions with the highest
quality. Then, for the 2 videos each with 5 different qualities,
each cache server needs to select from the 6∗6 version choices
one video or two videos to store, where each digital number
of 6 corresponds to the 5 quality versions of either file plus a
zero quality meaning the video is not to be stored. Moreover,
if the three cache servers cooperate, the video version choices
for them are 62×3 ; let us further generalize this computation as
follows: in a real cache system, assume 𝑉 is the total number
of the videos each having 𝑄 levels of qualities and 𝑁 is the
total number of cache servers, the video version choices for
these cache servers are (𝑄 + 1)𝑉×𝑁, a huge amount, and
thus such optimization problem is usually too complex to be
solved in polynomial-time.
In the above system model, we assume transcoding can
be performed in real time on a cache server without delay.
In fact, the transcoding delay is related to the capacity of
the transcoding server as well as the load of the transcoding
processes. We will leave this problem in our future work.
Next, we will first define variables and parameters used
and then formulate the problem in the following subsection;
we will then propose a heuristic algorithm to solve this
problem in the next section.
3.2. Symbols and Parameters. Before formulating the problem under study, we list the symbols and parameters used
hereafter in Table 1.
We denote the set of cache servers by N = {𝑛 | 𝑛 =
1, 2, . . . , 𝑁}, where 𝑁 is the total number of cache servers.
We assume a cache server 𝑛, 𝑛 ∈ N has a space of 𝐶𝑛 bytes
for caching video files.

Assume there are in total 𝑉 videos in the system, each
having 𝑄 different versions to be requested, and we use V =
{1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑉} and Q = {1, 2, . . . , 𝑄} to denote the set of all the
videos and the set of all the video versions, respectively. Each
quality version of a video, denoted by (V, 𝑞), V ∈ V, 𝑞 ∈ Q, has
a given size of 𝑆V𝑞 bytes, and we assume 𝑆V1 < 𝑆V2 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < 𝑆V𝑄,
∀V. The number of requests for each video version (V, 𝑞) from
the users under base station 𝑛 is denoted by 𝜆 𝑛V𝑞 , which is
assumed to be known in advance like in [5, 9].
Delivering a file may cause certain delivery delay. Specifically, delivering a video with a size of 𝑆V𝑞 from the remote
video source server to a user in the cell of base station 𝑛 will
cause a delay of 𝑆V𝑞 𝑑𝑛 , where 𝑑𝑛 is the delay for delivering one
unit of video data from the source server to the user via base
station 𝑛, due to the limited bandwidth assigned on backhaul
link for the transmission. Furthermore, in the situation where
these cache servers work cooperatively, delivering a video
with a size of 𝑆V𝑞 from a server 𝑛 to a user associated with
base station 𝑛 will cause a delay of 𝑆V𝑞 𝑑𝑛𝑛 , where 𝑑𝑛𝑛 is the
delay for delivering one unit of video data from cache server
𝑛 to the user via base station 𝑛, due to the limited bandwidth
assigned on the link between base station 𝑛 and base station
𝑛 for the transmission. We denote a caching vector by an set of
integers 𝑋 = {𝑥𝑛V | 𝑛 ∈ N, V ∈ V, 𝑥𝑛V ∈ Q + {0}}, where each
element 𝑥𝑛V represents the quality version of video V cached
at server 𝑛, and specially, 𝑥𝑛V = 0 means server 𝑛 does not
have any version of video V. We use 𝑋𝑛 = {𝑥𝑛V | V ∈ V} to
represent the caching vector for server 𝑛.
3.3. Formulation of Caching with Transcoding
3.3.1. Independent Caching with Transcoding. We first consider the situation that cache servers operate independently.
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In this situation, a user can only fetch a video file either from
its local cache server (with high priority) or from the remote
video source in the cloud (with low priority). Our goal is to
find an optimal caching vector 𝑋𝑛 for each individual cache
server 𝑛 (𝑛 ∈ N) while minimizing the average delivery delay
of all the video fetching of users covered by the base station
𝑛. Since the average delivery delay equals the total delivery
delay of all the video fetching divided by the total number of
requests, and the total number of requests is assumed to be
a constant, the objective of minimizing the average delivery
delay is equivalent to minimizing the total delivery delay
(denoted by 𝐷𝑛 ). The total delivery delay 𝐷𝑛 can be computed
as follows:
𝐷𝑛 = ∑ ∑ 𝜆 𝑛V𝑞 𝑆V𝑞 𝑑𝑛 𝐼𝑥𝑛V <𝑞 ,
V∈V 𝑞∈Q

(1)

where 𝐼condition is an indicator function which equals 0 and
1, respectively, when the “condition” equals false and true.
We explain (1) as follows. First, let us consider a given video
quality version (V, 𝑞) requested by users under base station 𝑛.
If the cached version for video V at server 𝑛 can satisfy these
requests, i.e., 𝑥𝑛V ≥ 𝑞, we have 𝐼𝑥𝑛V <𝑞 = 0, and these users
can fetch (V, 𝑞) from the local cache server directly without
delay; otherwise, we have 𝐼𝑥𝑛V <𝑞 = 1, and these users have to
fetch it from the remote video source server with a delivery
delay 𝜆 𝑛V𝑞 𝑆V𝑞 𝑑𝑛 , where 𝜆 𝑛V𝑞 is the total number of the requests
for file (V, 𝑞), and 𝑆V𝑞 𝑑𝑛 is the video delivery delay for each
such request. Considering all the versions of video V to be
requested, we have the following total delivery delay (denoted
by 𝐷𝑛V ) for fetching all these versions.
𝐷𝑛V = ∑ 𝜆 𝑛V𝑞 𝑆V𝑞 𝑑𝑛 𝐼𝑥𝑛V <𝑞 .
𝑞∈Q

(2)

Considering all the videos and all their quality versions to be
requested, we have formula (1).
Finally, we formulate the optimal transcoding based
independent caching at a cache server 𝑛 as follows:
minimize

𝐷𝑛

subject to

∑ ∑ 𝑆V𝑞 𝐼𝑥𝑛V=𝑞 ≤ 𝐶𝑛

𝑋𝑛

V∈V 𝑞∈Q

𝑥𝑛V ∈ Q + {0} ,

(3)

∀V ∈ V.

Formulation (3) has two constraints. First, the size of the
total cached files at a server 𝑛 must not exceed the cache
space 𝐶𝑛 . Second, the value of 𝑥𝑛V must be an integer, and it
indicates this is an integer programming problem. As having
been mentioned in Section 3.1, the computation complexity
for (3) is (𝑄 + 1)𝑉 for each cache server; such computation is
too complex to be solved in polynomial-time for large 𝑉.
3.3.2. Cooperative Caching with Transcoding. We then consider the situation where the cache servers work cooperatively
with each other for providing high-quality online VoD
services. In this situation, among all the servers including the
local cache servers and the remote video source server, a user

can fetch a video file from a best server which can satisfy the
request while leading to the minimal delivery delay. Our goal
is to find a caching vector 𝑋 for the local caching system while
minimizing the average delivery delay of all users. Again, this
objective is equivalent to minimize the total delivery delay
(denoted by 𝐷𝑐 ) of all video fetching requests.
The total delivery delay 𝐷𝑐 can be computed as follows:
𝐷𝑐 = ∑ {𝜆 𝑛V𝑞 𝑆V𝑞 𝑑𝑛 ∏ 𝐼𝑥𝑛 V <𝑞 + (1 − ∏ 𝐼𝑥𝑛 V <𝑞 ) 𝜆 𝑛V𝑞 𝑆V𝑞 min
𝑑 } ,

 𝑛𝑛
𝑛∈N
V∈V
𝑞∈Q

𝑛 ∈N

𝑛 ∈N

𝑛 ∈N

(4)

where N = {𝑛 | 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, 𝐼𝑥𝑛 V <𝑞 = 0} is the set of the cache
severs which can satisfy the requests for a given video version
(V, 𝑞).
We explain (4) as follows. Let us first compute the delivery
delay for a given combination of 𝑛, V, and 𝑞, i.e., transmitting
video (V, 𝑞) to satisfy all user requests under base station 𝑛.
On one hand, if none of the cache servers can satisfy the
user requests, we have 𝐼𝑥𝑛 V <𝑞 = 1, ∀𝑛 ∈ N, and thus have
∏𝑛 ∈N 𝐼𝑥𝑛 V <𝑞 = 1. Thus, the users have to fetch (V, 𝑞) from the
remote video source server, which leads to a delivery delay
of 𝜆 𝑛V𝑞 𝑆V𝑞 𝑑𝑛 . On the other hand, if at least one cache server
𝑛 can satisfy the user requests, we have 𝐼𝑥𝑛 V <𝑞 = 0 for each
such server 𝑛 and thus have (1 − ∏𝑛 ∈N 𝐼𝑥𝑛 V <𝑞 ) = 1. Then,
among all such cache severs N , we choose the cache server
with the minimal delay to base station 𝑛 to satisfy the requests
of video (V, 𝑞), and we then have the total delivery delay as
𝜆 𝑛V𝑞 𝑆V𝑞 min𝑛 ∈N 𝑑𝑛𝑛 . Here, we assume the delay between a
pair of cache servers is smaller than that between the remote
source server and a local cache server. Considering all the
versions of video V to be requested, we have the following total
delivery delay (denoted by 𝐷𝑐V ) for fetching all these versions:
𝐷𝑐V = ∑ {𝜆 𝑛V𝑞 𝑆V𝑞 𝑑𝑛 ∏ 𝐼𝑥𝑛 V <𝑞 + (1 − ∏ 𝐼𝑥𝑛 V <𝑞 ) 𝜆 𝑛V𝑞 𝑆V𝑞 min
𝑑 } .

 𝑛𝑛
𝑛∈N
𝑞∈Q

𝑛 ∈N

𝑛 ∈N

𝑛 ∈N

(5)

Considering all the videos and all their quality versions to be
requested, we have formula (4).
Finally, we formulate the optimal transcoding based
cooperative caching problem as follows:
minimize

𝐷𝑐

subject to

∑ ∑ 𝑆V𝑞 𝐼𝑥𝑛V =𝑞 ≤ 𝐶𝑛 ,

𝑋

∀𝑛 ∈ N

V∈V𝑞∈Q

𝑋𝑛V ∈ Q + {0} ,

(6)

∀𝑛 ∈ N, ∀V ∈ V.

The two constrains in (6) are similar to those in (3). As having
been mentioned in Section 3.1, the computation complexity
for (6) is (𝑄+1)𝑉×𝑁; such computation is usually too complex
to be solved in polynomial-time.

4. Transcoding Based Cache Algorithm
In this section, we design a transcoding based caching
algorithm (TCA).
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(1) 𝐸 = {𝑒𝑛V𝑞 | ∀𝑛 ∈ N, ∀V ∈ V, ∀𝑞 ∈ Q}
(2) 𝐸𝑛 = {𝑒𝑛V𝑞 | ∀V ∈ V, ∀𝑞 ∈ Q}, 𝑛 ∈ N
(3) 𝑋 ← {0, 0, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 0}
(4) 𝑋𝑛 ← {0, 0, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 0}, ∀𝑛 ∈ N
(5) for 𝑖 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑁 × 𝑉 × 𝑄 do
(6)
𝑒𝛼𝛽𝛾 = argmax𝑔∈𝐸 𝐽𝑋 (𝑔)
(7) if𝐽𝑋(𝑒𝛼𝛽𝛾 ) = 0 then
(8)
break
(9) end if
(10) 𝐶𝛼 ← 𝐶𝛼 − 𝑆𝛽𝛾 + 𝑆𝛽𝑥𝛼𝛽
/∗note: 𝑆𝛽𝑥𝛼𝛽 = 0 if 𝑥𝛼𝛽 = 0∗/
(11) 𝑥𝛼𝛽 of 𝑋 ← 𝛾
(12) 𝑥𝛼𝛽 of 𝑋𝛼 ← 𝛾
(13) 𝐸 ← 𝐸 \ 𝑒𝛼𝛽𝑞 , ∀𝑞 ≤ 𝛾
(14) 𝐸𝛼 ← 𝐸𝛼 \ 𝑒𝛼𝛽q , ∀𝑞 ≤ 𝛾
(15) for 𝑒𝛼V𝑞 ∈ 𝐸𝛼 do
(16)
if 𝐶𝛼 + 𝑆V𝑥𝛼V < 𝑆V𝑞 then
(17)
𝐸 ← 𝐸 \ 𝑒𝛼V𝑞
(18)
𝐸𝛼 ← 𝐸𝛼 \ 𝑒𝛼V𝑞
(19)
end if
(20) end for
(21) if |𝐸| = 0 then
(22)
break
(23) end if
(24) end for
(25) Ouput 𝑋
Algorithm 1: Procedure of TCA.

4.1. Algorithm Overview. TCA works for generating a
caching vector 𝑋 in a greedy manner such that it iteratively
assigns a video quality version to an available cache server,
which leads to the maximal performance gain among all
choices, until no file can be placed.
TCA works as follows. First, it initializes an all-zero
caching vector 𝑋 with 𝑥𝑛V = 0, ∀𝑛, V. Then, it iteratively
updates 𝑋 by placing a video version on a cache server, one
video version placed each time. Given a set of video versions
to be considered for caching at a set of cache servers, there
typically exist multiple placement choices in each iteration.
For each possible placement (𝑛, V, 𝑞) (i.e., placing video (V, 𝑞)
on server 𝑛), we compute the delivery delay for video V
(called after-placement delay) by using (2) or (5), based on
whether independent caching or cooperative caching is used,
under the current 𝑋. Moreover, we have a delivery delay
for video V before the placement (called base delay). The
reduced delay (i.e., the base delay minus the after-placement
delay) is called the delay gain associated with the placement.
Among all possible placement choices, TCA chooses the
choice leading to the maximal delay gain and accordingly
updates the caching vector. This process is repeated until no
more file can be cached at any of the cache servers or no more
video version needs to be considered for caching.
4.2. Algorithm Design. The procedure of TCA is shown in
Algorithm 1, which is described partially based on the code
framework in [5].

First, a series of variables are initialized in lines 1–4,
including (i) 𝐸 = {𝑒𝑛V𝑞 | 𝑛 ∈ N, V ∈ V, 𝑞 ∈ Q} being
initialized as a set containing all possible placement choices,
where each element 𝑒𝑛V𝑞 ∈ 𝐸 represents a possible placement,
i.e., it is still applicable to place (V, 𝑞) at server 𝑛, (ii) the
possible placements 𝐸𝑛 ⊆ 𝐸 for each cache server 𝑛, (iii) an
all-zero caching vector 𝑋, and (iv) an all-zero caching vector
𝑋𝑛 for each cache server 𝑛.
Then, it iteratively updates 𝑋 (see line 5 to line 24 in
Algorithm 1). In each iteration, line 6 finds the best placement
𝑒𝛼𝛽𝛾 (i.e., placing the 𝛾 version of video 𝛽 at server 𝛼)
among all possible placements in 𝐸, where function 𝐽𝑋(𝑔)
computes the delay gain of a possible placement 𝑔 based on
the current caching vector 𝑋. Following that, if the maximal
delay gain equals zero, TCA will break the loop; otherwise, it
will continue the following operations. Line 10 adjusts cache
size 𝐶𝛼 , by removing the space to be occupied by the new
video version (𝛽, 𝛾) and also retrieving the space occupied by
the previously cached video version (𝛽, 𝑥𝛼𝛽 ) (if any). Lines 11
and 12 update 𝑥𝛼𝛽 = 𝛾 in 𝑋 and 𝑋𝛼 , respectively, according to
the new choice of 𝑒𝛼𝛽𝛾 ; lines 13 and 14 removes placements
𝑒𝑛V𝑞 , ∀𝑛 = 𝛼, V = 𝛽, 𝑞 ≤ 𝑟, from 𝐸 and 𝐸𝛼 , since all the
user requests for fetching (𝛽, 𝑞), 𝑞 ≤ 𝑟 from server 𝛼 can
be satisfied by this new placement and thus it no longer
needs to cache any lower version of the video 𝛼. Next, lines
15–20 remove those placements, which are impossible to be
realized due to limited remaining cache space, from 𝐸 and
𝐸𝑛 . Following that, if 𝐸 becomes empty (see line 21), TCA will
break the loop. Finally, TCA outputs the final caching vector
𝑋.
The computational complexity of TCA can be easily
deduced as follows. The initialization in lines 1–4 obviously
takes 𝑂(NVQ) time. In the “for” loop between line 5 and
line 24, line 6 has the highest complexity of 𝑂(NVQ)
and the “for” loop takes at most 𝑂(NVQ) time. Thus, the
computational complexity of TCA is 𝑂(N2 V2 Q2 ).

5. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we perform simulations to evaluate the
performance of TCA. We compare three instances of two
caching algorithms, including two instances of TCA, which
adopt independent caching (TCA-I) and cooperative caching
(TCA-C), respectively, and the traditional greedy algorithm
(Greedy) for cooperative caching [5].
5.1. Parameter Settings. We set 𝑁 = 3 cache servers for
simulations, each having the same cache size. The default rate
of transmitting videos between each of the servers and the
remote source server is 2 Mbps, and the default rate (i.e.,
cooperative transmit rate) among the cache servers for video
delivery in the mode of cooperative caching was set to 5
Mbps. The default cache size at a cache server is 400 GBytes.
We assume there are 1000 videos for caching, all of which
have one-hour playback duration. According to the Youtube
recommended resolutions and bitrates, each video supports
5 different quality levels of video resolutions, including 240p,
360p, 480p, 720p, and 1080p, which correspond to video
bitrates of 400, 750, 1000, 2500, and 4500kbps, respectively
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5.2. Simulation Results. Impact of cooperative transmit rate
on delivery delay. For this test, we conducted a series of
simulations with varying cooperative transmit rate ranging
from 2 to 11 Mbps at 1 Mbps granularity. The results are
shown in Figure 2, where the 𝑥-axis is the cooperative
transmit rate and the 𝑦-axis is the average video transmission delay. The three curves correspond to TCA-C, Greedy,
and TCA-I, respectively. The former two algorithms adopt
cooperative caching and can reduce the delivery delay by
increasing the cooperative transmit rate. The third algorithm
uses independent local caching and thus has a constant
performance irrelevant to cooperative transmit rate. The
results in this figure clearly demonstrate that TCA-C has the
best performance, since it makes full use of both transcoding
and cooperative caching at different cache servers. The gains
in terms of delivery delay are up to 40% and 38% as compared
to TCA-I and Greedy, respectively.
Impact of cache size on delivery delay. In this test, we
conduct a series of simulations with varying cache size
ranging from 50 GB to 800 GB at 100 GB granularity. Figure 3
shows the results. In Figure 3, all the three curves show
similar decreasing trends on average delivery delay with
cache space increasing. Moreover, for each given cache size,
the results show that TCA-C significantly outperforms TCAI and Greedy, with a decrease of average delivery delay by up
to 50% and 53%, respectively. The results indicate that TCA-C
can efficiently utilize available cache space, so as to improve
user experience of video fetching.
Impact of video popularity distribution on delivery delay.
In this test, we conduct a series of simulations with varying
shape parameter Zipf ranging from 0.4 to 1.2 at 0.1 granularity.

800

TCA−I
TCA−C
Greedy

Figure 2: Impact of cooperative transmit rate.

[21]. Thus, the total size of the 5000 video versions is close to
4 TB.
Following typical settings used for empirical studies in
VoD system [9, 22], the popularity of the 1000 videos is
assumed to follow a Zipf distribution; i.e., the 𝑖th most popular
video will be requested at a rate in proportion to 𝑖−𝑧 , where
𝑧 is a shape parameter and was set to 0.8 unless otherwise
specified. Furthermore, different versions of a video are
assumed to be equally requested by users.

400
600
Cache size (GBs)

0.6
0.8
1
Zipf shape parameter z

1.2

TCA−I
TCA−C
Greedy

Figure 4: Impact of Zipf shape parameter.

Figure 4 shows the results. Not surprisingly, all the simulated
algorithms lead to decrease on delivery delay with increasing
of the shape parameter 𝑧. This is because a larger 𝑧 indicates
fewer videos are more popular such that the caching of them
can satisfy a large proportion of all users’ requests. Figure 4
shows that TCA-C always has the best performance.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we studied transcoding based caching for
improving the performance of a distributed video caching
system. We formulated optimal transcoding based video
caching problem under two different modes (i.e., independent caching and cooperative caching) as integer linear
programming problem. We then proposed a transcoding
based caching algorithm TCA, which iteratively places a
video version to a cache server, which leads to the maximal
delay gain among all possible choices. Simulation results
demonstrate that TCA (when working in cooperative caching
mode) can significantly reduce the delivery delay compared
with traditional greedy algorithm.
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Fog computing (FC) is an emerging paradigm that extends computation, communication, and storage facilities towards the edge
of a network. In this heterogeneous and distributed environment, resource allocation is very important. Hence, scheduling will
be a challenge to increase productivity and allocate resources appropriately to the tasks. We schedule tasks in fog computing
devices based on classification data mining technique. A key contribution is that a novel classification mining algorithm I-Apriori
is proposed based on the Apriori algorithm. Another contribution is that we propose a novel task scheduling model and a TSFC
(Task Scheduling in Fog Computing) algorithm based on the I-Apriori algorithm. Association rules generated by the I-Apriori
algorithm are combined with the minimum completion time of every task in the task set. Furthermore, the task with the minimum
completion time is selected to be executed at the fog node with the minimum completion time. We finally evaluate the performance
of I-Apriori and TSFC algorithm through experimental simulations. The experimental results show that TSFC algorithm has better
performance on reducing the total execution time of tasks and average waiting time.

1. Introduction
Many applications, such as health monitoring application
or intelligent traffic control application may need to receive
feedback in a short amount of time, and the latency due to
sending data to the cloud and then returning the response
from the cloud to the operator of these programs has bad
effects [1]. So, in 2012, Bonomi presented a novel concept
called the fog computing [2]. Fog computing consists of
a large number of geographically distributed fog servers
which can be cellular base stations, access points, gateways,
switches, and routers with limited capabilities, as compared
to specialized computing facilities such as data centers [3–
5]. In fog computing, the massive data generated by different
kinds of Internet of Things (IoT) [6, 7] devices can be
processed at the network edge instead of transmitting it to the
centralized cloud infrastructure due to bandwidth and energy
consumption concerns [8]. Fog computing has become a new
computing model in providing local computing resources
and storage for end-users rather than cloud computing.

The contradiction [9, 10] between computation intensive
applications and resource limited devices becomes the bottleneck for providing satisfactory quality of experience. This
contradiction needs to be solved by task scheduling in fog
computing environment. Task scheduling is widely applied
in distributed computing systems and the cloud computing
environment [11, 12]. Task scheduling in fog computing is to
allocate appropriate resources for application tasks. How to
select appropriate resources for the application task to meet
the minimum completion time, to satisfy the users’ quality of
service (QoS) requirements, to improve the fog computing
throughput, and to achieve the load balancing scheduling
can be defined as task scheduling problem in fog computing
environment. Therefore, it is of great practical significance to
achieve efficient resource utilization and higher performance
in the fog computing environment.
In fog computing environment, task scheduling depends
on whether there are dependencies between the tasks that are
scheduled. It can be divided into independent task scheduling
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and related task scheduling. Related task scheduling is often
referred to as dependent task scheduling [13]. There is no
dependency relationship and data communication among
tasks in independent task scheduling [14, 15]. Dependent task
scheduling has some dependence and there is data communication among tasks. A typical task scheduling model is built
on the basis of graphs, usually called task graphs. The most
common task graph is Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), so the
dependent task scheduling is also called DAG scheduling.
Before tasks are scheduled, tasks have two ways to arrive.
One is the batch mode. When all tasks arrive, they are allocated to the corresponding fog nodes through a scheduling
algorithm. Another is the online mode. The arrival time
of each task is random and a task is scheduled to a fog
node as soon as it arrives at the RMS (resource management
system). Task scheduling of fog nodes has been proved to
be a NP-complete problem [16]. The research work of task
scheduling is a very important aspect and has been widely
and deeply studied by researchers [17]. At present, although
many research achievements have been obtained for task
scheduling, researchers are still continuing to explore and
study [18]. Research of scheduling tasks in fog computing
environment has not been well-established yet due to the
lack of fog architecture that manages and allocates resources
efficiently. Our research also has a positive influence on some
optimization problems [19–22].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we describe the related work of the research. In Section 3,
we introduce the classification mining algorithm and an
improved I-Apriori algorithm. In Section 4, we introduce
a task scheduling model, the scheduling algorithm, and
the scheduling process in fog computing. The analysis of
the experimental process and experimental results of task
scheduling algorithm are given in Section 5, followed by our
conclusion made in Section 6.

2. Related Work
2.1. Related Work of Classification Mining. Classification
mining algorithms are widely used in text, image, video,
traffic, medical, big data, and other application scenarios. A
pipelined architecture for the implementation of axis parallel
binary DTC was proposed in [23] that dramatically improves
the execution time of the algorithm while consuming minimal resources in terms of area. Reference [24] proposed a
fast and accurate data classification approach which can learn
classification rules from a possibly small set of records that
are already classified. The proposed approach is based on the
framework of the so-called Logical Analysis of Data (LAD).
The accuracy and stability of the proposed algorithm are
better than that of the standard LAD algorithm. Sequence
classification was introduced in [25] using rules composed of
interesting patterns found in a dataset of labelled sequences
and accompanying class labels. They measure the interestingness of a pattern in a given class of sequences by combining
the cohesion and the support of the pattern. They use the discovered patterns to generate confident classification rules and
present two different ways of building a classifier. The patterns
that the algorithm discovers represent the sequences well and
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are proved to be more effective for the classification tasks
than other machine learning algorithms. A Bayesian classification approach for automatic text categorization using classspecific features was proposed in [26]. Unlike conventional
text categorization approaches, the method selects a specific
feature subset for each class. One noticeable significance of
the algorithm is that most feature selection criteria such as
Information Gain (IG) and Maximum Discrimination (MD)
can be easily incorporated into the algorithm. Compared
with other algorithms, it demonstrates that the algorithm is
effective and further indicates its wide potential applications
in data mining. Furthermore, we will apply this algorithm to
other areas, such as oblivious RAM [27, 28], string mapping
[29], and match problem [30].
2.2. Related Work of Independent Task Scheduling. For a large
scale environment, e.g., cloud computing system, there had
been also numerous scheduling approaches proposed with
the goal of achieving the better task execution time for
cloud resources [31]. Independent task scheduling algorithms
mainly include MCT algorithm [32], MET algorithm [32],
MIN-MIN algorithm [33], MAX-MIN algorithm [33], PMM
algorithm, and genetic algorithm. The MCT (Minimum
Completion Time) algorithm assigns each task in any order
to the processor core that causes the task to be finished at the
earliest time. It makes some tasks unable to be allocated to
the fastest processor core. The MET (Minimum Execution
Time) algorithm assigns each task to a processor core in
any order that minimizes the execution time of the task.
Contrary to the MCT algorithm, the MET algorithm does
not consider the processor core’s ready time, which may
lead to serious load imbalance across processor cores. The
MIN-MIN algorithm calculates the minimum completion
time of all unscheduled tasks firstly, and then selects the
task with the minimum completion time and assigns the
task to the processor core that can minimize its completion
time, repeating the process many times until all tasks are
scheduled. The same as the MCT algorithm, the MIN-MIN
algorithm is also based on the minimum completion time.
The MIN-MIN algorithm considers all tasks that are not
scheduled, but the MCT algorithm considers only one task at
a time. The MAX-MIN algorithm is similar to the MIN-MIN
algorithm, which also calculates minimum completion time
without scheduled tasks firstly and then selects the task with
the largest minimum completion time and assigns the task
to the processor core with the minimum completion time.
The PMM (Priority MIN-MIN) algorithm is an improvement
of the MIN-MIN algorithm. It does not choose the smallest
task with the earliest complete time, but it selects 𝑘 tasks with
smaller earliest completion time and schedules the task with
highest priority in the 𝑘 tasks. The PMM algorithm takes the
standard deviation of the task on each processor core as the
priority of the task. The higher the standard deviation, the
higher the task priority.
On one hand, literature of existing classification algorithms applies decision tree algorithm and Bayes classification algorithm to various application scenarios. On the other
hand, combined with cloud computing, distributed computing, big data, grammatical evolution [34, 35], and other
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technologies, researchers are focused on how to optimize and
improve the performance of classification algorithms. In task
scheduling, few researchers apply the classification mining
algorithm to schedule tasks.

3. Classification Data Mining
3.1. Overview. Classification mining algorithm [36] is the
key technology of data mining. As a supervised learning
algorithm, it is based on existing training data sets to set
up a model to predict the categories of new data sets. It
can find classification rules and predict new data types
through analysis of the training data set. A classification
mining algorithm consists of two stages which are building
the model phase and using the model phase. In the first
stage, it analyzes the existing training data set and builds a
corresponding model and then generates some classification
rules. In the second stage, it classifies new data sets based on
the constructed classification model.
Major classification mining algorithms include random
decision forests [37], decision tree algorithm, Bayes algorithm, genetic algorithm, artificial neural network algorithm
[34], and classification algorithm based on association rules.
Classification algorithm is widely used in wireless sensor
networks, network intrusion detection, call logs, and risk
assessment in banks. In this paper, the classification algorithm based on association rules is introduced and the
Apriori algorithm is improved and evaluated.
3.2. Mining Model. Apriori [35, 38, 39] is a classical classification algorithm based on association rules (CBA). It generates
frequent itemsets through an iterative process. The Apriori
algorithm includes two steps. First of all, it finds frequent
itemsets from a known transaction in which the frequency is
greater than or equal to minimum support threshold through
pruning and connection operation of frequent itemsets.
Then, it generates association rules based on the frequent
itemsets and minimum confidence degree.
The improved association rule mining model is implemented in two steps. (1) Firstly, the transaction database
𝐷 is scanned to store the transaction identification TID for
each itemset, and the candidate 1-itemset 𝐶1 is generated.
Delete the itemsets from 𝐶1 which are less than the minimum
support threshold, and get the frequent 1-itemsets of 𝐿 1 . (2)
Loop execution of the process is done until 𝐿 𝑘-1 is empty.
Firstly, let 𝐿 𝑘-1 and 𝐿 𝑘-1 be joined to generate candidate
itemset 𝐶𝑘 . Secondly, a new transaction identifier list can be
obtained through the intersection of the transaction identifier
list, and the count of the itemsets can be obtained directly
through 𝐶𝑘 . Thirdly, comparing the count of 𝐶𝑘 with the
minimum support threshold min sup, reserve itemsets which
are more than or equal to minimum support threshold
min sup, and delete the rest of itemsets; then the final frequent
itemset 𝐿 is generated.
3.3. Improved Association Rule Mining Algorithm. In the process of producing frequent itemsets in the Apriori algorithm,
there are two factors that affect the performance of the
algorithm. Firstly, it needs to scan the original transaction

3

1 Input: transaction database D; min sup
2 Output: frequent itemsets L
3 C1 =find candidate 1-itemsets(D);
4 int count=the number of TID in D;
5 for each itemset s of C1 {
6 s.item-set=s;
7 s.count=count of s in C1 ;
8 s.tid-list=the set of all TID includes s;
9 if s.count<min sup∗count
10 delete s in C1 ;
11 }
12 L1 =C1 ;
13 for (k=2; 𝐿 𝑘-1 ≠ 0; k++){
14 for each itemset l1 in 𝐿 𝑘-1 {
15
for each itemset l2 in 𝐿 𝑘-1 {
16
c=l1 ⋈l2 ;
17
c.tid-list= l1 .tid-list∧l2 .tid-list;
18
c.count=count TID in c.tid-list;
19
}
20 }
21 if c.count>=min sup∗count
22 add c to 𝐶k ;
23 Lk =Ck ;
24 }
Algorithm 1: I-Apriori algorithm.

database every time to generate the frequent k-itemsets, so
the number of scanned transaction databases is too much,
which can result in the decline of algorithm performance.
Secondly, in the process of tree cutting, the algorithm needs
to scan candidate k-1 sets to get candidate itemset. Therefore,
the algorithm scans itemsets many times; it also leads to
the decline of algorithm performance. In view of the above
problems, we improve the process of frequent itemsets in the
algorithm, and an improved I-Apriori algorithm is proposed
based on the Apriori algorithm. The I-Apriori algorithm is
described as follows in Algorithm 1.
In the I-Apriori algorithm, during the process of generating the candidate itemset 𝐶𝑘 every time, except for storing the
itemset and the count of support degree, it is more important
to store the transaction identifier list attribute Tid-list. After
completing the connection operation between itemsets, the
algorithm can get the list of transaction identifiers and the
count of itemsets directly through the attribute Tid-list and
does not need to scan the transaction database again. Based
on the above reasons, I-Apriori algorithm can improve the
performance effectively.
3.4. Algorithm Evaluation. The efficiency of Apriori algorithm and I-Apriori algorithm is evaluated based on time
complexity and algorithm execution time.
3.4.1. Time Complexity. Suppose the number of transactions
and items in the transaction database 𝐷 is 𝑛 and m, and the
iteration times of frequent itemsets in the algorithm is 𝑘. The
time complexity of classical Apriori algorithm is composed
of three layers nested for loops, apriori gen subroutine and
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Figure 1: Comparison of execution time.

has infrequent subset subroutine called apriori gen subroutine in the main algorithm. It is easy to find that the time
complexity of Apriori algorithm is O(𝑘4 ∗ 𝑚∗n). According
to the I-Apriori algorithm shown in Algorithm 1, because
only one time is needed to scan the transaction database D,
the time complexity of I-Apriori algorithm is O(m+n+𝑘3 ).
Obviously, O(m+n+𝑘3 ) is better than O(𝑘4 ∗ 𝑚∗n). The
greater the transaction database D, the more the number of
items, the more iterations, and the higher efficiency of the IApriori algorithm.
3.4.2. Experimental Analysis. The Java language is used
to realize the classic Apriori algorithm and the I-Apriori
algorithm, respectively. The hardware environment is Intel
2.5 GHz CPU, 4 GB memory, and the operation system is
Windows 7. We generated corresponding frequent itemsets
for the transaction database.
When the number of transactions in the transaction
database is 200 and the number of items is 20, the execution
time needed for the two algorithms to generate frequent
itemsets under different minimum support degree (0.4∼0.8)
is shown in Figure 1. When the number of items in the
transaction database is 20 and the minimum support degree
is 0.4 and 0.6 (several experiments show that the execution
time of the algorithms is longer when the minimum support
degree is 0.4, while the algorithm has a shorter execution
time when the minimum support degree is 0.6; therefore,
0.4 and 0.6 are chosen to compare the execution time of
the two algorithms under different transaction numbers), the
execution time needed for the two algorithms to generate
frequent itemsets under different number of transactions
(50∼400) is shown in Figure 2.
From Figure 1, when the minimum support degree of
Apriori algorithm and I-Apriori algorithm is small, the
execution time of generating frequent itemsets of I-Apriori
algorithm is smaller than that of Apriori algorithm. With the

increase of minimum support degree, there is little difference
in execution time of the two algorithms. When the minimum
support degree is large, the execution time of generating
frequent itemsets of I-Apriori algorithm is larger than that
of Apriori algorithm. When the minimum support degree is
small and the number of iterations is greater, the efficiency
of the I-Apriori algorithm is higher. When the minimum
support degree is large and the number of iterations is smaller,
the efficiency of the Apriori algorithm is higher. Therefore,
the I-Apriori algorithm is suitable for smaller minimum
support degree and more iterations in classification mining.
When the minimum support degree is small, the number
of iterations of classification mining will increase. The IApriori algorithm will reduce the times of scanning the
transaction database significantly, and the execution time of
the algorithm is shorter. On the contrary, when the minimum
support degree is large, the number of iterations will be
decreased. Although the I-Apriori algorithm also can reduce
the times of scanning the transaction database, I-Apriori
algorithm has no advantage over Apriori algorithm.
In the case of smaller minimum support degree in
Figure 3, when the number of transactions is smaller, the
execution time of generating frequent itemsets of the Apriori
algorithm is smaller than that of the I-Apriori algorithm.
With the increase of the number of transactions, the efficiency of I-Apriori algorithm is obviously higher than that
of Apriori algorithm. In the case of larger minimum support
degree in Figure 4, the execution time of generating frequent
itemsets of the Apriori algorithm is larger than that of
the I-Apriori algorithm when the number of transactions
is small. With the increase of the number of transactions,
the Apriori algorithm is more efficient than the I-Apriori
algorithm. Generally speaking, the I-Apriori algorithm is
suitable for small minimum support degree and large number
of transactions when generating frequent itemsets.

4. Task Scheduling of Fog Computing
Task scheduling of fog computing is to schedule tasks to fog
nodes with different computing powers, and arrange their
execution order reasonably, so that the total execution time
is shortest. All notations utilized in the paper are listed in
Table 1.
4.1. Fog Computing System Architecture. Fog computing system [40] has three tiers in a hierarchy network, as represented
in Figure 3. The front-end tier consists of IoT devices, which
serve as user interfaces that send requests from users via WiFi
access points or Internet. IoT devices are always subject to
strict constraints on their resource such as CPU, memory,
and, when run, a very complex application. The fog tier,
which is formed by a set of near-end fog nodes, receives
and processes part of a workload of users’ request. The
fog tier is generally deployed near IOT terminals, which
provides limited computing resources for users. Users can
access the computing resources in the fog tier directly, so it
can avoid additional communication delays. The cloud tier
consists of multiple servers or cloud nodes. The remote cloud
can provide abundant computing resources, but it is located
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physically far from the users and the transmission delay is
large.
4.2. Task Scheduling Model. In order to implement the task
scheduling of fog computing effectively, the classification
algorithm is integrated into the task scheduling process of
fog computing. Figure 4 presents the task scheduling model
of fog computing. In order to realize an effective scheduling
process between the fog node set 𝑁 and the task set T, the
scheduling module consists of two algorithms, i.e., I-Apriori
algorithm and TSFC (Task Scheduling in Fog Computing)

algorithm. Firstly, based on the scheduling transaction set D,
association rules of the node set and the task set are generated
by the I-Apriori algorithm. Secondly, the association rules
are used as the input of TSFC algorithm to get the task
scheduling relationship between the fog node set and the task
set. Finally, the task scheduling relationship 𝑅 is inserted into
the scheduling transaction set 𝐷 to provide input data for the
next task scheduling.
4.3. TSFC Scheduling Algorithm. Based on the I-Apriori
algorithm, TSFC algorithm is designed and is shown in
Algorithm 2. The basic idea of the algorithm is to schedule
tasks in the task scheduling relational table with higher
priority. Set the completion time of these tasks in the table
to a larger value, and then select the fog node with the
minimum completion time. Execute a loop from the rest of
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Table 1: Summary of the notations.

var
TS(k)
T
N
D
b𝑤𝑖𝑗
P
Time[𝑛, 𝑚]
D[𝑧]
R[𝑡, 𝑐]
ST i
AT i
FT i
TST
AWT

definition
TS contains k task sets that needs to be scheduled
T={t1 ,t2 ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,tn } is a set of n tasks. In this set, all of the tasks in T are independent tasks
N={P0 , P1 , . . ., 𝑃𝑚-1 } denotes the set of processors
An edge 𝑑𝑖𝑗 ∈D denotes a link between processor Pi and Pj
the bandwidth between processor Pi and Pj
P=(N,D) denotes the topology of a fog computing network
Time[𝑖, 𝑗] descripts the estimated running time of the task ti on fog node Pj
Scheduling transaction set contains z transactions
Task scheduling relationship contains the scheduling relationship between the task set T and the fog node N
The start execution time of task ti
Actual arrival time of task ti
the completion time of the task ti
Total task scheduling execution time is the maximum value of all tasks’ completion time
Average waiting time is TST divided by n, AWT=∑𝑛j=1 (𝑆𝑇𝑗 − 𝐴𝑇𝑗 )/𝑛

1 Input: Time[𝑛, 𝑚], R[𝑡, 𝑐], TS
2 Output: TST, AWT
3 double ST[𝑖], FT[𝑖], min FT, Total Time, Time, TST, AWT, WT;
4 int Total node, Total Task, Task, Total TaskSet, best node ID;
5 read every taskset from TS;
6 for (i=0; i<Total TaskSet; i++){
7 read a task from taskset;
8 for (j=0; j<Task; j++){
9
for (k=0; k<Total node; k++){
10
if (R[𝑗, 𝑘]=-1)
11
FT[𝑗]=Time[𝑗, 𝑘];
12
else
13
FT[𝑗]=ST[𝑗]-R[𝑗, 𝑘];
14
}
15
find minimal min FT and corresponding k in FT[𝑗] with task j;
16
ST[𝑘]=ST[𝑘]+min FT;
17
sort all tasks in taskset i from small to large according to FT[𝑗];
18
ST[ ]=0; FT[ ]=0;
19
}
20 while (taskset i is not empty) {
21
select task tTask with the largest FT[𝑗] in taskset;
22
if tTask =null
23
break;
24
select the node with smallest FT[𝑗] of tTask and return best node ID;
25
WT=WT+ST[best node ID];
26
ST[best node ID]=FT[best nodee ID];
27
delete tTask ;
28
Task=Task-1;
29
recalculate every FT[𝑗] of the rest of tasks;
30
sort all tasks in taskset i from small to large according to FT[𝑗];
31
}
32 write the largest ST[𝑗] to Time of all tasks;
33 Total Time=Total Time+Time;
34 Total Task=Total Task+Task;
35 TST=Total Time;
36 AWT=WT/Total Task;
37 }
Algorithm 2: TSFC algorithm.
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Table 2: Execution time matrix Time[𝑛, 𝑚] of task set T and fog
node set N.
task
t0
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9

P0
200
102
81
55
32
155
287
135
228
178

P1
211
122
92
59
33
160
291
142
237
183

P2
180
91
88
57
29
149
267
122
204
161

P3
223
130
95
61
36
173
305
160
251
195

0

P0

P1

P2

P3

20
t3
40
60

t7

t1

80
t0
100
120
140
160

the tasks to select the task with minimum completion time
to schedule and assign the selected task to the fog node
with minimum completion time until all of the tasks are
scheduled. Supposing the number of task sets, tasks, and fog
nodes is k, n, and 𝑚, respectively, the time complexity of TSFC
algorithm is O(k∗𝑛2 +k∗𝑛∗m).
4.4. Analysis of Scheduling Process. In order to understand
and analyze the TSFC algorithm, a complete case is used to
analyze the scheduling process of the TSFC algorithm. We
analyze the whole process of task scheduling algorithm of fog
computing. Suppose that the task set 𝑇 contains 10 tasks and
the node set 𝐶 includes 4 fog nodes; that is, n=10 and m=4.
The execution time matrix Time[𝑛, 𝑚] of task set 𝑇 and node
set 𝐶 is shown in Table 2.
(1) Transaction database. Transaction set D[𝑧] is shown in
Table 3. Each scheduling information between the task set 𝑇
and the fog node set 𝑁 is stored as a transaction information.
A Boolean value is used to describe whether the task or node
is scheduled or not. The Boolean true value representing
the task or node is scheduled. On the contrary, the Boolean
false value representing the task or node is not scheduled. In
addition, it is assumed that the transaction set 𝐷 contains 10
transactions; that is, z=10.
(2) Classification mining. The transaction database 𝐷 is
used as the input of I-Apriori algorithm, and the minimum
support degree min sup=0.5. Frequent itemsets {𝑃1 ,𝑃0 ,𝑃3 ,𝑡7 }
and {𝑃2 ,𝑃0 ,𝑃3 ,𝑡7 } are generated by the I-Apriori algorithm.
Association rules 𝑡7 => 𝑃1 ∨ 𝑃0 ∨ 𝑃3 (minimum confidence
degree is equal to 0.833) and 𝑡7 => 𝑃2 ∨ 𝑃0 ∨ 𝑃3 (confidence
degree is equal to 1.0) are generated with the minimum
confidence degree min conf =0.8.
(3) Task scheduling relational table. According to the
association rules generated by the I-Apriori algorithm, the
scheduling relationship between the task set and fog node
set is shown in Table 4. In the task scheduling relational
table R[𝑡, 𝑁], there are three kinds of values of task 𝑡𝑖
corresponding to fog node 𝑃𝑗 . In the first case, if the task 𝑡𝑖
and the fog node 𝑃𝑗 do not appear in the association rules,
every value of the row corresponding to task 𝑡𝑖 is equal to
−1. In the second case, if task 𝑡𝑖 and fog node 𝑃𝑗 appear in

180
200

Figure 5: Scheduling diagram between tasks and fog node.

the association rules, then calculate the confidence degree of
task 𝑡𝑖 on the fog node 𝑃𝑗 . Let the confidence degree of tsk
𝑡𝑖 corresponding to each fog node 𝑃𝑗 be tP𝑘 (k∈[1, 𝑚]), and
the value of task 𝑡𝑖 and fog node 𝑃𝑗 is equal to 𝑡𝑃𝑘 / ∑𝑚−1
𝑘=0 t𝑃𝑘
in the task scheduling relational table R[𝑡, 𝑁]. For example,
the scheduling relationship value between 𝑡7 and 𝑃1 is
0.833/(0.833 + 0.833 + 0.833 + 1.0 + 1.0 + 1.0)∗100=11.15.
In the last case, the corresponding scheduling relationship
value is equal to 0 when the fog node does not appear in the
association rules.
(4) Scheduled tasks TS. Scheduled tasks TS is a task list
that needs to be scheduled in an experiment. Suppose the
arrival time (AT 𝑖 ) of all tasks is equal to 0. The task set to be
scheduled is shown in Table 5.
(5) Task scheduling. Because all of the tasks are independent, the communication cost among tasks is not considered
in TSFC algorithm. The value of every element of the
communication matrix is equal to 0. The task set is scheduled
based on the TSFC algorithm with Tables 2, 4, and 5 as input.
Then, output the execution time of (TST) and the average
waiting time (AWT) of the scheduled tasks.
Take the first task set{𝑡0 ,𝑡1 ,𝑡3 ,𝑡7 } in the scheduled tasks TS
as an example. Task 𝑡7 is scheduled to fog node firstly because
the task 𝑡7 appears in the association rules, and task 𝑡7 is
scheduled on fog node 𝑃0 or 𝑃3 . Recalculate the minimum
completion time of the three tasks {𝑡0 ,𝑡1 ,𝑡3 } in the task set
1, and select task 𝑡0 with the largest minimum completion
time to be scheduled on fog node 𝑃2 . Next, recalculate the
minimum completion time of the remaining two tasks {𝑡1 ,𝑡3 }
again, and task 𝑡1 is scheduled on fog node 𝑃1 . Finally, task
𝑡3 is scheduled on fog node 𝑃3 . The scheduling relationship
between the task and fog node in the task set 1 is shown in
Figure 5.
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Table 3: Transaction database.

transaction
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T 10

P0
T
F
T
T
F
F
T
F
T
T

P1
T
T
T
F
T
F
T
T
T
T

P2
T
F
T
T
F
F
F
T
T
T

P3
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
F
T
T

t0
T
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
F
F

t1
F
F
T
F
T
F
F
F
F
T

Table 4: Relationship between task and fog node R[𝑡, 𝑁].
task
t0
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9

P0
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
35.33
-1
-1

P1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
11.15
-1
-1

P2
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
18.19
-1
-1

P3
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
35.33
-1
-1

Table 5: Scheduled tasks TS.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Task set
t0 ,t1 ,t3 ,t7
t1 ,t2 ,t6 ,t7
t3 ,t4 ,t5 ,t8 ,t9
t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t5 ,t7 ,t8
t0 ,t1 ,t6 ,t7 ,t8 ,t9

5. Simulation Experiment and
Result Discussion
5.1. Experimental Purpose. In order to verify the TSFC algorithm proposed in this paper, we compare the performance
of TSFC algorithm under the same experimental conditions
with other three independent task scheduling algorithms,
MCT, MET, and MIN-MIN.
5.2. Simulation Environment. Based on the simulator toolkit
provided by SimGrid [41–43], the simulation environment for
heterogeneous multiprocessors is built as follows:
(1) Internodes are interconnected through high speed
networks.
(2) Each fog node can perform task execution at the same
time and communicate with other fog nodes without
competition.
(3) Every task is not preempted on the fog node.
(4) The fog nodes are heterogeneous.

t2
T
F
T
F
T
F
F
F
F
T

t3
F
T
F
F
F
T
T
F
T
F

t4
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
F
T
F

t5
T
F
F
T
F
F
T
F
F
F

t6
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
T

t7
T
F
T
T
F
F
T
F
T
F

t8
F
T
F
F
F
F
F
T
F
F

t9
F
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
T
T

The computer used in the experiment is configured as
follows: Intel Core i5-3210M@2.5 GHz dual core processor,
8 GB memory. The number of the fog nodes in the experiment
is 4 and 6, respectively.
5.3. Test Data Set. The input data of TSFC algorithm include
the task execution time matrix, the task scheduling relational
table, and the task set. The task execution time matrix
includes execution time of 10 tasks and 4 fog nodes as well
as 10 tasks and 6 fog nodes. The execution time of each
node is generated by a random program. The task scheduling
relational table is based on the task scheduling model of fog
nodes with the I-Apriori algorithm. The number of tasks in
the experiment starts from 100, increasing 50 tasks each time,
until the number of tasks reaches 500 tasks.
5.4. Discussion of Experimental Results
5.4.1. Result Analysis under 4 Fog Nodes. The TSFC, MCT,
MET, and MIN-MIN algorithms are used to schedule the
task set under 4 fog nodes, respectively. TST and AWT under
different number of tasks in the four algorithms are shown in
Figure 6.
5.4.2. Result Analysis under 6 Fog Nodes. The TSFC, MCT,
MET, and MIN-MIN algorithms are used to schedule the task
set under 6 fog nodes, respectively. After scheduling, TST and
AWT under different number of tasks in the four algorithms
are shown in Figure 7.
We can see from Figures 6(a) and 7(a) that, with the
number of tasks increases, the value of TST generated by
TSFC, MCT, MET, and MIN-MIN algorithms is increasing.
However, the value of TST generated by the TSFC algorithm
is smaller than those by MCT and MIN-MIN algorithms.
As the number of tasks increases, the efficiency of TSFC
algorithm is higher than MCT and MIN-MIN algorithms.
When the number of tasks is small, the value of TST
generated by the TSFC algorithm is lower than that by the
MET algorithm. As the number of tasks increases, the value
of TST generated by the TSFC algorithm is larger than that
by the MET algorithm. Because TSFC algorithm takes task
completion time as a main parameter, as the number of tasks
increases, the total completion time of scheduled tasks will be
closer to the optimal solution.
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The values of AWT generated by TSFC, MCT, MET, and
MIN-MIN algorithms are stable from Figures 6(b) and 7(b).
The value of AWT generated by the TSFC algorithm is less
than that by MCT, MET, and MIN-MIN algorithms (the
value of AWT of MIN-MIN algorithm in Figure 6(b) is better
when the number of tasks is larger). The minimum value of
AWT generated by TSFC algorithm in Figure 6(b) is only
3.7% of MET’s, and the maximum value of AWT is only
35.1% of MET’s. The minimum value of AWT generated by
TSFC algorithm in Figure 7(b) is equal to 0. Because the MET

algorithm takes the shortest execution time of tasks as the
main scheduling parameter, the execution time of different
tasks on the same fog nodes is proportional, so it will cause
most of the tasks to be scheduled on the same fog node and
resulting in a much higher AWT value. The TSFC algorithm
schedules tasks which have minimum value in minimum
completion time, and it shortens the value of task waiting
time as much as possible, so the value of AWT is smaller.
In summary, the value of TST and AWT generated by
TSFC algorithm is better than MCT, MET, and MIN-MIN
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algorithms. The TSFC algorithm is superior to MCT, MET,
and MIN-MIN algorithms in the experiments.
[3]

6. Conclusion
The fog computing is a new paradigm which attracts lots of
attention. Providing satisfactory computation performance
is a great challenge in the fog computing environment. In
this paper, we proposed an I-Apriori algorithm by improving
the Apriori algorithm. Experimental results show that the IApriori algorithm can improve the efficiency of generating
frequent itemsets effectively. A novel task scheduling model
and a novel TSFC algorithm of fog computing environment
are proposed based on the I-Apriori algorithm. Association
rules are generated by the I-Apriori algorithm which act as
an important parameter of TSFC task scheduling algorithm.
Experimental results show that TSFC algorithm has better
performance than other similar algorithms in terms of task
total execution time and average waiting time.
In this article, there are some other issues that do
not involve, for example, bandwidth between processors,
multilayer task scheduling in fog computing, and others. In
future work, we will explore these areas. Furthermore, we will
apply TSFC algorithm to other areas, such as oblivious RAM,
string mapping, and match problems.
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This paper presents a suboptimal approach for resource allocation of massive MIMO-OFDMA systems for high-speed train (HST)
applications. An optimization problem is formulated to alleviate the severe Doppler effect and maximize the energy efficiency (EE)
of the system. We propose to decouple the problem between the allocations of antennas, subcarriers, and transmit powers and solve
the problem by carrying out the allocations separately and iteratively in an alternating manner. Fast convergence can be achieved for
the proposed approach within only several iterations. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is superior to existing
techniques in terms of system EE and throughput in different system configurations of HST applications.

1. Introduction
Recent development and deployment of high-speed trains
(HSTs) have dramatically improved the efficiency and user
experience in interstate transportations. However, providing
high data rates and good quality of service (QoS) to passengers in the presence of rapidly varying channel conditions
and scarce bandwidth availability is a challenging task [1].
Critical challenges have arisen from real-time communications between HSTs and fixed base stations (BS). Existing
narrow-band railway communication systems, such as GSMR, are not suitable for HSTs due to typically low capacity.
5G technology is currently adopting a so-called network
densification approach, which involves the deployment of a
large number of base stations (BSs), to increase the network
coverage and provide higher throughput to the users [2].
Orthogonal-Frequency Division-Multiple-Access (OFDMA)
has been extensively adopted for wideband communications,
but severe Doppler shift exists in the communication process
because of high mobility, resulting in the difficulties in
channel estimation [3] and subsequently destructive intercarrier interference (ICI) [4]. On the other hand, increasing
the number of antennas at both transmitters and receivers,

also known as Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO), can
improve robustness against ICI. Particularly, MIMO with
a large number of antennas has been increasingly studied
for enhancing quality and reliability of wideband wireless
communications. Unfortunately, the benefits do not come for
free. Energy consumption would grow substantially, as the
number of antennas increases. An energy-efficient resource
allocation of MIMO-OFDMA is expected to balance spectral
efficiency and energy efficiency (EE) [5].
There has been a lot of work on wireless resource
allocation in static and low-speed mobile system. In [6], it
was revealed that network energy can be saved by assigning
nonoverlapping frequency bands to different cells. In [7], a
power loading algorithm was proposed to maximize the EE
of MIMO. In [8], the authors investigated the energy-efficient
bandwidth allocation in downlink flat fading OFDMA channels and maximized the numbers of bits transmitted per
joule, by using the Lagrangian and time-sharing techniques.
In [9], the authors proposed a hybrid structure of resource
allocation in OFDMA cellular systems, which maximized
both the EE and the downlink system capacity. The proposed
structure, combined with resource allocation, was shown to
improve the EE and the system capacity of OFDMA. In [10],
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the resource allocation for energy-efficient OFDMA systems
was formulated as a mixed nonconvex and combinatorial
optimization problem and solved by exploiting fractional
programming. In [11], the energy-efficient configuration of
spatial and frequency resources was studied to maximize the
EE for downlink MIMO-OFDMA systems in the absence of
channel state information (CSI) at the BS. However, none of
the existing works have taken into account the destructive
ICI. For HSTs at a speed of over 500km/h, the fast timevarying channel and the severe Doppler shift have yet to be
addressed, and high-mobility communication shall be one
of the most important and extreme use scenarios in future
5th generation (5G) mobile communication networks [12–
16]. The OFDMA resource allocation strategy was designed
for fast-changing mobile environments in [17], where a
suboptimal allocation policy was developed at a significant
cost of computational complexity.
Fog computing, also known as fogging, is an architecture
that uses edge devices to carry out a substantial amount
of local computation, storage, and communication [18–20].
We use a fog server at the BS to concentrate data, data
processing, and applications. The fog server can increase
overall computing capability, which helps in efficient resource
allocation and utilization.
Fog computing emphasizes proximity to end-users and
client objectives, dense geographical distribution and local
resource pooling, latency reduction, and backbone bandwidth savings. Therefore, we use this technology to provide
practical value for real-time implementation of HST communications.
This paper aims to design an efficient resource allocation strategy to improve the communication performance
of HSTs. After analyzing the multiuser MIMO-OFDMA
downlink system, the influence of mobility on the system is
quantified. A mathematical model is put forth to maximize
the EE of the system. To tackle the problem, an iterative
algorithm with fast convergence is proposed. Specifically, we
propose to decouple the problem between the allocations
of antennas, subcarriers, and transmit powers and solve
the problem by carrying out the allocations separately and
iteratively in an alternating manner. Fast convergence can
be achieved for the proposed approach within only several
iterations. Simulation results demonstrate the gain of the
proposed approach in terms of EE and throughput, as
compared with existing schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
the system model in Section 2 and formulate and solve the
problem of interest in Section 3. In Section 4, the simulation
results are provided, followed by conclusions in Section 5.

2. System Model
The system of interest is a multiuser MIMO-OFDMA system,
as illustrated in Figure 1, where there is a fixed BS equipped
with 𝑀 transmit antennas (𝑀 ≫ 1) and 𝐾 user terminals
located in a HST. A fog server is employed at the BS to help the
resource allocation computation. Each of the user equipment
has a single receive antenna. The users share radio resources
for down services. Each of the user equipment has a single
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Figure 1: Networks architecture for multiuser MIMO system.

receive antenna. The users share radio resources for down
services. Different users are assigned with different OFDM
subcarriers and different antennas, given the large number of
transmit antennas. Coherent beamforming is carried out at
the BS to produce physical beams towards the users.
The speed of HST can lead to severe Doppler shifts. Let
ℎ𝑘,𝑛 denote the complex channel gain between the BS and user
𝑘 on subcarrier 𝑛. The total number of subcarriers is 𝑁. The
knowledge on ℎ𝑘,𝑛 can be inaccurate at the BS, because of the
fast-changing HST environment and hence estimation errors.
We assume
ℎ𝑘,𝑛 = ̂ℎ𝑘,𝑛 + Δℎ𝑘,𝑛 ,

(1)

where ̂ℎ𝑘,𝑛 is the estimate of ℎ𝑘,𝑛 at the BS and Δℎ𝑘,𝑛 is an
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) measurement
error. Δℎ𝑘,𝑛 yields a complex Gaussian distribution due to the
use of the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimators.
Δℎ𝑘,𝑛 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇, 𝜎𝑒2 ) and
𝜎𝑒2 =

1
1 + (Δ𝑓/𝑓𝑑 ) (𝑝𝑘,𝑛 /𝑛0 )

(2)

where Δ𝑓 is the subcarrier interval and 𝑓𝑑 is the maximum
Doppler shift which can be written as 𝑓𝑑 = 𝑉 ⋅ 𝑓𝑐 /𝑐. 𝑐 is the
speed of light. 𝑓𝑐 is the carrier frequency. 𝑝𝑘,𝑛 is the transmit
power allocated to user 𝑘 on subcarrier 𝑛. 𝑛0 is the noise
power spectral density [10].
We assume that each subcarrier has an equal bandwidth
of 𝐵. Therefore, the total bandwidth of the system is 𝐵𝑡𝑜𝑡 =
𝑁𝐵. We also assume that each subcarrier is assigned an equal
transmit power; i.e., 𝑝𝑘,𝑛 = 𝑃𝑘 /𝑏𝑘 = 𝑝𝑘 , where 𝑏𝑘 and 𝑃𝑘 are
the number of subcarriers and the transmit power of the BS
allocated to user 𝑘, respectively.
The Doppler shift can compromise the orthogonality
between OFDM subcarriers, resulting in ICI [22]. At a speed
of 𝑉, the power of ICI on a subcarrier can be written as [23]
𝑁

2

(𝑇𝑠 𝑓𝑑 )
2
𝑛=1

𝐼𝐶𝐼 (𝑉) = ∑

𝑁

∑

𝑗=1,𝑗=𝑛
̸ (𝑗

1
− 𝑛)

2

where 𝑇𝑆 denotes the duration of an OFDM symbol.

(3)
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In the case that 𝑀 → ∞, the receive signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) can be approximated to [17]
𝜌𝑘,𝑛 ≈

𝑝𝑘,𝑛 𝑙𝑘 𝑀𝑘 (1 − 𝜎𝑒2 )

(4)

𝑛0 𝐵 + 𝑝𝑘 𝐼𝐶𝐼 (𝑉)

where 𝑀𝑘 is the number of antennas of the BS assigned to
user 𝑘.
The asymptotic rate of the MIMO can be achieved based
on the random matrix theory [17]. Specifically, the rate
asymptotically converges to the average rate in mean square.
The asymptotic rate can be replaced with the average data
rate. The total data rate of user 𝑘 converges to
𝑟𝑘 = 𝑏𝑘 𝐵 log2 (1 +

𝑝𝑘 𝑙𝑘 𝑀𝑘 (1 − 𝜎𝑒2 )
𝑛0 𝐵 + 𝑝𝑘 𝐼𝐶𝐼 (𝑉)

).

(5)

We also consider nonideal circuit power at the BS. We can
adopt a linear model [24] at the BS to characterize the circuit
power consumption, as given by

antenna allocations for the users; and 𝑃 = [𝑃1 , 𝑃2 , . . . , 𝑃𝐾 ]T
collects the power allocations of the users. The constraint C1
specifies the total transmit power constraint 𝑃𝑇 . C2 specifies
the minimum data rate per user. C3 and C4 restrict the total
numbers of subcarriers and antennas, respectively.
Clearly, problem (7) is a combinatorial mixed integer programming problem. The objective of (7) also has a fractional
form with variables in the denominator of the objective.
All this makes (7) a NP-hard nonconvex problem with
poor tractability. In order to solve the problem efficiently,
we develop a suboptimal solution, where the subcarriers
allocation, antennas, and transmit powers are optimized
separately and sequentially in an alternating manner.
3.1. Subcarrier Allocation. Given 𝑀 and 𝑃, we first propose to
allocate subcarriers to maximize the EE while satisfying the
minimum data rates of the users. According to the objective
of (8), the subcarrier allocation can be expressed as
𝑏𝑘 = arg max 𝑄 (𝑀, 𝐵, 𝑃) .
𝐵

(9)

𝐾

𝜙 = 𝑃𝑐 max {𝑀𝑘 } + ∑ 𝑏𝑘 𝑝𝑘 + 𝑃0
𝑘

(6)

𝑘=1

where 𝑃𝑐 is the power consumption per active antenna,
consisting of the power consumption of filtering, mixing,
power amplification, and digital-to-analog conversion. 𝑃0 is
the constant part of the power consumption at the BS and is
independent of the number of active antennas.

3. Optimization Problem Formulation
The goal of this paper is to maximize the EE of the BS, which
can be formulated as
max
𝑀𝐵𝑃

{𝑄 (𝑀, 𝐵, 𝑃) =

𝑅 (𝑀, 𝐵, 𝑃)
}
𝜙 (𝑀, 𝐵, 𝑃)

We propose to allocate subcarriers based on the criterion of
EE. First, we calculate the number of subcarriers allocated to
each user according to the minimum data rate of the user.
Then, we choose the user with the highest EE and allocate a
subcarrier to the user, one user after another, and this repeats
until all users are allocated or all subcarriers are assigned.
The proposed allocation of subcarriers can be summarized
in Algorithm 1.
3.2. Transmit Power and Antenna Allocation. Given the
subcarrier allocation developed in Section 3.1, problem (7)
can be reformulated to a fractional programing problem with
respect to 𝑀 and 𝑃, as given by [25]
𝐹 (𝑞) = max

{𝑅 (𝑀, 𝑃) − 𝑞𝜙 (𝑀, 𝑃)}
(10)

𝐾

s.t.

𝐶1 : ∑ 𝑃𝑘 ≤ 𝑃𝑇 ,

s.t.

C1, C2, C4.

𝑘=1

(7)

𝐶2 : 𝑟𝑘 ≥ 𝑅min ,
𝐾

𝐶3 : ∑𝑏𝑘 ≤ 𝑁,
𝑘

This is mixed integer programming. We proceed to relax the
̃𝑘 ∈ [𝑀min , 𝑀]. 𝑀min is
integer constraint C4, i.e., 𝑀𝑘 to 𝑀
the minimum number of antennas to meet the requirements
of uninterrupted transmission for all users [10]. As a result,
(10) can be further reformulated as

𝐶4 : 𝑀𝑘 ≤ 𝑀
where, given (5) and (6), the EE of the BS can be written as
𝑄=

=

max

{𝑅 (𝑀, 𝑃) − 𝑞𝜙̃ (𝑀, 𝑃)}
𝐾

𝑅
𝜙

s.t.

𝐶1 : ∑ 𝑃𝑘 ≤ 𝑃𝑇 ,
𝑘=1

2
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑏𝑘 𝐵 log2 (1 + 𝑝𝑘 𝑙𝑘 𝑀𝑘 (1 − 𝜎𝑒 ) / (𝑛0 𝐵 + 𝑝𝑘 𝐼𝐶𝐼𝑛 (𝑉)))

𝑃𝑐 max𝑘 {𝑀𝑘 } +

∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑏𝑘 𝑝𝑘

+ 𝑃0

(8)
;

the vector 𝐵 = [𝑏1 , 𝑏2 , . . . , 𝑏𝐾 ]T collects the subcarrier
allocation of all 𝐾 users; 𝑀 = [𝑀1 , 𝑀2 , . . . , 𝑀𝐾 ]T collects the

𝐶2 : 𝑟𝑘 ≥ 𝑅min ,
̃𝑘 ∈ [𝑀min , 𝑀]
𝐶4 : 𝑀
where 𝑞 is the optimal solution for problem (10).

(11)
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1 Initialization Initialize transmit power allocation vector
𝑃0 = [𝑃1 0 , 𝑃2 0 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑃𝐾 0 ]T and antenna allocation
vector 𝑀0 = [𝑀1 0 , 𝑀2 0 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑀𝐾 0 ]T . Then, we
calculate each user’s initial data rate
𝑅0 = [𝑟1 0 , 𝑟2 0 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑟𝐾 0 ]T .
2 for user 𝑘 = 0 to 𝐾 do
3
Calculate 𝑏𝑘 = ⌈𝑅min /𝑟𝑘0 ⌉
4 end
𝐾
5 while ∑𝑘 𝑏𝑘 > 𝑁 do
̃𝑘 ← arg max
6
𝑘∈[1,2,⋅⋅⋅ ,𝐾] {𝑏𝑘 }, 𝑏̃𝑘 ← 0
7 end
𝐾
8 while ∑𝑘 𝑏𝑘 > 𝑁 do
(𝑏 + 1)𝐵 log2 (1 + 𝑝𝑘 𝑙𝑘 𝑀𝑘 (1 − 𝜎𝑒2 )/(𝑛0 𝐵 + 𝑝𝑘 𝐼𝐶𝐼𝑛 (𝑉))) 𝑏𝑘 𝐵 log2 (1 + 𝑝𝑘 𝑙𝑘 𝑀𝑘 (1 − 𝜎𝑒2 )/(𝑛0 𝐵 + 𝑝𝑘 𝐼𝐶𝐼𝑛 (𝑉)))
9
𝑄𝑘 = 𝑘
−
𝑃𝑐 max𝑘 {𝑀𝑘 } + (𝑏𝑘 + 1)𝑝𝑘 + 𝑃0
𝑃𝑐 max𝑘 {𝑀𝑘 } + 𝑏𝑘 𝑝𝑘 + 𝑃0
10
𝑖 ← max𝑘 {𝑄𝑘 }, 𝑏𝑖 = 𝑏𝑖 + 1
11 end
Output: Subcarrier allocation policy 𝐵∗ .
Algorithm 1

We can prove that (11) is a concave function by evaluating
the Hessian matrix of −𝐹(𝑞), as given by
𝑎𝑏2 𝑛0
𝑎2 𝑏𝑃𝑘 2
−
[
]
2
2
[ ln 2 (𝑛0 𝑏 + 𝑐𝑃𝑘 + 𝑎𝑃𝑘 𝑀𝑘 )
]
ln 2 (𝑛0 𝑏 + 𝑐𝑃𝑘 + 𝑎𝑃𝑘 𝑀𝑘 )
[
],
2
2
2
[
𝑎𝑏 𝑛0 𝑀𝑘 (2𝑏𝑐𝑛0 + 𝑎𝑏𝑛0 𝑀𝑘 + 2𝑐 𝑃𝑘 + 2𝑎𝑐𝑃𝑘 𝑀𝑘 ) ]
𝑎𝑏 𝑛0
[
]
−
2
2
2
ln
2
(𝑛
𝑏
+
𝑐𝑃
+
𝑎𝑃
𝑀
)
ln
2
(𝑛
𝑏
+
𝑐𝑃
+
𝑎𝑃
𝑀
)
(𝑛
𝑏
+
𝑐𝑃
)
0
𝑘
𝑘 𝑘
0
𝑘
𝑘 𝑘
0
𝑘
[
]
where 𝑎 = 𝑙𝑘 (1 − 𝜎𝑒2 ), 𝑏 = 𝐵𝑏𝑘 , and 𝑐 = 𝐼𝐶𝐼(𝑉). Both the
determinant of the Hessian matrix and its 𝑘th order principal
matrix are nonnegative. Thus the Hessian matrix is positive
semidefinite. Hence, −𝐹(𝑞) is strictly convex. As a result, the
objective function of problem (11) is jointly concave over
(𝑀, 𝑃) while all the constraints are linear. In addition, (11)
yields the Slater conditions [26] and therefore holds strong
duality. The dual problem of (11) and the primary problem
(11) have zero duality gap.
Given 𝑞, the Lagrangian function can be written as

𝐾

= 𝜇 (𝑃𝑇 − ∑ 𝑃𝑘 )

min {max {𝐿 (𝑀, 𝑃, 𝜆, 𝜇)}} .

𝜆,𝜇≥0

𝐾

+ ∑ (1 + 𝜆 𝑘 ) 𝑏𝑘 𝐵 log2 (1 +
𝑘=1
𝐾

𝑝𝑘 𝑙𝑘 𝑀𝑘 (1 − 𝜎𝑒2 )
𝑛0 𝐵 + 𝑝𝑘 𝐼𝐶𝐼𝑛 (𝑉)

)

(13)

𝐾

− ∑ 𝜆 𝑘 𝑅min − 𝑞 [𝑃𝑐 max {𝑀𝑘 } + ∑ 𝑏𝑘 𝑝𝑘 + 𝑃0 ] ,
𝑘

𝑘=1

where 𝜆 collects the Lagrange multipliers associated with
constraint C2 and 𝜆 𝑘 ≥ 0; 𝜇 ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier

(14)

𝑀,𝑃

Given (𝜆, 𝜇), according to the KKT conditions, the optimal power allocation, denoted by 𝑃∗ , and antenna allocation,
denoted by 𝑀∗ , can be obtained as
𝑏√(𝑎2 𝑛0 𝑑 + 4𝑎2 𝑐 + 4𝑎𝑐2 ) /𝑛0 𝑑 − 𝑎 − 2𝑐
2𝑎𝑐 + 2𝑎𝑐2

𝑀𝑘∗ = ⌈

𝑘=1

𝑘=1

associated with constraint C1. The dual problem of (11) is
given by

𝑃𝑘∗ =

𝐿 (𝑀, 𝑃, 𝜆, 𝜇)

(12)

𝑏𝑘 𝐵 (1 + 𝜆 𝑘 )
1
⌉,
−
𝑞𝑃𝑐 ln (2)
𝛼𝑀 (𝑉)

;

(15)

(16)

where 𝑎 = 𝑙𝑘 𝑀𝑘 (1 − 𝜎𝑒2 ), 𝑏 = 𝑛0 𝐵𝑏𝑘 , 𝑐 = 𝐼𝐶𝐼(𝑉), 𝑑 = (𝑞 +
𝜇) ln 2/(1 + 𝜆 𝑘 ), and 𝛼𝑀(𝑉) = 𝑃𝑘 𝑙𝑘 (1 − 𝜎𝑒2 )/(𝑛0 𝐵 + 𝑃𝑘 𝐼𝐶𝐼(𝑉)).
The subgradient method can be employed to obtain (𝜆, 𝜇)
in an interactive manner, as given by
+

𝜇 (𝑡 + 1) = [𝜇 (𝑡) − 𝛿1 (𝑡) 𝐿 (𝜇 (𝑡))] ;


+

𝜆 𝑘 (𝑡 + 1) = [𝜆 𝑘 (𝑡) − 𝛿2 (𝑡) 𝐿 (𝜆 𝑘 (𝑡))] ,

(17)
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Algorithm 2

1 Initialization Initialize 𝑞 = 0 and the maximum
tolerance 𝜀 = 0.01.
2 Solve (14) according to CA algorithm and obtain
resource allocation policies 𝑃 , 𝑀 .
3 if 𝑅(𝑀 , 𝑃 ) − 𝑞𝜙(𝑀 , 𝑃 ) < 𝜀 then
4
return (𝑀∗ , 𝑃∗ ) = (𝑀 , 𝑃 ) the current
combination is the optimal combination
5 else
6
Set 𝑞 = 𝑅(𝑀 , 𝑃 )/𝜙(𝑀 , 𝑃 ).
7 end
Output: Resource allocation policies 𝑃∗ , 𝑀∗ and
energy efficiency 𝑞∗ .

Table 1: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Notation
Speed of electromagnetic wave 𝑐
Noise power spectral density 𝑛0
Minimum data rate
Center carrier frequency 𝑓𝑐
Subcarriers number 𝑁
Total Bandwidth Btot
Power consumption per antenna 𝑃𝑐
Static power consumption 𝑃0
Minimum antenna 𝑀min
Maximum antenna 𝑀max

Value
3 × 108 m/s
2 × 10−7 W/Hz
3.0 × 107 bit/s
2.6GHz
64
5MHz
30dBm [21]
40dBm [21]
24 [8]
100

×106

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
EE (bit/Joule)

1 Initialization Set 𝜆 = 0, 𝜇 = 0.
2 repeat
3
Initialize 𝑃∗ = 𝑃0 , 𝑀∗ = 𝑀0 .
4
repeat
5
Update 𝑃∗ , 𝑀∗ according to (15) and (16) by
using antennas and power distribution strategies
6
until 𝐿(𝑀, 𝑃, 𝜆, 𝜇) converges.;
7
Update 𝜆 and 𝜇 according to (17).
8 until (14) converges.;
Output: 𝑃∗ and 𝑀∗ .

5

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

Algorithm 3

0.2
0

where [𝑥]+ = max {0, 𝑥}; 𝑡 ≥ 0 is the index for the iterations.
𝛿1 (𝑡) > 0 and 𝛿2 (𝑡) > 0 are the step sizes to adjust 𝜇(𝑡)
and 𝜆𝑘(𝑡), respectively; and 𝐿 (𝜇(𝑡)) and 𝐿 (𝜆 𝑘 (𝑡)) are the
subgradients of the Lagrangian function at 𝜇(𝑡) and 𝜆 𝑘 (𝑡),
respectively.
The resource allocation policy can be developed based
on (15)–(17). Since (𝜆, 𝜇) and (𝑀, 𝑃) can be decoupled in
(15), (16), and (17), we can use an improved coordinate ascent
(CA) method, where, during each iteration, we first optimize
(𝑀, 𝑃), given (𝜆, 𝜇) and 𝑞, and then optimize (𝜆, 𝜇), given
(𝑀, 𝑃), in an alternating fashion until convergence. Given 𝑞,
the proposed allocation of transmit antennas and subcarriers
is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Finally, we can use the Dinkelbach method [25] to update
𝑞. The solution for problem (11) can be summarized in
Algorithm 3.

4. Simulation Results
In this section, we simulate the proposed algorithm to verify
its effectiveness, where block Rayleigh fading channels are
considered. Other simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.
We note that the proposed algorithm can be applied under
any channel conditions, such as Rician fading channels.
For comparison purpose, the following two resource
allocation schemes are also stimulated.
(1) Band allocation based on SNR (BABS) algorithm [27]:
it is used for subcarrier allocation. The transmit powers and

0

1

2

Pt=42dBm
Pt=24dBm
Pt=12dBm

3

4
5
6
Iteration Numbers

7

8

9

Max EE, Pt=42dBm
Max EE, Pt=24dBm
Max EE, Pt=12dBm

Figure 2: System EE versus iteration numbers for different transmit
power with 𝐾 = 20, 𝑁 = 64, 𝑉 = 500km/h.

antennas are allocated in the same way as in the proposed
algorithm.
(2) EMMPA algorithm [28]: this algorithm first allocates
subcarriers evenly and then allocates the rest of subcarriers
to the users with the best channel condition. The scheme
developed in [26] is used for the transmit power and antenna
allocation.
Figure 2 shows the convergence of the proposed algorithm with different transmit powers, where 𝐾 = 20, 𝑁 = 64,
and 𝑉 = 500km/h. It is seen that the EE of the proposed
algorithm increases and quickly stabilizes with the growth
of iterations. The maximum of the EE can be attained after
around only six iterations.
Figure 3 plots the system EE versus the maximum transmit power, where 𝐾 = 20 and 𝑉 = 500km/h. We can
see that the system EE increases with maximum transmit
power. When the transmit power is large enough, the system
EE stabilizes. This is because the BS does not need to
activate extra antennas or consume extra power when the
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Figure 3: System EE versus maximum transmit power with 𝐾 = 20,
𝑉 = 500km/h.

Proposed Algorithm
BABS
EMMPA

Figure 4: System throughput versus the moving speed with 𝑃𝑇 =
40dBm, 𝐾 = 20.

2.5

2
EE (bit/Joule)

system maximum EE is reached. The figure also shows that
our proposed algorithm performs between the BABS and
EMMPA algorithms. The system EE of EMMPA is higher
than our proposed algorithm since EMMPA does not have
the constraint of 𝑃𝑇 and, thus, has a fixed EE value. Additionally, EMMPA is an unconstrained problem to maximize
the system EE. The system EE of our proposed algorithm is
higher than that of the BABS algorithm because our approach
is based on the maximization of EE, while the BABS is based
on the minimization of SNR.
Figure 4 presents the system throughput versus the moving speed 𝑉, where 𝑃𝑇 = 40dBm and 𝐾 = 20. We can see that,
as 𝑉 increases, the system throughput significantly decreases.
This is because ICI power and channel estimation error are
increasingly severe and thus increasingly detrimental to communication quality. The system throughput is about 20.7%
higher under our proposed algorithm than under BABS
algorithm. EMMPA provides the lowest throughput because
of its nature of an unconstrained optimization of maximizing
EE without constraints. BABS is to minimize the transmit
power while allocating subcarriers. The conclusion drawn
is that our proposed algorithm can significantly improve
throughput.
Figure 5 shows the system EE versus the number of users
𝐾, where 𝑃𝑇 = 40dBm and 𝑉 = 500km/h. It can be seen
that the system EE decreases with the number of users. This
is because when the number of subcarriers is fixed, each user
can be allocated with a less number of subcarriers, resulting in
an increase of the transmit powers to satisfy the users data rate
requirement. EMMPA has no demand for the data rate, but
the subcarriers assigned to the users who have better channel
conditions decrease, and thus system EE also decreases.
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Figure 5: System EE versus number of users with 𝑃𝑇 = 40dBm,
𝑉 = 500km/h.

5. Conclusion
This paper models the resource allocation strategy for multiuser MIMO-OFDMA downlink system for HSTs, where
subcarriers, transmit power, and antennas are jointly optimized. Specifically, we propose an iterative suboptimal algorithm to optimize the system EE with fast convergence. In
terms of the system performance, simulation results show
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that both EE and throughput are improved. Furthermore, the
proposed approach is able to fast stabilize within only several
iterations and therefore provides practical value for real-time
implementation of HST communications.
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In the Internet of Things (IoT), aggregation and release of real-time data can often be used for mining more useful information so
as to make humans lives more convenient and efficient. However, privacy disclosure is one of the most concerning issues because
sensitive information usually comes with users in aggregated data. Thus, various data encryption technologies have emerged to
achieve privacy preserving. These technologies may not only introduce complicated computing and high communication overhead
but also do not work on the protection of endless data streams. Considering these challenges, we propose a real-time stream
data aggregation framework with adaptive 𝜔-event differential privacy (Re-ADP). Based on adaptive 𝜔-event differential privacy,
the framework can protect any data collected by sensors over any dynamic 𝜔 time stamp successively over infinite stream. It is
designed for the fog computing architecture that dramatically extends the cloud computing to the edge of networks. In our proposed
framework, fog servers will only send aggregated secure data to cloud servers, which can relieve the computing overhead of cloud
servers, improve communication efficiency, and protect data privacy. Finally, experimental results demonstrate that our framework
outperforms the existing methods and improves data availability with stronger privacy preserving.

1. Introduction
Driven by the development of cyberphysical networks, cloud
computing, mobile Internet, context-aware smart devices,
and the corresponding data experience explosive growth [1].
Cloud computing provides a good solution to deal with the
explosive data growth and realize resource sharing [2]. However, cloud-based services may face many challenges, such as
high latency and high overhead at cloud servers, due to the
centralized structure and the limitation of network bandwidth. Some researches present a distributed service computing paradigm, called fog networking [3–5]. It allocates the
capabilities of data gathering, data processing, computing,
and applications to devices located at the edge of the network,
so as to provide intelligent services for nearby users.
Although fog computing provides great benefits, sensitive
and private information mined from raw data (e.g., social
relationships and financial transactions) is also exposed to
the risk of disclosure. Even more, due to the complexity
and diversity of fog nodes, user privacy in a fog network
can easily be disclosure. For example, more than 400, 000

electronic eyes in Beijing may lead to privacy leakage (e.g.,
vehicle location information) by data sharing in vehicular
ad hoc networks (VANETs) [6–8]. Similarly, we can also
gain illegal access to personal health datasets gathered from
various sensors of physical sign in body sensor networks
(BSNs) and publish these private data without permission
[9–11]. As a result, how to protect user privacy is one of the
important research issues in fog computing.
Currently, the protection of aggregated data privacy is
mainly divided into two types. The first one is designed based
on various encryption technologies, such as homomorphic
encryption [6, 8–10]. In this type, the encryption technology
may cause huge computational overhead as well as lots of
computing resources of cloud services [12]. In addition, the
cryptography-based schemes may lower communication system efficiency, especially when the system contains many
sensors with high reporting frequency. The reason is that a
great number of communication resources may be wasted on
transmission of encryption information and the corresponding keys. As a result, this is not suitable for energy-limited
sensor networks.
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The other type of aggregated data privacy preserving
is explored by using differential privacy [13]. Compared
with the traditional cryptography-based schemes, differential
privacy can protect individuals privacy while improving data
accuracy as much as possible. For example, the authors of [14]
protect privacy of aggregated data with differential privacy by
using machine learning. Although there exist many studies
based on differential privacy, some challenges cannot be
addressed. These studies do not consider the high correlation
of time series so as not to generate real-time aggregated
data with high accuracy. However, a practical framework
should be able to satisfy batch queries in continuous time by
exchanging information only once.
To address these challenges, we propose a real-time privacy-preserving stream data aggregation framework based
on adaptive 𝜔-event differential privacy under fog computing
architecture. In fog computing, data storage, processing, and
applications are concentrated in devices on the edge of the
network rather than all in the cloud. This type of architecture
reduces the amount of data transmitted to the cloud, increases
efficiency, and significantly lowers overhead on the server
itself. In addition, a fog center is considered as a data aggregator in our framework. It only reports the aggregation secure
results to cloud server. In this way, the efficiency of communication can be greatly improved. Moreover, sensors only report
raw data instead of encrypted data because our framework
does not utilize complex encryption technology. Finally,
many techniques for processing time-series data is exploited
in our framework to improve the accuracy of aggregation data,
such as adaptive sampling, time-series prediction, and filter.
In a nutshell, the main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.
(i) We propose a real-time privacy-preserving stream
data aggregation framework based on adaptive 𝜔event differential privacy under fog computing architecture. The framework releases the overhead of cloud
servers and generates aggregation data with differential privacy preserving.
(ii) In order to promote 𝜔-event differential privacy, we
pioneer a novel metric, i.e., quality of privacy (QoP).
The QoP design takes into account both the window
size 𝜔 and errors of published statistics. Using the
metric, we adjust the size of window 𝜔 adaptively
by dint of the design of QoP-based adaptive 𝜔-event
mechanism.
(iii) We exploit the long short-term memory (LSTM) to
predict time-series data and design the adaptive sampling scheme to improve the accuracy of aggregation
data.
(iv) We theoretically analyze the privacy of the proposed
Re-ADP framework and demonstrate the high accuracy of aggregated data through numerical simulation
results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce preliminaries of differential privacy and 𝜔-event
privacy. Then, we provide the system model, the adversary
model, and the whole Re-ADP framework to illustrate our
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Figure 1: System model.

problem. In Section 3, we present a QoP-based adaptive 𝜔event privacy algorithm that includes a dynamical adjustment
method of the window size 𝜔. Section 4 presents a smart
grouping-based perturbation algorithm, which can reduce
the noise added to data significantly. In Section 5, we analyze
whether the Re-ADP framework satisfies differential privacy
and provides a series of simulation results to discuss the
performance of each mechanism in our framework. We
then review previous works related to the privacy preserving
of aggregated data and differential privacy in Section 6.
Finally, Section 7 concludes our paper and explains promising research directions for future work.

2. Problem Statement and Preliminaries
2.1. System Model. The system model, shown as Figure 1, is
composed of four layers: the things layer, the fog layer, the
core layer, and the cloud layer. The function of each layer is
described as follows.
(i) Things layer, consisting of various smart devices, e.g.,
sensors, mobiles, and actuators, generates and reports
raw data to fog layer.
(ii) Fog layer, typically located between IoT devices and
core networks, is composed of lots of fog devices. The
fog devices can be considered as traditional network
devices, such as routers, switches, gateways, or local
servers that are specially deployed. In this paper, the
devices are mainly composed of local servers and are
responsible for (i) gathering and storing data reported
from things layer, (ii) computing and aggregating data
to satisfy differential privacy, and (iii) responding to
query requests from the cloud layer.
(iii) Core layer is in charge of transferring and exchanging
data between the fog layer and the cloud layer through
network protocols such as IP and MPLS.
(iv) Cloud layer deploys many cloud servers that can
analyze massive aggregated data. Using the analyzing
results, cloud services can provide a wide range of
services.
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2.2. Adversary Model. In this paper, we assume that both the
cloud layer and the core layer are untrustworthy. They will
try to acquire actual values of gathered data or maliciously
tamper data. And the fog layer is considered trusted, which
means it can acquire raw data but do not disclose data to the
third party.
2.3. Differential Privacy Basics. Differential privacy is one of
the most popular notions of privacy in the current research
field of privacy preservation. The basic idea is that the record
of an individual, regardless of whether or not he is in the
dataset, has little impact on the final output, thus protecting
the privacy of the individual.
Definition 1. (𝜖-differential privacy [13]): a randomized algorithm A over datasets can provide 𝜖-differential privacy
guarantee, if any neighboring datasets 𝐷 and 𝐷 are different
on at most one record, and any output O ∈ 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(A) satisfies
log

Pr [A (𝐷) ∈ O]
≤ 𝜖,
Pr [A (𝐷 ) ∈ O]

(1)

where 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(A) denotes the range of the randomized algorithm A.
Note that 𝜖, called privacy budget, is an important parameter in differential privacy. It represents the privacy level of
the randomized algorithm A. More specifically, the level of
privacy is inversely proportional to 𝜖. Then, a mostly used
method to achieve 𝜖-differential privacy is the Laplacian mechanism as shown below.
Theorem 2 (the Laplacian mechanism [15]). Let D denote
a set of datasets. Considering a function 𝑓 : D → A, the
Laplacian mechanism A for any dataset 𝐷 ∈ D is
A (𝐷) = 𝑓 (𝐷) + 𝐿𝑎𝑝 (

Δ (𝑓)
),
𝜖

(2)

where the noise follows a Laplacian distribution with mean zero
and scale Δ(𝑓)/𝜖. Here, Δ(𝑓) denotes sensitivity of 𝑓, which is
defined as the maximum 𝐿 1 norm for any neighboring datasets
𝐷1 and 𝐷2 .
Theorem 3 (sequential composition [16]). Let A𝑖 provide
𝜖𝑖 -differential privacy. Then the sequence of A𝑖 (𝐷) provides
(Σ𝑖 𝜖𝑖 )-differential privacy.
Obviously, Theorem 3 shows that the secrecy level of a
combination of several differential privacy-preserving algorithms is the sum of all budgets.
2.4. 𝜔-Event Privacy. 𝜔-event privacy, the abbreviation of 𝜔event 𝜖-differential privacy, is a new privacy model proposed
by Kellaris et al. [17]. It can protect privacy for any event
sequence occurring at any window of 𝜔 time stamp.
We define two neighboring datasets at the 𝑖th time stamp
as 𝐷𝑖 and 𝐷𝑖 and a stream prefix of an infinite series 𝑆 =
(𝐷1 , 𝐷2 , . . .) at the 𝑡th time stamp as 𝑆𝑡 = (𝐷1 , 𝐷2 , . . . , 𝐷𝑡 ).

Definition 4 (𝜔-neighboring [17]). Two stream prefixes 𝑆𝑡 ,
𝑆𝑡 are 𝜔-neighboring if one of the following two conditions
holds:
(i) for each 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖], 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖] such that 𝑖 ∈ [𝑡] and 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖] ≠ 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖],
(ii) for each 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖1 ], 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖2 ], 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖1 ], and 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖2 ] with 𝑖1 < 𝑖2 ,
𝑆𝑡 [𝑖1 ] ≠ 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖1 ] and 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖2 ] ≠ 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖2 ], it holds that 𝑖2 − 𝑖1 +
1 ≤ 𝜔,
where 𝜔, a positive integer, denotes the length of a sequence
that can be protected at the same time.
Definition 5 (𝜔-event privacy [17])). A mechanism A satisfies
𝜔-event differential privacy, if, for all 𝑆 ⊆ O, all 𝑆𝑡 , 𝑆𝑡 at all 𝑡,
it holds that
log

Pr [A (𝑆𝑡 ) ∈ O]
≤ 𝜖,
Pr [A (𝑆𝑡 ) ∈ O]

(3)

where O is the set of all possible outputs of A. A mechanism
satisfying 𝜔-event privacy will protect the sensitive information that may be disclosed from a sequence of length 𝜔.
According to the above definitions, we refer to [17] to
conclude Theorem 6. The theorem enables a 𝜔-event private
scheme to view 𝜖 as the total available privacy budget in any
sliding window of size 𝜔 and appropriately allocate portions
of it across the time stamps.
Theorem 6. Assume that A is a mechanism with input stream
prefix 𝑆𝑡 [𝑖] = 𝐷𝑖 ∈ D and output s = (s1 , . . . , s𝑡 ) ∈ S.
Supposing A can be decomposed into A𝑖 (𝐷𝑖 ) = s𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑡],
each A𝑖 generates independent randomness and achieves 𝜔differential privacy. Then, A satisfies 𝜔-event privacy if
∀𝑖 ∈ [𝑡] ,
𝑖

∑ 𝜖𝑖 ≤ 𝜖.

(4)

𝑘=𝑖−𝜔+1

Based on this fundamental theorem, we will explore a
novel adaptive 𝜔-event differential privacy mechanism in our
work. The proposed mechanism is designed for real-time privacy-preserving stream data aggregation under fog computing architecture.
2.5. Motivation and System Framework. Our motivation is to
design a real-time stream data aggregation framework that
can protect user privacy in any 𝜔 time stamp, allow batch
queries, and obtain high-accuracy results. In order to achieve
the motivation, we divide our work into two main tasks.
(i) Protect privacy in any window of 𝜔 time stamp.
Servers may query aggregated data within 𝜔 time
only one round of communication. Therefore, the
proposed framework must protect privacy of data
generated in 𝜔 time stamp. Besides the size of window
𝜔 should be adaptively adjusted according to the state
of data changes.
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Input: The raw data database 𝑋𝑖 at the 𝑖th time stamp
Output: The aggregation secure statistics 𝑅𝑖
(1) Find out the optimal number of sampling points 𝑁
(2) Find out sets of sampling sensors at the current time stamp
(3) Obtain the grouping strategy 𝐺𝑘𝑖 via smart grouping
(4) Allocate the budget for all sampling sensors
(5) Add Laplacian noise to group 𝐺𝑘𝑖 with allocated budget at the perturbation mechanism
(6) Report the aggregated secure statistics 𝑅𝑖 that is filtered by Kalman filtering.
(7) Update the sampling interval by adaptive sampling
Algorithm 1: A real-time stream data aggregation framework with adaptive 𝜔-event differential privacy (Re-ADP).

(ii) Improve the accuracy of aggregated data. Because
of the Laplacian differential privacy, the proposed
framework needs to add random noise to data to
guarantee privacy protection. Thus, the framework
must reduce extra errors of aggregated data as much
as possible on premise of privacy preserving.
In this article, we intend to design an adaptive 𝜔-event
based differential privacy-preserving strategy. This strategy
in Figure 2 is composed of adaptive 𝜔-event privacy analysis, smart grouping-based perturbation, and the filtering
mechanism. Here, we outline the complete process of the
proposed Re-ADP strategy, shown in Algorithm 1. The first
component, illustrated in Section 3, is achieved based on the
adaptive sampling and QoP measurement. The second one
is presented in Section 4, which is designed based on Kmeans smart grouping and the corresponding perturbation
mechanism. And we exploit the similar filtering mechanism
in [18] to reduce errors of aggregated data so as to improve
data availability.

3. QoP-Based Adaptive 𝜔-Event Privacy Design
For privacy protection on infinite stream data aggregating,
𝜔-event privacy is a convincing model. The objective is to
make a trade-off between utility and privacy to protect all
data sequences that occur within all windows of 𝜔 time stamp.
However, it is not applicable to many realistic scenarios due
to the fixed size of the sliding window. The key issue of the
unrealistic assumption is that most real-time aggregate data
streams collected from sensors are significantly different in
various time periods. For example, within successive time
stamps, it can be seen that traffic data varies sharply in the
daytime but is relatively stable at night. Thus, we introduce a
new QoP-based adaptive 𝜔-event privacy mechanism in this
section to dynamically adjust the window size 𝜔 within different time stamps. The following three subsections describe
the key parts to achieve this mechanism, including the QoP
definition, the adaptive sampling design, and the adaptive 𝜔event privacy design.
3.1. Quality of Privacy. Considering the window size 𝜔 and
errors of aggregated statistics, QoP is proposed to measure
the corresponding privacy quality. Assume x = {𝑥1 , . . . , 𝑥𝑘 }
and r = {𝑟1 , . . . , 𝑟𝑘 } represent the raw time series in a window

and the sanitized time series, respectively. Then, we exploit
mean absolute error (MAE) to measure difference between
these two time series.
𝑀𝐴𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑟) =

1 𝑘 

∑ 𝑟 − 𝑥𝑖  .
𝑘 𝑖=1  𝑖

(5)

Next, we employ a sampling mechanism in the proposed
Re-ADP. It may perturb statistics at selected time stamp
and approximate the nonsampled statistics with perturbed
sampled statistics. Thus, (5) can be rewritten as follows:
𝑀𝐴𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑟) =

1 𝑘 𝑖−1 

∑∑ 𝑟 − 𝑥𝑗  .
𝑘 𝑖 𝑗=𝑖  𝑖

(6)

As a result, QoP in a window is defined as
𝑄𝑜𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑟) = 𝜎 (𝛽

𝜔
),
𝑀𝐴𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑟)

(7)

where 𝜔 is a window size and 𝛽 is the weight between 𝜔 and
𝑀𝐴𝐸(𝑥, 𝑟). Here, 𝛽 is set to 0.002 in our experiments. In
addition, 𝜎(⋅) is a logistic sigmoid function that is equal to
𝜎 (𝑥) =

1
.
1 − 𝑒−𝑥

(8)

The reason that we employ the logistic sigmoid function for
normalization is that we do not need to know the general
characteristics of the data. Intuitively, as sensor data generated in contiguous time stamps is not independent, there is
close correlation among these data when data changes slowly.
Meanwhile, with the possibility that sensitive information
may be disclosed, the windows size 𝜔 should be increased
when data changes slowly.
3.2. The Adaptive Sampling Design. In general, a report of
noisy data denotes the expenditure of fixed budget 𝜖. When
protecting all time stamps, the budget allocated to each
time stamp will be small if the window size 𝜔 is large. In
this case, the report will show gigantic errors. This problem
can be addressed by using a sampling mechanism (this
mechanism can perturb sampled statistics while skipping
nonsampled statistics). In this case, we can employ skipping
some data points to save budget for future perturbation as
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Figure 2: A high-level overview of Re-ADP.

well as improve communication efficiency. Without exploiting the model controller, our mechanism with a proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) controller has the advantages of
strong robustness and low complexity. Therefore, we exploit
the PID controller to change the sampling rate based on
dynamic historical data. Firstly, we define the feedback errors
of sensor 𝑗.
𝑗
𝐸𝑘
𝑛

 𝑗
𝑗 
= 𝑟𝑘 − 𝑟𝑘  ,
𝑛−1 
 𝑛

(9)

where 𝑘𝑛 and 𝑘𝑛−1 indicate the current sampling data point
and the last sampling data point, respectively. It shows that
𝑗
data changes rapidly when the error 𝐸𝑘 increases. Then, the
𝑛

full PID error 𝛿𝑗 of sensor 𝑗 is defined as follows:
𝑗

𝑗

𝛿 =

𝑗
𝐶𝑝 𝐸𝑘
𝑛

+ 𝐶𝑖

∑𝑛𝑜=𝑛−𝜋−1 𝐸𝑘
𝜋

+ 𝐶𝑑

𝐸𝑘

𝑛

𝑘𝑛 − 𝑘𝑛−1

,

(10)

where 𝐶𝑝 , 𝐶𝑑 , and 𝐶𝑖 denote the proportional gain, the
integral gain, and the derivative gain, respectively.
Intuitively, the sampling interval needs to be small with
rapid data change. Thus, a new sampling interval T is calculated by the following methods.
2

𝑇 = max {1, 𝑇𝑙 + 𝜃1 (1 − (

𝑄𝑜𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑟) = 𝜎 (𝜃

∑𝑛−1
𝑘=1 𝑇𝑘
) .
𝑖−1 
(1/𝑘) ∑𝑖 ∑𝑗=𝑖 𝑟𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 

(12)

After obtaining 𝑁 over training test, the adaptive 𝜔-event
privacy mechanism is described from line 7 to line 10. In
particular, we can adjust the new window size by moving the
start point of the window forward or backward Δ time stamps.

4. Smart Grouping-Based Perturbation

𝑗

𝑜

We assume that the starting and ending points of the
window are both sampling points and there are 𝑛 sampling
points in the current window. As a result, the window size
𝜔 = ∑𝑛−1
𝑘=1 𝑇𝑘 . According to (6) and (7), the QoP in a window
can be calculated as follows:

𝛿𝑗
) )} .
𝜃2

(11)

In (11), 𝑇 and 𝑇𝑙 denote the current sampling interval
and the previous one of sensor 𝑗. 𝜃1 is used to regulate the
sampling interval, and 𝜃2 is used to control the sensitivity of
the PID error.
3.3. The Adaptive 𝜔-Event Privacy Algorithm. On the basis of
the two sections above, the adaptive 𝜔-event privacy algorithm is proposed in Algorithm 2. Note that pseudocodes
from line 1 to line 6 are experiment offline over the training
set.

A naive method to achieve differential privacy is to inject
the Laplacian noise to statistics. Nonetheless, it is likely to
introduce more perturbation errors, especially in statistics
with small values. Therefore, we present a smart groupingbased perturbation to aggregate sensors with small statistics
together in a dynamic way with the change of statistics.
The Smart Grouping Algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3. It mainly is divided into three steps. First, it screens
out the sensors that needs to be grouped according to the
predicted statistics (denoted by 𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) by exploiting the LSTM
model. Then, it groups sensors that need to be grouped
using the K-means algorithm. Finally, aggregated data will be
perturbed based on the grouping result. We will elaborate on
each step in detail in the following subsections.
4.1. Statistics Prediction with LSTM. To protect privacy of raw
data, we use the predicted data instead of real values in the
smart grouping-based perturbation algorithm. As mentioned
above, whether a sensor needs to be grouped depends on the
prediction data of the sensor. In addition, which group each
sensor is assigned to also depends on the predicted value.
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Input: The current window size 𝜔𝑙 ; The fist and last sampling interval 𝑇0 , 𝑇𝑙 at current window
Output: The new window size 𝜔
(1) Initialize the optimal number of sampling points: 𝑁 = 0
(2) Initialize the maximal QoP: 𝑄𝑜𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0
(3) for each 𝑛 ∈ {2, 3, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 } do
(4) Calculate the current QoP: 𝑄𝑜𝑃
(5) if 𝑄𝑜𝑃 > 𝑄𝑜𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 then
(6)
𝑄𝑜𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ← 𝑄𝑜𝑃 , 𝑁 ← 𝑛
(7) Count the number of sampling: 𝑛
(8) if 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 and 𝑖 is sampling point then
(9) Δ ← 𝑇𝑙 − 𝑇0 ;
(10) Update the new window size: 𝜔 ← 𝜔𝑙 + Δ;
(11) return The new window size 𝜔
Algorithm 2: The adaptive 𝜔-event privacy.

Input: 𝑆𝑡𝑖 : the sensors that need to be sampled at 𝑡𝑖
Output: The noised data of sensors in 𝑆𝑡𝑖
(1) for each sensors 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑡𝑖 do
(2) Predict 𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑖 by using the LSTM model
(3) if 𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑖 > 𝜏 then
(4)
Let the sensor 𝑖 itself as a group
(5)
Add the group to 𝐺𝑡𝑖
(6) else
(7)
Add the sensor into Φ
(8) Employ K-means algorithm to cluster sensors in Φ according to 𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑖 .
(9) Add each group into 𝐺𝑡𝑖 based on the cluster results.
(10) Introduce Laplacian noise into each group 𝐺𝑡𝑖 .
(11) Allocate the group perturbed statistic to each sensor according to 𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑖 .
(12) return The noised data of sensors in 𝑆𝑡𝑖
Algorithm 3: Smart grouping-based perturbation.

This means that the accuracy of the predicted value is critical
to the accuracy of the final aggregated data. Thus, a good
model must be formulated, which can describe characteristics
of data change well and predict data accurately.
To achieve accurate prediction, we introduce the LSTM
model. In general, a LSTM network [19] has been gradually
applied to the time-series analysis [20–22] by profiting from
some advantages. In particular, it is a special type of recurrent
neural network (RNN), which skillfully solved the problem of
gradient vanishing of RNN. A common LSTM unit is composed of a memory cell, an undate gate, an output gate, and a
forget gate. The memory cell stores a value (or state) for either
long or short terms. It has the ability to remove or increase
information to cell state through the well-designed three gates
that can transfer information. As a result, we adopt the LSTM
network to formulate our model to characterize the nonlinear
characteristics of data in our algorithm.
Considering the effectiveness of our Smart Grouping
Algorithm, our LSTM network only consists of three layers
(shown in Figure 3), i.e., the input layer, the hidden layer,
and the output layer. The input layer has 𝑘 neurons, where
the value of 𝑘 is determined by the number of previously
aggregated data to be used for prediction. The output is just

one neuron because we just need to predict the value of
next time stamp. The hidden layer consists of several LSTM
units. 𝑊1 is a weight matrix between the input layer and the
hidden layer, while 𝑊2 is that between the output layer and
the hidden layer. In addition, each context unit corresponds
to a neuron in the hidden layer, which is used to record the
output of the hidden layer in one recurrence.
As shown in Figure 3, the historical aggregated data is
used as the training data to input to the LSTM model so as to
predict the value for each sensor at current time. For example,
suppose we need to predict the value generated from sensor
𝑗
𝑗 at time 𝑡𝑖 (e.g., 𝑝𝑡𝑖 ). The previously aggregated data used
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
for prediction is (𝑟𝑡𝑖−𝑘 , 𝑟𝑡𝑖−𝑘−1 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑟𝑡𝑖−1 ). We first calculate the
𝑗
output of a hidden layer unit (i.e., 𝑎𝑡𝑖 ). Figure 4 shows the
𝑗
detailed structure of a LSTM unit, and 𝑎𝑡𝑖 is calculated as
follows.
First, the LSTM unit determines what information should
be forgotten from the cell state by using
𝑗

𝑗

ϝ𝑓 = 𝜎 (𝑊𝑓 ⋅ [𝑎𝑡𝑖−1 , 𝑚𝑡𝑖 ] + 𝑏𝑓 ))

(13)

where 𝜎(⋅) is the logistic sigmoid function, 𝑊𝑓 is weight
matrix of the forget gate, and 𝑏𝑓 is the bias vector of forget gate
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Then, the cell state 𝐶𝑡𝑖 is updated based on (18) in current time
𝑡𝑖 .

Output layer



̃𝑡 + ϝ𝑓 ∗ 𝐶𝑡
𝐶𝑡𝑖 = ϝ𝑢 ∗ 𝐶
𝑖
𝑖−1





i−k


i−k+1



i

Here, the output at current time of the hidden layer is controlled by the update gate ϝ𝑢 and the forget gate ϝ𝑓 .
Finally, based on the latest cell state 𝐶𝑡𝑖 , the output of the
𝑗
hidden layer at current time, 𝑎𝑡𝑖 , can be calculated as follows:
𝑗



𝑗

ϝ𝑜 = 𝜎 (𝑊𝑜 ⋅ [𝑎𝑡−1 , 𝑚𝑡𝑖 ] + 𝑏𝑜 ))

i−1

𝑗

𝑎𝑡𝑖 = ϝ𝑜 ∗ tanh (𝐶𝑡𝑖 )

Context Units
Output Units

Figure 3: The architecture of the LSTM network.
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forget gate

update gate

tanh

(19)
(20)

where ϝ𝑜 is the output gate that determines which part of 𝐶𝑡𝑖
should be output.
According to (13), (15), and (19), we can be aware that the
LSTM unit has the ability of determining which information
is forgotten, updating and outputting intelligently. This ability
enables us to predict time series of our network more accurately.
𝑗
Final prediction data of sensor 𝑗 at time 𝑡𝑖 , e.g., 𝑝𝑡𝑖 , is
calculated as follows:

LSTM Units

i−1

(18)


output gate

 i

𝑗

𝑗

𝑝𝑡𝑖 = 𝑔 (𝑊2 ⋅ 𝑎𝑡𝑖 )

(21)

where 𝑔 is the activation function of the output layer.
Training of the LSTM network: in order to achieve
real-time prediction, we should train the network related
parameters offline in advance. In addition, we must employ
the true statistics of the training set for the sake of the
accuracy of the training model. Therefore, for sensor 𝑗 at time
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑡𝑖 , the input is (𝑥𝑡𝑖−𝑐 , 𝑥𝑡𝑖−𝑐−1 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑥𝑡𝑖−1 ), and the expected output
𝑗

is the true statistic 𝑥𝑡𝑖 . And, based on the predicted statistic
𝑗

Figure 4: The structure of the LSTM unit.

𝑝𝑡𝑖 , the loss function of our network is defined as below.

𝑗

layer. 𝑎𝑡𝑖−1 is the output of the hidden layer at time 𝑡𝑖−1 , while
𝑗
𝑚𝑡𝑖

is the input of the hidden layer at current time, which is
computed as follows.
𝑗

𝑗

𝑚𝑡𝑖 = 𝑊1 ⋅ 𝑟𝑡𝑖−1

(14)

Next, LSTM employs the following equations to decide
what new information needs to be stored in the cell state by
using the update gate layer.
𝑗

𝑗

ϝ𝑢 = 𝜎 (𝑊𝑢 ⋅ [𝑎𝑡𝑖−1 , 𝑚𝑡𝑖 ] + 𝑏𝑢 ))

(15)

̃𝑡 = tanh (𝑊𝑐 ⋅ [𝑎𝑗 , 𝑚𝑗𝑡 ] + 𝑏𝑐 )
𝐶
𝑡−1
𝑖
𝑖

(16)

̃𝑡
where ϝ𝑢 indicates which value will be updated and 𝐶
𝑖
represents a vector of new candidate values. 𝑊𝑢 and 𝑊𝑐 are
weight matrices of the input gate layer. And tanh(⋅) is defined
as follows:
tanh (𝑥) =

𝑒𝑥 − 𝑒−𝑥
𝑒𝑥 + 𝑒−𝑥

(17)

𝑗

L𝑡𝑖 =

1 𝑗
𝑗 2
(𝑥𝑡𝑖 − 𝑝𝑡𝑖 )
2

(22)

Using the backpropagation algorithm [23], the training
error is propagated to the neurons in the LSTM network.
Then, we further calculate training errors caused by each
neuron and adjust the corresponding weights to reduce the
errors. Details of the training process can be established in
[23]. Finally, given the historical aggregated data, the trained
LSTM model can predict sensors data in real time.
4.2. K-Means Based Smart Grouping Algorithm. In this subsection, we present a Smart Grouping Algorithm based on the
K-means method. The algorithm can smartly aggregate small
statistics obtained from sensors in the noise scenarios. First of
all, we allocate the budget to each sampling point 𝜖𝑖 and then
generate an antinoise threshold 𝜏 dynamically. Clearly, we can
utilize an inverse proportion to characterize the relationship
between 𝜏 and the corresponding allocated budget. Then, we
can obtain the predicted data of each sensor 𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑖 for each time
𝑡𝑖 by using the trained LSTM model. According to the above
processing, we can exploit K-means algorithm [24] to achieve
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80

Predicted data more than anti-noise threshold

g3

g1

approximated by the last aggregated statistics. In this article,
we present a scheme of smart grouping-based perturbation.
This scheme is composed of a perturbation component and
an allocation component. Considering the utilization of the
grouping algorithm, we apply the Laplacian mechanism in
each group rather than in each sensor in our scheme design.
We assume that a group 𝑔 has 𝜅 sensors and 𝑓(𝑔) represents a function to aggregate the number of data contributors
in 𝑔. Intuitively, because all contributors can only appear
in the collection range of a sensor at one time stamp, the
sensitivity of the function 𝑓 is equal to 1; i.e., Δ(𝑓) = 1.
Then, the Laplacian mechanism can be employed in group
𝑔 as follows:
A (𝑔) = 𝑓 (𝑔) + 𝐿𝑎𝑝 (𝜆 (𝑔))
𝜅

= ∑ ∑ 𝑔 [𝑗] + 𝐿𝑎𝑝 (
𝑗=1

Figure 5: An example of smart grouping.

sensors data aggregation in the premise that 𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑖 is smaller than
the antinoise threshold 𝜏.
Compared with other algorithms, k-means algorithm is
fast and efficient, which is suitable for large data scenarios.
Thus, it accords with the data size and real-time requirement
of our algorithm. Next, we will introduce how the K-means
algorithm works in our scenario. Note that the input is the
predicted data of sensors at each time stamp 𝑡𝑖 , which need
𝑗
to be grouped as {. . . , 𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑖 , 𝑝𝑡𝑖 , . . . .}. In particular, we first
randomly initialize the 𝐾 cluster centers and then divide it
into clusters where each cluster is closest to its nearest cluster
centers for each sensor 𝑖. Here, we intend to employ the
Euclidean distance to calculate the distance from the current
point to the center point. Next, we update the cluster center
according to the new clusters obtained from the previous step.
The method to update cluster centers is to calculate the mean
of all points in the cluster. And the convergent condition is
that the minimum squared error of every point to the center
point is less than a threshold value or the preset maximum
number of iterations. Finally, the algorithm repeats the above
two steps until convergence.
Figure 5 is an example to explain the whole process of the
Smart Grouping Algorithm. Assuming there are four sensors
that need to sampled at time stamp 𝑡𝑖 , we define that the
predicted statistics are 12, 11, 23, and 80, respectively. The
antinoise threshold 𝜏 is 50. For 𝑆4 , 𝑆4 is an independent group
because 80 > 50, which is added to 𝐺𝑡𝑖 (the group strategy of
the current time stamp). For 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , and 𝑆3 , we input them to
the K-means algorithm. Note that 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 are clustered into
a group while 𝑆3 becomes a single group. Thus, the final group
strategy is 𝐺𝑡𝑖 = {{𝑆1 , 𝑆2 }, 𝑆3 , 𝑆4 }.
4.3. Smart Grouping-Based Perturbation. To achieve additional noise loading, we intend to exploit the Laplacian
mechanism to directly inject noises into aggregated statistics
[15] based on results from adaptive sampling. The aggregated
statistics do not include the nonsampled statistics that can be

Δ (𝑓)
),
𝜖𝑖

(23)

where 𝑔[𝑗] is the 𝑗th sensor of the group 𝑔 and 𝜆(𝑔) denotes
the scale of Laplacian noises injected into 𝑓(𝑔). In order to
avoid exceeding the total budget, our scheme considers the
smallest budget of a sensor in a group as the budget of the
whole group. In this case, the proposed RescueDP strategy
does not make full use of the total budget. In addition, we
also fix the sampling points in our scheme and allocate the
total budget to each sampling point uniformly. Therefore, 𝜖𝑖 =
𝜖/𝑁, which leads to making full use of the total budget as well
as ensuring not exceeding the total budget.
Next, considering the predicted statistics in each sensor,
we allocate the perturbed statistic. The allocation method
can avoid errors resulting from the average operation in
the RescueDP strategy. Our allocation method is shown as
follows:
A (𝑔 [𝑗]) = 𝛼𝑗 M (𝑔) ,

∀𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝜅,

(24)

where the weight of a sensor, 𝛼𝑗 , can be calculated by the
predicted statistics of a sensor; i.e.,
𝑗

𝛼𝑗 =

𝑝𝑡𝑖

𝑗

∑𝜅𝑗=1 𝑝𝑡𝑖

.

(25)

According to the smart grouping-based perturbation
scheme, the perturbed statistics of a sensor are more accurate.

5. Performance Discussion
In this section, we first analyze the privacy of our proposed
Re-ADP framework in theory and then provide several
numerical simulations to study the performance of our
framework in terms of MAE and QoP.
5.1. Privacy Analysis
Theorem 7. The proposed Re-ADP framework satisfies 𝜖differential privacy.
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Proof. In the Re-ADP framework, perturbation is the only
possible mechanism to disclose private information because
it is the only one to access raw data. As a result, if the perturbation mechanism can be proved to satisfy 𝜖-differential
privacy, the Re-ADP framework can meet the requirement of
𝜖-differential privacy subsequently.
On the basis of the smart grouping strategy 𝐺𝑡𝑘 at time
stamp 𝑡𝑘 , each group includes several sensors. We assume that
𝑔𝑚 with 𝜅𝑚 sensors is an arbitrary group of 𝐺𝑡𝑘 . According to
(12), the Laplacian mechanism on group 𝑔𝑚 is as follows:
A (𝑔𝑚 ) = 𝑓 (𝑔𝑚 ) + 𝐿𝑎𝑝 (𝜆 (𝑔𝑚 ))
𝜅𝑚

= ∑ ∑ 𝑔𝑚 [𝑗] + 𝐿𝑎𝑝 (
𝑗=1

Δ (𝑓)
),
𝜖𝑡𝑘

(26)

where 𝑔𝑚 [𝑗] is the 𝑗th sensor of 𝑔𝑚 and Δ(𝑓) = 1.
Based on Definition 1, A(𝑔𝑚 ) satisfies 𝜖𝑡𝑘 -differential
privacy. According to Axiom 2.1.1 in [25], postprocessing
sanitized data will not reveal privacy as long as sensitive
information is not available directly in the postprocessing
algorithm. As a result, A(𝑔𝑚 [𝑗]), ∀𝑗 = 1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, 𝜅𝑖 , also satisfies
𝜖𝑡𝑘 -differential privacy. Assume that 𝜖𝑡𝑘 and 𝜖𝑡𝑘 represent the
budget consumed and the budget allocated for a sensor at
timestamp 𝑡𝑘 , respectively. If all allocated budget is employed
for perturbation in our algorithm, then 𝜖𝑡𝑘 = 𝜖𝑡𝑘 holds.
Based on Theorem 6, the perturbation mechanism of a
sensor satisfies 𝜖-differential privacy for every 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖 ∈ [𝑡],
if it holds that
𝑡𝑖

∑

𝜖𝑡𝑘 ≤ 𝜖.

(27)

𝑡𝑘 =𝑡𝑖 −𝜔+1

The above formula always holds for any sliding window
𝜔 timestamp for the reason that 𝜖𝑡𝑖 = 𝜖𝑡𝑖 holds in our budget
allocation algorithm. Thus, the perturbation mechanism on
each group can satisfy 𝜖-differential privacy. In other words,
the Re-ADP algorithm also satisfies 𝜖-differential privacy.
And this completes the proof of Theorem 7.
5.2. Numerical Simulation. We compare the performance of
the proposed Re-ADP strategy with MLDP in [14] and the
RescueDP strategy in [26] over two real datasets. The MLDP
is a privacy-preserving data aggregation scheme under fog
computing based on machine learning, while the RescueDP
is the latest strategy that provides 𝜖-event privacy for realtime aggregate data publishing. In the simulation, we employ
MAE and QoP as metrics to study the performance of the
three schemes. The specific expressions of these metrics
are given by (6) and (12). Our experiment is conducted in
Python environment in Windows 10 operating system. Each
experiment is run 100 times and points in the results are the
average values of 100 times of each experiment.
The real-world test datasets to discuss the performance
in our experiment are Bike data [27] and Station date [28].
The dataset of Bike provides an accurate data containing
the bike share trip in Washington DC for one year from
January 1, 2016, to December 31, 2016. It contains a total

of 3, 333, 791 bike share trajectories. Each of them consists
of the bike number, the end station and time, and the start
station and time. We transform it into a dataset that consists
of 368 sensors to count the number of bikes at each bike
parking spot in real time. The first three-quarters of the data
is split as the training set and the fourth-quarter of the data is
used as test set. The dataset of Station consists of the number
of passengers of 2116 stations between January 1, 2016, and
December 30, 2016. It contains 9, 917, 584 records and each
record reports the number of passengers of a station. Because
many stations have very little throughput, we chose 1393
sensors with more throughput to report. And the division of
the test set and the training set is the same as the Bike dataset.
In our experiment, the parameters of the PID control are
set as follows: 𝐶𝑝 = 0.9, 𝐶𝑑 = 0.1, 𝐶𝑖 = 0, 𝜋 = 10, 𝜃1 = 15, and
𝜃2 = 10 for the adaptive sampling mechanism. In Algorithm
2, 𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 is set to be 100. In addition, we obtain 𝑁 = 10 for the
Bike dataset and 𝑁 = 8 for the Station dataset by constantly
iterating over training set. In K-means based Smart Grouping
Algorithm, we set 𝐾 = 5 for Bike dataset and 𝐾 = 8 for the
Station dataset, and the result is also the best performance
on the training set. The parameters of the LSTM network
are set as follows: the previous 𝑘 = 50 history data is used
for the input of the LSTM network. So the numbers of input
layers’ neurons is 50, and 100 is the number of hidden layers’
neurons. Besides, we train by iterating 1, 000 times. Note
that a training process that takes about two minutes is timeconsuming. However, we only conduct this process offline,
which does not affect the real-time nature of the algorithm.
5.2.1. Utility versus Privacy. Figure 6 provides the trade-off
analysis between utility and privacy. It is clear that when 𝜖
increases, the MAE of three schemes decreases gradually. The
reason is that the larger 𝜖 represents the smaller noise that
needs to be injected. Moreover, for two real-world test datasets, the Re-ADP scheme outperforms the other two schemes
greatly, especially in a small privacy budget. Also, the QoP of
Re-ADP is obviously superior to the other two schemes in a
sufficient privacy budget.
The superior performance of the Re-ADP scheme results
from the following three aspects. First, due to the design of the
optimal number of sampling points and the corresponding
privacy budget allocation mechanism, the privacy budget is
fully used for private perturbation. Second, the adaptive 𝜔event privacy mechanism in the Re-ADP scheme satisfies the
privacy window adaptively, which improves the practicability
of the scheme. Finally, LSTM-based prediction can provide
a high-accuracy prediction result for the smart grouping
mechanism.
5.2.2. Effect of Adaptive 𝜔-Event Privacy Mechanism. In order
to highlight the advantages of adaptive 𝜔-event privacy
mechanism, we compare our Re-ADP scheme with a variant
version, Re-ADP(f), which only adapts fixed 𝜔-event privacy
mechanism. Figure 7 demonstrates the comparison results in
terms of MAE and QoP. It can be clearly seen that the adaptive
𝜔 mechanism can increase QoP while decreasing MAE significantly in both real-world datasets. Therefore, we can draw
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Figure 6: Utility comparison when 𝜖 changes.

the conclusion that the adaptive 𝜔-event privacy mechanism
advances the quality of reported data considerably.
5.2.3. Effect of Smart Grouping Mechanism. In this part, we
investigate the performance of our smart grouping mechanism. As shown in Figure 8, both MAE and QoP of the
smart grouping mechanism exceed the Re-ADP without the
smart grouping. The excellent performance of smart grouping
chiefly benefits from the K-means-based grouping algorithm
and the application of the deep learning algorithm.

6. Related Work
Many methods have been proposed to ensure the privacy of
aggregated data generated from IoT devices [29–33]. Wu et
al. [34] proposed a Dynamic Trust Relationships Aware Data
Privacy Protection (DTRPP) mechanism for Mobile Crowd
Sensing (MCS), which evaluates the trust value of a public
key ingeniously. Zhang et al. [35] designed a priority-based
health data aggregation scheme (PHDA) in cloud-assisted
wireless body area networks. In the scheme, a credible relay
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node can be selected according to the social relationship
between nodes to help aggregation data and then forward it
to cloud servers. PHAD also provides a lightweight privacypreserving aggregation scheme, which can not only resist
the forgery attack but reduce communication overhead. Li et
al. [36] presented a privacy-aware data aggregation protocol
for mobile sensing, which can aggregate time-series data to
prevent untrustworthy aggregators from disclosing privacy.
Using an additive homomorphic encryption and a novel key
management scheme, the aggregator can only obtain the sum

of all users data. Still, both schemes cannot cope with complex
attacks that can also mine some privacy from the raw sum
data.
In addition, all existing methods to achieve privacy preserving are based on encryption technologies. These complicated encryption technologies usually introduce high computation overhead, which may not be suitable for energyconstrained sensor networks. Some researchers suggest
exploiting differential privacy, a convincing model for providing privacy, to protect aggregated data generated by IoT

12
devices. Han et al. in [37] proposed a scheme to provide privacy preserving for health data aggregation. It employs a
differential privacy model to resist differential attacks that
most existing data aggregation schemes have suffered from.
Yang et al. in [14] also proposed a differential privacy model
based on machine learning algorithms. The model can reduce
communication overhead as well as protect the privacy of
sensitive data rigorously for the fog computing architecture.
Also in fog computing, Wang et al. [38] put forward a privacy-preserving content-based publish-subscribe scheme with
differential privacy in a publish-subscribe system, which can
protect against collusion attacks.
Although these works apply differential privacy to protect
privacy of aggregated data, there is a serious deficiency in
a real scenario. They may greatly reduce the availability of
aggregated data streams. Thus, some studies are committed to
solving this challenge. Cao et al. in [39] studied a protection
method for sensitive streams within a window instead of
the whole infinite stream. Considering window-based applications, they explored a stream-based management system
to cope with numerous aggregate queries simultaneously. In
[18], Fan and Xiong intended to hide all events of users and
designed a user-level privacy strategy for a finite stream. For
the received perturbing data, they employed the Kalman filter
[40] in their strategy to improve accuracy of differentially
private data release. Considering multiple events occurring at
continuous time segments, Kellaris et al. presented a 𝜔-event
𝜖-differential privacy model in [17]. This model combined
the advantages of event-level privacy model and user-level
privacy model skillfully. In the model, they employed a sliding window to capture a wide range of 𝜔-event privacy and
designed a scheme to distribute and absorb the privacy budget on the assumption that statistics do not change significantly. On this basis, Wang and Zhang further designed an
online aggregate monitoring scheme for infinite streams in
[26]. Their scheme integrated adaptive sampling, a budget
mechanism, and dynamic grouping and perturbation to provide privacy preserving of statistics.
Despite the fact that ongoing studies of differential privacy on streams data aggregation have played a vital role,
there still exist challenges to be dealt with. We point out that
the fixed sliding windows employed in most existing frameworks may not be practical. Moreover, existing metrics are
only suitable for static data rather than streaming media.
Motivated by these challenges, in this paper, we present a realtime privacy-preserving streams data aggregation framework
based on adaptive 𝜔-event differential privacy for the fog
computing architecture.

7. Conclusion
Considering privacy disclosure of aggregated data in fog
computing, we present a real-time stream data aggregation
framework with adaptive 𝜔-event differential privacy (ReADP) in this paper. For the four layers of our system model,
this framework is composed of three components, i.e., adaptive 𝜔-event privacy analysis, smart grouping-based perturbation, and the filtering mechanism. In particular, we can
employ the first component to protect privacy of infinite
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stream over any successive 𝜔 time stamps. Then the second
component is to achieve smart grouping based on K-means
and inject additional noise into aggregated data, and we exploit an existing filter to improve data availability in the third
component. Finally, we provide a theory to prove that the
proposed Re-ADP framework satisfies differential privacy in
theory. Extensive experiments over real-world datasets show
that the Re-ADP scheme outperforms existing methods and
improves the utility of real-time data publishing with strong
privacy preserving.
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An online social network (OSN) is a platform that makes people communicate with friends, share messages, accelerate business,
and enhance teamwork. In the OSN, privacy issues are increasingly concerned, especially in private message leaks in word-ofmouth. A user’s privacy may be leaked out by acquaintances without user’s consent. In this paper, an integrated system is designed
to prevent this illegal privacy leak. In particular, we only use the method of space vector model to determine whether the user’s
private message is really leaked. Canary traps techniques are used to detect leakers. Then, we define a trust degree mechanism to
evaluate trustworthiness of a communicator dynamically. Finally, we set up a new message publishing system to determine who
can obtain the message of publisher. Secrecy performance analysis is provided to verify the effectiveness of the proposed message
publishing system. Accordingly, a user in social networks can check whether other users are trustworthy before sending their private
messages.

1. Introduction
Fog computing is a distributed collaborative architecture that
enables specific applications or services between actual data
sources and the cloud to be managed in the most efficient
place [1]. This type of computing is effectively extending
cloud computing capabilities and services to the edge of
the network, bringing their advantages and functions to
the point where data can be executed and manipulated
in the closest proximity. In other words, fog computing is
an extension of the concept of cloud computing. Different
from cloud computing, fog computing wins by volume,
emphasising quantity, no matter how weak a single computing node is. Cloud computing adjusts computing power,
typically by a high performance computing device in a stack
[2].
Fog computing-based typical services in online social
networks (OSNs), such as Wechat, Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn, gradually become a primary mode to interact and
communicate between participants. Each user in an OSN is a
node component that makes up the social network topology.
These nodes do not have strong computing and storage
capabilities, but they can help with things like data transfer.

Therefore, it is a reliable assumption to apply fog computing
to social networks. Edge nodes in social networks are more
mobile and more decentralized. The most concerned issue in
social networks is privacy leaks. In the process of communication among these edge nodes, there is a novel way of privacy
leakage through word-of-mouth. Word-of-mouth is a form
of privacy disclosure on social networks. This kind of privacy
leakage exists in a large number of real social networks but
is seldom studied. For simplicity, we call it a word-of-mouth
social network.
A word-of-mouth social network exists in the real
human-centric world, which can pass messages from one
person to another by oral communication and finally lead
to the rapid spread of messages. Sometimes, the spread of
private information may be peeped, misused, and taken
illegally by other strangers [3]. As a result, it is important
to prevent privacy disclosure caused by word-of-mouth. In
fact, the disclosure degree of one user’s privacy spreading
is related to how to control others to access his data. In
addition, it also depends on how much and what data the user
wants to release. To tackle this issue, access control has been
envisioned as a promising and effective approach to protect
privacy of a person’s account [4–6]. We intend to carefully
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design a strategy among users in the word-of-mouth social
network to share their data within a trusted user set.
Considering the human-centric network, our objective is
to design an approach to achieve trustworthy word-of-mouth
information release. This approach can trace the source of
privacy disclosure and automatically adjust the trust degree
of nodes in OSNs. Our exploration of this uncharted area
needs to answer the following three challenges. First, how can
we determine whether one user’s privacy has been already
disclosed and detect the leaker? Second, how to update social
relationship of a user after detecting information disclosure?
Finally, how to prevent acquaintances from disclosing privacy
through the manner of word-of-mouth?
Aiming at the first challenges, we intend to use the
vector space model (VSM) and the canary trap technology
to achieve message disclosure detection. The authors of [7]
present a mathematical expression of a VSM to measure
the similarity of two sets. Then Li et al. improve the calculation method of the VSM in [8]. They apply semantic
resources to reduce the dimensionality of feature items.
Similarly, we apply the VSM in this article to calculate the
similarity between the suspected leaked messages and the
published ones to determine whether the messages is compromised. After determining message leakage, we employ
the canary trap technology to trace the source of the leaked
messages. In brief, different versions of sensitive data are
sent to suspected leakers to find which version gets leaked
[9].
Next, we introduce the trust degree of a user to ensure
secure data sharing to cope with the second challenge. The
trust mechanism has been widely studied to achieve privacy
preserving in traditional OSNs. The authors of [10] investigate a recommendation belief based on a distributed trust
management model for peer-to-peer networks. They quantify
and evaluate the reliability of nodes and introduce a similarity
function to construct the recommended credibility. In [11],
the authors propose a method to check users’ credibility
before they enter a network. In addition, the authors in [12]
design a secure recommendation system for mobile users
to learn about potential friends opportunistically. Different
from the existing works, we employ the dynamic trust
degree to classify the recipients and to rank the sensitivity
of publisher to information that needs to be published. The
reason is that a user will unintentionally disclose privacy
and later regret the behavior if the user is in an emotional
state at the time of posting [13]. In order to avoid incorrect
access to the sensitive-privacy information, the premise of
access control for users is to classify the privacy information
clearly.
Moreover, in order to prevent the privacy leakage, one
user’s (publisher’s) privacy should only be shared with other
ones (recipients) in a “correct” user set in OSNs [14–16]. The
set, composed of numerous trusted recipients, can be updated
based on the dynamic trust value that is a personal perception
of a publisher to recipients. In this paper, we allow the
publisher to rate recipients based on the value to determine
whether they are trustworthy or not and dynamically adjust
privacy settings of recipients by privacy disclosure. We design
a systematic information publishing algorithm to reduce the
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Figure 1: A privacy disclosure model in word-of-mouth OSNs.

leakage probability of private messages. In this case, we can
reduce the risk of illegal spread of messages [17, 18].
To the best of our knowledge, there are few solutions to
preserve privacy in word-of-mouth OSNs, which motivates
our work. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
(i) We employ the VSM to measure the similarity
between leaked messages and original ones so as to
detect whether privacy disclosure exists. According to
the tracing results by using the canary trap method,
we determine which recipients are the possible leakers.
(ii) We define a dynamic approach to compute trust
degree between users. To handle privacy leaks fairly,
we design a novel utility function to punish the trust
degree of leakers.
(iii) We design a probabilistic privacy preserving strategy
based on a publisher’s sensitivity to messages and
recipients’ trust degree for publishing a user’s messages securely.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the privacy disclosure model in word-of-mouth
OSNs. In Section 3, we present our privacy disclosure detection method via computing the similarity between leaked
messages and original ones. Section 4 introduces the calculation method of trust degree and the punishment mechanism
for leakers. Next, a trust degree based publishing system is
proposed to achieve messages sharing with privacy preserving in Section 5. Then, we analyze the secure performance of
our strategy in Section 6 and survey related work in Section 7.
Finally, we conclude our work in Section 8.

2. System Model
In this section, we propose a privacy disclosure model
as shown in Figure 1. This model can be formulated as a
weighted directed social graph. Each node in the graph
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denotes a user while a directed edge between two nodes
represents the direction of messages transmission. We define
𝑇PR𝑖 and 𝑆R𝑖 U as the trust degree of the publisher P to
its recipients R𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑛], and the similarity between
the unexpected receiver U with P’s recipients, respectively.
According to the graph of social relationship, we can extract
the corresponding social attributes to explore a dynamic trust
evaluation mechanism to achieve privacy preserving.
The privacy disclosure model in Figure 1 indicates that P
is aware that its private messages are leaked to U after P sends
the messages to R𝑖 . The threat of privacy disclosure may be
caused by one or more users in R𝑖 . So the publisher is aware
that his information is leaked and hoping to know which
recipient sold him out. In this article, we hope to complete
the tracking process of leakers. Because it is a post-evaluation
method, we can only determine the probability that information will be leaked by a certain recipient. Recipients who have
disclosed the privacy of the publisher should be penalized to
protect the publishers’ private message.
In this paper, we intend to employ the VSM algorithm to
help A to determine whether the messages are really leaked
out. Next, using the canary trap method to assist A to trace the
possible leakers in the recipients set, and then give penalties
to these leakers. (Here, what we consider is that recipients’
motivation for disclosing information is not malicious. They
are not trying to damage the publisher’s interests. Therefore,
the message disclosure should get the penalty of trust without
considering legal or other punishment.) For the leakers,
we dynamically adjust their trust degree to explore our
privacy preserving strategy. Here, we present a novel utility
function to measure the update standard of recipients’ trust
degree based on the centrality degree 𝐶𝑒𝑛(𝑖) of recipients and
the similarity 𝑆𝑖𝑗 between two users. In our model, social
networking platforms do not need to monitor messaging
between users. The task of the platform is to help users
find the leaker when they submit information detection
applications.

3. Detection and Tracing Scheme for Leakers
A publisher realizes that his information may have been
leaked, but he/she does not have enough confidence to
determine what happened. In our model, the publisher can
apply to the platform for leakage detection. The messaging
platform uses the VSM to detect whether the publisher’s
information is actually leaked. In this section, we first compute the similarity score between suspected leaked messages
and the corresponding published ones to determine whether
the private message is leaked or not. The implementation of
the VSM-based algorithm is actually quantifying the process
by which publishers realize that privacy is compromised.
In the second part, after privacy disclosure detection, we
intend to employ the canary trap technology to trace privacy
leakers.
3.1. Privacy Disclosure Detection. Comparing with images,
files, and events, we believe that only texts leakage cannot
be directly judged visually. Therefore, we only consider the
private message to be a text and use the VSM method
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to calculate the similarity between suspected text and the
original one.
In general, we can characterize text as a form of space vector based on the VSM. Therefore, the similarity between two
texts can be measured by computing the similarity between
two vectors. Assume that (𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , . . . , 𝑡𝑛 ) indicate the text to
be detected and (𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , . . . , 𝑤𝑛 ) denote the corresponding
coordinate values of the 𝑛-dimension space. Then, we intend
to exploit the VSM to find out a score that indicates the degree
of semantic equivalence between two texts. The following
details describe the procedure to determine whether two texts
are similar or not.
3.1.1. Text Preprocessing. First, we use the NLPIR word
segmentation system to complete the word segmentation
(NLPIR system is a software developed by the Institute of
Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences; the
principle of this system is based on the information cross
entropy to automatically discover new language features and
adapt to the language probability distribution model of the
test corpus to realize adaptive participle), and obtain 𝑛 word
sets (𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , . . . , 𝑠𝑛 ) that contain all the words that appear in the
text. Next, we continue to remove the stop word that refers
to the words with high frequency but no practical meaning.
Such words include prepositions, adverbs, and conjunctions.
They usually have no definite meaning in themselves, and
only when they are placed in a complete sentence can they
have a certain effect. The widespread use of a stop word
in documents can easily cause interference with effective
information. It is very significant to eliminate noise before
feature weighting and selection. As a result, we remove all
stop words in the word set s𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ [1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑛].
3.1.2. Feature Extraction and Weight Calculation. As feature
items, higher analytical accuracy of phrases and sentences
may result in higher analysis error rate. In this paper,
we choose words as a feature of text rather than phrases
and sentences. In order to better reflect the performance
difference of feature terms in the text content, we assign a
weight value to each feature term. In particular, we calculate
the weight of feature terms of each text segment separately.
For the 𝑗th paragraph of the 𝑖th text 𝑠𝑖𝑗 , the feature term
weight refers to the performance of the feature term 𝑡𝑘 in the
text segment 𝑠𝑖𝑗 . The formula for computing weights of feature
terms can be indicated as follows:
𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑗𝑘 =
,
(1)
𝑙𝑖𝑗
where 𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑗𝑘 is the frequency of the occurrence of feature term
𝑡𝑘 in text segment 𝑠𝑖𝑗 , 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑘 denotes the number of feature terms
𝑡𝑘 in the text segment 𝑠𝑖𝑗 , and 𝑙𝑖𝑗 represents the number of
words contained in the text segment 𝑠𝑖𝑗 .
3.1.3. Text Vectorization. After extracting feature terms of
each paragraph and assigning the corresponding weights, the
text can be expressed as the form of a vector matrix. If the text
𝐷 is divided into 𝑛 parts and each part has 𝑚 feature terms.
The text 𝐷 can be expressed as follows:
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Table 1: The result of similarity calculation.

Input: text 𝐷
Output: the vectorization result 𝑉[𝐷] of text 𝐷
→
→


→
(1) 𝑉[𝐷] = [𝑉1 𝑉2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑉𝑛 ]−1
(2) 𝑉𝑖 = [𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . , 𝑥𝑛 ]
(3) Let section(D) be the segmentation result of the text D
(4) For each segmentation in section(D) do
(5) Word set 𝑠𝑗 ←NLPIR segmentword(𝑠𝑖 );
(6) For each 𝑤𝑖 in words set 𝑠𝑗 do
(7) While stop words list contains 𝑤𝑖 do
(8)
Remove 𝑤𝑖 from word set 𝑠𝑗
(9)
T←extract features in 𝑠𝑗
(10) For each 𝑤𝑗 in T do
(11) 𝑚 ←count(𝑤𝑗 )/countword(𝑠𝑗 )
(12) 𝑉𝑖 ← 𝑚𝑇
(13) 𝑉[𝐷] ← 𝑉[𝐷] + 𝑉𝑖
(14) Return 𝑉[𝐷]

sentences
1. Julie loves me more than Linda loves me
2. Jane likes me more than Julie loves me
3. He likes basketball more than baseball

absolute distance between two points. The cosine similarity
is not sensitive to the absolute data, so it is applicable to
the similarity analysis of specific features. Therefore, we
take advantage of the cosine distance calculating method
to measure the similarity. Intuitively, two vectors (texts) are
independent or irrelevant if 𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑖1 , 𝑖2 ) is equal to 0, while
𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑖1 , 𝑖2 ) is equal to 1 when two vectors (texts) are the same.
The similarity between information 𝑖1 and information 𝑖2 can
be calculated as follows:
→ →
1 𝑛
1 𝑛 V1𝑗 ⋅ V2𝑗
𝑆𝑖𝑚 (𝑖1 , 𝑖2 ) = ∑ cos 𝜃𝑗 = ∑    
𝑛 𝑗=1
𝑛 𝑗=1 V1𝑗  ⋅ V2𝑗 
   
(3)
𝑚𝑗
2 ∑𝑘=1 𝑤1𝑗𝑘 𝑤2𝑗𝑘
1 𝑛
.
= ∑
𝑛 𝑗=1 √(∑𝑚𝑗 𝑤 2 ) (∑𝑚𝑗 𝑤 2 )
1𝑗𝑘
2𝑗𝑘
𝑘=1
𝑘=1

Algorithm 1: Vectorization procedure.

z
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Figure 2: Cosine similarity and Euclidean distance in three dimensions.

𝐷 = [𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , . . . , 𝑠𝑛 ]

−1
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similarity scores
(1,2) 0.753602532225
(1,3) 0.128408027002
(2,3) 0.257423195662

(2)

𝑤𝑛1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑤𝑛𝑚
The process of text vectorization is shown in Algorithm 1.
Here, we segment paragraphs and words, remove the stop
words, extract the feature terms, and calculate the weight of
feature terms.
In Algorithm 1, “section(D)” denotes the processing procedure of text segmentation, “NLPIR segmentword” represents a segmentation interface, “stop words list” represents
the disabled word list defined in the text preprocessing
part, “count” is a function that calculates the number of
occurrences of each feature term in the text, and “countword”
is a function that calculates the number of words contained
in the text.
3.1.4. Similarity Measurement. Cosine similarity and Euclidean distance are the most common methods to measure
similarity, as shown in Figure 2.
From Figure 2, we can see that cosine similarity measures the angle of vector space, which shows the difference
of vectors in direction. Euclidean distance measures the

In order to verify the feasibility of our solution, we
implement the algorithm using Python tools on Windows.
Due to limited space, we only introduce the experimental text
we selected and experimental results. We carried out vector
extraction operations on three sentences shown in Table 1 and
calculated the similarity between them. Finally, according to
the cosine distance, we obtain the similarity between three
texts, respectively, as shown in Table 1.
We simply showed how to calculate the similarity
between texts. When the publisher realized that their sensitive information had been compromised, OSNs calculate
the similarity between suspicious information and target
information, to determine whether publisher’s information is
actually compromised or not. After a lot of experiments, we
concluded that when the similarity score is greater than 0.75,
the meaning of the sentence is basically the same. Therefore,
in this chapter, we say that the text-privacy has been leaked
when the similarity score between the suspect text and the
target text is greater than 0.75.
When a publisher realizes that their a sensitive message
has been compromised, we would compute the similarity
between a suspicious message 𝐼𝑠 and the original message of
publisher. In this case, we can determine whether publisher’s
privacy is actually compromised or not. The VSM approach
quantifies the process of publishers’ awareness of the leakage
of private message. Once the publisher is aware of a privacy
breach, they can adopt a canary trap approach to detect which
users have recently leaked their private message.
3.2. Canary Trap Techniques. After conducting the VSMbased privacy disclosure detection, we assume that a publisher’s privacy has been leaked. In order to detect leakers, it is
necessary to have a strategy to determine whether or not such
message is used by some user illegally. The canary trap is an
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Table 2: Canary traps for different types of message.
Message types
Digital images
Database files
Events
Texts

+

Trapping settings
Different watermarks
Different values of some cells
Different values of some attributes
Mixture of different paragraphs

２N

+
２k

X

U

P

approach to detect information leakage source. The basic idea
is that the publisher sends each suspect a different version of
sensitive files and focuses on which version is leaked.
We consider different types of message using different
traps for distinction according to the leakage message. We
divide the types of message into four categories: digital
images, database files, events, and texts as shown in Table 2.
Accordingly, we provide four different types of message traps
in our canary trap algorithm.
Recent events indicate that a user in publishers’ friend
circle leaks publisher’s private message. After verifying the
fact that private message is disclosed, we use the canary trap
technique to find out leakers. First, we consider that the
type of message trap is a digital image. We send an image
embedded with different fingerprints to 𝑛 users 𝑅1 , 𝑅2 ,...,𝑅𝑛 .
The digital fingerprint is embedded in each user’s copy with a
unique ID that can be extracted to help track the leaker when
unauthorised leaks are found. We use digital watermarking to
embed unique fingerprints in each copy of an image before
releasing the image.
Definition 1 (digital watermarking). Digital watermarking
technology directly inserts some identification information
into the digital carrier and modifies the structure of a specific
area without affecting the value of the original carrier. Digital
watermarks are not easy to detect and remodify but can be
identified by the manufacturer. Through these watermark
information hidden in the carrier, we can achieve the purpose
of confirming that the content creator and purchaser transmit
secret information or determine whether the carrier has been
tampered with.
For digital images represented by vector 𝑋, 𝑛 recipients 𝑅𝑛
is required, and the image owner generates unique fingerprint
𝑤𝑖 for 𝑅𝑛 . Watermark images will be passed to the recipient
𝑅𝑛 that can be expressed as follows:
𝑌𝑖 = 𝑋 + 𝐽𝑁𝐷 ⋅ 𝑤𝑖 ,

(4)

where 𝑌𝑖 is the digital image embedded with a fingerprint.
𝐽𝑁𝐷 is used to achieve the imperceptibility of embedding
fingerprint in 𝑌𝑖 , which makes each copy unique. In this
case, we can identify the leaker if dishonest users illegally
repost its copy. We assume that recipients will not be able to
decrypt the fingerprint by collusion, and a digital fingerprint
identification system can track the leaker, as shown in
Figure 3.
Secondly, for a database file, we modify data that is
not important to implement different versions. What is not
important here is that changing of its value does not affect
the trend of the database. We need to generate 𝑛 different

Leaker
Tracing

Fingerprint
extracting

+
２2

Leaker
identifying

+
２1

Figure 3: Digital fingerprinting system.

versions of data. Supposing the number of data units that
need to be changed is 𝑥, we can get 𝑥 = log2 𝑛. Similarly, once
a database has been detected and leaked, we can judge the
leaker.
Thirdly, if we want to select a short event as an information trap, we modify the basic attributes like time, address, or
target of the event. In short, 𝑛 users 𝑅1 , 𝑅2 ,...,𝑅𝑛 may obtain 𝑛
completely different times.
Finally, we define that a text has 𝑚 paragraphs if we
intend to select the text as an information trap. There are
six different versions of each paragraph, and the mixing of
these paragraphs is unique to each numbered copy of the
text. Each version has minor changes, such as the font or
spacing of words used in text. Unless someone tries to find
the difference, it would not be noticed. There are more than
6𝑚 possible permutations, but the actual text has only 𝑛
numbered copies (assume 6𝑚 > 𝑛). If someone refers to two
or three paragraphs of these paragraphs, we know which copy
he sees, so we know who leaked private message.
We consider two special cases of false positive and false
negative. First, the false positive condition means that the
leaker in the last time privacy breach event might not have
been detected by this canary trap experiment. But a person
with a high frequency of leaks can not protect himself from
every detection. Second, we are considering another possible
scenario in which although a user accidentally leaked in the
canary trap we deliberately falsified information. We cannot
be absolutely sure that the previously detected sensitive
information must be the user who leaked information in the
canary trap. This is a false negative result. However, even if
the previous message is not leaked by this user, he should still
be punished for his mistake.
Although this approach can only determine the leaker of
privacy in a certain probability, we still want to determine
the person who leaks the privacy as fair as possible. What
we need is to fairly assign different levels of trust penalties
to different users. Therefore, we introduce the concept of
similarity and centrality to distribute the trust degree penalty
value fairly. This process will be described in detail in the next
section.
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Definition 2 (time fading function). In order to improve
the authenticity and dynamic adaptivity of direct trust,
we consider that the interaction behavior of the past has
attenuated the direct trust effect compared to the current
interaction behavior. Specifically, compared with the 𝐾th
current transaction, the importance of the 𝑘th transaction
in the past same transactions is depreciated. We define this
attenuated function as time fading function that can be
calculated as follows.

Absolute
trust

Figure 4: Trust degree range in an online social network.

4. Trust Degree Mechanism

𝑓𝑘 = 𝛿𝐾−𝑘 , 0 < 𝛿 < 1, 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐾

In this section, we construct a trust degree mechanism to
calculate and punish the trust degrees of the publisher to
recipients. Trust acts as the glue that holds networks together,
enabling networks to function effectively even though they
lack a hierarchal power structure.
In the first part, we introduce a dynamic calculation
approach of trust degree when there is no leakers. In the
second part, we introduce how to punish the trust degree of
leakers when there exist leakers.
4.1. Dynamic Calculation Approach of Trust Degree. In our
mechanism, the value of trust degree ranges from 0 to 1.
0 represents absolute distrust while 1 means absolute trust;
specific classification is shown in Figure 4.
The trust degree of a user to another user consists of
two parts: direct trust degree (𝐷𝑇) and recommendation
trust degree (𝑅𝑇). 𝐷𝑇 indicates the direct trust level of the
publisher to the recipient based on the direct interaction
experience. 𝑅𝑇 represents the recommendation trust and
relies on rating information from the other recommender.
We set P, R, and M to represent publisher, recipient, and
recommender, respectively. The trust degree of the user P to
the user R is defined as 𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅), which can be computed as
follows:
𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) = 𝛼 × 𝐷𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) + 𝛽 × 𝑅𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) ,

(5)

where 𝐷𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅) indicates the value of direct trust degree and
𝑅𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅) indicates the value of recommendation trust degree.
𝛼 and 𝛽 are the trust degree regulation factors. Their values
are related to the proportion that the publisher pays attention
to DT and RT. Generally, we can set 𝛼 and 𝛽 according to the
interaction frequency between P (or M) and R. Specifically, if
P transacts with R more frequently than M, then we can give 𝛼
a higher value and 𝛽 a lower value, and vice versa. Therefore,
we need to calculate DT and RT, respectively.
DT(P,R): DT between the publisher P and the recipient R
can be calculated as follows.
𝐷𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) =

∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝐸𝑘 (𝑃, 𝑅) × 𝑓𝑘 × 𝑤𝑘 (𝑃, 𝑅)
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑓𝑘

.

(6)

(i) We assume that the publisher P has conducted a total
of K transactions in the past with the recipient R.
(ii) The evaluation value of the 𝑘th transaction is 𝐸𝑘 (𝑃, 𝑅).
𝐸𝑘 (𝑃, 𝑅) is provided by the user P and belongs to
[0, 1].
(iii) 𝑓𝑘 is a time fading function and is defined as follow.

(7)

where 𝑓𝑘 = 1 is previous interaction without attenuation and
𝑓1 = 𝛿𝐾−1 is the first interaction with the largest attenuation.
(4) Last, weight of the interaction behavior of the 𝑘th
transaction is represented as 𝑤𝑘 (𝑃, 𝑅). The interaction behavior is defined by user P and can be divided into five grades
according to the magnitude of behavior. We assign different
weights to different interactions, which can distinguish the
effect of different interactions on trust to a certain extent.
Weights of each grade from big to small are 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2.
Therefore, the direct trust degree 𝐷𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅) of the (𝐾 + 1)th
interaction can be calculated by (6).
RT(P,R): RT of user P to user R is converged by P for the
direct trust of the all recommendation users to R. Here, RT is
a comprehensive evaluation for R by all users who have been
interacted with 𝑅, which represents the overall credibility of
𝑅 in social networks. So we define the value of RT of user P
to user R as
𝑅𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) =

∑𝑀∈𝐺 𝐷𝑇 (𝑀, 𝑅) × 𝐶𝑃𝑀
, 𝐶𝑃𝑀 ≥ Θ
∑𝑀∈𝐺 𝐶𝑃𝑀

(8)

where 𝑅𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅) is the recommendation trust degree of recipients, 𝐶𝑃𝑀 is the credibility of P put to M, and G represents
a collection of all trusted recommended users. Value of 𝐶𝑃𝑀
is equal to the direct trust 𝐷𝑇(𝑃, 𝑀) of publisher P to recommender M. In this process of calculating recommendation
trust, the publisher needs to provide a constant threshold Θ.
The publisher P adopts recommendation information only
when trustworthiness 𝐶𝑃,𝑀 of the recommender is greater
than Θ.
4.2. Trust Degree Punishment of Leakers. In the previous
section, we detect private message leakers through the canary
trap techniques. In this section, we punish these leakers
by reducing the trust degrees of them. We punish trust
degree of leakers based on a utility function. The utility
function is integrated by the similarity between recipients
and unexpected receiver with the centrality of the recipients.
Therefore, we introduce two concepts: the similarity between
two users and the centrality of a user.
Definition 3 (similarity). The similarity indicates the degree
of separation between two users. It can be calculated by the
amount of common friends in social networks. Sociologists
have found that if two people have one or more friends, they
have a greater chance of knowing and meeting each other.
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Definition 4 (centrality). The centrality of a user is the
index of the relative importance of quantized user in social
networks. There are many manners to define the centrality of
the user, such as betweenness centrality, closeness centrality,
and degree centrality. Among these manners, we apply the
direct centrality calculating approach that is defined as the
number of other users in direct contact with the user to
calculate similarity.
Accordingly, the centrality of user 𝑖 can be expressed as
follows.
∑𝑁 𝑑 (𝜏)
𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑖 (𝜏) = 𝑘=1 𝑖𝑘
,
𝑁

(9)

where 𝑑𝑖𝑘 (𝜏) = 1 or 𝑑𝑖𝑘 (𝜏) = 0 indicates whether there is a
connection or not between the user i and the user k at time
𝜏. 𝑁 is the number of users in the network. The similarity
between two users can be derived as follows.


𝑆𝑖,𝑗 (𝜏) = 1 + 𝐹𝑖 (𝜏) ∩ 𝐹𝑗 (𝜏) ,
(10)
where 𝐹𝑖 (𝜏)(𝐹𝑗 (𝜏)) denotes the set of friends of user 𝑖(𝑗)
at time 𝜏. When we compute the utility function below,
we convolve with the centrality and the similarity. If the
similarity is equal to zero, the utility function makes no
sense. However, when two users have no mutual friends, the
similarity between them is equal to zero. So we add 1 in (10).
We apply the utility function as the standard metrics to
punish the recipient who spread publisher’s privacy information. If leakers who make mistakes in the canary trap
are friends of the unexpected receiver U, we calculate the
social similarity between leakers and the user U by comparing
their friendship lists. We also calculate the social centrality
of leakers. Note that social similarity and social centrality
only reflect the characteristics of the network structure. In
addition, we also need to consider the dynamics of social
networks. Because of the dynamic change of nodes, the
comprehensive utility should be a time-varying function.
To address dynamic characteristics and avoid cumulative
effects, we define the utility function as the convolution of
similarity and centrality with a factor decaying as time. The
total utility function value is the convolution of 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑅 (𝜏) with
𝑆𝑅,𝑈(𝜏). 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑅 (𝜏) is the centrality of the recipient and 𝑆𝑅,𝑈(𝜏)
is the similarity between the recipient R and the unexpected
receiver U.
𝑌𝑅,𝑈 (𝑇) = 𝑆𝑅,𝑈 (𝑇) ⊗
𝑇

1 − 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑅 (𝜏)
𝑇

1 − 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑅 (𝜏)
,
= ∫ 𝑆𝑅,𝑈 (𝜏) ⋅
𝑇−𝜏
𝜏=0

(11)

where the convolution operation provides a time-decaying
description of all prior values of similarity and centrality. And
𝑌𝑅,𝑈(𝑇) is updated each time by accumulation of similarity
and centrality when a leak event occurs.
In the previous section, we can get recipients who make
mistakes in the canary trap. Now, we punish them by reducing
their trust degree values. Specific penalties scale depends
on the utility function value of a leaker 𝑙𝑖 . The higher the

degree of utility function, the more the value of trust degree
is reduced. Above we have proved that the higher the utility
function of the leaker, the greater the probability of leaking
information. Therefore, we calculate the value of the trust
penalty to a leaker based on the ratio of the utility function of
the leaker and the sum of all utility function value. We define
this specific measure of punishment as follows:
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑙𝑖 ) =

𝑌𝑙𝑖 ,𝑈 (𝑇)
𝐿
∑𝑖=1 𝑌𝑙𝑖 ,𝑈 (𝑇)

∗ 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 ,

(12)

where 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑙𝑖 ) is a specific penalty in trust degree of leaker
𝑙𝑖 and L is a collection of leakers who make mistakes in
canary traps. 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 is a total attenuation in trust degree caused
by a leak event of privacy information, and this value is
determined on the publisher. After attenuation, the trust
degree of a leaker can be calculated as follows.


𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑙𝑖 ) = 𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑙𝑖 ) − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑙𝑖 ) .

(13)

The utility function is proportional to the similarity between
the leaker and the unexpected receiver, and inversely proportional to the centrality of the leaker. A leaker with a high
utility function will be penalized with a high trust value.
But the total trust penalty will be equal to the publisher’s
expectation of a trust penalty.
|𝐿|

∑𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑙𝑖 ) = 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 .

(14)

𝑖=1

Users who make more mistakes in canary traps will be
punished with more trust values. Users who receive a trust
penalty are likely to fall into lower security classes (this
concept is described in the next section). So recipients who
leak users’ privacy too often will be less likely to receive
private information from publishers.
So far, we complete the calculation process and punishment process of the trust degree mechanism. In the first
part, we propose a calculation approach of trust degree
in the case of no leakers. In the calculation approach of
trust degree, the interaction between users can help to
enhance the trust between users. We comprehensively take
into account the direct trust of the publisher to the recipient
and the comprehensive evaluation of the recipient by other
users around the social network. This approach of trust
calculation takes into account the difference in degree of
influence of interaction between different time periods. Every
interaction between users changes the value of trust degree.
The recommendation trust of users also directly changes
the publisher’s trust in the recipient. In the second part, we
demonstrate how to punish the trust degree of leakers in
the case of existing leakers. Compared with the traditional
method of trust degree mechanism, we has a better real-time
and dynamic trust degree mechanism.

5. Design of Message Publishing System
In this section, we design a message publishing system to
reduce the risk that publishers’ private message would be
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Input: Publisher’s weighted social graph;
Output: Publishing rules;
(1) Phase I: The publisher classifies the sensitivity of the message;
(2) Let I be the message that user want to be published;
(3) 𝑆𝐼 ← 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖V𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝐼);
(4) Execute sensitivity classification after each publishing.
(5) Phase II: Divide the secure level of the recipient;
(6)Let 𝑅 be the recipient;
(7) 𝑆𝐿(𝑅) = 𝑋, 𝑋 ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
(8) Phase III: Determine whether to share message 𝐼 with 𝑅 or not;
(9) if 𝑆𝐼 > 𝑆𝐿(𝑅) then
(10)
Return: Message 𝐼 can be sent to recipient 𝑅;
(11)
(12) else
(13)
Return: Message 𝐼 can not be sent to recipient 𝑅;
(14)
(15) end
Algorithm 2: Rating scheme.

compromised. First, we propose a rating scheme to classify
security level of recipients and sensitivity of publisher. Next,
we introduce our message publishing system model formally
and analyze the work flow of the system.
5.1. Rating Scheme. We propose a rating scheme based on
the trust degree of a publisher to recipients and publisher’s
sensitivity to message. The rating scheme protects the private
message of the publisher in OSNs.
Definition 5 (publisher sensitivity rating). Rating of the
sensitivity of a publisher is based on the fact that different
publishers have different sensitivities. Lower sensitivity of a
publisher has relatively lower demand for privacy protection
while higher sensitivity of a publisher requires a strong protection. We divide the sensitivity of the publisher on specific
message into five levels, expressed as 𝑆𝑖 (𝑆𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
Level 5 is the lowest sensitivity and level 1 is the highest
sensitivity. Since the publisher may have different sensitivity
requirements for information at different time, it is necessary
to perform sensitivity rating at each publish request.
Definition 6 (the secure level rating). A publisher needs
to evaluate the trust degree of recipients that they want
to interact with. According to the trust degree mechanism
proposed in the previous section, the publisher can obtain
the trust degree of all recipients including leakers. The secure
level (SL) of recipients is divided into five levels according to
the trust degree 𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅) . We quantify this trust degree rating
process, and the secure level is upgraded from 1 to 5, as shown
in Table 3.
In Algorithm 2, we obtain the publisher’s request level for
message sensitivity and classify the recipient’s secure level.
Considering message sensitivity and the secure level of a
recipient, the proposed algorithm can help the publisher
determine whether to share their private message with
recipients or not..

Table 3: Security level of receivers in OSNs.
Security level
1
2
3
4
5

Trust level
Absolute trust
High trust
Indecisiveness
High distrust
Absolute distrust

1. Posting
(texts/photos/videos)
2. Suggestions
of recipients

Obtain the publisher's
sensitivity to information
I
Trust degree
mechanism

III
3. Revision of
recipients suggestions

Value of trust degree
0.8 to 1
0.6 to 0.8
0.4 to 0.6
0.2 to 0.4
0 to 0.2

Rating scheme

Access control suggestion
Decision on expected recipients

II

4. Publishing

Figure 5: Overview of message publishing system.

5.2. System Overview. In order to prevent the leakage of
privacy in OSNs, it is necessary to develop guidelines to
determine the message publishing system. The system is
exploited before a user posts on a social network site. The
system determines who should be allowed to access messages
and inform the user of the recommendation. In addition,
users can add or exclude their own access to the proposed
nonproprietary information.
The overview of the proposed system is shown as in
Figure 5. It consists of three components: the rating scheme
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module, the access control suggestion module, and the
revision of recipient suggestion module. We describe these
modules as below.
(i) Rating scheme module: A user needs to provide their
sensitivity to the post while applying for publishing a
post, because different users have different sensitivity
to different messages. The system then queries the
recipient’s trust degree to build their secure levels. In
this way, the system obtains the sensitivity level of the
publisher to the messages and the secure level of the
recipient. Then, the system can compare these values
and formulate a access control suggestion for the next
module.
(ii) Access control suggestion module: According to the
level of disclosure determined in the previous step,
this module determines the intended recipient based
on the level of trustworthiness in the self-network of
OSNs. We take into account the situation where the
user is expected to send but the level of trust degree
does not meet the requirements. We also take into
account the situation where the level of trust degree
meets the requirements but the user is not expected to
send. During this procedure, it considers the revised
messages associated with the previous posting and
adds or excludes the intended recipient.
(iii) Recipient suggestion revision module. This module
informs the publisher about the associated access
control suggestion (analysis results). The access control suggestion contains a list of recipients. When a
publisher gets a list of recipients, he/she can choose
whether to publish information to the recipients in
the list or revise the recipients in the list. The authorization/revision messages are stored in the system
and would be considered in future access control
recommendations.
The proposed message publishing system can help the
publisher to choose the right recipients to access these
messages. Because our system can prevent recipients who
may leak privacy of the publisher from receiving messages,
the risk of privacy leakage for the publisher can be reduced
effectively.

6. Security Performance Analysis
In this section, we study the secure performance in terms of
attack analysis, secrecy analysis, and access control analysis.
6.1. Attack Analysis. The leaking model we proposed indicates that recipients may spread privacy to other friends or
strangers without user’s consent. According to the privacy
disclosure model in word-of-mouth OSNs shown in Figure 1,
P shares its private messages to its recipients 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑛],
but it is aware that the messages are known by U after a
period of time. Users who have disclosed the private messages
can probably be these recipients, and this manner of privacy
disclosure is known as word-of-mouth.
By calculating the similarity between a suspicious message and the original one of publisher, we exploit the VSM to
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help P know whether its privacy is disclosed. Then, a canary
trap technique is used to trace the source of disclosure. In
this technique, we consider a possible scenario that we cannot
be absolutely sure that the previously detected sensitive
information must be the user who leaked in the canary trap,
because the recipient leaked the information in this canary
trap does not mean that he also leaked the previous privacy
of the publisher. However, even if the previous messages are
not leaked by the user, it should still be punished for its
mistake. What we need is to fairly assign different levels of
trust penalties to different users. As a result, we combine the
centrality degree 𝐶𝑒𝑛(𝑅) of recipient R with the similarity
𝑆𝑅𝑈 between R and unexpected receiver U to obtain a utility
function. The specific penalties scale depends on the utility
function value of the leaker. Intuitively, the higher the degree
of the utility function is, the more the value of trust degree is
reduced. According to the dynamic evaluation of recipients’
trustworthiness, decreasing of the recipient’s trust degree
directly affects the ability to obtain private messages. Finally,
we set up a new message publishing system to determine who
can obtain private messages.
6.2. Secrecy Analysis. According to the sensitivity degree
of a publisher on private messages, our privacy preserving
strategy first classifies users into different sensitive levels.
Next, the publisher computes and classifies the trust degree
of recipients. Finally, sensitivity rating and the secure level
of the publisher are used to determine whether a recipient
is allowed to obtain publisher’s private messages or not. The
trust-based privacy preserving strategy may change along
with time, publisher itself, and other factors. In addition, the
process may start by issuing an interactive request from the
publisher to the recipients, so that the recipients cannot access
a message without authorization.
6.3. Access Control Analysis. When a user in an online social
network is ready to publish private messages, it considers that
the private messages can be known only by a small group of
its recipients rather than by random strangers. The proposed
message publishing system can help the publisher to choose
the right recipients to access these messages. Our system
requires users to submit their own sensitivity levels to the
post before applying for a post, because different users have
different sensitivity to different messages. After the publisher
sensitivity level acquisition process is complete, we count
the secure level of the publisher’s recipients through our
dynamic trust degree mechanism and then give the publisher
a list of suggested recipients of messages. The publisher can
make revisions to the recipient list to delete or add and
give feedback about the revision information to the access
control system. This feedback also would be considered in
future published access control recommendations. Because
our system can prevent recipients who may leak privacy of the
publisher from receiving messages, the risk of privacy leakage
for the publisher can be reduced effectively.

7. Related Work
A service of online social networks (OSNs), such as Wechat,
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, gradually becomes a
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primary mode to interact and communicate between participants. A person can use these social applications at any
time to contact with friends and send messages regardless
of age, gender, and even socioeconomic status [19–21]. These
messages should contain sensitive and private information,
e.g., location [22], channel state information [23], routing
information [24], social relationships [25], browsing data of
Internet [26], health data [27], and financial transactions [28].
Obviously, the person should be worried about disclosures of
personal information, which may be harmful to him either
in virtual or real world [13, 29, 30]. As a result, an efficient
privacy preserving strategy should be investigated to detect
these threats [31].
The existing works in privacy preserving focus on information disclosure caused by malicious nodes (e.g., attackers
or eavesdroppers) in OSNs [32, 33]. Essentially speaking, the
authors of these works first convert nodes and the corresponding links in OSNs into vertices and edges of a weighted
graph and then exploit graph theory and cryptography
technologies to develop various protection solutions [34–36].
Although these solutions can protect personal information
from network attacking and illegal eavesdropping, there still
exists a more serious threat to users’ privacy, i.e., information
disclosure by word-of-mouth.
Text similarity calculation has been widely used in
Internet search engine [37], intelligent question and answer,
machine translation, information filtering, and information
retrieval. In this paper, we use the text similarity calculation to
determine whether the publisher’s text information is leaked.
In terms of algorithm, the most commonly used VSM in text
similarity calculation was first proposed by Gerard Salton and
McGill in 1969 [38]. The basic idea of the algorithm is to map
the document to an n-dimensional vector, so as to transform
the processing of text into a vector operation on a spatial
vector. The similarity between documents is determined
by comparing the relations between vectors. Among them,
the most widely used weight calculation method is TF-IDF
algorithm [39] and various improved algorithms. The most
commonly used similarity measurement method is cosine
similarity measurement [40].
To sum up, the privacy protection strategy in social
network can be divided into two ways: role access control and
data anonymity. The anonymous method is mainly used for
multidimensional data such as network topology. For specific
privacy such as user attributes, access control based on trust
is a reliable way to protect privacy.

8. Conclusion
Considering privacy word-of-mouth disclosure by acquaintances, we put forward a novel privacy preserving strategy
in this paper. In particular, we carefully combine the privacy
leaking detection with the trust degree mechanism. The traditional privacy protection schemes are mainly on computing
a trust degree threshold. In their schemes, a friend whose
trust degree exceeds the threshold is considered believable.
In contrast to these schemes, our strategy incorporates two
new points of classifying each publisher’s sensitivity and each
ready interactive recipient. Our proposed publishing system
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consists of publisher’s sensitivity level to information rating
and recipient’s secure level rating. What is noteworthy is that
our scheme still gives the decision of message release to the
publisher after giving the suggestion of access control. The
publisher can make their own changes to the recipient list,
and these revisions also will be considered in future published
access control recommendations. Therefore, our information
publishing strategy greatly reduces the risk of illegal spread of
user’s private messages.
In future, we want to provide a solution that is intended
to prevent the recipient from illegally forwarding the message
itself rather than the content of the message. Also, we may
explore a sensitive message transmission interface for OSNs
applications to protect users’ privacy.
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As one of the four global satellite navigation and positioning systems, BeiDou satellite navigation system (BDS) has received
increasingly more attention. The differential positioning technology of BDS has greatly enhanced its accuracy and meets the needs
of high-precision applications, but its positioning time still has much room for improvement. Fog computing allows the use of its
services with low latency and mobility support to make up for the disadvantages of differential positioning algorithm. The paper
proposes the fog computing-based differential positioning (FCDP) method which introduces fog computing technology to BDS.
Compared with the original data center-based differential positioning (DCDP) method, the simulation results demonstrate that
the FCDP method decreases the latency of positioning, while assuring the positioning accuracy.

1. Introduction
BeiDou satellite navigation system (BDS) is a self-developed
and independently operated global satellite navigation and
positioning system in China [1–4]. In recent years, the industrialization of BeiDou civil application and its promotion
work have achieved remarkable results with far-reaching
effects [4]. Since 2012, when the system officially serves the
Asia Pacific region, the BDS has been applied in various
fields, including transportation, marine fisheries, hydrological monitoring, and weather forecasting [5]. As BDS plays an
important role in many fields, it is very important to provide
fast and accurate positioning algorithm to improve the
system competitiveness and promote the development of the
system.
Due to eliminating some common errors in the system,
the differential positioning technology has been commonly
used in positioning tasks and applications with higher
accuracy requirements [6–8]. With this technology, all the
differential data of base stations are sent to the data center
and then return to mobile station after calculation. Due to
the existence of the data center, the differential positioning

method provides multilevel authentication for users and
improves the computing ability [9, 10]. Despite the fact
that the data center-based differential positioning (DCDP)
method provides many benefits, there are still some challenges such as increases in delay, the waste of bandwidth, and
privacy concerns, which is not good for quick positioning
and the development of BDS [11]. In addition, with the
development of the BDS, the construction of the base station
will surely increase construction efforts to keep pace with the
needs of the business, and the scalability of the DCDP system
will be limited by the performance of the data center. Once
the data center is attacked, the overall system performance
will be greatly reduced.
To reduce the positioning time and solve all of the above
problems caused by the data center, many scholars have conducted studies on algorithms or methods [12–15]. The paper
[12] proposed an algorithm based on congestion control, i.e.,
Random Early Detection (RED) gateways, which could avoid
unnecessary queue delay, while the general reduction in delay
does not offer the best results. The paper [13] proposed the
cutting payload (CP) mechanism to process timeouts but
the CP mechanism is limited to hardware conditions. The
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paper [14] examined the effectiveness of alternative TCP and
Ethernet-level strategies in mitigating the TCP throughput
collapse but at the cost of seriously increasing the input costs.
The paper [15] proposed a global data transfer scheduler at
the application layer but it will destroy synchronization.
The above approaches are for congestion, queuing, and
other issues caused by the data center in order to provide
improvement. However, the centralized mode is still adopted
and does not fundamentally solve the potential problem
caused by bidirectional transmission, especially the transmission delay caused by the uplink and downlink. In other
words, due to the constraint of triangle inequalities, the link
delay through the intermediate node forwarding is greater
than the direct link delay between two points. To resolve
the disadvantages of the data center, fog computing has
recently emerged. Fog computing is considered as a cloud
server operating at the edge of the network, offering special
services that require network context information, location
awareness, and ultra-low latency [16].
Since the features of fog computing could satisfy the
demands of BDS exactly, the paper integrates fog computing
to BDS for quicker and even real-time positioning processing
and proposes a fog computing-based differential positioning
(FCDP) method to offload computing tasks and decrease
delay. Meanwhile, the original high-precision feature of the
DCDP is not affected.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the current differential positioning
model and DCDP method of BDS. Section 3 describes the
FCDP proposed by this paper and formulates the calculation
progress. Section 4 presents the experimental results and
analyses. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. The Carrier Phase Differential Positioning
Principle with the Data Center

Here, 𝜌∗𝑗 represents the real distance between the satellite
j and the receiver; 𝜆 is the wavelength of carrier; 𝑁∗𝑗 denotes
the number of circumference between receiver and satellite j;
𝜑∗𝑗 is the period that is less than one circumference; 𝑐 is the
speed of the electromagnetic wave; 𝑑𝜏∗ is the clock deviation
of the receiver; 𝑑𝜏𝑗 is the deviation of satellite j; 𝑑𝜌∗𝑗 is the
error caused by satellite calendar; 𝑑𝐼∗𝑗 is ionosphere error; and
𝑑𝑇∗𝑗 is tropospheric error.
When the distance between base station and the mobile
station is of short or medium baseline (less than 100km),
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑑𝜌𝑏 ≈ 𝑑𝜌𝑢𝑗 , 𝑑𝐼𝑏 ≈ 𝑑𝐼𝑢𝑗 , 𝑑𝑇𝑏 ≈ 𝑑𝑇𝑢𝑗 [20]. Therefore,
𝑗

𝑗

Δ(∙) is ordered to replace the single difference between
the base station and the mobile station, and then
𝑗
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+
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−
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(3)

For the convenience of programming calculations, (3) is
linearized [21].
𝑗

𝑗

𝑗

𝐻𝑢𝑗 Δ𝑝𝑢 + 𝜌̂𝑢𝑗 − 𝜌𝑏 = 𝜆Δ𝜑𝑢𝑏 − 𝑐Δ𝑑𝜏𝑢𝑏 + 𝜆Δ𝑁𝑢𝑏

(4)

where 𝐻𝑢𝑗 denotes the direction vector for the mobile station
and satellite j; Δ𝑝𝑢 is the coordinate correction of the mobile
receiver; and 𝜌̂𝑢𝑗 represents the approximate distance between
satellite j and mobile station.
The above formula is the single-difference model of
BDS, while the positioning error is still influenced by clock
deviation that can be eliminated through calculating the
quadratic difference between different satellites [22].
For satellite k, the single-difference equation is [21]

𝑗

(𝐻𝑢𝑗 − 𝐻𝑢𝑘 ) Δ𝑝𝑢 + (𝜌̂𝑢𝑗 − 𝜌̂𝑢𝑘 ) − (𝜌𝑏 − 𝜌𝑏𝑘 )
𝑗

(6)

𝑗

𝑘
𝑘
) + 𝜆 (Δ𝑁𝑢𝑏 − Δ𝑁𝑢𝑏
)
= 𝜆 (Δ𝜑𝑢𝑏 − Δ𝜑𝑢𝑏

∇Δ(∙) is ordered as a double difference of different
satellites, and (6) can be simplified as (7)
𝑗

(𝐻𝑢𝑗 − 𝐻𝑢𝑘 ) Δ𝑝𝑢 + (𝜌̂𝑢𝑗 − 𝜌̂𝑢𝑘 ) − (𝜌𝑏 − 𝜌𝑏𝑘 )
𝑗𝑘

(7)

𝑗𝑘

= 𝜆∇Δ𝜑𝑢𝑏 + 𝜆∇Δ𝑁𝑢𝑏
𝑗𝑘

𝑗𝑘

where ∇Δ𝜑𝑢𝑏 is phase observation error and ∇Δ𝑁𝑢𝑏 is
double-difference integer ambiguity.
𝑗𝑘
𝑗𝑘
𝑗
Let 𝐿 𝑢𝑏 = 𝜆∇Δ𝜑𝑢𝑏 +(𝜌𝑏 −𝜌𝑏𝑘 )−(𝜌̂𝑢𝑗 − 𝜌̂𝑢𝑘 ); the error equation
form of (7) can be simplified as
𝑗𝑘

𝑗𝑘

∇ΔV𝑢𝑏 = (𝐻𝑢𝑗 − 𝐻𝑢𝑘 ) Δ𝑝𝑢 − 𝜆∇Δ𝑁𝑢𝑏 − 𝐿 𝑢𝑏
(1)

(5)

The second difference between (4) and (5) is

𝑗𝑘

𝑗
𝜆 (𝑁𝑏

𝑗

Δ𝜌𝑢𝑏 = 𝜆Δ𝜑𝑢𝑏 − 𝑐Δ𝑑𝜏𝑢𝑏 + 𝜆Δ𝑁𝑢𝑏

𝑘
𝑘
𝐻𝑢𝑘 Δ𝑝𝑢 + 𝜌̂𝑢𝑘 − 𝜌𝑏𝑘 = 𝜆Δ𝜑𝑢𝑏
− 𝑐Δ𝑑𝜏𝑢𝑏 + 𝜆Δ𝑁𝑢𝑏

According to the information used, differential positioning
algorithm can be divided into four types: position differential positioning, pseudo-range differential positioning, phase
smooth pseudo-range differential positioning, and carrier
phase differential positioning [17]. Among them, carrier
phase measurements of carrier phase differential positioning
allow the measurement of short baselines with an inaccuracy
as low as a few centimeters [18]. Therefore, the paper adopts
the carrier phase difference as an example to introduce the
differential positioning principle.
There are two types of receivers: base station receiver and
mobile receiver. The base station is used as a benchmark to
correct the common error between mobile receiver and base
receiver. The mobile receiver is usually used as a target to
locate devices such as mobile phone or the user’s other device.
The base station and mobile receiver simultaneously
observe the ephemeris information of BeiDou satellites. The
observation equations of satellite j are as follows [19]:
𝑗
𝜌𝑏

𝑗

𝜌𝑢𝑗 − 𝜌𝑏 = 𝜆 (𝜑𝑢𝑗 − 𝜑𝑏 ) − 𝑐 (𝑑𝜏𝑢 − 𝑑𝜏𝑏 ) + 𝜆 (𝑁𝑢𝑗 − 𝑁𝑏 ) (2)

𝑗𝑘

(8)

Here, 𝐿 𝑢𝑏 is the correction value to revise the common
error.
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Figure 1: DCDP method model.

Within the positioning area, multiple base stations constitute the continuously operating reference stations (CORS)
system [23]. All of the correction value of different base
stations should be sent to data center to calculate the more
suitable final value that corrects the mobile station, called
the DCDP method. The data center calculates the final differential correction synthetically based on several principles
such as weighted average method, partial derivative method,
and minimum variance method. Then, the data center sends
the final value, which could revise the common error to the
mobile receiver. The model of the DCDP system is shown in
Figure 1.
As is shown in Figure 1, there is no direct connection between the base station and mobile station, but the
exchanged data and calculated final information by the data
center causes transmission delay, data congestion, packet loss,
and other issues. The paper solves these issues by introducing
fog computing.

3. Fog Computing-Based Differential
Positioning Method
3.1. Fog Computing. According to the definition of Cisco, the
level of fog calculation is at the edge of the network, and the
equipment used can be a router or base station [24]. These
devices do not have many resources such as CPU, memory,
hard disk, or bandwidth as they do in the data center, but
they are closer to the user. The response delay is lower when

a user requests the service, and some data communications
are already set between the user and the data information.
In other words, fog computing is a highly virtualized middle
layer between end users and the cloud. Similar to cloud
computing, fog computing provides user data, computing,
storage, and network services [25]. It is not centralized but
close to the end devices. By lowering data resources from
users to the edge of the network, users do not need to obtain
resources from a distant cloud center, which can effectively
reduce the traffic and delay when obtaining services, finally
effectively reducing the network burden.
The fog computing system consists of multiple mutually
independent fog computing nodes and can independently
provide localization services for mobile terminals. There are
three layers including terminal layer, fog layer, and cloud layer
[26]. The service model of fog computing is shown in Figure 2.
The cloud layer and the fog layer provide services for
end users. The cloud layer generally serves network users,
while the fog layer mainly serves intelligent mobile terminal
users. The terminal layer buffers the resources from the
fog layer node in advance according to a certain strategy.
Then the fog layer computed node has a certain storage
space and computing capacity to handle the task request of
the terminal layer. Furthermore, the fog layer node can be
automatically located and then, the nearest neighboring fog
server is found, so that the terminal’s data request can always
obtain a response from the nearest fog server [26].
The fog computing architecture has three parts that match
the service model including fog computing edge storage
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the fog computing manager will also make the appropriate record updates and decides whether to store the data
object.

Cloud Layer
Core Network

Data Center

Fog
Computing Node
Manager

Fog Layer

Fog
Computing Node

Base
Station

Terminal Layer
Terminal

Terminal

Terminal

Terminal

Terminal

Figure 2: Service model of fog computing.

nodes (fog computing nodes), fog computing node manager,
and fog computing network. The three parts correspond to
three layers [26].
(1) Fog Computing Edge Storage Nodes. The fog computing
edge storage node or server is a miniaturized hardware device
that is disposed locally and provides localized services for
mobile terminal users through wireless access. The device
integrates high-density wireless network access technology,
large data and low-delay channel transmission technology,
and localized storage and computing technologies for cloud
computing front-end hardware devices. The fog computing
edge storage node is located at the edge of the network and
is the closest component to the end user’s fog computing
system. Its data content comes from the cloud platform’s
data center, and it is updated intelligently according to the
user’s needs. The end user needs only one hop to be able
to obtain the storage data service in the cloud-computing
node. The fog computing nodes can be deployed on mobile
vehicles, such as intercity buses, tourism operators, trains,
and ships, to provide localization (without connecting to
cloud data centers), high-speed, and low-cost services for
users.
(2) Fog Computing Node Manager. The corresponding management program of the fog computing node is called the
fog computing manager. For example, the data object storage
table is used to record the data objects, access time, and access
data logs that are stored in the fog computing node. Every
time the mobile terminal requests the service of edge node,
the manager first looks up whether there is a record stored in
the table. If so, the data object of the local fog computing node
is returned to the terminal user directly and then the related
content of the data storage table is updated; if not, within the
specified time, the data object is requested to other nodes at a
minimum cost. In addition, if the other fog computing nodes
have the data object in the cache, the data will be provided to
the user; and if not, the request will be forwarded to the cloud
to look for the data and return to the user. Correspondingly,

(3) Fog Computing Network. Fog computing network consists
of geographically dispersed nodes and storage nodes. These
nodes can communicate with each other through the fog
network and perform data transmission according to a set
routing algorithm, data distribution strategy, etc.
If a fog computing node finds the required data stored
in other fog computing nodes, the fog computing node can
obtain the data needed by fog computing network. At the
same time, the fog computing node can also connect to the
cloud or the source server through the Internet to obtain
data objects. Furthermore, the cloud can timely monitor
the content information change and then update the record
correspondingly.
Due to wide distribution and high density, fog computing
can quickly respond to end-user requests, handle tasks in real
time, and shorten access delays. Furthermore, the fog nodes
are at the edge of the network and close to the end user,
so the user needs only one hop to obtain the various data
resources needed. Because fog computing nodes do not have
as much storage and computing space as cloud computing,
certain strategies must be adopted to filter the fog computing
nodes that can provide maximum value for terminals in
the service area, to maximize the quality of the service to
users.
3.2. FCDP Method. Due to the problems of DCDP method
caused by the data center such as high latency, congestion,
and packet loss, this paper proposes to apply fog computing
to BDS. In the FCDP method, the data center was removed,
and the base station is set as the fog layer to calculate the
correction information. Then all the base stations within the
positioning area broadcast the correction data incessantly.
The mobile receiver in the area receives the correction information from the base stations and performs a comprehensive
calculation. The model of FCDP is shown in Figure 3.
In the positioning area, all base stations can participate in
positioning. However, if there are too many base stations, the
factors that affect the accuracy of mobile receivers will also
increase. In consideration of comprehensive elimination of
mobile station errors and the stability of the reference station
network, four reference stations are selected for positioning in
this paper. Therefore, a suitable base station selection strategy
is needed to minimize network losses and balance the delay
between stations.
The base station selection algorithm of this paper considers three main indicators: transmission delay (distance
between base station and mobile station), balance of base
station load, and performance of the base station itself. It
can be seen from (1) that the pseudo-range value is related
to tropospheric and ionospheric effects, which have a strong
correlation with distance [27]. Although the atmospheric
noise of the base station and mobile receiver can be equal
by default in the case of medium or short baseline, shorter
baselines have higher similarity [27]. Therefore, the weight of
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the base station closer to the mobile receiver should be higher.
In addition, unbalanced node assignments will cause some
base stations to be overloaded and increase the likelihood
of node crashes. Finally, the performance of the base station
itself also affects the trustworthiness of the parameters.
According to the above requirements, we need to find
an optimal objective function to implement the selection
strategy of the base station. The above purpose can be
expressed as formula (9).
𝐽 (𝑢, 𝑖) = 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 (𝑡 (𝑢, 𝑖)) ∗ 𝑡 (𝑢, 𝑖) ∗ 𝑎 (𝑞, 𝑖)

𝑡 (𝑢, 𝑖) < 𝜀
𝑡 (𝑢, 𝑖) ≥ 𝜀

𝑗𝑘

(10)

𝐽(𝑢, 𝑖) is the performance function of base station i to
𝑗𝑘
mobile receiver 𝑢; 𝑡(𝑢, 𝑖) is the time of transmitting 𝐿 𝑢𝑏 to
𝑖
mobile receiver 𝑢; 𝑞 is the selected rate of base station 𝑖, and
𝑎(𝑞, 𝑖) is the reliability of base station 𝑖 which is positively
related to the selected rate. 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦(𝑡(𝑢, 𝑖)) is the penalty
function for transmission time. When the transmission time
exceeds the set value𝜀, the penalty function value will be
infinite. Then, this base station will not be selected.
Based on the size of the performance function value, the
top four base stations that are not infinitely involved are
selected for positioning. Therefore, if the penalty function
value is infinite, this base station will not be selected.

𝑗𝑘

𝑗

𝑖

𝑖

𝐿 𝑢𝑏 = 𝜆∇Δ𝜑𝑢𝑏 + (𝜌𝑏 − 𝜌𝑏𝑘𝑖 ) − (𝜌̂𝑢𝑗 − 𝜌̂𝑢𝑘 )
𝑖

(11)

Then the final correction value is
𝑗𝑘

𝑛

𝐿𝑓 = ∑
1

(9)

where
{1,
𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 (𝑡 (𝑢, 𝑖)) = {
∞,
{

When observing satellite 𝑗 and 𝑘, the correction value of
base station 𝑖 is ordered to (11).

𝐽 (𝑢, 𝑖) 𝑗𝑘
𝐿
∑𝑛1 𝐽 (𝑢, 𝑖) 𝑢𝑏𝑖

(12)

where 𝑛 is the number of base stations participating in BDS
positioning.
The weight of the correction number is inversely proportional to the distance between the base station and the mobile
receiver, so the closer the distance is, the higher the credibility
of the base station will be. Furthermore, the FCDP method
has good antirisk ability. If the nearest base station fails to
transmit information, or if any base station in the network
fails, the remaining base stations can still form a network
and calculate the final value based on the performance
weighted.
After calculating the correction value, the error equation
is
𝑗𝑘

𝑗𝑘

𝑗𝑘

∇ΔV𝑢𝑏 = (𝐻𝑢𝑗 − 𝐻𝑢𝑘 ) Δ𝑝𝑢 − 𝜆∇Δ𝑁𝑢𝑏 − 𝐿 𝑓

(13)

The matrix form of (13) is
𝑉 = 𝐴𝑋 − 𝐿

(14)
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Figure 4: Interface of BeiDou satellites states.

Let 𝑚 be the number of observation satellites; then
𝐻𝑢2 − 𝐻𝑢1 −𝜆 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
]
[ 3
[𝐻 − 𝐻1 0 −𝜆 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0 ]
𝑢
]
[ 𝑢
]
𝐴=[
[
..
..
..
.. ] ,
]
[
.
.
.
d
.
]
[
𝑛
1
𝐻
−
𝐻
0
0
⋅
⋅
⋅
−𝜆
]
[ 𝑢
𝑢
𝑋=[

Δ𝑝𝑢
𝑗𝑘

∇Δ𝑁𝑢𝑏

intuitively by data collection. The acquired satellite ephemeris
information converted into RINEX format can be used for
positioning solution. Through the ephemeris parameters,
we can obtain the coordinates of visible satellites used for
positioning calculation.

(15)

],

13
1𝑚
𝐿 = [𝐿12
𝑓 , 𝐿𝑓 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝐿𝑓 ]

𝑇

Then, when the number of observation satellites is greater
than or equal to 4, the final receiver position can be calculated
using the weighted least-squares algorithm. To weaken the
influence of the correlation caused by the reference satellites,
the chosen weight matrix usually uses the covariance inverse
𝑄−1 of the carrier observations.
Setting 𝑅 = 𝑄−1 , then the solution value of weighted leastsquares (WLS) algorithm is (16) [28].
−1

𝑋 = (𝐴𝑇 𝑅𝐴) 𝐴𝑇 𝑅𝐿

(16)

Combined with the advantages of fog calculation, the
FCDP method that removes the data center decreases the
positioning delay.

4. Numerical Results and Analyses
To ensure the high reliability of the simulation experiment,
this paper collected the satellite ephemeris information in
the real environment as original positioning data through
OEM6 Family Firmware which produced by NovAtel company, a subsidiary company affiliated with Sweden Hexagon
Company. The satellite status information can be obtained
using the host computer software. As is shown in Figure 4, the current satellite conditions information is shown

4.1. Positioning Accuracy Comparison. When the coordinates
of satellites in the CGCS2000 coordinate system are obtained,
the positioning error of the DCDP and FCDP methods can
be calculated using the weighted least square algorithm. As is
shown in Figure 5, the absolute error of three axes and the
root mean square error (RMSE) of these two methods are
similar and all are below to 1 m, while the RMSE of FCDP is
more stable. The results demonstrate that, due to the selection
strategy of the base stations, the positioning accuracy is more
stable and have no big ups and downs.
Figure 6 shows the PDF of the DCDP and FCDP methods.
As we can see, the FCDP method has more concentrated
distribution, while the DCDP method has a slightly longer
tail. It means that the FCDP method has better stability, rarely
undulating largely in the same long-term duration.
4.2. Delay. In the FCDP method, there is a single-hop communication delay between the user and base stations, whereas
the DCDP system has a two-hop communication delay that
includes transmitting data to the server and sending the final
result to the mobile receiver. The known singular delay of
transmitting data is 270 ms. Thus, the delay of the FCDP
method with transmitting data is approximately 270 ms, while
the delay of the DCDP method is approximately 540 ms.
Therefore, the FCDP method has a shorter response time
during transmission; theoretically, the delay is 270 ms shorter
than that of the DCDP method.
The delay of the DCDP and FCDP methods is shown
in Figure 7. Figure 7 illustrates that the delay of the FCDP
method is less than 490 ms approximately and 260 ms shorter
than the DCDP method. It means that the FCDP method can
achieve faster positioning result, which has great significance
especially in real-time positioning and mobile navigation
fields.
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Figure 5: Error of DCDP and FCDP methods.

Consequently, the FCDP method is better than the DCDP
method in terms of delay, has more stable accuracy range, and
is beneficial for fast and accurate positioning of BDS. Furthermore, due to multiple fog computing nodes participating in
the calculation, the data pressure is greatly shared and avoids
server crashes, which are efficiently constructive to solve a
large number of positioning requests and responses.

5. Conclusions
In recent years, new technology and application requirements
have emerged continuously. Researchers are required to
constantly learn and promote these applications from a new
perspective in order to maximize the potential of BDS. The

emergence of fog computing technology in the form of
“decentralization” can be a way to solve the delay, congestion,
and packet loss caused by the “center” of BDS. The FCDP
method proposed in this paper combines the emerging fog
computing technology. Under the condition of guaranteeing
the accuracy of the original algorithm, the positioning delay
is reduced, which is good for quick positioning. In addition,
the networking of the fog computing layer also enhances the
stability of the algorithm. Even if some base stations fail to
transmit data effectively, the remaining base stations can still
form a network without affecting the final data calculation.
The simulation results demonstrate that the FCDP method
has low latency and guaranteed accuracy which provide
insights for improving response times.
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With the advent of the mobile network, the fusion of cloud computing and fog computing is becoming feasible to promise lower
latency and short-fat connection. However, there are a lot of redundant cloud-aware services with identical functionalities but
a different quality of service (QoS) in the fog cloud environment. In fact, since QoS information is stored in distributed fog
servers rather than remote cloud, it is hard for individuals to make recommendation and selection with sparse QoS information.
Collaborative filtering is an important method for the sparsity problems and has been widely adopted on the prediction of
missing QoS values. Focusing on the fact that existing researchers often ignore the QoS fluctuation in a wide range in the fog
cloud environment, a novel neighbor-based QoS prediction method is proposed for service recommendation, in which a concept
and calculation method is put forward to describe the stable status of services and users with quantifiable QoS values, and a
NearestGraph algorithm is further designed to recognize stable or unstable candidate along with their popularity by a nearest
neighbor graph structure which can help to make missing QoS values prediction in a certain order to improve final prediction
accuracy. Experimental results confirm that the proposed method is effective in predicting unknown QoS values in terms of service
recommendation accuracy and efficiency.

1. Introduction
As the development of mobile Internet and agility of distributed system services [1, 2], cloud computing is migrating
to the fusion of cloud and fog computing since fog computing
is able to better satisfy demands on lower latency and short-fat
connection. At present, the composed distributed system [3]
is becoming the main solution accepted by the majority [4].
However, a wide range of cloud-aware services is produced
to cater for the fog cloud environment. In this situation,
mobile users often feel confused to select proper cloud-aware
services due to the appearance of redundant cloud-aware
services with identical functionalities but a different quality of
service (QoS) [5, 6]. Recommender systems are designed to
address the suitable matching problem with mobile users and
cloud-aware services under information overload.
The key to cloud-aware service selection and recommendation is QoS [7]. QoS is defined as a set of properties of
specific cloud-aware services such as response-time, throughput, reputation, and the like, which is treated as an important

criterion to distinguish among different functionally equivalent services [8]. In the fog cloud environment, QoS information is normally collected and stored in various fog servers,
instead of being transferred to the remote cloud directly, due
to the big volume of data and heavy transmission cost. In this
situation, QoS information is always distributed but not centralized [9], which means QoS information is often sparse and
unavailable for mobile users. Therefore, motivated by making
an effective recommendation, it is a feasible way to complete
missing QoS values by making predictions.
In fact, all roles in the fog cloud environment have the
motivation to predict QoS before their assignments. A typical
example of the fog cloud environment [10–12] is shown in
Figure 1, which includes three roles, service user, service
broker, and service designer. The same problem is happening
to each role on how to manage cloud-aware services with
high-quality performance. For example, service users expect
more qualified services which respond more quickly while
meeting basic functions. In general, it is necessary for the
three roles in the fog cloud environment to predict QoS
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Figure 1: The architecture of fog cloud environment: each role wants to manage a cloud-aware service with “good” performance, especially
QoS. However, QoS information is sparse and often varies among different roles. QoS prediction can achieve the goal of finding “good”
performance through the analysis of historical QoS information.

values due to the following reasons: (1) service user can only
get a limited number of QoS values caused by time-andmoney-consuming QoS invocation, which makes it difficult
for cloud-aware service recommender to make a decision, (2)
service broker always has a strong desire to manage cloudaware services with good performances, and (3) service
designer needs to deploy cloud-aware services that satisfy
QoS constraints to avoid punishment. Therefore, QoS prediction is a critical issue for cloud-aware service deployment,
selection, and recommendation.
At present, the studies on QoS prediction have made
certain progress in recent years. Many scholars prefer to “fill”
the unknown QoS values through historical QoS information
and formulate it as a matrix completion problem [13]. Chen et
al. [14] take user-service geographical location into account to
improve prediction accuracy. Wang et al. [15] introduce more
QoS values affecting aspects such as time and location. Wu et
al. [16] answer this problem by considering the relationship
between similarity and candidate’s consistency. Some other
researchers devote them to finding solutions on how to
improve the poor credibility of a fog cloud environment. Tang
et al. [17] apply the trust concept for cloud-aware service QoS
prediction. Su et al. [18] make a prediction for missing QoS
values based on the trust relationship.
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is still a
lack of research efforts explicitly targeting on the fluctuation
of QoS values related to mobile users’ status and services’
status. In a highly dynamic Internet environment, QoS values
of cloud-aware services often fluctuate in a large range due
to the variety of users’ mobile networking environments

and physical distance between mobile users and fog servers.
There is a current situation that some services perform more
“unstable” according to a study on the real world QoS[19]. We
select two services in random which is invoked by 339 users
and draw their QoS values distribution as shown in Figure 2.
We all feel service 𝑌 in blue is more unstable compared with
service 𝑋 in orange intuitively in Figure 2. Therefore, we can
conclude that a cloud-aware service with a wide QoS range
performance is not of general applicability and should not be
recommended to other users since it is difficult to make an
accurate prediction when candidate services with “unstable”
performance are employed.
In this paper, the problem of QoS prediction is formulated
to leverage historical QoS information. Inspired by the fact
of QoS fluctuation, we propose a novel neighbor-based QoS
prediction algorithm under the assumption that QoS values
have a close relation with services and users in the fog cloud
environment. In our approach, a concept and quantization
method is put forward to represent the stable status of services
and users in the fog cloud environment. And a graph structure is adopted to recognize stable or unstable candidate and
to expose their popularity at the same time. Based on this, a
NearestGraph method is used to generate an optimal prediction order to get the higher prediction accuracy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces related works of QoS prediction and
existing methods. Section 3 presents our proposed QoS
prediction method for cloud-aware service recommendation.
Section 4 provides our experimental results and the details
of our experimental implementation. Section 5 sets out our
conclusion and looks forward to future works.
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Figure 2: Dataset visualization.

2. Related Works
At present, there are a lot of efforts and results devoted to
tackling the issue of QoS prediction. Initially, scholars adopt
static methods to make a QoS prediction. Static methods use
the arithmetic average value for prediction, including average
QoS value from global, user, and service, respectively. These
methods are simple and easy to implement, disregarding the
situation-aware factors of users and services. Moreover, these
static methods cannot reflect the dynamic properties of QoS
values, which are leading to greater prediction error between
predicted and actual values according to our experimental
results in Section 4.
Motivated by the success of traditional recommender
systems, existing works on QoS prediction in the fog cloud
environment is usually based on collaborative filtering. Collaborative filtering (CF) methods are widely used to rate
prediction in recommender systems. It exploits the similarity
between users’ experiences to predict user preference on
unknown items. The intuitive idea is to identify “similar”
users with the active user and to predict the active user’s
preference based on these similar users’ feedback. CF can
be further divided into two main categories: model-based
method and neighbor-based method.
Model-based method makes a prediction from the known
QoS values by learning a predictive model [20]. Observed
values are used to learn two matrices which are the basis
to calculate similarities among users. However, model-based
method suffers from the ignorance of the low-rank structure
of real world user-service matrices [21]. The main idea of
the model-based method is based on matrix completion,
in which the key is to exploit the low-rank structure of
the user-service matrix. Lee et al. [22] present an algorithm
for nonnegative matrix factorization indicating that there
is only a small number of factors influencing the service
performance. Some scholars think QoS has strong relation
with time and put forward an online prediction. Zhu et al.
[23] propose a method for running cloud-aware service to
predict its QoS value.

The neighbor-based method uses QoS values of similar
users or services to make QoS predictions directly. Shao et al.
[24]first introduce a collaborative filtering approach for similarity mining and inference based on historical QoS information in the user-service matrix. They perform positive and
negative user similarity calculations separately and integrate
them using a weighted mean equation. Zhu et al. [25]give a
QoS prediction approach based on multidimension, which
takes timing constraints, QoS, throughput, fairness, and load
balancing into account. Zheng et al. [5] propose a novel QoS
ranking prediction model with the consideration of different
cloud users having different preferences for different QoS
attributes values.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the neighbor-based
collaborative filtering since it is simple to implement and the
prediction results are often easy to explain. The prediction
accuracy of the neighbor-based method is highly influenced
by the available similar candidates. Similar candidates play
an effective role in QoS prediction phase mainly since they
come from similar computation and assign more or less
importance to the target in the prediction. However, the
sparsity of QoS information always degrades the accuracy
of QoS prediction. In our proposed approach, we address
this challenge by introducing graph structure to expose
candidate’s own popularity.

3. NearestGraph QoS Prediction
In this section, the problem of QoS prediction is described
and formulated in Section 3.1. After that, both user-user
similarity and service-service similarity are computed in
Section 3.2 to select neighbors. Our NearestGraph algorithm
is presented in Algorithms 1 and 2 to predict missing QoS
values at last.
3.1. Problem Description. In this paper, the problem of QoS
prediction is described as follows: considering a fog cloud
environment with 𝑚 users and 𝑛 cloud-aware services, the
QoS of 𝑛 cloud-aware services rated by 𝑚 users is represented
as an 𝑚 × 𝑛 matrix 𝑅. The entry 𝑟𝑖,𝑗 ∈ R𝑘 is a 𝑘-dimensional
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Input: usrG: user nearest neighbor graph; 𝑅: user-service matrix
Output: 𝑢𝑠𝑟𝑆 𝑒𝑡(𝑡): prediction order for user-based CF
1: 𝑢𝑠𝑟𝑆 𝑒𝑡(𝑡)=[ ];
2: for each 𝑖 ∈ [0, usrG.vertices] do //add property usrWeight, usrIndegree to a graph usrG=(usrID,usrEdge)
3: usrG←usrWeight given by Eq.(6);
4: usrG←usrIndegrees given by usrG.inDegrees;
5: end for
6: repeat
7: select usrID from usrG.vertices where usrG.vertices.Weight.max in {select ∗ from usrG.vertices where
usrG.vertices.Indegree.min};
8: 𝑢𝑠𝑟𝑆 𝑒𝑡(𝑡).append(usrID);
9: usrG←usrIndegrees given by usrG.inDegrees;
10: until usrG.vertices.count is 0
Algorithm 1: NearestGraph algorithm for 𝑢𝑠𝑟𝑆 𝑒𝑡.

Input: usrG: service nearest neighbor graph; 𝑅: user-service matrix
Output: 𝑠𝑒𝑟V𝑆 𝑒𝑡(𝑡): prediction order for service-based CF
1: 𝑠𝑒𝑟V𝑆 𝑒𝑡(𝑡)=[];
2: for each 𝑖 ∈ [0, serG.vertices] do //add property serWeight, serIndegree to a graph serG=(serID,serEdge)
3: serG←serWeight given by Eq.(7);
4: serG←serIndegrees given by serG.inDegrees;
5: end for
6: repeat
7: select serID from serG.vertices where serG.vertices.Weight.max in {select ∗ from serG.vertices where
serG.vertices.Indegree.min};
8: 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑆 𝑒𝑡(𝑡).append(serID);
9: serG←serIndegrees given by serG.inDegrees;
10: until serG.vertices.count is 0
Algorithm 2: NearestGraph algorithm for 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑆 𝑒𝑡.

vector representing the QoS values of 𝑘𝑡ℎ criteria. Let 𝑈 =
{𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , . . . , 𝑢𝑖 , . . . , 𝑢𝑚 }, 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑚} be the set of 𝑚 users,
let 𝑆 = {𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , . . . , 𝑠𝑗 , . . . , 𝑠𝑛 }, 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑛} be the set of n
cloud-aware services, Ω is set of all tuples {𝑖, 𝑗}, and Λ is set
of all unknown tuples (𝑖, 𝑗), 𝑟𝑖,𝑗 = ⌀. Then the missing information {𝑟𝑖,𝑗 | (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ Λ} is filled based on the existing information {𝑟𝑖,𝑗 | (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ Ω − Λ}. The order of filling in the matrix
𝑅 is expressed as 𝑟𝑡 𝑖,𝑗 ∈ Λ, 𝑡 ∈ (1, |Λ|) and there is an optimal
order 𝑡 to satisfy the higher accuracy.
Figure 3 shows a matrix 𝑅 formed by 𝑚 users and 𝑛 cloudaware services. The shaded part of the matrix indicates the
user has invoked the cloud-aware service and has rated the
corresponding QoS value. The blank part indicates the user
has not invoked the cloud-aware service and the QoS values
need to be predicted. The objective of the missing QoS value
prediction is to make the user-service matrix denser within
certain iteration phases [26].
Due to analysis of real world QoS datasets, QoS values
can vary widely and are highly skewed with large variances
that degrade the accuracy of prediction. Without loss of
generality, we apply the following function to QoS data in
order to map QoS values onto the interval (0, 1).
𝑟𝑖,𝑗 =

𝑟𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛

(1)

where 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the minimum and maximum QoS
values, respectively.
3.2. Neighbors Selection. We can find the neighborhood
similarities of users and services by employing Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC). PCC is widely used in neighborbased recommendation systems for similarity computation
and proved to have high accuracy. In this paper, we adopt
an enhanced-PCC method proposed by Zheng for the neighborhood similarity computation on both sets of users and
services. The similarity between two users 𝑎 and 𝑏 is defined
by the following equation:
sim (𝑎, 𝑏)


2 × 𝑆 ∩ 𝑆 
=   𝑎  𝑏 
𝑆𝑎  + 𝑆𝑏 
×

(2)

∑𝑖∈(𝑆𝑎 ∩𝑆𝑏 ) (𝑟𝑎,𝑖 − 𝑟𝑎 ) (𝑟𝑏,𝑖 − 𝑟𝑏 )
√∑𝑖∈(𝑆

𝑎 ∩𝑆𝑏 )

2
2
(𝑟𝑎,𝑖 − 𝑟𝑎 ) √∑𝑖∈(𝑆𝑎 ∩𝑆𝑏 ) (𝑟𝑏,𝑖 − 𝑟𝑏 )

where sim(𝑎, 𝑏) falls into the interval [−1, 1], |𝑆𝑎 ∩ 𝑆𝑏 | is the
number of cloud-aware services that are invoked by the two
users, and |𝑆𝑎 | and |𝑆𝑏 | are the number of cloud-aware services
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Figure 3: Prediction problem formulation.

invoked by user 𝑎 and user 𝑏, respectively. 𝑟𝑎,𝑖 is a vector of
QoS values of cloud-aware service 𝑖 observed by user 𝑎 and
𝑟𝑎 represents the average QoS values of different cloud-aware
services observed by user 𝑎.
Similar to the user similarity computation, we also
employ enhanced-PCC to compute the similarity between
cloud-aware service 𝑥 and 𝑦 as follows:


2 × 𝑈𝑥 ∩ 𝑈𝑦 
sim (𝑥, 𝑦) =    
𝑈𝑥  + 𝑈𝑦 
(3)
∑𝑢∈(𝑈𝑥 ∩𝑈𝑦 ) (𝑟𝑢,𝑥 − 𝑟𝑥 ) (𝑟𝑢,𝑦 − 𝑟𝑦 )
×
2
2
√∑𝑢∈(𝑈𝑥 ∩𝑈𝑦 ) (𝑟𝑢,𝑥 − 𝑟𝑥 ) √ ∑𝑢∈(𝑈𝑥 ∩𝑈𝑦 ) (𝑟𝑢,𝑦 − 𝑟𝑦 )
where sim(𝑥, 𝑦) falls into the interval [−1, 1], |𝑈𝑥 ∩ 𝑈𝑦 | is the
number of users who invoked both cloud-aware services 𝑥
and 𝑦 previously, and |𝑈𝑥 | and |𝑈𝑦 | are the number of users
who invoked cloud-aware services 𝑥 and 𝑦, respectively. 𝑟𝑢,𝑥 is
a vector of QoS values of user 𝑢 when he invokes cloud-aware
service 𝑥 and 𝑟𝑥 represents average QoS values of different
users when they invoke cloud-aware service 𝑥.
After the similarity computations, we can get the user
similarity matrix and the service similarity matrix. At the
same time, we can also identify their neighbors by similarity
values in the ascending order. Traditional top-K algorithms
select the top 𝑘 most similar neighbors for making missing
value prediction. In practice, some neighbors with negative
similarity values could greatly decrease the prediction accuracy. In this paper, we exclude dissimilar neighbors with
negative enhanced-PCC values. We employ the following
equation to find a set of proper similar users for user 𝑖 as Ψ𝑖 :
Ψ𝑖 = {𝑢𝑘 | sim (𝑖, 𝑘) > 0, rank𝑖 (𝑘) ⩽ 𝐾, 𝑘 ≠ 𝑖}

(4)

where rank𝑖 (𝑘) is the ranking position of user 𝑘 in the
similarity neighbors of user 𝑖 and 𝐾 indicates the lowest
ranking position manually.
In the same way, we can get the set of proper similar
cloud-aware services for cloud-aware service 𝑗 as Φ𝑗 :
Φ𝑗 = {𝑠𝑘 | sim (𝑗, 𝑘) > 0, rank𝑗 (𝑘) ⩽ 𝐾, 𝑘 ≠ 𝑗}

(5)

where rank𝑗 (𝑘) is the ranking position of cloud-aware service
𝑘 in the similarity neighbors of cloud-aware service 𝑗 and 𝐾
indicates the lowest ranking position manually.

3.3. Predicting Missing QoS Values with NearestGraph. After
user neighbors selection, we find an interesting fact that
some users or services are relatively “popular” to others. For
example, user 𝐸 is on the top-1 similarity ranking position
of user 𝐴. It also happens to user 𝐶 when user 𝐸 ranks top1 in user 𝐶’s similar neighbors. User 𝐵 and User 𝐷 may be
confronted with the same situation. This is not an occasional
case but happens for most similar neighbors. In order to
expose this kind of popularity of users or services, we construct a directed graph by nearest neighbor graph as shown
in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, a user is represented by usrG=(usrID,
usrEdge), in which usrID labels a user and usrEdge
shows the relationship between the user and his most similar
neighbor-a directed edge will line from a user to his most
similar neighbor. Therefore, the indegree of a vertex in our
nearest neighbor graph indicates the degree to which other
vertices are in favor of this vertex. A vertex with larger
indegree means it is very “popular” and will have a higher
influence on other vertices. It can be understood as the
relationship between celebrities and fans in social networking
sites. A celebrity who has more fans means greater appeal,
which reveals the greater influence at the same time. Similar
method can be used to represent cloud-aware service by
servG=(servID, servEdge), in which servID labels a
service and servEdge shows the relationship of a service and
his most similar neighbor.
Furthermore, to reflect the stability of different users
and cloud-aware services as shown in Figure 2, a concept of
candidate stability is also proposed. We employ the following
equation to describe the stability of user’s status.
∑𝑥∈𝑆𝑎 (𝑟𝑎,𝑥 − 𝑟𝑎 )
(6)
 
𝑆𝑎  × 𝑟𝑎
Similarly, we can describe the stability of cloud-aware
service’s status as follows.
stability (𝑎) =

∑𝑏∈𝑈𝑦 (𝑟𝑏,𝑦 − 𝑟𝑦 )
(7)
 
𝑈𝑦  × 𝑟𝑦
 
where a smaller value of stability will indicate a more stable
status.
In order to introduce the stability of users or
services, we further extend above nearest neighbor graph
stability (𝑦) =
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Figure 4: Nearest neighbor graph: we found that, in the sets of most similar neighbors for different users, some users tended to appear
frequently.

to usrG=(usrID, usrWeight, usrEdge) and servG=
(servID, servWeight, servEdge), respectively, in which
usrWeigh is the stability of user’s status and servWeigh is
the stability of service’s status.
In this paper, we believe both popularity and stability will
play an important role in QoS prediction and should be used
to obtain better prediction accuracy. Therefore, we propose
an algorithm called NearestGraph to achieve this goal, which
can generate an optimal prediction order by nearest neighbor
graph based on different popularity and stability. The main
strategies of NearestGraph are the following three key points.
(1) Select the usrID with the minimum indegree.
(2) Select the usrID with the maximum weight if more
than one vertex has the same indegree.
(3) Select the usrID with the minimum dictionary order
if more than one vertex has the same indegree as well
as weight.

be predicted according to the weight and indegree shown
in nearest neighbor graph. According to No. 1 strategy of
NearestGraph, V1 will be predicted first since it has minimum
indegree. In the next phase (b), there are two vertices with
the same indegree after applying No. 1 strategy. Here No. 2
strategy can help us to make a decision in such a situation. V5
should be predicted in phase (b) for its high stability. Then
we loop through the three-key-point strategies to obtain a
complete prediction order until there is only one vertex left
in the graph structure. We can get a prediction order 𝑢𝑠𝑟𝑆 𝑒𝑡:
V1 ⇒ V5 ⇒ V2 ⇒ V4 ⇒ V3 ⇒ V7 ⇒ V6 in this example.
The details of our NearestGraph algorithm for 𝑢𝑠𝑟𝑆 𝑒𝑡(𝑡) are
as Algorithm 1.
Based on the prediction order generated by Algorithm 1,
user-based method employs the values of entries to predict
the missing entry 𝑟𝑖,𝑗 in the user-service matrix as follows:
sim (𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑘 )
× (𝑟𝑘,𝑗 − 𝑟𝑘 ) ,
sim (𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑎 )
∑
𝑘∈Ψ 𝑎∈Ψ𝑖

𝑟𝑈𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑟𝑖 + ∑

𝑖

The reason why we use those three rules comes from two
facts: (1) those vertices with larger indegree, which means
they are more popular, will affect more users and should
be kept longer in our nearest neighbor graph to make full
use of their important influence; (2) those vertices with
larger weight, which means they are more stable, will have
more positive impact on QoS prediction and should be kept
longer in our nearest neighbor graph to make full use of
their important influence. Now we take an example, shown
in Figure 5, to illustrate the process of our NearestGraph
algorithm.
Phase (a) is the initial state of nearest neighbor graph
in which a property of vertex called weight is introduced
to represent the status of stability and the directed edge is
used to show the relationship between the user and his most
similar neighbor. For example, vertex V5 with weight 0.42
means it is more stable than vertex V2 with weight 0.40,
and vertex V1 pointing to vertex V2 expresses V2 is the most
similar neighbor of V1 . Then we will decide which vertex will

(8)

(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ {(Ω − Λ) ∩ 𝑢𝑠𝑟𝑆 𝑒𝑡}

where 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑟𝑘 are the average existence QoS values of
different cloud services rated by 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑘 , respectively.
We can also give the prediction order for 𝑠𝑒𝑟V𝑆 𝑒𝑡(𝑡) in a
similar way as shown in Algorithm 2. And the values from
service prediction order are correspondingly employed for
prediction in service-based method as follows:
𝑟𝑆 𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑟𝑗 + ∑

sim (𝑠𝑗 , 𝑠𝑘 )

𝑘∈Φ𝑗 ∑𝑎∈Φ𝑗

sim (𝑠𝑗 , 𝑠𝑎 )

× (𝑟𝑖,𝑘 − 𝑟𝑘 ) ,

(9)

(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ {(Ω − Λ) ∩ 𝑠𝑒𝑟V𝑆 𝑒𝑡}

where 𝑟𝑗 and 𝑟𝑘 are the average existence QoS values of 𝑠𝑗 and
𝑠𝑘 rated by different users, respectively.
In this paper, both user-based and service-based
approaches are adopted as follows:
𝑟∗ 𝑖,𝑗 = 𝜆 × 𝑟𝑆 𝑖,𝑗 + (1 − 𝜆) × 𝑟𝑈𝑖,𝑗

(10)
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Figure 5: NearestGraph process.

The mixed approach can help us to get much more missing
QoS values and therefore can improve the accuracy of prediction. The parameter 𝜆 controls how much fusion proportion
of these two methods and can be trained on a sample dataset
from the real world.
The complete QoS prediction algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 3.

4. Experiment
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
method on a distributed and parallel platform, Spark system.
Section 4.1 introduces two typical metrics to assess the
prediction accuracy. The comparison experiments on the
prediction accuracy are conducted with different baseline
algorithms in neighbor-based CF fields in Section 4.2 and
three key parameters of NearestGraph on the prediction
accuracy are further demonstrated in Sections 4.3, 4.4, and
4.5. All the experiments are conducted by using 4 PCs with
i5-4460 CPU and 16G RAM as our hardware platform.
We evaluate the QoS prediction accuracy of our proposed
method based on a real world QoS dataset which is widely
used to evaluate the performance of QoS prediction. It
contains response-time (response-time measures the time
duration between user sending a request and receiving a

response) and throughput (throughput stands for the data
transmission rate of a user invoking a service) of 5828 services
invoked by 339 distributed computers located in 30 countries
from PlanetLab. According to statistics of this QoS dataset as
shown in Table 1, the range of response-time and throughput
are 0−20 s and 0−1000 kbps, respectively, and the means of
response-time and throughput are 0.910 s and 47.386 kbps,
respectively.
There are 100837 QoS records about response-time property and 143422 QoS records about throughput property in
this QoS dataset. The corresponding user-service matrices
on both these two QoS properties have some entries with
the value of -1, which means the current QoS value cannot
be obtained or the service is unreachable in the real world.
Therefore, the entries with the value of -1 are where we need
to predict in the matrix.
4.1. Metrics. To evaluate the performance of our proposed
NearestGraph method, we compare its prediction accuracy
with some neighbor-based CF methods by computing mean
absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-square error (RMSE),
which is to calculate the errors between predicted values and
real values. The metric MAE is defined as


∑𝑖,𝑗 𝑟𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑟∗ 𝑖,𝑗 
(11)
𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
𝑁
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Input: 𝑅: user-service matrix; 𝐾: lowest ranking position; 𝜆: degree of fusion prediction results
Output: 𝑅∗
1: for all (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ Ω − Λ do
2: compute the similarity sim(𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗 ) by Eq.(2)
3: compute the similarity sim(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗 ) by Eq.(3)
4: end for
5: for all (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ Ω − Λ do
6: similar user set Ψ𝑖 by Eq.(4)
7: similar service set Φ𝑗 by Eq.(5)
8: end for
9: Learn 𝑢𝑠𝑟𝑆𝑒𝑡 by applying Algorithm 1
10: Learn 𝑠𝑒𝑟V𝑆𝑒𝑡 by applying Algorithm 2
11: for all (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ Λ do
12: compute 𝑟𝑈 𝑖,𝑗 by Eq.(8)
13: compute 𝑟𝑆 𝑖,𝑗 by Eq.(9)
14: fill by Eq.(10)
15: end for
Algorithm 3: QoS prediction algorithm.
Table 1: Statistics of QoS dataset.
Statistics
Value Range
Mean
Median
Standard Variance
User Num
Service Num
Records Num

Response-Time(seconds)
(0,20)
0.910
0.3320
1.9320
339
5828
1974675

and RMSE is defined as
∗

√ ∑𝑖,𝑗 (𝑟𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑟
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
𝑁

𝑖,𝑗 )

2

(12)

where 𝑟𝑖,𝑗 is the QoS value of cloud-aware service 𝑠𝑗 observed
by user 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑟∗ 𝑖,𝑗 is QoS value of cloud-aware service 𝑠𝑗 that
would be observed by user 𝑢𝑖 as predicted by a method, and
𝑁 is the number of predicted QoS values. According to the
definitions, the smaller value of metric indicates the higher
accuracy of prediction.
4.2. Performance Comparison. In this part, we conduct an
overall comparison experiment on our NearestGraph method
and some baseline algorithms in neighbor-based CF fields on
both MAE and RMSE. They are listed as follows:
UMean: mean QoS values obtained by a user are used to
predict the missing QoS value which has not been obtained
by this user.
IMean: mean QoS values obtained by all users are used to
predict the missing QoS value which has not been obtained
by some users.
UPCC: it is a user-based collaborative filtering method,
which uses similar users calculated by Pearson Correlation
Coefficient to make a prediction [24].

Throughput(kbps)
(0,1000)
47.386
11.07
107.4093
339
5828
1974675

IPCC: it is an item-based collaborative filtering method,
which uses similar items calculated by Pearson Correlation
Coefficient to make a prediction [27].
WSRec: it is a hybrid collaborative filtering method that
combines IPCC and UPCC and uses both similar users and
similar services for QoS prediction [5].
In order to simulate the users’ invocation of cloudaware services in the real world, we remove some entries
from user-service matrix in random and compare their
values with predicted ones. For example, 10% represents that
we randomly remove 90% entries and use the remaining
10% entries to predict the values of removed entries. The
parameter settings of NearestGraph are 𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐾 = 10 and
𝜆 = 0.5 in the experiments.
Experiment results are shown in Table 2. We highlight
the best performance of all methods for each row in Table 2.
We can easily see from Table 2 that NearestGraph always
obtains the minimum MAE and RMSE of response-time and
throughput almost for all different matrix densities, which
means it can improve the prediction accuracy. Moreover,
with the value of matrix density increasing from 10% to
30%, the MAE and RMSE of NearestGraph method become
smaller and smaller since a denser matrix will provide more
information for the missing QoS value prediction.
Comparing the MAE and RMSE of response-time and
throughput in Table 2, we can also find that the MAE and
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Table 2: Performance comparisons.
Matrix
Density(%)
10
20
30
Matrix
Density(%)
10
20
30

Metrics
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE
Metrics
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE

UMean
0.8785
1.8591
0.8768
1.8548
0.8747
1.8557

IMean
0.7015
1.5813
0.6867
1.5342
0.6818
1.5311

UMean
54.0084
110.2821
53.6768
110.2977
53.8792
110.1751

IMean
29.2651
66.6334
27.3393
64.3986
26.6239
64.3986

RMSE of response-time are larger than those of throughput
which means NearestGraph performs better on throughput
property than on response-time property. Taking the matrix
density of 30% as an example, we can calculate the MAE
improvements of NearestGraph over WSRec, respectively.
For the response-time property, the MAE improvement is
((1.1973 − 1.1246)/1.1973) × 100% = 4.14%, while for the
throughput property, the MAE improvement is ((21.3194 −
19.653)/21.3194) × 100% = 7.82%. That confirms that our
proposed method focuses on facts of the QoS fluctuation and
can make a better performance in a wide range of QoS values
(just like the range of throughput is 0-1000 kbps and the range
of response-time is only 0-20 s).
4.3. Impact of Matrix Density. In order to explore the impact
of matrix density, we compare the prediction accuracy of all
the methods under different matrix densities and present the
results in Figure 6. The density of the matrix increases from
10% to 30% with a step of 10%. The parameter settings in this
experiment are 𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐾 = 10 and 𝜆=0.5.
The MAE and RMSE results of response-time are shown
in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) and the MAE and RMSE results
of throughput are shown in Figures 6(c) and 6(d). In
these figures, the green line NearestGraph stands for is
always below any other lines, which means our proposed
NearestGraph method gets the smallest values of MAE and
RMSE under different matrix densities. Moreover, we can
observe that the performance of our NearestGraph method
improves with the increase of matrix density, which indicates
that collecting more QoS information will greatly enhance
prediction accuracy when the matrix is sparse.
4.4. Impact of 𝜆. The parameter 𝜆 here controls how much
fusion proportion of user-based and service-based method. A
larger value of 𝜆 means user-based approach will contribute
more to the hybrid prediction. In Figure 7, we study the
impact of parameter 𝜆 in the proposed NearestGraph method

Response-Time (seconds)
UPCC
IPCC
0.6761
0.6897
1.4078
1.4296
0.5517
0.5917
1.3151
1.3268
0.5159
0.5037
1.2680
1.2252
Throughput(kbps)
UPCC
IPCC
26.1230
29.2651
63.9573
64.2285
24.2695
26.8318
54.4783
60.0825
23.7455
26.4319
54.4783
57.8593

WSRec
0.6679
1.4053
0.5431
1.2986
0.4927
1.1973

NearestGraph
0.6643
1.4027
0.5104
1.2785
0.4723
1.1246

WSRec
24.3285
64.1908
22.7717
54.3701
21.3194
51.7768

NearestGraph
24.3269
63.5435
21.7493
52.8731
19.6530
50.5765

on prediction accuracy by varying the values of 𝜆 from 0 to 1
with a step of 0.1 under the condition of 𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐾=10.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the MAE and RMSE results of
response-time and throughput, respectively. The prediction
accuracies increase when we increase the value of 𝜆 at first.
But when 𝜆 surpasses a certain threshold, the prediction
accuracy decreases with the further increase of 𝜆. From
Figure 7, we can also find that NearestGraph gets the best
performance when 𝜆 ∈ [0.4, 0.7].
4.5. Impact of 𝑇𝑜𝑝 − 𝐾. The parameter 𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐾 determines
the size of candidates sets including similar users and similar
services. In Figure 8, we study the impact of parameter
𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐾 in the proposed NearestGraph method on prediction
accuracy by varying the values of 𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐾 from 2 to 20 with a
step of 2 under the condition of 𝜆=0.5.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) represent the MAE and RMSE
results of response-time and throughput, respectively. The
experimental results show that our NearestGraph will achieve
best prediction accuracy (minimum MAE and RMSE) when
𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐾 is set around 10. This is because too small 𝑡𝑜𝑝 −
𝐾 value will exclude useful information from some similar
candidates, while too large 𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐾 value will introduce noise
from dissimilar candidates, which will impact the prediction
accuracy.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In the fog cloud environment, to reduce the data transmission
cost from mobile users to the cloud, QoS information is often
first handled by distributed fog servers instead of being sent to
a remote cloud directly. However, such a cross-platform data
distribution will lead to the sparsity of QoS information for
service recommendation. Focusing on the fact that existing
researches on missing QoS value prediction often ignore the
QoS fluctuation in a wide range especially in the fog cloud
environment, we propose a novel QoS prediction method by
using NearestGraph algorithm for service recommendation.
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Figure 6: Impact of matrix density.

The key point of our approach proposed on the neighborbased method is the construction of nearest neighbor graph
which is designed to expose stable and popular candidates,
and the choice of making prediction in a certain order, which
applies priorities to different candidates instead of traversing
candidates in random to promote the final accuracy. Through
a set of experiments on a real world distributed service
quality dataset WS-DREAM for stimulating the fog cloud
environment, we validate the feasibility of our method in
terms of service recommendation accuracy and confirm the
motivation that NearestGraph can get a good performance in
large fluctuation of QoS properties. In summary, the paper
makes the following key contributions:

(1) We emphasize the fact of real world QoS values
fluctuation in a wide range and take it into account
to solve the inaccuracy of predicting missing values.
(2) We reveal the inner features of candidates behind
neighbors and take their outer characteristic, stability,
and popularity, in the fog cloud environment by
constructing the nearest neighbor graph.
(3) Graph structure is employed to develop prediction
order and enhance prediction accuracy.
Currently we predict the values of different QoS attributes
separately. And we are going to investigate on the correlations
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Figure 8: Impact of 𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐾.

and combinations on the QoS attributes in the future. Furthermore, we will use time series analysis for prediction and
extend NearestGraph to describe accurate user and service
status in the fog cloud environment.
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Mobile cloud computing (MCC) has gained much attention from both academia and industry in recent years. It can support new
types of services, such as m-commerce, m-learning, and mobile healthcare, and enrich mobile users’ experience and satisfaction
by taking full advantage of cloud computing. In MCC architectures multipath communications can be achieved with multihomed
mobile devices, so as to utilize multiple paths for data transmission in parallel. They can achieve better utilization of bandwidth
resource, split traffic for load balancing, and enhance reliability, fault tolerance, and robustness for applications. However, little
attention has been paid to model the reliability of multipath communications in case of path failure. In this paper we investigate
the reliability of concurrent multipath communications in MCC architectures and propose two reliability models when paths are
failure. One is for static path failure where the failed paths cannot recover for communication in some delay time. The other is for
dynamic path failure where the failed paths can recover in some delay time. Finally, numerical results are given to illustrate the
reliability of multipath communications.

1. Introduction
With the wide popularity of mobile devices and the explosion
of mobile applications, e.g., business, health, games, entertainment, social networking, travel, and news, mobile cloud
computing (MCC) is arising and developed as an integration
of cloud computing (CC) into the mobile environment. MCC
can support new kinds of services such as mobile commerce,
m-government, m-learning, and mobile healthcare and promote mobile users to take full advantages of cloud computing.
It has become a profitable business option for enterprise since
it can reduce the development and implement of mobile
applications. And it is used as a new technology for mobile
users to achieve rich experience of many mobile services at
low cost. Finally it provides a promising solution to achieve
green IT for entrepreneurs, engineers, and researchers [1, 2].
MCC has been attracting the attentions from both
academia and industry in recent years and some significant
surveys are provided, e.g., [3–6]. These surveys offer an
extensive summary and review of mobile cloud computing
research and highlight the specific concerns in mobile cloud

computing. They also present a taxonomy based on the
key issues in this area and discuss the different approaches
taken to tackle these issues. Furthermore, they give a critical
analysis of challenges which have not yet been fully met and
highlight some directions for future work. Recently a new
computing paradigm, known as fog computing and further
mobile fog computing, has been proposed as an improvement
to the cloud computing. Fog computing expands the cloud
services to the edge of cloud networks and makes computation, communication, and storage closer to edge devices
and end-users [7]. In the research surveys [8–10], the authors
overview and survey fog computing model architectures,
key technologies, and applications. They also provide some
challenges and open issues which are worth indepth study
and research in further.
In MCC systems or fog computing for mobile applications
(e.g., [11]), each mobile device can be multihomed, so as
to improve its throughput by allocating the application
data over several paths simultaneously, which is known as
multipath communications enabled by the promising multipath transmission technologies [12]. Generally, multipath

2
communications can be classified into two types. The first
one is dynamic path communication where a primary path
is used for transmission and alternate paths are adopted in
case of traffic saturation or link breakage on the primary
path. The second one is concurrent path communication where
traffic is split and distributed over multiple paths that are
node-disjoint in parallel. It is obvious that both types of
multipath communications are preferred to single-path cases
in many applications as the former could achieve robustness and load balancing and improve reliability. However,
fewer researchers pay attention to analyze the reliability of
multipath communications and to model the relationship
between the reliability and the number of paths. In this
paper we consider concurrent multipath communications in
MCC and evaluate the communication reliability when some
independent paths for a source-destination pair fail during
data transmission. We present two reliability models where
the failed paths cannot and can recover after some delay
time, respectively, and deduce the probability of successful
communication for an application in each model.
We end this section with a short overview of the rest of
this paper. Section 2 reviews related work on multipath communications technologies. Section 3 discusses concurrent
multipath communications in MCC. Section 4 introduces the
reliability models for concurrent multipath communications
in MCC. Section 5 presents the numerical results to illustrate
the reliability analysis. Finally, conclusions are summarized
in Section 6.

2. Related Work
Recent years have seen the increasing attention in the field
of multipath communications that utilize multiple paths
in parallel and split traffic for load balancing [13–16] and
for avoiding DDoS attack in MCC [12]. It seems obvious that using multipath communications could generally
increase the available bandwidth for applications [17]. More
importantly, they can bring enhancements to the connection
persistence, reliability, and fault tolerance, e.g., [18, 19]. They
have been found to be useful in many scenario such as
communication security in MCC [12], fault-aware resource
allocation [20], high-availability virtual communication [21],
connection management for identifier-based network [22],
and edge computing for vehicular networks [23].
Many multipath protocols have been proposed and
applied into wired networks and wireless networks. In wired
networks, Multipath TCP protocols, e.g., pTCP [24], mTCP
[25], MPTCP [26], and energy efficient congestion control for
Multipath TCP [27], are a set of extensions of regular TCP
that allow one TCP connection to be spread across multiple
paths between each pair of source and destination. By striping
one flow’s packets across multiple paths, they can enhance
user experience through improved resilience to network
failure and higher throughput. Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [28] standardized by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) is a transport protocol that
introduces support for transmission over multiple paths. In
an SCTP multihomed association, each endpoint can include
more than one IP address. Then, at the initialization time,
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endpoints exchange the lists of their IP addresses. After the
destination is multihomed, one of its multiple destination
addresses is chosen as the primary path and the others as
secondary paths. During data transmission, if the primary
path fails, the source will choose an alternative path to
resume sending its packets. Its variants which use SCTP
multihoming, e.g., Westwood SCTP with partial reliability
(W-PR-SCTP) [17], concurrent multipath transfer [29], loadsharing SCTP (LS-SCTP) [30], independent per-path congestion control SCTP (IPCC-SCTP) [31], and applicationlayer multipath transport control [32], allow the protocols
to distribute traffic over more than one path and use
multiple end-to-end paths to carry packets from the same
connection and with the same source-destination endpoints.
Recently, Coudron [33] reviewed the latest developments in
multipath communication technologies and presented some
novel approaches for multipath communications. Obviously,
using multipath communications improves the performance
of well-known bandwidth-hungry applications and enhances
reliability, robustness, and fault tolerance for applications.
Furthermore, multipath protocols have also been applied to
file download and resource allocation in peer-to-peer networks, e.g., BitTorrent, eDonkey, and Gnutella. For example,
multipath communication schemes have been presented to
realize reasonable resource allocation in [34].
In wireless ad hoc networks, ad hoc on-demand distance
vector backup routing (AODV-BR) [35] is a protocol that uses
backup nodes to provide fault tolerance. The protocol allows
multiple paths between a source and its destination per one
route discovery, without additional network load. Another
protocols, e.g., ad hoc on-demand multipath distance vector
(AOMDV) protocol [36] and optimized AOMDV routing
protocol [37], also have a hop-by-hop approach to compute
the primary route and multiple backup routes in each
route discovery. Moreover, some other multipath protocols
based on AODV were also proposed, such as ad hoc ondemand distance vector multipath (AODVM) protocol [38]
and node-disjoint multipath routing (NDMR) protocol [39].
Meanwhile, other examples of backup route technique were
also presented and multiple paths can be maintained between
two nodes, e.g., [40, 41], which are derived from the dynamic
MANET on-demand (DYMO) protocol. Using these protocols, the built routes and backup routes for each pair of
source and destination can be link-disjoint or node-disjoint,
which helps the construction of highly robust end-to-end
communication for applications. Recently, in order to build
reliable routing, some trust routing schemes were proposed
in ad hoc networks, e.g., [42–45], which are the extensions of
popular on-demand routing protocols such as the dynamic
source routing (DSR) [46]. These proposed routing schemes
can behave well in warding off black hole and changing
behavior attacks.
Computer networks are known to be fundamental to
communications systems. Therefore, it is very important to
develop the principles of reliability and availability analysis
for computer networks. Shooman [47] developed reliability
and availability prediction and optimization methods and
applied these techniques to a selection of fault-tolerant
systems. Later, Abd-El-Barr [48] introduced the design and
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Figure 1: An example of multipath communications in a mobile cloud network (a copy from [12]).

analysis of reliable and fault-tolerant computer systems and
discussed the main issues related to redundancy, including
hardware, software, time, and information redundancies. Lin
et al. [49] investigated an evaluation method for network
reliability in ad hoc networks and gave some numerical examples to illustrate the performance. In this paper we consider
reliability for concurrent multipath communications in MCC
architectures and present two kinds of reliability models: one
is static for path failure and the other is dynamic for path
failure and recovery. We also give some numerical examples
to illustrate the performance.

3. Multipath Communications in MCC
Multipath communications have become very attractive since
they can achieve better robustness and reliability than singlepath cases. Among these schemes, concurrent multipath
routing schemes where paths for a source-destination pair
do not share any common links gain a lot of attention.
As shown in Figure 1 (a copy from [12]), in MCC systems
each mobile device is multihomed through the promising
multipath technologies, such as MPTCP and SCTP. There
are multiple paths between each pair of mobile user and
the server. This improves the user’s throughput by allocating
the application data over several paths simultaneously. More
importantly, this bring enhancements to the connection
persistence, security, reliability, and fault tolerance.
Further, we consider the different types of multipath
communications. In the work [50] a multipath routing
scheme modified from single-path AODV was proposed for
MANET so as to reduce the effect of frequent communication
failures. The proposed scheme is basically proposed for highly
dynamic ad hoc networks where communication failures
occur frequently and designed to compute not only nodedisjoint paths but also fail-safe paths between each sourcedestination pair [51]. In this work different types of multiple
paths are reviewed, which are shown in Figure 2 (a copy from
[50]).

For a source-destination pair, node-disjoint paths do
not share any nodes in common, except the source and
destination, while link-disjoint paths do not have any links in
common; however, they may share some intermediate nodes
on the paths. Unlike node-disjoint and link-disjoint paths,
fail-safe path between the source-destination pair bypasses at
least one intermediate node on the primary path, which is the
shortest path between the source and destination [50]. Thus,
fail-safe paths can share both nodes and links in common,
just as shown in Figure 2.
Among the three kinds of multipath scenarios for a
source-destination pair, paths are independent from each
other in the first case and do not own any common nodes
or links. The paths are regarded to be concurrent. Thus,
communication failure on one of them has no influence
on others. However, in the second case, two paths share
some common nodes which are regarded as hot-nodes for
forwarding data packet. Failure on one of the shared nodes
can result in communication failures on multiple paths and
even failure of the communication progress between the
source and destination. The third case is the most complicated
one. Paths share nodes and links in common, which can
enhance the robustness and reliability of communication.
When some shared nodes are failure, the source can continue
to communicate the destination by bypassing them. Reliability analysis of communication in link-disjoint or fail-safe
case is more complicated than that in node-disjoint case since
they share common nodes. Thus, as an attempt to analyze
the reliability of multipath communications theoretically, we
concentrate on concurrent multipath communications and
present two reliability models for them.
In this paper, we consider a network consisting of a set
of sources and destinations, whereby each source can send
data to its destination over multiple independent paths. Thus
an application can be completed as long as there exists at
least an available path between the pair of source and its
destination. Here, the paths for a source-destination pair are
all assumed to be concurrent and node-disjoint; that is, they
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chooses 𝑀 of them for communication. Meanwhile, some of
the paths may fail during the maintenance.
Let 𝑃(𝑛, 𝑚, 𝑘) be the probability that a set of 𝑘 paths
selected at random from 𝑛 paths contains a specific subset of
𝑚 paths. It is easy to obtain that

Figure 3: Static failure.

do not share any common node or link with each other, as
shown in Figure 2(a).

𝑃 (𝑛, 𝑚, 𝑘) =

𝐶𝑘𝑚
,
𝐶𝑛𝑚

(1)

when 𝑘 ≥ 𝑚, and 𝑃(𝑛, 𝑚, 𝑘) = 0 when 𝑘 < 𝑚, where
𝑎
𝑎!
𝐶𝑎𝑏 = ( ) =
.
𝑏! (𝑎 − 𝑏)!
𝑏

4. Reliability Models

(2)

In this section we develop analytical models to evaluate the
reliability of concurrent multipath communications in MCC
in the face of path failures which may be caused by attacks
on nodes or heavy congestion on bottleneck links on the
paths. We assume that the communication for an application
between two nodes can be completed successfully so long as
there is at least one available path which is not failed. Our
analysis begins by considering the simple case: the paths for
a source-destination pair have static failures.

Thus, for a source-destination pair, the probability that an
application can be completed successfully is

4.1. Static Failure. Firstly, we consider static failure where the
failed paths cannot recover for communication after some
delay time. As an example shown in Figure 3, there are three
node-disjoint paths between the source S and destination D.
At some time, the path e → f → g → h fails due to attacks
on node g or heavy congestion on link g → h. Then the
source will choose the remaining ones for communication
and continue sending packets to the destination.
Let 𝑁 be the number of all available node-disjoint paths
for a source-destination pair, 𝑀(≤ 𝑁) be the number of
node-disjoint paths that the pair actually chooses and uses
during data transmission, and 𝐾(≤ 𝑁) be the number of
failed paths for the pair. That is, among the available nodedisjoint paths that the pair builds and maintains, the pair only

𝑃 (𝑁, 𝑀 + 1, 𝐾)
1 − (𝑁 − 𝐾)
,
=
𝑃 (𝑁, 𝑀, 𝐾)
(𝑁 − 𝑀) ≤ 1

P = 1 − 𝑃 (𝑁, 𝑀, 𝐾) = 1 −

𝑀
𝐶𝐾
.
𝑀
𝐶𝑁

(3)

Obviously,
𝑃 (𝑁, 𝑀, 𝐾)
𝑀
=1−
≤ 1,
𝑃 (𝑁 − 1, 𝑀, 𝐾)
𝑁

(4)

and
𝑃 (𝑁, 𝑀, 𝐾)
𝑀
>1
=1+
𝑃 (𝑁, 𝑀, 𝐾 − 1)
(𝐾 − 𝑀)

(5)

when 𝐾 ≥ 𝑀. Hence, an increase in the number of available
paths 𝑁 for the pair of source and destination or the number
of paths 𝑀 actually used by the source can increase the
probability of successful communication for the application.
Similarly, a decrease in the number of failure paths 𝐾 can also
increase the probability.
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Figure 4: Dynamic failure: (a) before recovery; (b) after recovery.

4.2. Dynamic Failure and Recovery. Our previous model
assumes that once the paths fail, they do not recover after
some time. However, the nodes on the failed paths can take
repairing and recovering actions so that new available paths
can be established after some delay time. Hence, we extend
the model to the case where the failed paths can take some
repairing actions and recover the ability of communication
for applications.
As an example shown in Figure 4, among the three nodedisjoint paths for the pair of source S and destination D, the
path i → j → k → m fails because of attacks on node k
or heavy congestion on link k → m; then after some time
source S detects it and reestablishes a new available path, i.e.,
i → j → n → o.
We assume that for a source-destination pair there is a
failure delay or an attack delay 𝐷𝑓 which is the difference
in time from when an available path is first established to
the time when the path is failed because of attacks on nodes
or heavy congestion on bottleneck links on the path. Also
there is a recovery delay 𝐷𝑟 that equals the difference in time
between when the source discovers the failed path to the time
when it reestablishes a new available path.
Since there are so many types of attacks in networks,
e.g., black hole attacks, rushing attack, and worm attack [50],
we do not yet have a detailed understanding of how the
failure and recovery processes will perform. Therefore, we
do not have models that accurately capture the distributions
of 𝐷𝑓 (failure delay) and 𝐷𝑟 (recovery delay). However, we
are interested in gaining preliminary insight into how the
failure of paths affects the reliability of concurrent multipath
communications. We realize this insight by modeling the
framework as a closed queueing system with a finite customer
population. In the queueing system customers arrive at the
server(s), obtain service, and then, after a certain delay, return
to get serviced again. Thus, the number of jobs active in the
queueing system equals the number of paths under attack that
are to be failed. The recovery process removes jobs from the
system and attacks cause in the path filed, resulting in placing
jobs back in the system.
As an interesting method to evaluate the denial of service
(DoS) attacks in computer networks, a two-dimensional
embedded Markov chain model is presented in [52] to
characterize the network under DoS attacks. The arrivals of
the regular request packets and the attack packets are both

0

1

1

 K−1
K

K−1

1

0

 K−2

2

K−1

K

Figure 5: State transition diagram.

Poisson processes, and they are independent of each other.
Thus, similar to the queueing analysis for attacks in [52], we
suppose that both 𝐷𝑓 and 𝐷𝑟 are exponentially distributed
variables with respective rates 𝜆 and 𝜇.
We are interested in two variants of modeling the failed
path recovery process. In the first, the ability to detect and
recover the failed paths is performed sequentially. This would
occur when the detection and recovery of failed paths is
made one after another by the source. We refer to this
variant as the centralized recovery process. Alternatively, the
other one is distributed recovery process, where recovery of
failed paths can be performed in parallel. This would occur
when each path can independently perform its recovery
process. Similarly, the failure process can be centralized,
where available paths for one source are failed one after
another, or distributed, where all available paths would be
failed in parallel.
For a source-destination pair, we define a random variable
𝐹(𝑡) to be the number of failure paths on which the nodes are
under attacks or the links have heavy congestion at time 𝑡. Let
𝐾 be the maximal number of failure paths; thus 𝐹(𝑡) is up to
𝐾, i.e., 0 ≤ 𝐹(𝑡) ≤ 𝐾.
Given that both the failure and the recovery process can
be either centralized or distributed, there are four different
scenarios. Each scenario is indeed a queueing model with
𝐾 + 1 states where the process resides in state 𝑖 when there
are 𝑖 paths that are failed because of attacks on nodes. The
state transition diagram of each of the four models can be
shown in Figure 5. When the paths failure is centralized, the
transition rate from state 𝑖 to 𝑖 + 1 is 𝜆; while the paths failure
is distributed, the rate is (𝐾 − 𝑖)𝜆. When the paths recovery is
centralized, the transition rate from state 𝑖 to 𝑖 − 1 is 𝜇; while
in the distributed case, the rate is 𝑖𝜇.
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Figure 6: Reliability in the static failure case: (a) the relationship between P and 𝐾; (b) the relationship between P and 𝑀.

Let 𝜌 = 𝜆/𝜇; then the probability 𝜋𝑖 = Pr[𝐹(𝑡) = 𝑖] in the
four scenarios can be summarized as follows:
(a) centralized failure, centralized recovery
𝜋𝑖 =

1−𝜌 𝑖
𝜌,
1 − 𝜌𝐾+1

(6)

(b) centralized failure, distributed recovery
𝜋𝑖 =

𝜌𝑖 /𝑖!
𝑗
∑𝐾
𝑗=0 (𝜌 /𝑗!)

,

(7)

(c) distributed failure, centralized recovery
𝜋𝑖 =

𝜌𝑖 / (𝐾 − 𝑖)!
𝑗
∑𝐾
𝑗=0 (𝜌 / (𝐾 − 𝑗)!)

,

(8)

(d) distributed failure, distributed recovery
𝜋𝑖 =

𝜌𝑖 /𝑖! (𝐾 − 𝑖)!
𝑗
∑𝐾
𝑗=0 (𝜌 /𝑗! (𝐾 − 𝑗)!)

.

(9)

Notice that in the four scenarios of failure and recovery
process the probability 𝜋𝑖 depends on both the failure rate 𝜌
on paths and the maximal number of failure paths 𝐾.
Let 𝑁 be the number of all available node-disjoint paths
for the pair of source and destination and 𝑀(≤ 𝑁) be the
number of node-disjoint paths that the pair actually chooses
for communication. Thus, the probability that an application
between the source and destination can be completed successfully is
𝐾

P = ∑𝜋𝑖 (1 − 𝑃 (𝑁 + 𝑖 − 𝐾, 𝑀, 𝑖)) ,
𝑖=0

(10)

𝑀
where 𝑃(𝑁 + 𝑖 − 𝐾, 𝑀, 𝑖) = 𝐶𝑖𝑀/𝐶𝑁+𝑖−𝐾
when 𝑖 ≥ 𝑀 and 0
otherwise.
Intuitively, an increase in failure rate 𝜌 decreases the
successful probability P. For a fixed failure rate 𝜌, not
surprisingly, increasing the number of available paths 𝑁
or the number of actually used paths 𝑀 or decreasing
the maximal number of failure paths 𝐾 can increase the
successful probability P.

5. Numerical Examples and Analysis
In this section we consider a scenario of concurrent multipath
communication as shown in Figure 2(a) and give some
numerical examples to illustrate the reliability models for
concurrent multipath communications. We also present analysis for the relationships between the successful probability P
and the parameters 𝑁, 𝑀, 𝐾, and 𝜌.
5.1. Static Failure. Suppose that there are four available nodedisjoint paths between each source and its destination. The
communication for an application between the source and
destination can be completed successfully even if there is
only one available path which is not failed. Obviously in
Figure 6, an increase in the maximal number of failure paths
𝐾 can decrease the probability of successful communication
for the application using concurrent multiple paths, while an
increase in the number of actually used paths 𝑀 can increase
the probability. For example, the successful probability P is
increased from 0.5 to 0.8333 when an increase in the number
of actually used paths 𝑀 from 1 to 2 for fixed number of
available paths 𝑁 = 4 and maximal number of failure paths
𝐾 = 2.
5.2. Dynamic Failure and Recovery. In this part we further
consider the concurrent multipath communication shown
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Figure 7: The relationship between P and 𝑁 in the dynamic failure and recovery case: (a) centralized failure, centralized recovery; (b)
centralized failure, distributed recovery; (c) distributed failure, centralized recovery; (d) distributed failure, distributed recovery.

in Figure 2(a) and investigate the relationships between P
and 𝑁, 𝑀, 𝐾, and 𝜌 when the failed paths can recover
for communication after some delay time. In each example,
the reliability performances in the four scenarios are listed
in sequence as follows: (a) centralized failure, centralized
recovery; (b) centralized failure, distributed recovery; (c) distributed failure, centralized recovery; (d) distributed failure,
distributed recovery.
5.2.1. Relationship between P and 𝑁. Suppose for the pair
of source and destination the number of actually used paths
𝑀 is 2, the maximal number of failure paths 𝐾 varies

from 2 to 4, and the failure rate 𝜌 is 0.85. As shown
in Figure 7, in each scenario, for fixed 𝑀, 𝐾, and 𝜌, an
increase in the number of available paths 𝑁 for the pair of
source and destination remarkably improves the successful
probability P, since the likelihood for each source to select
multiple available paths for communication increases. And
the reliability performance is better when the failure process
is centralized and the recovery process is distributed than
that when the failure process is distributed and the recovery
process is centralized. For example, when 𝑁 = 4, 𝑀 = 2, 𝐾 =
3, 𝜌 = 0.85, the successful probability P is 0.9258 in the
former while it is only 0.7159 in the latter.
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Figure 8: The relationship between P and 𝑀 in the dynamic failure and recovery case.

5.2.2. Relationship between P and 𝑀. Suppose for the pair of
source and destination the number of available paths 𝑁 is 4,
the maximal number of failure paths 𝐾 varies from 1 to 4, and
the failure rate 𝜌 is 0.85. As shown in Figure 8, for fixed 𝑁, 𝐾,
and 𝜌, the successful probability P significantly increases with
an increase in the number of paths that the pair of source and
destination actually chooses for communication. Obviously,
applications are most likely to be completed when the failure
process is centralized and the recovery process is distributed
and they are least likely to be completed when the failure
is distributed and the recovery is centralized. That is, the
reliability performance of the former is better than that of the
latter. For example, when 𝑁 = 4, 𝑀 = 3, 𝐾 = 3, 𝜌 = 0.85, the
successful probability P is 0.9889 in the former while it is only
0.9204 in the latter. This result can be understood intuitively

by comparing the respective birth-death processes of the
system in the aforementioned two cases. In the former one,
the upward transition rate is 𝜆 and the downward transition
rate is 𝑖𝜇, which is larger for state with larger 𝑖, whereas in the
latter, the upward transition rate is (𝐾 − 𝑖)𝜆, which is larger
for state with smaller 𝑖 and the downward transition rate is
𝜇.
5.2.3. Relationship between P and 𝐾. Suppose for the pair
of source and destination the number of available paths 𝑁
is 4, the number of actually used paths 𝑀 varies from 1 to
4, and the failure rate 𝜌 is 0.85. As shown in Figure 9, the
probability P significantly decreases with an increase in the
maximal number of failure paths 𝐾. Similarly, among the four
different cases for path failure and recovery, the second one
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Figure 9: The relationship between P and 𝐾 in the dynamic failure and recovery case.

is the best while the third one is the worst under the same
network condition. Thus, in order to improve the likelihood
of successful communication, distributed effective detection
methods are highly suggested such that the failed paths can
recover in a distributed way.
5.2.4. Relationship between P and 𝜌. Suppose for the pair
of source and destination the number of available paths 𝑁
is 4, the number of actually used paths 𝑀 is 2, and the
maximal number of failure paths 𝐾 varies from 2 to 4. In
Figure 10, we plot the probability P varying along with 𝜌.
Obviously, P decreases as 𝜌 grows. As 𝜌 approximates to 1,
P diminishes less when the failure process is centralized and
the recovery process is distributed than that when the failure
is distributed and the recovery is centralized or distributed.
Thus, applications are most likely to be completed when

the failure process is centralized and the recovery process is
distributed.
From the results above in the four scenarios of failure
and recovery process, we can obtain that reliability achieves
much better when the recovery process is distributed; thus in
order to improve the likelihood of successful communication
between the source and destination, distributed effective
detection methods are highly suggested such that the failed
paths can recover in a distributed way.

6. Conclusions
MCC is regarded as an integration of cloud computing into
the mobile environment. It provides a powerful tool to the
user when and where it is needed irrespective of user movement, hence supporting new kinds of mobile applications
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Figure 10: The relationship between P and 𝜌 in the dynamic failure and recovery case.

such as m-commerce, mobile healthcare, and mobile social
networking. In MCC systems each mobile device can be multihomed so that there are multiple paths between each pair of
user and the server. It has been agreed that using concurrent
multipath communications could improve the connection
persistence, reliability, and fault tolerance between each pair
of source and destination. Thus we consider concurrent multipath communications in MCC architectures and investigate
the communications reliability when the paths are failed due
to attacks. We obtain two kinds of reliability models when the
failed paths cannot and can recover after some delay time,
respectively. Our analysis demonstrates that using concurrent
multipath communications generally improves the likelihood
of successful communication for an application. Meanwhile,

when communication paths are failed, distributed effective
detection and quick recovery schemes should be highly
guaranteed, so as to ensure high reliability requirements for
communications of mobile applications.
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In order to build highly reliable composite service via Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in the Mobile Fog Computing
environment, various fault tolerance strategies have been widely studied and got notable achievements. In this paper, we provide a
comprehensive overview of key fault tolerance strategies. Firstly, fault tolerance strategies are categorized into static and dynamic
fault tolerance according to the phase of their adoption. Secondly, we review various static fault tolerance strategies. Then, dynamic
fault tolerance implementation mechanisms are analyzed. Finally, main challenges confronted by fault tolerance for composite
service are reviewed.

1. Introduction
With the rapid advance of SOA, there are greater numbers of self-contained, self-describing, loosely coupled, and
modular component services in the Internet. To implement
sophisticated business applications, one or more services
are combined into value-added and coarse-grained service
oriented system, that is, composite service. Nowadays, a
growing number of enterprises employ composite services to
shorten the software development cycle, reduce development
costs, and ultimately implement their business processes [1].
However, faults are prone to happen during the execution
of composite service. That is because a large proportion
of component services are deployed in the best-effort and
unreliable Internet, especially in the Mobile Fog Computing
environment. Mobile Fog Computing is put forward to enable
computing directly at the edge of the network, which can
deliver new services for the future of the Internet. However,
there are many resource-poor devices in the Mobile Fog
Computing environment, for example, routers, switches, and
base stations. Composite services are more prone to fault if
component services are deployed on resource-poor devices
[2]. Therefore, fault tolerant strategy has become a crucial
necessity for building reliable composite service. In recent
years, many scholars and organizations have engaged in fault
tolerant strategies research and put forward various fault

tolerant strategies. In this paper, an overview of key fault
tolerant strategy for composite service is presented.
We categorize the fault tolerant strategies according to
the phase of their adoption. When fault tolerance strategy
is employed in the design phase of composite service, it is
referred to as a static fault tolerant strategy. When it is adopted
during the execution phase, the strategy is referred to as a
dynamic fault tolerant strategy [3]. There are various implementation schemes for static and dynamic fault tolerance
strategies, so an overview of main literature about them is
presented in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section presents the category of fault tolerance. Static fault
tolerance strategies are analyzed in Section 3. Dynamic
fault tolerance strategies are discussed in Section 4. Brief
conclusion about the challenge of fault tolerance strategies is
given in Section 5. The last section concludes the paper.

2. Category for Fault Tolerance Strategy
To enhance the reliability and trustworthiness of composite
service, various fault tolerance strategies have been put
forward. The major fault tolerance strategies can be divided
into static and dynamic fault tolerance strategy via the phase
of their adoption. Static fault tolerance strategy is employed
in the design phase of composite service, and it is usually
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Figure 1: Fault tolerant composite service design and execution. The rectangle module presents the module of traditional composite service
design and execution. The grey rectangle module presents the module that implements the fault tolerance function. Lined arrow and dashed
arrow represent the data flow between the modules.

to implement the fault tolerance requirements of the user.
Moreover, the designer considers the fault that is possible to
occur during the execution stage and implements the coping
strategy in the design stage. Dynamic fault tolerance strategy
is usually adopted when the composite service really fails, and
its purpose is to troubleshoot and resume execution of the
composite service.
In order to make the category easier to understand, fault
tolerance modules are inserted into traditional composite
service design and execution modules [4]. All modules are
illustrated in Figure 1.
In the design stage of the composite service, the composite service developers need to analyze fault tolerant requirements besides the functional requirements to implement
complex tasks of the consumer. According to the results of
the static fault tolerant requirements (which are obtained
from the static fault tolerance requirements analysis module),
the developer can select an appropriate strategy (which is
obtained from the static fault tolerance selection module)
and employ it in the service selection process. There are
various traditional static fault tolerant strategies, for example,
the high-certainty, high-trustworthiness, and high-reliability
component services selection, exception handling and transaction techniques combination, and component services
ranking. Besides, there is a kind of special fault during the
execution of composite service, which can be referred to as
Byzantine fault. To handle Byzantine fault, Byzantine fault

tolerance strategy must be performed at the design time.
All aforementioned static fault tolerance strategies will be
analyzed in Section 3.
A fault may occur during the run-time of composite
service. Therefore, the execution states of composite service
should be collected by the run-time monitoring module.
When a fault occurs, fault tolerant requirements are firstly
analyzed by the dynamic fault tolerance requirements analysis module according to the fault state. Then an appropriate fault tolerant strategy is selected via the dynamic
fault tolerance strategy selection module. Forward recovery,
backward recovery, and checkpoint are main dynamic fault
tolerance strategies. Finally, fault tolerance strategy recoveries
the execution of composite service from the fault state. All
aforementioned dynamic fault tolerance strategies will be
discussed in Section 4.

3. Static Fault Tolerance Strategies
To construct a reliable and trustworthy composite service,
static fault tolerant strategies are adopted at the stage of
design. The purpose of static fault tolerance strategy is
to select reliable and trustworthy component service for
composite service. Static fault tolerance strategies are usually
carried out during the service selection phase [5]. There are
various static fault tolerant strategies, for example, the highcertainty component selection [6], high-trustworthiness
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component selection [7], high-reliability component selection [8, 9], fault tolerance based on exception handling and
transaction techniques [10], and component services ranking
[11].
The above-mentioned strategies can only handle traditional fault of composite service, but they cannot handle
Byzantine fault. A Byzantine fault poses a serious threat to
the composite service via sending conflicting information
to other component services. To mask this type of fault,
Byzantine fault tolerance strategy must be adopted [12].
Hence, researchers keep exploring and working on this study.
3.1. Traditional Static Fault Tolerance Strategies. Besides functional requirements, nonfunctional requirements (or QoS
constraints, e.g., total execution time should be less than 10 s)
should be satisfied in a composite service design. However,
component service providers only provide the average QoS
values or even incorrect values to improve utilization, which
would lead to the violation of QoS constraints. That is to
say, there will be a fault. To avoid this situation, component
service with high certainty and high reputation should be
chosen in selection phase [13, 14].
To select the component services with the highest certainty for composite service, a reliable and efficient approach
is put forward in [6]. Firstly, the approach adopts the probability theory and information theory to filter component
services with low certainty. Then a reliable fitness function
is devised via using 0-1 integer programming. Finally, the
component services with the highest certainty are selected
based on the fitness function.
According to the collaboration reputation, a service
selection approach is proposed in [7] to select the trustworthy component service. The collaboration reputation is
constructed on a component service collaboration network
that includes two metrics. One metric is invoking reputation,
which can be calculated via the recommendation of other
component services. The other metric is invoked reputation,
which can be calculated according to the interaction frequency among component services. Finally, a trustworthy
component service selection algorithm is put forward based
on collaboration reputation.
To improve the fault tolerance of the composite service,
a novel service selection approach is proposed in [15]. The
approach consists of two decision phases. In the first decision
phase, the finding of reliable component service is defined as
a multiple criteria decision-making problem. And a decision
model is constructed to address this problem. In the second
decision phase, service selection problem is formulated as
an optimization problem based on QoS requirements, and a
convex hull approach is presented to solve this optimization
problem.
In [10], a fault tolerant framework that is referred to
as FACTS is proposed for composite service. To design a
fault tolerant mechanism that combines exception handling
and transaction techniques, this paper identifies a set of
high level exception handling strategies and presents a new
taxonomy of transactional component services. Moreover,
two modules (a specification module and a verification
module) are also designed for assisting service designers
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in constructing fault handling logic conveniently and
correctly.
Component service ranking is another approach for fault
tolerance. In [11], FTCloud, a component service ranking
framework, is put forward. Firstly, the framework employs
two ranking algorithms. The first algorithm adopts invocation structures and frequencies of component service to
make significant component ranking. The other ranking
algorithm recognizes the significant component services
from all composite services by fusing the system structure
information and the designer’s wisdom of application. After
the component service ranking phase, a selection algorithm
for optimal fault tolerance strategy is proposed, which can
automatically supply optimal fault tolerance strategy for the
significant components.
Traditional static fault tolerant strategies are usually
employed in the design phase of composite service, so
the key research issue of them is not the execution time
reduction but the accuracy improvement [16]. Meanwhile, for
aforementioned strategies that are only adopted in the design
phase, their effectiveness during the execution is another key
research issue. To our knowledge, there are few strategies
that consider both accuracy and effectiveness during the
execution.
3.2. Byzantine Fault Tolerance Strategies. During the execution of composite service, a failed component service
may send conflicting information to another component
service, which constitutes various threats to the consistency
of composite service. This type of fault is known as Byzantine
fault [17]. To mask Byzantine fault during the execution
phase, the composite service must employ a fault tolerance
strategy in the design phase [18]. In recent years, some
scholars engage in studying Byzantine fault tolerance strategy.
To tolerate Byzantine faults of composite service, a framework, BFT-WS, is designed and used in [19, 20]. Firstly, BFTWS adopts the standard technology of composite service
(i.e., SOAP) to construct Byzantine fault tolerance service.
Employing standard technology can ensure the interoperability of component services. BFT-WS is designed as a pluggable
module. Therefore, the implementation of BFT-WS needs
minimum change to the composite service. Finally, the key
fault tolerance schemes employed in BFT-WS are designed
based on the notable Castro and Liskov’s Byzantine fault
tolerance approach.
A practical algorithm, Perpetual, is proposed in [21].
Perpetual can tolerate Byzantine faults of deterministic ntier composite service. Interaction between services with
different number of replica is allowed in Perpetual. In addition, Perpetual supports not only long-running active threads
of computation but also asynchronous invocation and processing. Therefore, Perpetual can improve performance and
flexibility over other protocols.
To make the coordination of Web Services Business
Activities (WS-BA) more trustworthy, a lightweight Byzantine fault tolerance algorithm is put forward in [22]. Depending on careful study of the threats of the WS-BA coordination
services and comprehensive analysis of the state model, the
algorithm is lightweight designed. In order to implement
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4. Dynamic Fault Tolerance Strategies

whole composite service in a consistent state even suffering
from fault, it is necessary to provide component services
with transactional property (all or nothing (every component
service of composite service must either be executed successfully or have no effect whatsoever)). Backward recovery
and forward recovery are two basic fault tolerance strategies
supported by component service’s transactional properties. If
the faulty component service can be retried [24], replicated
[25], or substituted [26], forward recovery is allowed. If the
effects produced by the faulty component service need to
be compensated [27], backward recovery is allowed [28].
However, users need to wait a long time to get the desired
response when forward recovery is adopted, and users are
unable to get the desired answer to their queries when
backward recovery is adopted [29]. Taking checkpoint is
another dynamic fault tolerance strategy. Current execution
state and partial results are taken as a snapshot, which is
returned to the user when a fault occurs. The checkpointed
composite service can be restarted from the latest saved state,
and the aggregated transactional attributes are not affected
[28]. The recent researches of the dynamic fault tolerance are
discussed in the following sections.
Different dynamic fault tolerance strategies need to be
adopted for the different faults that occur during the execution of the composite service, and some scholars have
specifically studied dynamic fault tolerance strategies selection [7]. Therefore, the main literature about it is presented in
Section 4.4.

A component service may fail during the execution of
composite service. The fault must be repaired via dynamic
fault tolerance strategies; otherwise, it will lead to the failure
of composite service. The current dynamic fault tolerance
strategies include forward recovery, backward recovery, and
checkpoint, which are illustrated in Figure 2. To ensure the

4.1. Forward Recovery. For forward recovery, the composite
service tries to fix the fault without stopping execution. Retry,
replication, and substitution can be used for forward recovery
[30].
A solution based on forward recovery is proposed in
[31] to provide reliable composite service. The solution has

Byzantine fault tolerance and state machine replication of
the WS-BA coordination services, the algorithm uses source
ordering rather than total ordering.
To orchestrate delivery of reliable composite services,
a hybrid asynchronous Byzantine fault tolerant protocol,
GEMINI, is proposed in [23]. Firstly, GEMINI decomposes
composite services’ abstract workflows from its implementation because it sustains dynamic components provisioning.
Then, GEMINI guarantees the reliability of service delivery
modules via a lightweight Byzantine fault tolerant protocol. Moreover, GEMINI invokes multiple component services concurrently to realize component service redundancy.
Finally, GEMINI employs a single leader Byzantine faults
tolerance technology to optimize the current Byzantine fault
tolerant protocol.
To handle Byzantine fault, group communication is obligatory among the component service replicas. However, if
the traffic between different replicas of component service is
very heavy, the response time of a component service may
remarkable increase. That is because component services are
usually distributed on the Internet. So a key research issue of
the Byzantine fault tolerant is reducing the response time of
component service. Meanwhile, component service replicas
are usually provided by different service providers. Therefore,
how to guarantee seamless communication between replicas
is another key research issue.
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no impact on the autonomy of the component services
while exploiting their possible support for fault tolerance.
The key issue of this solution is to construct cooperative
atomic actions that have a well-defined behavior. Firstly,
the notion of Web Service Composition Action (WSCA)
is defined according to the concept of coordinated atomic
action. Then dependable actions are structured by WSCA,
and fault tolerance can be gotten as an emergent property
of aggregation of several potentially nondependable services
[32].
Fault can be repaired by the substitution. A substitution
policy is proposed in [33], which substitutes a subset of
component services (includes failed component service)
with another equivalent subset. When a fault occurs, all
subsets containing the failed component service are identified. Then the subsets that are equivalent to the failed one
are determined. Finally, the equivalent subsets are ranked,
and the failed subset is substituted by the best equivalent
subset.
Replication creates redundant component services (replicas) for composite service. When a request from the user
is assigned to all replicas, the technology is called active
replication. Otherwise, only one replica acts as the primary
one that responds to the request, and the backup replica takes
over only after the primary one fails. The technology is called
passive replication [34].
WS-Replication, a framework for seamless replication
of composite services, is proposed in [35]. To increase the
service availability, the framework permits the deployment
of a component service in a set of sites. One of the standout features of WS-Replication is that replication is done
concerning component service autonomy and only SOAP is
used to interact across sites. What is more, WS-Multicast
(one of the major components of WS-Replication) can also
be used as a self-governed component for reliable multicast
in a component service setting [36].
In [37], a distributed replication strategy evaluation and
selection framework for fault tolerant composite service is
proposed. Based on the proposed framework, various replication strategies are compared by using the theoretical formula
and experimental results. Moreover, a strategy selection
algorithm based on both objective performance information
and subjective requirements of users is proposed.
Each of the aforementioned strategies has its own advantages and disadvantages and is employed for specific fault
tolerance scenarios. The composite service developer should
first analyze the requirements of the user and the possible
fault scenario and then select appropriate strategy [38].
4.2. Backward Recovery. When a fault occurs, backward
recovery should be adopted if the effects need be compensated [39].
Some scholars employed exception handling strategies to
realize the backward recovery. For example, Liu et al. [10]
present a framework named FACTS for fault tolerance of
transactional composite service. FACTS combines exception
handling and transaction techniques to improve fault tolerance of composite services. Firstly, the framework identifies
a set of high level exception handling strategies. Then, a
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specification module is designed to help service designers to
construct correct fault-handling logic. Finally, a module is
devised to automatically implement fault-handling logic in
WS-BPEL.
An efficient framework for fault tolerance of transactional
composite service is proposed in [40]. For recovery from
fault, the framework realizes a backward recovery method
based on unfolding processes of Coloured Petri-Nets. The
framework can be realized in distributed/shared memory
system.
According to the transactional properties of component
service, a framework, called FaCETa, is proposed in [41]. FaCETa employs service replacement and Coloured Petri-Nets’
unrolling processes to tolerate fault. Besides, experimental
results show that FaCETa efficiently realizes fault tolerant
strategies for the transactional composite service with small
overhead.
An approach that dynamically calculates the composite
service’s reliability to improve the performance of backward
recovery is proposed in [42]. Firstly, a model of reliability
is presented according to the doubly stochastic model and
renewal processes. Then, to help the calculation of complex
composite services, a bounded set strategy is briefly presented. Finally, a fault tolerance model is constructed via
backward recovery block techniques.
Guillaume et al. [39] focus on checking the correctness
of compensation via invariant preservation. Therefore, a
correct-by-construction approach, which uses the Event-B
algorithm to deal with runtime compensation, is put forward
based on refinement and proof. The approach can be used
as a foundational module for the compensation of run-time
composite service. Meanwhile, a formal model is defined for
equivalent, degraded, and upgraded service compensations.
Backward recovery needs to go back to a consistent state
to repair the fault correctly. Therefore, a key issue of it is
how to save the execution state of the composite service. In
addition, how to look for an alternative execution path from
the consistent state is another key issue of backward recovery.
4.3. Checkpoint. Checkpoint refers to execution states of
composite service gathered by orchestration in a certain time,
and the composite service can return to a previous specific
state for fault tolerance [43].
Marzouk et al. [44] propose a flexible approach for
composite service’s execution. The approach synchronizes all
flow branches of the composite service. Then a recovery state
that permits saving a consistent checkpoint is constructed.
When a fault or a QoS violation occurs, the failed process or a
subset of running instance may be migrated to another server
and restarted according to the checkpoint image.
The traditional “all-or-nothing” is too restrictive for composite service. Checkpoint techniques can relax the atomicity
based on the transactional properties of component service.
Based on checkpoint and transactional properties, a model
that measures the fuzzy atomicity of composite service is
presented in [45]. “All-or-nothing” attribute is relaxed into
a fuzzy “all-something-or-almost-nothing” attribute.
Based on Coloured Petri-Nets, a checkpoint approach
is proposed in [46]. If a fault occurs, the approach relaxes
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the all-or-nothing attribute by executing a transactional
composite Web service as much as possible and taking a
snapshot of faulted state. In other words, the approach returns
partial answers to the user as soon as possible. According
to the snapshot, the user can resume the composite service
without dropping the work previously done.
In [29], the unfolding processes of the Coloured PetriNets that control the execution of a transactional composite
Web service are checkpointed if a fault occurs. In such way,
users can first get partial responses as soon as they are
obtained, and the composite service can be restarted from an
advanced point of execution.
4.4. Dynamic Fault Tolerance Strategy Selection. Different
types of faults may happen during the execution of the composite service. Therefore, different fault tolerance strategies
should be employed to recover them [47]. There are some
literatures that study how to select the most appropriate fault
tolerance strategy [48].
The fault tolerance strategy selection has a significant
effect on the QoS of composite service [49]. Therefore,
Zheng et al. [50] investigated the problem of selecting an
optimal fault tolerance strategy for building reliable composite services. They formulated the user’s requirements as
local constraints and global constraints and modelled the
fault tolerance strategy selection as an optimization problem.
A heuristic algorithm is presented to efficiently solve the
optimization problem.
In [51], a QoS-aware fault tolerant middleware is proposed to make the dependability of composite service. The
middleware includes a user-collaborated QoS model, a set of
fault tolerance strategies, and a context-aware algorithm that
(dynamically and automatically) determines the optimal fault
tolerance strategy for both stateful and stateless composite
services.
To maintain the required QoS even in the presence of
fault, a novel approach is proposed in [4]. This approach
builds on the top of the execution system of composite
service and carries out the QoS monitoring. The result of QoS
monitoring determines the selection of the fault tolerance
strategy in case of fault.
To select appropriate fault tolerance strategy, Shu et al.
[52] considered that the reliability of composite services must
be analyzed. They proposed a tree-based composition structure model called the Fault-Tolerant Composite Web Service
Tree (FCWS-T). Firstly, nodes in FCWS-T are separated into
two types, which are control nodes and service nodes. Then,
a reliable simulation method is put forward based on FCWAT, and it can efficiently analyze the reliability of a complex
composite service. Finally, an appropriate fault tolerance
strategy is selected according to the reliability.
Using priority selector and fault handler, an approach
of fault tolerance for service oriented architecture is put
forward in [53]. Firstly, the approach selects the first priority
level scheme quickly when a fault has been detected. If the
fault cannot be handled, the second priority level scheme
is selected by a fault handler for average performance.
Otherwise, the lowest priority level scheme is employed to
handle the fault.
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5. Discussion and Open Challenges
Fault tolerance strategy has achieved great development in
recent decades and has been successfully applied for solving
various faults during the execution of composite service.
However, due to the special structure (i.e., based on SOA) and
complex and unreliable execution environment of composite
service, there are numerous challenges in the research of fault
tolerance strategy.
(1) Regarding a compatible development platform for
component service, to construct fault tolerant composite
service, various fault tolerance strategies should be employed.
Most strategies try to choose another component service
to replace the faulty one. However, component services are
usually developed by different organizations based on different development platform, which leads to some differences
between them. These differences have negative impact on the
effectiveness of fault tolerance strategy. But few literatures
consider this issue now. The difference would not be eliminated unless there is a compatible development platform for
component service. Therefore, one of the future researches of
fault tolerance strategy is to develop a compatible development platform for component service.
(2) For effectiveness validation of fault tolerance strategy
in a real network environment, in recent years, plenty of
fault tolerant strategies are proposed for different fault of
composite service. However, most of their effectiveness is
only validated in a simulation environment. However, real
network environment is complex and changeable, and all
existing simulation platforms cannot simulate it. Therefore,
how to validate the effectiveness of existing fault tolerance
strategy in a real network environment needs further study.

6. Conclusion
Building a highly reliable composite service has become
a key issue with the prevalence of component services
in the Internet. Therefore, many fault tolerance strategies
are proposed in recent years. In this paper, fault tolerance
strategies are divided into static and dynamic fault tolerance
strategies. For implementation of static fault tolerance strategy, there are the high-certainty, high-trustworthiness, and
high-reliability component services selection, fault tolerant
mechanism of combined exception handling and transaction techniques, and component services ranking. Besides,
Byzantine fault tolerant strategy can mask a special kind
of fault, that is, Byzantine fault. The overview of the main
literature about them is discussed. For implementation of
dynamic fault tolerance strategy, there are forward recovery, backward recovery, and checkpoint. The overview of
main literature about them is analyzed. Moreover, some
challenges in the research of fault tolerance strategy are also
provided.
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The ultradense network (UDN) is one of the most promising technologies in the fifth generation (5G) to address the network system
capacity issue. It can enhance spatial reuse through the flexible, intensive deployment of small base stations. A universal 5G UDN
architecture is necessary to realize the autonomous and dynamic deployment of small base stations. However, the security of the
5G UDN is still in its infancy, and the data communication security among the network entities is facing new challenges. In this
paper, we proposed a new security based on implicit certificate (IC) scheme; the scheme solves the security problem among the
access points (APs) in a dynamic APs group (APG) and between the AP and user equipment (UE). We present each phase regarding
how two network entities obtain the Elliptic Curve Qu-Vanstone (ECQV) implicit certificate scheme, verify each other’s identity,
and share keys in an UDN. Finally, we extensively analyze our lightweight security communication model in terms of security and
performance. The simulation on network bandwidth evaluation is also conducted to prove the efficiency of the solution.

1. Introduction
In the 5G, data traffic will experience explosive growth in the
years to come. The use of wireless physical layer technologies
(e.g., coding technology, modulation technology, and multiple access technology) can only increase spectrum efficiency
by about 10 times and the wider bandwidth can only improve
the transmission efficiency by dozens of times. This is far from
meeting the 5G demand. However, through the deployment
of dense base stations, the spectrum efficiency caused by
reducing the cell coverage radius can be increased by more
than 2700 times [1]. Obviously, the application of dense small
base stations with the narrow coverage in the heterogeneous
network can remarkably improve the system capacity. In
order to enhance up the system capacity of regional hotspot
hundreds of times, the small bases network deployment needs
to be more flexible and the frequency reuse needs to be
more efficient. Therefore, the ultradense network (UDN) is
proposed and has attracted wide attention [2].
The UDN is considered to be one of the most effective
solutions to improve wireless system capacity. It decreases

the distance between the user equipment (UE) and the network entities and greatly improves the spectrum efficiency.
Meanwhile, the UDN has been identified as a constituent of
future 5G core technologies by the IMT-2020 expert group
[3]. With various small base stations acting as access points
(APs), the intersite distance (ISD) decreases as the network
entities’ density increases. The AP of 5G is different from
the traditional macro station. Traditional macro stations are
regularly deployed by operators, while AP deployment may
be irregular or even deployed by users. Pseudo or malicious
AP will threaten 5G system security. What is more, the APs
are not just an air network link; they will cooperate with each
other to serve user in UDN. In the air transmission of UDN,
the unprotected data among the APs is easy to intercept.
Therefore, the mutual authentication and the secure data
communication among the dense APs, including the keys for
the sessions, will face new challenges.
As the wireless access network of the 5G, the UDN
adopts a different deployment plan that focuses on the new
requirement of “network follows user” and supports higher
date transmission rates and multiple services. This must fully
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Table 1: Comparison of the traditional certificate and implicit certificate.

Security level
80
112
128
192
256

Public key length (bits)
ECC
RSA
192
1024
224
2048
256
3072
384
7680
521
15360

support the organization and access security of dense APs in
a heterogeneous environment and also support the seamless
connectivity of the user-to-AP, AP-to-AP, and machine-tomachine communications. Therefore, the UDN faces more
extensive and complex security threats than traditional wireless systems. However, the security research of the 5G UDN
is still in an initial stage, especially the data communication
security among the network entities.
In this paper, we propose a new security scheme based
on implicit certificate (IC) to solve the security issues among
the dense deployment access points (APs) in a dynamic
APs group (APG) and between the AP and user equipment
(UE). As a new variant of the public key certificate, the
novel IC is more efficient in computing and bandwidth
allocation, and it requires no peer information before a
secure data communication session [4]. The IC has been
widely applied to the efficient authentication of resourceconstrained Internet of Things (IoT) systems in the literature
[5, 6]. Meanwhile, based on the IC, [7] proposed an effective
public key infrastructure for the Vehicle-to-Grid Network.
After in-depth research, we believe that the principle based
on the IC is suitable for providing a security solution for the
UDN.
A new lightweight security scheme for secure data
communications is presented in this paper. We provide the
specific implementation solutions for the security application
scenes in the UDN. Meanwhile, the security scheme is
analyzed, and the simulation of the network bandwidth
evaluation is conducted to prove the efficiency of the solution.
Specifically, the scheme focuses on solving the following three
subissues:
(i) How to generate the IC and private key
(ii) How to implement the mutual authentication based
on the IC among the network entities
(iii) How to implement the lightweight secure communication with a shared key based on the IC
The main contributions of our proposed scheme are
summarized as follows:
(i) In our solution, the reconstructed private key that
would be instantaneously generated based on the
IC could solve the key security issues in actual
operations.
(ii) We propose an innovative scheme to solve the security issues of data communications by using shared
key encryption based on the IC.

ECQV
193
225
257
385
522

Certificate length (bits)
ECDSA
577
673
769
1153
1564

RSA
2048
4096
6144
15360
30720

ECQV/RSA
9.42%
5.49%
4.18%
2.51%
1.70%

(iii) Our innovative authentication and key agreement
method based on the IC is lightweight, efficient, and
less resource-consuming.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the security challenges in the 5G UDN architecture are
analyzed. The implicit certificate and relevant background
knowledge are presented in Section 3. The design of the
security solution based on the IC and the implementation
processes are described in Section 4. Then, the security analysis and performance evaluation are presented in Section 5.
The final conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Implicit Certificate and Related Work
Compared with the traditional digital certificate based on the
public key infrastructure (PKI) [8, 9], the implicit certificate
(IC) [10] has significant advantages.
The traditional digital certificate (the explicit certificate)
is a fixed structure that binds the public key (expressed as
P) with the identity (expressed as I) that has an attached
signature (expressed as Sig) that can be expressed as a
triple (I, P, and Sig) [11, 12]. Different from the traditional
certificate, the IC is composed of an identity element (still
expressed as I) and reconfigurable key data (also expressed
as P). P can reconstruct the public key of the identity entity
together with the public key of the certificate authority
(CA) [13]. Then, the IC could be expressed as a two-tuple
(identity element and reconstructed key data) such as (I,
P). Traditional authentication uses the RSA (Rivest-ShamirAdleman algorithm) [14], the ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm), and other solutions to conduct the
signature process, while the typical implicit authentication
adopts the ECQV (Elliptic Curve Qu-Vanstone) solution
[15].
(A) Smaller Size and Less Bandwidth Occupation. The IC
can reduce the bandwidth occupation in the transmission
process. Therefore, it is quite suitable for mobile communications, the Internet of Things (IoT), and other resourceconstrained environments. Table 1 shows that the traditional
digital certificate (such as the RSA) requires more bandwidth
than the IC that uses the lightweight Elliptic Curves Cryptography (ECC) cryptosystem [16, 17]. For example, when
the security level in a practical application is 112 bits, the IC
size is merely 225 bits, which is 43% of the ECDSA certificate
(673 bits) and 5.5% of the RSA certificate (4096 bits).
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Figure 1: Typical UDN/UUDN architecture.

(B) Higher Speed and Less Resource Consumption. The IC
takes the reconstructed public key as a substitute for the
signature authentication process. It requires less computing
resources compared to a traditional certificate. In addition,
some handlers can be integrated into a parallel process
with subsequent communication protocols. This may further
reduce the computing time and improve efficiency.
In the implicit certificate, there is no signature process
instead of the reconstructed public key. The computing work
of the reconstructed public key is very small. Then, the
implicit certificate is faster than the traditional certificate,
consumes fewer resources, and also has better security
[18]. For example, when a user’s cell phone is stolen, then
his private key will also be lost. In the traditional certificate, users need to apply for his certificate revocation to
CA. The traditional certificate revocation is to publish the
certificate revocation list (CRL) periodically. In large-scale
network environment, the CRL is usually large. Because of
the periodicity of CRL, the user certificate revocation will
be delayed certainly. Thus, the user data security will be
threatened. However, the implicit certificate is different. The
user’s private key corresponds to a short-term lightweight
implicit certificate [19]. It does not need to be revoked. And
it can be issued quickly and temporarily. In this way, the
user’s data communication will be more secure. Therefore,
the implicit certificate shows stronger advantages than the
traditional certificate. For example, ECQV based on implicit

certificate has been successfully applied to the field of ZigBee
wireless communication. It can be predicted that the implicit
certificate can be more widely applied to mutual authentication and secure communication among the network entities
in 5G system.

3. UDN Architecture and Security Challenges
3.1. Ultradense Network Architecture. The typical application
scenarios of the UDN include office districts, intensive
residential areas, high-density blocks, campuses, large gatherings, stadiums, subways, and apartments [20]. The above
scenarios require the network to be deployed with adequate
flexibility, efficiency, intelligence, and integration abilities.
According to practical application demands, different UDN
architectures are designed using various organizations of
different base stations.
One type of UDN is based on the static virtual cell, which
is composed of multiple access points in the area to form a
“large” static cell and can provide users a similar coverage
to that of the macro base station service experience with a
unified identity and common services [21].
Another type of UDN is the user-centric UDN (UUDN)
[22, 23], which has a local control center coordinated with
the user, and the virtual adjoined cell is defined based on
the unit of a single user. A typical UDN/UUDN architecture
is shown in Figure 1. In the UUDN, the system organizes
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a dynamic APs group (APG) that depends on each UE’s
situation. It provides unaware and seamless service to the
user through dynamic refreshing of the APG as an invisible
network coverage accompanying user movement.
3.2. Security Challenges in UDN. The 5G network confronts
more extensive and complex security threats compared to
current 3G and 4G networks. It includes the traditional security threats in the mobility of multiple UEs and the openness
of the wireless channel. Moreover, it also includes new security threats from the enhanced functionality in multiple use
patterns, the integration between diversified heterogeneous
wireless networks, the open network infrastructure based on
the IP framework, and the enriched business bearer with
different trust-ratings [24].
The security problems of data communication in the
UDN could be summarized as follows.
(C) Access Authentication Security for UE to UDN. To ensure
access security, network access authentication is required for
the UE to connect with the 5G network. Different from that of
the 3G and 4G networks with traditional macro base station
coverage, the security threat of UDN cannot be fully avoided
by solely depending on traditional authentication and key
agreements (AKAs) [25, 26]. For example, the network entities of the UDN in the flexible deployment environment (such
as user self-deployed AP or an uncontrolled deployment
environment) can be hijacked. Therefore, the security of UE
authentication shall be strengthened.
The UE delivers an initial access request. Then, the AP
receives the request and transmits it to the local network
system. In accordance with the request’s context, the local
network system requests that the core network system provide the corresponding network layer authentication vector
and response. Then, on the basis of the received network
layer security parameter, the local network system initiates
the network layer’s mutual authentication process with the
UE (similar to the 4G EPS-AKA process). When the network
layer mutual authentication of the UE is finished, a static
virtual cell or an APG is allocated to the UE by the UDN.
At this time, the local network system generates network
access authentication vectors to the UDN control layer
based on the request parameter submitted from the UE. It
conducts the access layer (a specific virtual cell or APG)
mutual authentication process on the UE. When the mutual
authentication processes toward both the network layer and
the access layer are finished by the UE, the security access is
accomplished.
(D) Communication Security among APs/APG. The UDN is
composed of densely deployed APs. The APs are connected
and organically organized depending on different technical
framework demands, such as a unified static virtual cell or
an APG. Regardless of the AP organization, the UDN must
realize the access service of the UE while maintaining a highquality user experience. Therefore, the influential factors
should be eliminated in the UDN, such as the cochannel
interference, shared spectrum interference, interference
between multiple coverage layers and frequent network
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handover caused by the density increase, or the distance
decrease between base stations [27].
To protect the APs from various security threats caused
by other APs (e.g., illegal APs or malicious APs) and
build a secure UDN environment, a solution for secure
data communications between APs is necessary and very
important. Furthermore, because of the limited capability
and small coverage of APs different from the traditional
macro base station in 3G and 4G networks, the security of
data communication faces new challenges.
(E) Communication Security between UE and AP/APG. With
the intelligent development of the UE, network data transportation is getting flatter. Several new trends have emerged
in the 5G network architecture, including the localized flat,
heterogeneous coordination of macro and small base stations,
and submerging business functions. APs and APG are more
than a network access. Depending on the difference in
the APs and APG functional requirement, they can realize
data transportation, data control, or both. The APs or APG
becomes the key network entity when the UE accesses the 5G
system and Internet. If the relevant registration data suffers
security attacks, the security of user traffic also encounters
risks. Therefore, the data communication security between
users and APs (or APGs) is another security challenge for the
5G UDN.
Based on this analysis, the security requirements of data
communication in the UDN include the following:
(i) Each network entity should be mutually authenticated, and the bilateral entities should use their
respective private keys. The security mechanism
should be applied to ensure that both sides can receive
relevant information.
(ii) Each communication entity should be able to obtain
the shared keys in data communications. The different
communication sessions use different shared keys.
(iii) The security mechanisms for data encrypted based on
shared keys should support the dynamic joining or
leaving of communication entities.
(iv) All entities should receive unified management from
the network operator. The generation of shared keys
between communication entities should be in accordance with the relevant instructions.
(v) The security mechanism should support multiple
logical channels between the same sources or destinations and avoid the duplication of the keystream.
(vi) The security mechanism should be efficient to ensure
quick responses and adapt to the entity’s performance
and network bandwidth in different communication
processes.
From the above requirements, a new certificate and key
agreement mechanism are required to establish a secure
connection for each pair of entities. Therefore, we propose
a new security scheme based on the IC to implement the
lightweight data communication between various entities.
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Figure 2: Communication between entities in a UDN based on the IC.

4. UDN Security Solution
The data communication among network entities can be
described as follows. It is based on the digital certificate and
entity-to-entity security data communication model with the
participation of the local service center. The entity can be AP
or UE. The local service center (LSC) could run within CA
functions.
4.1. Security Model and Notations. Data communication
among the network entities is temporary and random, such as
when an AP dynamically joins or leaves an APG and when the
UE temporarily accesses the APG or other network entities.
Therefore, using the IC in temporary key generation is a more
convenient and efficient solution to achieve a secure data
communication session than the prefixed key distribution.
Based on the reconstructed public key and private key, trusted
authentication management and shared key generation can
be implemented through the implicit certificate from the CA.
Then, secure data communication sessions can be implemented by using the shared key computed by the network
entities’ participants.
Under a CA domain, there are three phases among
communication entities. In Phase 1, the CA issues an IC
to the requesting entity, which is called the phase of IC
generation. In Phase 2, entities conduct mutual certification
based on the IC, which is called the phase of mutual
identity authentication. In Phase 3, entities exchange data
based on shared keys, which is called the phase of shared
key generation and data communication. The security data
communication model based on the IC is shown in Figure 2.
We assume that the basic configuration has been uniformly predeployed at the initialization phase, including the
elliptic curve (EC) parameters, the authentication key 𝐾, the

public key 𝑄CA of the CA, and the unique user identity label
I. The CA can verify the identity and validity of the network
entities in order to decide whether they belong to its CA
domain. The IC is an ECQV certificate in our solution. The
network entities can directly transmit data or forward them
through other entities (via single hop or several hops). Any
entity can destroy the public key or identity I (or put it on the
blacklist) according to the control demand of the LSC.
The notations used in this paper are defined in “Notations.” The EC parameters are denoted using 𝑞, 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝐺, and
𝑛. 𝑞 is a prime defined on the finite field 𝐹𝑞. 𝑎 and 𝑏 are
coefficients of the EC curve: 𝑦2 = 𝑥3 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏, where
4𝑎3 + 27𝑏2 ≠ 0. Another prime 𝐺 is the base point generator
of the EC with order 𝑛.
4.2. Security Algorithm Solution. To establish a secure data
communication session among the network entities, the
security solution based on the IC can be implemented in four
phases.
Phase 1 (implicit certificate generation). Before establishing
the secure data communication, the entities should launch
an IC request to the CA. For example, a new AP (denoted
as Ent 𝑈) attempts to join the APG, where another entity
(denoted as Ent 𝑉) is registered. The entity Ent 𝑈 must
communicate with the entity Ent 𝑉 and exchange essential
information. Then, Ent 𝑈 sends an IC request message.
The entity Ent 𝑈 with a unique identity ID𝑈 generates a
random number 𝑟𝑈 and computes 𝑅𝑈 = 𝑟𝑈 ∗𝐺. Concurrently,
to avoid a replay attack, Ent 𝑈 produces a cryptographic
random number 𝑁𝑈 and computes HMAC[𝐾, 𝑅𝑈 || 𝑁𝑈 ||
ID𝑈]. Then, Ent 𝑈 sends 𝑅𝑈, 𝑁𝑈, and ID𝑈 as well as the value
of HMAC to the CA. The HMAC is a keyed-hash message
authentication code algorithm in cryptography.
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Entity (U)

Certificate Authority (CA)

Random rU ∈ [1, n − 1]
RU = rU G

Private key of CA: d＃！ ,
Public key of CA: Q＃！
Q＃！ = d＃！ G

Generate NU
Calculate:
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Verify HMAC
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e = H(e＃？ＬＮU )
Private key of U: dU = e ∗ rU + s(ＧＩ＞ n)
Public key of U: QU = e ∗ ＃？ＬＮU + Q＃！

Figure 3: The generation process of the implicit certificate.

After the request is received, the CA (private key is 𝑑CA ,
public key is 𝑄CA , and 𝑄CA = 𝑑CA ∗ 𝐺) verifies the identity
ID𝑈 and corresponding HMAC of Ent 𝑈. If the validation
is confirmed, a random number 𝑟CA ∈ [1, 𝑛 − 1] will be
generated. The CA begins to compute the following:
(i) The reconstructed data of the public key: Cert𝑈 =
𝑅𝑈 + 𝑟CA ∗ 𝐺.
(ii) The encrypted certificate with the entity’s identity:
𝑒Cert𝑈 = Encrypt(Cert𝑈, ID𝑈), where ID𝑈 is the
entity’s identity and Encrypt is an encoding function
for the identity information protection.
(iii) The component data of the private key: 𝑠 = 𝑒 ∗ 𝑟CA +
𝑑CA (mod 𝑛), where 𝑒 = 𝐻(𝑒Cert𝑈). 𝐻 is a Secure
Hash Algorithm (SHA) such as SHA-1.
(iv) Similarly, a sequence code 𝑁CA is generated by the
CA, and then the CA sends back to the requester
Ent 𝑈 with Cert𝑈, 𝑁CA , 𝑠, and HMAC[𝐾, Cert𝑈 ||
𝑁CA || 𝑠 || ID𝑈].

Ent 𝑈 then verifies the message received from the CA. If
the verification is confirmed, Ent 𝑈 computes the following
keys using the reconstruction data:
Ent 𝑈 private key (pKey): 𝑑𝑈 = 𝑒 ∗ 𝑟𝑈 + 𝑠(mod 𝑛)
Ent 𝑈 public key (PKey): 𝑄𝑈 = 𝑒 ∗ Cert𝑈 + 𝑄CA
At this point, entity Ent 𝑈 has its own public key and
private key pair (𝑑𝑈, 𝑄𝑈) securely through the IC generation
process. Similarly, other entities can apply for their respective
ICs and the pairwise key, which is shown in Figure 3.
Phase 2 (mutual authentication between Ent 𝑈 and Ent 𝑉).
Similarly, the private key (pKey) 𝑑𝑉 = 𝑒 ∗ 𝑟𝑉 + 𝑠(mod 𝑛) and
public key (PKey) 𝑄𝑉 = 𝑒 ∗ Cert𝑉 + 𝑄CA of entity Ent 𝑉 can
be easily obtained. Since the reconstructed data are publicly
transmitted over the network in the UDN, other entities can
be easily obtained.
Therefore, as long as the entity IC and its identity ID𝑈
are known, it is easy to compute the entity’s public key. Of
course, the CA computes the IC and therefore obviously owns
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Figure 4: The AKA-IC process for the shared key.

the public keys of all network entities. Any network entity
can obtain the other entity’s PKey from the CA, but it cannot
obtain the pKey owned and computed by others.
The PKey of the entity Ent 𝑈 generated in Phase 1 can be
verified by the CA. In other words, the identity of entity Ent 𝑈
can be verified by the CA using the following formulas:
𝑄𝑈 = 𝑑𝑈 ∗ 𝐺 = (𝑒 ∗ 𝑟𝑈 + 𝑠 (mod 𝑛) (mod 𝑛)) ∗ 𝐺
= (𝑒 ∗ 𝑟𝑈 + 𝑒 ∗ 𝑟CA + 𝑑CA (mod 𝑛)) ∗ 𝐺
= 𝑒 ∗ (𝑟𝑈 + 𝑟CA ) ∗ 𝐺 + 𝑑CA ∗ 𝐺

(1)

= 𝑒 ∗ (𝑅𝑈 + 𝑟CA ∗ 𝐺) + 𝑄CA = 𝑒 ∗ Cert𝑈 + 𝑄CA
The verification of Ent 𝑉 can also be similarly conducted.
In the UDN, a mutual challenge-response among the APs
can be processed using the verification formula method.
Phase 3 (shared key generation between Ent 𝑈 and Ent 𝑉).
After the identities are confirmed, the entities can agree with
the shared key for the communication session to guarantee
the confidentiality of data transmission. The sender has to

encrypt the data before transmission, while the receiver has
to decrypt the data. Accordingly, both of the communication
partners must have the same key, namely, the “shared” key
(sKey), in this paper. However, since any data with the shared
key can be intercepted and have high risk, it is impossible to
transmit the key as plaintext in the network. Furthermore,
each communication session is temporary and uncertain. The
dynamic sessions require the key to be continuously refreshed
and updated. It is difficult to preload different encryption keys
for each communication session in the actual operator.
Fortunately, we discovered a lightweight scheme based
on the IC to solve the issues mentioned above. The shared
keys known only by both of the communication partners can
be instantly generated through the authentication and key
agreement protocol based on the IC (AKA-IC). Moreover,
the shared key is locally generated and does not need to be
transferred in the network. The new generation mechanism
is shown in Figure 4.
From Phases 1 and 2, we know that the parameters of
Cert𝑈, ID𝑈, 𝑁𝑈, and HMAC[𝐾, Cert𝑈 || 𝑁𝑈 || ID𝑈] can
be generated and sent to Ent 𝑉(𝑑𝑉, 𝑄𝑉) from Ent 𝑈(𝑑𝑈, 𝑄𝑈).
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After entity Ent 𝑉 receives the message from Ent 𝑈, it verifies
the identity ID𝑈 and HMAC. First, the public key 𝑄𝑈 of
Ent 𝑈 can be computed by Ent 𝑉. Then, Ent 𝑉 locally
computes out the “shared” key sKey = 𝐾𝑉𝑈 using its private
key pKey 𝑑𝑉 :

sender encrypts the data using the shared key and sends
them to the opposite side. The receiver uses the agreed
algorithm to generate the same key to decrypt the data.
Thus, the confidentiality of data transmission between the
communication entities is guaranteed.

sKey = 𝐾𝑉𝑈 = 𝑁𝑉𝑑𝑉 𝑄𝑈𝑁𝑈

(C) Antireplay Attack. In the process of the shared key generation, the antireplay attack factor NUNV (or timestamp)
is added during each computation. If the current interactive
data are intercepted and returned to the receiver, the receiver
will identify and refuse to receive them. Each communication
session has a different encryption key. Moreover, in order
to ensure the freshness of shared keys, the secret number
increases in the process. It can effectively reduce the shared
key’s break probability and ensure that the shared key cannot
be temporarily reused in the transmission.

(2)

Similarly, the partner Ent 𝑈 locally computes the
“shared” key sKey = 𝐾𝑈𝑉 at the same time:
sKey = 𝐾𝑈𝑉 = 𝑁𝑈𝑑𝑈𝑄𝑉𝑁𝑉

(3)

The equation can be derived as follows:
sKey = 𝐾𝑈𝑉 = 𝑁𝑈𝑑𝑈𝑄𝑉 𝑁𝑉 = 𝑁𝑉𝑑𝑈𝑄𝑉𝑁𝑈
= 𝑁𝑉𝑑𝑈 (𝑑𝑉𝐺) 𝑁𝑈 = 𝑁𝑉𝑑𝑉 (𝑑𝑈𝐺) 𝑁𝑈

(4)

= 𝑁𝑉𝑑𝑉 𝑄𝑈𝑁𝑈 = 𝐾𝑉𝑈
Proof is finished.
The above equation of 𝐾𝑉𝑈 = 𝐾𝑈𝑉 = sKey shows that the
keys temporarily generated by two entities separately are the
same, and they can realize secure data communications using
the “shared” key sKey.
Phase 4 (secure communication between Ent 𝑈 and Ent 𝑉).
When Ent 𝑈 and Ent 𝑉 have their own pairwise key, the two
entities can generate the shared key for their communication
sessions. Ent 𝑈 encrypts the data that need to be protected by
the shared key and sends them to Ent 𝑉. After the encrypted
data are received, Ent 𝑉 securely decrypts them. Then, the
two entities enter into a secure interaction phase until the
session ends.

5. Security Analysis and
Performance Evaluation
Focusing on the sensing characteristics of randomly deployed
MSNs, we analyzed the coverage redundancy problem for
the MSNs, where the sensing ranges satisfy the normal
distribution.
5.1. Security Analysis
(A) Security of Key Generation. The core of asymmetric
cryptography security is the public/private key pair, especially
the user’s private key. In our solution, the CA generates the
user’s private key data that can reconstruct the IC using its
trusted private key. Then, the reconstructed key data can
be locally recomputed. Then, the actual user’s private key is
generated. The user’s private key is locally generated and is
not plaintext transmitted in the network. Thus, the security
of the user’s private key generation is ensured.
(B) Data Confidentiality in Transmission. In our solution,
when network entities need to transmit data, both of the
communication entities use their private/public key pairs
to generate a shared key at their respective locations. The

(D) Mutual Authentication. In our algorithm, both sides
of the communication network’s entities have to pass the
authentication before they interact with each other. Before
the sender delivers the data (such as random numbers and
identities), the data must be signed with a digital signature
using the sender’s private key. When the receiver obtains
the signed data, it will use the sender’s public key to verify
the data. Furthermore, the sender’s public key is computed
based on the reconstructed public key data. If the validation is
correct, then the sender’s identity is legal. Similarly, when the
receiver sends a reply message, the reply vector data including
the identity will also be signed. The opposite side conducts the
same legal validation to the vector data. If both sides pass the
opposite verification, mutual authentication is complete.
(E) Nonrepudiation. In the algorithm process, both of the
communication entities sign the messages using the sender’s
private key. The source of the data can be identified through
the signature, since only the owner of the private key
can generate the signature. The receiver simply uses the
sender’s public key to verify the source of the message.
Since the sender’s private key is only known by the sender
himself/herself, it can effectively prevent the middleman
attack and ensure that the sender cannot deny the delivered
messages.
(F) Anti-Denial-of-Service Attack. In our scheme, the CA
verifies the identity based on the inspection mechanism.
According to the registration information in the database,
the CA starts with identity check, including blacklists. The
CA will directly reject the unregistered or blacklisted user’s
application for implicit certificates. Therefore, the Denialof-Service attacks from some malicious network entities are
resisted in the UDN.
5.2. Performance Evaluation. In the practical application
environment of the UDN, there are convenient deployment
sites for small stations, such as large squares, and they
may be limited by topography, such as blocks, stations, and
other small stations that are irregularly deployed. Therefore,
there are two deployment modes in our simulation: random
deployment and regular deployment. To get closer to the
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Table 2: Frequency of handover.
UE’s speed (km/h)
3
30
60
3
30
60
3
30
60

Sum (storage) = length (symmetric key)
∗ times (handover)

(5)

For instance, the UE continues moving for 30 minutes
with the respective speeds of 3 km/h, 30 km/h, and 60 km/h
according to Table 2. The required storage capacity can be
calculated using the formula above. The results are shown as
follows (assuming the SIM card capacity is 32 kB):
128 bit ∗ 30 ∗ 60 ∗ 0.731 = 168422 bits = 20 kB < 32 kB.
128 bit ∗ 30 ∗ 60 ∗ 1.421 = 327398 bits = 40 kB > 32 kB.
128 bit ∗ 30 ∗ 60 ∗ 2.018 = 464947 bits = 56 kB > 32 kB.
128 bit ∗ 30 ∗ 60 ∗ 0.771 = 177638 bits = 22 kB < 32 kB.
128 bit ∗ 30 ∗ 60 ∗ 1.425 = 328320 bits = 40 kB > 32 kB.

simulation results of key space consumption
60
50
40
30
20

scene3: 60 km/h

scene2: 60 km/h

scene1: 60 km/h

0

scene1: 30 km/h

10
scene3: 3 km/h

practical application, the macro station is the center of the
grid, where 256 APs are regularly deployed. The ISD is 20 m,
which corresponds to the grid size of 320 ∗ 320 m2 . Similarly,
the macro station is also the center of the grid, where 255 APs
are randomly deployed, and the grid size is 320 ∗ 320 m2 .
Considering that the virtual cell is the direction of the
future 5G network, the virtual cell is applied in the simulation
scenario. The macro station functions as a control plane
service entity, and the APs are the user-plane service entities.
Since the service entity is dynamically selected when the UE
moves among the APs, the best AP should be chosen by the
UE to reduce the connection failure rate and improve the
throughput. When the dynamic service AP is selected, for L2
(layer two), the service AP delay is changed to 5 ms. When
L1 (layer one) is centralized (to similar RRH), the service
AP delay is changed to 0 ms. In crowded scenes, users move
relatively slowly. Therefore, we select three low-speed scenes:
3 km/h (on foot), 30 km/h (by bike), and 60 km/h (by car).
The handover of the UE among the APs is simulated, as shown
in Table 2.
In the simulated scene, when the moving UE accesses
APs, the handover frequency is equivalent to the frequency
of the communication session’s establishment. All data communication sessions need different protection keys. The data
protected with a traditional symmetric key method (such as
LTE encryption algorithm 128-EEA3) and the key storage
space requested for data communication can be calculated by
formula (5):

scene2: 3 km/h

Scene 3: APs regularly deployed, L2 centralized

scene1: 3 km/h

Scene 2: APs randomly deployed, L1 centralized

key storage space (KB)

Scene 1: APs randomly deployed, L2 centralized

Handover (times/second/user)
0.731
1.421
2.018
0.771
1.425
2.034
0.579
1.228
1.796

scene3: 30 km/h

Simulation scene (320 ∗ 320 m )

scene2: 30 km/h

2

traditional symmetric key method
shared key based IC method

Figure 5: The result of key space consumption.

128 bit ∗ 30 ∗ 60 ∗ 2.034 = 468634 bits = 57 kB > 32 kB.
128 bit ∗ 30 ∗ 60 ∗ 0.579 = 133402 bits = 16 kB < 32 kB.
128 bit ∗ 30 ∗ 60 ∗ 1.228 = 282931 bits = 35 kB > 32 kB.
128 bit ∗ 30 ∗ 60 ∗ 1.796 = 413798 bits = 51 kB > 32 kB.
However, in our solution for secure data communication,
the pairwise key that includes the public key and private key is
a one-off generation using the restructured parameters. The
pairwise key should be saved by the network entities, while
the shared keys are instantaneously calculated. The shared
keys can be generated many times and do not require storage.
Therefore, the keys’ storage capacity will be basically stable,
and the keys’ storage space can be calculated by formula (6):
Sum (storage) = length (pairwise key)
∗ quantity (APs)

(6)

225 bit ∗ 2 ∗ 256 = 115200 bits = 14 kB.
The simulation results of the key storage capacity required
are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5, which is based on Table 2 and formulas (5)
and (6), compares the key space consumption under three
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kinds of UE’s speed in traditional symmetric key method
and the “shared” key based IC method. In our scenario,
by means of the “shared” key based IC method, the key
storage space is a constant value, 14 kb, but, with the way
of traditional symmetric key method, the key storage space
value is dynamic and incremental, which shows that when
UE movement rate is greater than 30 km/h, the key storage
space is generally greater than 32 KB.
From the above data analysis, we can draw the following
conclusions:
(1) The key space consumed by the shared key method
based on the IC is significantly less than the space consumption of the traditional symmetric key method.
(2) The key space consumed by the shared key method
based on the IC is more stable. In contrast, when using
the traditional symmetric key method, the number of
protected keys generated by the UE increases with the
increasing movement speed.
For 5G UDN, it is very important to have secure and
efficient data communications in practical operations. We
proposed a scheme where the AKA-IC solution can effectively
guarantee the security authentication and data protection
among the network entity communication and improve the
computational efficiency with less bandwidth.

6. Conclusions
In the 5G, the UDN is an important solution to the explosive
growth of network capacity and data traffic. UDN security
will directly affect the security of the 5G system. However,
there is little research on UDN security. In particular, the data
communication security among the network entities of the
UDN is still unclear.
In this paper, a new security scheme based on the implicit
certificate is introduced based on the analysis of the security
challenge of the UDN. We provide the solution that includes
the IC and pairwise key generation, and the application
process is based on the IC. Then, we analyze the performance
of our security communication model. Moreover, an authentication and key agreement protocol based on the IC (AKAIC) is proposed to solve the secure data communication issue.
The AKA-IC algorithm is lightweight and efficient, and the
result of the simulated evaluation shows that it is well adapted
to various network entities of the UDN, among the APs of
APG and between the AP and UE. The security solution based
on the IC should be used as an important direction for data
communication security for future 5G UDNs.
For future work, in addition to investigating the aforementioned security issues, we also identify other interesting
research areas, such as the unified security authentication
architecture, the user privacy protection mechanism, and the
algorithm optimization of key generation. This will provide
more security assurance for 5G systems.

Notations
𝐾: Symmetric root key for initial
authentication
𝑟𝑈: Secret random integer generated by
entity𝑈

𝑅𝑈 :
Cert𝑈:
𝑒:

EC point for the IC request sent by entity𝑈
The implicit certificate of the entity𝑈
The result value from the hash computing
of Cert𝑈
𝑠:
The value for the computing private key of
the entities
𝑑𝑈 :
The private key of entity𝑈
𝑄𝑈 :
The public key of entity𝑈
𝐾𝑈𝑉 :
The shared key between entity 𝑈 and
entity 𝑉
HMAC: The keyed-hash message authentication
code algorithm.
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